GLACIAL
ENVIRONMENTS

Michael Hambrey

Sum m ary o f the geological tim e scale, based on International Union o f Geological Sceinces Global
Stratigraphic Chart (IUGS 1989), together with the main phases o f glaciation in E arth ’s history. Names
in italics are based on those regions where the evidence is best displayed.

Frontispiece: vertical air photograph o f glaciers at the head of Engelskbukta (“English B ay”) in n w
Spitsbergen. This demonstrates the complexities o f the glacial environment. Small cirque glaciers with
aretes between, and moraines near their snouts occur at the .top o f the picture. Two large valley glaciers
(Uversbreen; mid-right, and Comfortlessbreen, lower right) approach the bay from the right, both having
contorted medial m oraines and complexes o f push moraines close to, and beyond, the ice limits. Large
areas o f braided outwash, both active and abandoned, are evident in the middle of the picture, the main
channel com plex producing a prom inent sedim ent plum e as the glacial m eltw aters en ter the sea.
Com fortlessbreen ends partially in tidewater as a prom inent calving ice cliff and, in front of it, beach
ridges o r spits o f sand and gravel enclose muddy lagoonal areas. The field o f view is approximately
8km from top to bottom (photograph courtesy o f N orsk Polarinstitutt, RClO, dated 7 August 1977).
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Preface
Glacial environm ents are scenically and scientifically among the most exciting and complex on Earth.
Apart from phenomena associated directly with moving or stagnating glaciers, fluvial, aeolian, lacustrine
^r.d marine processes frequently interact with ice and its deposits. Glacial environments therefore pos-ris a wide variety of landforms and sediment associations.
Some 10% o f the E arth ’s land surface today is covered by ice, a figure that exceeded 30% during
'.e Q uaternary glaciations of the past two million years. In earlier geological history, the E arth under' snt glaciations o f continent-wide extent on several occasions, some o f them even m ore intense than
:r. ?se o f the Q uaternary period. Yet these earlier glaciations have received little attention compared with
:ther global clim atic events. Furtherm ore, the study o f ancient glacial sequences has, until recently,
>een relatively simplistic, and frequently revealed an unawareness o f the complexities of glacial proc
esses.
The principal aims of this book are as follows: (a) to examine the processes associated with contem-• ran- ice masses, especially those that can be observed or monitored in the field; (b) to emphasize the
'in g e and character o f erosional and depositional landforms present at contem porary glacier m argins,
ia d those left by the Pleistocene ice sheets; (c) to draw examples from both Q uaternary and ancient
^.icial periods, thereby providing a link between what we see at the surface and the rock record; and
J to give equal emphasis to the glaciomarine environment which has been neglected in most textbooks.
The book deliberately avoids the use o f most mathematical form ulae since the emphasis here is on
hat can be seen and interpreted on the ground, or otherwise sampled. There are other excellent works,
^ ';e d throughout the text, which provide rigorous mathematical treatm ent for those who desire it, but
леге the subject m atter has been chosen to be accessible to those without advanced mathematical trainr.g. It is anticipated that the book will be o f value to undergraduates studying physical geography, ge\o g y , environmental science and countryside management, as well as to secondary/high school teach
ers and those who wish to understand better the processes that have shaped our lands. No previous knowlrdge o f the subject is assumed, other than an elementary knowledge of geological concepts.
By historical accident, Q uaternary studies and glacial processes have been largely neglected in the
traditional British geology departments. Rather, they commonly have form ed a core elem ent in physi
cal geography courses, but here there has been a tendency to avoid rigorous application of sedimentological
principles. In contrast, in N orth A m erica, there has alw ays been a much closer affinity betw een
;eom orphology and geology. The strategy adopted in this book is to integrate the approaches of the two
disciplines as far as possible.
W ith the “greening” of earth sciences, and the development o f employment opportunities in such
areas as waste disposal, w ater management and the extraction o f aggregates, earth scientists need to
know more about the superficial glacial deposits that cover so much of the populated areas of the N orthern
Hem isphere. A ncient glacial deposits are also o f economic importance since, in some regions, they
provide petroleum plays, as in the Perm o-Carboniferous and late Precam brian o f the M iddle East and
South A m erica. Furtherm ore, recent research, especially deep drilling on the continental shelves, has
dem onstrated the volum etric im portance o f glacial sediments.
In a relatively small book such as this, it has not been possible to reference relevant literature th o r
oughly. Instead, I have cited key references together with those that provide particularly good exam-
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pies o f the phenomena under review. N or has it been possible to describe all components of the glacier
system as one might wish; for example, glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine environments are treated only
lightly to allow for m ore thorough treatm ent of less-readily obtainable information on the glaciomarine
environment. However, if the diversity and fascination of glacial environments becomes apparent through
reading this book, it will have served its purpose.
M

ic h a e l

J. H a m b r e y

Liverpool, 1994

“ O y e ice a n d sn o w , b less ye th e L o rd , p ra ise h im a n d m a g n ify h im f o r e v e r .”
Benedicite Omnia Opera
Book o f Common Prayer
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1 Introduction

1.1 Historical background
1.1.1 D iscovery of "ice ages"
Today it is com mon knowledge that the Earth once experienced an ice age, during which ice
sheets spread over large parts of Eurasia and North America. We are all familiar with the
sensationalist press reports that have inevitably arisen after exceptionally severe blizzards,
debating whether a new ice age has come upon us, even if these have now been replaced by
equally alarm ist statements that human-induced global warming will cause catastrophic m elt
ing o f the remaining polar ice sheets. However, when the concept o f widespread glaciation
•In the past was first mooted in the early 19th century, it met with much opposition. The battles
and personality conflicts that arose as a result throughout the first half of the 19th century
provide a fascinating insight into how geology evolved into a science and overcame rigid
prejudices that w ere based on a misunderstanding of Old Testament accounts of natural dis
isters, such as N oah’s flood (see more detailed accounts in Garwood 1932, Imbrie & Imbrie
1979, Mills 1983).
The chief protagonist of the ice-age theory in the early 1800s was the influential president
o f the Swiss Society of Natural Sciences, Louis Agassiz, and it is he who came to be regarded
is the “Father o f Ice A ges” . However, the idea that ice had once covered more of the Earth
•vas not new. Agassiz was not the first to believe that glaciers had been more extensive; indeed,
for many years he was sceptical. It was others, not all of them scientists, who documented
the evidence for more widespread ice. Probably the first to do this was a Swiss minister, Kuhn,
.vho, in 1787, interpreted local erratic boulders below the glaciers near Grindelwald as evidence
of ice having been m ore extensive. In 1795, the leading geologist of the day, the Scot Hutton,
rublished his Theory o f the Earth in which he described how ice had transported great boul
ders of granite into the Jura Mountains. In 1815 a Swiss mountaineer and hunter, Perraudin,
irgued that glaciers extended much further down, and filled, the Val de Bagnes in the Alps.
He expressed his views to a sceptical Charpentier, who later became an ardent advocate of
the glacial theory. Three years later, Perraudin tried to persuade the Swiss engineer, Venetz,
rut he too had doubts about the validity of the idea. However, slowly Venetz began to accept
:he hypothesis and by 1829 was able to argue from the distribution of moraine and erratics
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that glaciers once covered the Swiss plain, the Jura and other parts of Europe. Already, in
1824, Esm ark had argued that the glaciers of Norway had once been more extensive.
None of these m en made the intellectual leap to conceive of a period of widespread global
cooling and ice-sheet development. It was left to the famous German poet Goethe to promote
the idea o f an ice age (“Eiszeit”). Taking note of the findings by scientists of erratics on the
North Germ an Plain, Goethe developed his ice-age concept around 1823 in a novel, Wilhelm
M eister (Cam eron 1965).
M eanwhile, C harpentier, at last converted to the idea of more extensive ice, accepted
V enetz’s interpretation, and thereafter began to assemble a mass of evidence in its favour.
Resistance was strong, since it was generally held at the time that the large erratics were
deposited by Noah’s flood. By 1833, many scientists had come to accept the view of the leading
British geologist o f the day, Lyell, that the boulders had been rafted by icebergs. This theory
had originated with the German mathematician, Wrede, in 1804. The iceberg-rafting or “drift”
theory, which apparently explained far-travelled erratic boulders, was expounded by Lyell in
perhaps the most influential geology textbook ever written, The principles o f geology, pub
lished in 1833. This explanation embraced conveniently the Flood theory, by providing a
m echanism by which sediment, and especially large boulders, could have been transported hence the term “drift” for these deposits. Lyell was strongly supported by D arw in who, in a
series o f papers, became a prominent advocate of the theory until his death in 1882.
C harpentier had as a friend Agassiz, who by now was one of Europe’s leading scientists
but, despite C harpentier’s powers of persuasion, the young man was at first unable to accept
the glacial theory. Eventually, during a field trip to Bex, Agassiz was won over, and for the
first time the glacial theory had a strong, forceful and influential character to promote it. Both
Agassiz and Charpentier had by now acknowledged Goethe’s theory of a great ice age, although
m ost scientists o f the day ignored it, perhaps because of the poet’s lack o f scientific creden
tials. U nfortunately, A gassiz developed the glacial theory further, taking liberties w ith
C harpentier’s work, and promoting it beyond the available evidence. Thus, when Agassiz
presented his work to the Swiss Society of Natural Sciences at Neuchatel in 1837, he met
w ith almost universal opposition. Nevertheless, he had a prominent ally in Germany at this
time, Schimper, who provided him with much information about the form er extent of glaciers
in the Isar and W tirm valley. Undaunted by the general opposition, Agassiz wrote up his work
in the book Etudes sur les glaciers (Studies on glaciers), which was published in 1840,
acknowledging the important work of his predecessors Venetz and Charpentier, but curiously
not Schimper, and he set about trying to convince other scientists and the public at large. His
belief in an ice age that caused great devastation and extinguished many animal species fitted
in well with the philosophy of catastrophism that was prevalent in geology throughout the 18th
and 19th centuries. The ice-age concept merely substituted one catastrophe for another, the
G reat Flood: One o f the major proponents o f the Flood theory was Buckland who, in addi
tion to being a clergym an, was a Professor of Mineralogy and Geology at Oxford Univer
sity, and so was well placed to explore the links between geology and religion. Buckland was
also one of the first geologists to focus specifically on the accumulations of unconsolidated
mud, sand and gravel, that covered much of the British Isles, and which w ere referred to as
“D iluvium ” by those who believed in the Flood. Buckland’s impressive account o f these
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deposits was published in 1823 and gained him immense respect.
Buckland meanwhile found it impossible to explain all the evidence in terms o f a great
flood with icebergs floating around. In particular, he wanted to know where all the w ater had
come from and w here it had gone. After hearing Agassiz promote his ideas in another m eet
ing in 1838, in Germany, Buckland joined Agassiz on a trip to the Alps, but remained uncon
vinced that glaciers were responsible for drift deposits elsewhere. In 1840, Agassiz took on
the British, reading a paper to the Geological Society of London “On the evidences o f the
glaciation of G reat Britain and Ireland” . This visit was portrayed in the satirical magazine
Punch as “a sporting tour in the search o f moorhens (m oraines)” . By now, Buckland had
changed his mind and, after having shown Agassiz drift deposits around Scotland and north
ern England, became a strong advocate of the glacial theory himself. W ithin just a few months
Buckland had converted Lyell to the theory, but, even with a trio o f internationally renowned
scientific heavyweights embracing it, wider opposition was not overcome immediately. Indeed,
perhaps under the influence of Darwin, Lyell lapsed back into renewed support for the drift
theory.
Although by 1841, Forbes (a Professor of Natural History at Edinburgh University, and
him self a key figure in the development of glaciological concepts) was able to write to Agassiz
“You have made all the geologists glacier-mad here . . . ” , it was not for another 20 years
that the m ajority of British geologists accepted the ice-age theory, following publication of
classic papers by Jameson in 1862 and Geikie in 1863.
Various reasons have been given as to why Agassiz had so much difficulty in overcoming
entrenched beliefs. Apart from the religious views, it proved difficult to explain the wide
spread “shelly drifts” around the coasts of northwest Europe. Furtherm ore, there was igno
rance among geologists about glaciers themselves; it was not until 1852 that Greenland was
discovered to have an ice sheet, and only towards the end of the century that Antarctica too
was found to be covered by one. Agassiz him self did not help his cause, because in his
enthusiasm he envisaged glaciers in places where the evidence was non-existent, such as the
M editerranean or the Amazon Basin.
In 1847 Agassiz moved to the USA, as Professor at Harvard University, and found that
many A m erican scientists had already accepted his theory. His arrival, however, did speed
up its acceptance, and when Agassiz finally died in 1873, few scientists held out against it.
Following the establishment of an ice-age explanation for the widespread unconsolidated
sediments, that ultimately were equated with the Quaternary period, it was only natural that
geologists should seek for evidence of ice ages in the older rock record (Harland & Herod
1975). In 1855 Ram sey suggested that English Perm ian breccias w ere o f glacial origin.
Although he was incorrect in this, others began looking for Perm ian glacial sediments else
where, and by 1859 unequivocal deposits had been reported from India and Australia, and by
1870 from South Africa. In 1871 Precam brian glacial sediments w ere described from Scot
land, and in 1891 from northernmost Norway where a striated pavement was also discov
ered. Evidence of older Precam brian and early Palaeozoic glaciations were found in the early
20th century.
Many discoveries of tillites were reported from around the world subsequently, but a phase
:: doubt, particularly with regard to the late Precambrian glaciation, entered the mind of many
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geologists as recently as the 1960s, perhaps because of the uncritical acceptance of many
deposits as glacigenic at a time when the subdiscipline o f sedimentology was revolutionizing
the interpretation of sedimentary sequences. The few who maintained a pro-glacial stance for
the Precam brian deposits (notably Harland 1964) have since been fully vindicated. A bench
m ark contribution that provided a thorough, objective account of the Precam brian glacial
deposits of Scotland (Spencer 1971), set a standard which others have emulated with consid
erable success.
W hile the evidence for ancient ice ages was gradually being built up, the extent and number
of glaciations in the Quaternary period were being documented. Two schemes, in particular,
becam e widely accepted around the turn of the century. In the M id-W est of North America,
Cham berlain and Leverett mapped four sheets of glacial drift, each representing a distinct
“ice age” . In the region to the north of the European Alps, Penk and Briickner similarly derived
four ice ages, but by associating gravel terraces at progressively lower levels with cold peri
ods w hen deposition was rapid. Sim ilar successions w ere subsequently derived for the
Scandinavian and British ice sheets, and even New Zealand. Despite the realization that suc
cessive glaciations tend to destroy the evidence of earlier ones, at least on land, the chro
nologies derived for the M id-W est and Europe were accepted uncritically, and the two were
inevitably correlated, despite the absence of dating evidence. These schemes survived intact
until the deep-sea record began to yield a different story.
W hen the first deep-sea sediment cores, going well back into the Quaternary period, were
obtained during the 1950s and onwards, oxygen-isotopic studies of planktonic foraminifera
enabled palaeotem peratures and ice-volume changes to be determined. The cores revealed
rather more glacial periods than the commonly accepted terrestrial record, and land geolo
gists for a long w hile ign o red the evidence. In the 1960s, w ith the developm ent o f
m agnetostratigraphy and the establishment o f magnetic reversals, the much-needed method
of dating Quaternary events had finally arrived. Sediment cores, analyzed by an international
team o f scientists on a project called CLIMAP, gradually began to yield a climatic record that
matched remarkably well the temporal changes in solar radiation derived by Milankovich from
astronomical variables. The number o f ice ages during the Quaternary period thus prolifer
ated, and the fourfold ice-age chronology from the land areas was finally shown to be more
incomplete than complete.
Until the early 1970s, it was assumed by many Earth scientists that the period represented
by ice ages was essentially equivalent to the Quaternary period. In 1972, the Deep Sea D rill
ing Project extracted long cores from the Antarctic continental shelf in the Ross Sea (Hayes
et al. 1975). To many people’s surprise, evidence of glaciation extending back 25 million
years (M a), to the late Oligocene Epoch was preserved in these cores. In the past 20 years,
Antarctica has yielded further evidence of the antiquity of Cenozoic glaciation. A succession
o f New Zealand drilling operations in the Ross Sea culminated in a drill-hole in 1986 that
showed that glacier ice was present at least as far back as earliest Oligocene time (36Ma).
M ost recently (1987-8), the Ocean Drilling Program in Prydz Bay has confirmed the exist
ence o f a large ice sheet over East Antarctica dating back at least this far. However, none of
these drill-holes penetrated the glacial/preglacial boundary, and the onset of Cenozoic glaciation
rem ains to be determined.
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Back in the N orthern Hemisphere, the onset of ice-rafting, indicating the development of
an ice sheet over Greenland reaching the coast, has been dated at 2 .4 M a, with indications of
ice-rafting in Baffin Bay from a Canadian Arctic source another million years earlier. Further
m ore, glaciers in Alaska have been active since about lOMa on the high mountains there.
Thus, we can no longer equate the Quaternary period with the development of ice ages, only
with intensification o f the ice cover.

1.1.2 D evelopm ent of understanding of the dynam ics of glaciers
To some extent, the development of ideas concerning the manner in which ice masses them 
selves behave has taken place independently of the investigations of the products of glacia
tion, although there have always been some scientists who have taken an interest in both fields.
The history of the development of glaciological ideas is just as interesting and full of con
flicting views as the establishment of the ice-age theory, and the reader is referred to Paterson
(1981) and Clarke (1987) for fuller accounts.
The earliest descriptions of glaciers, in Icelandic literature, date from the 11th century.
H ow ever, it was not until several centuries later that glaciers were recorded as being able to
flow. By then the Earth was experiencing what became known as the Little Ice Age, which
peaked about 1750, and resulted in strong advances of glaciers in many parts of the world.
These events are particularly well documented where glaciers in the Alps and Norway destroyed
pastures and even property, as well as being responsible for several disasters. Hence, a strong
scientific interest in glaciers developed, notably in Switzerland.
Prominent among the early pioneers was Scheuzer who, between 1706 and 1723, published
several works of a geographical and scientific character. He took a special interest in legends
of Alpine dragons, but also studied glaciers, proposing that water entered fissures in the ice,
and on freezing expanded, causing the glacier to thrust forwards - his so-called “dilation”
theory. Altmann in 1751 and Grtiner in 1760 explained that gravity was the cause of glacier
motion, but assumed that this was accomplished entirely by ice sliding over its bed. In the
late 18th century, Bordier suggested that ice can flow by internal deformation, somewhat like
a viscous fluid.
Although Griiner had noted that stones on the surface of one of the Grindelwald glaciers
had advanced 50 paces in six years, the first systematic measurements of glacier flow were
not undertaken in the Alps until the 1830s. Foremost among the early experimentalists, once
again, was Agassiz, who showed that ice moves faster in the middle than at the sides. The
British scientists Tyndall and Forbes, and the Swiss Hugi and De Saussure, also became heavily
involved in establishing the dynamics of glaciers in France and Switzerland by measuring ice
movement and documenting surface structures. The M er de Glace in France (Fig. 1.1) and
the U nteraargletscher in Switzerland (Fig. 1.2) became favourite haunts. Forbes, having
already fallen out with Agassiz after undertaking joint work on the Unteraargletscher, became
involved in a heated dispute with Tyndall about the nature of glacier flow. Forbes believed
that flow was of a viscous nature and considered ice to have many similarities to a metamorphic rock. Tyndall thought that motion resulted from the formation of small fractures that

Figure 1.1 The Mer de Glace in the French Alps, one of the earliest sites at which studies of glacier flow
were first undertaken. The curving light and dark arcs are “ogives” or Forbes bands, each pair representing
a year’s movement through the icefall in the background. They were first described by James Forbes in the
mid-19th century.

Figure 1.2 The Unteraargletscher in the Bernese Oberland of Switzerland. The first documented case of
ice movement was recorded on this glacier when, over a period o f several years, Hugi followed the
displacement down-glacier of a large block on the medial moraine on the right.
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w ere subsequently healed by pressure melting and refreezing, an idea that became known as
the “regelation theory” . Tyndall died in 1893 after his wife had unwittingly administered to
him a lethal dose of choral, and with him the regelation theory also died. Forbes, on the other
hand was essentially correct in linking glacier flow to fluid mechanics, although he did under
estimate the role of basal sliding. His viscous flow theory motivated much laboratory experi
mental w ork and field measurements. Thus, by the end of the century, the manner in which
ice at the surface of a valley glacier flowed was well known. In 1897, Reid in North A merica
recorded the character o f velocity vectors, inclined slightly downwards in the snow accumula
tion area and upwards in the ice-ablation zone, elaborating this in a classic paper “The mechan
ics o f glaciers” . However, ice movement at depth posed a different problem. Even though
around the turn of the century Bltimcke and Hess, using stakes set into a Tyrolean glacier,
found that ice at depth moved faster than at the surface, many scientists for decades afterwards
believed that the reverse was true and invoked a mechanism called “extrusion flow” . Demorest
and Strieff-Becker were particularly forceful proponents of this idea. After the considerable
progress achieved up to 1900 it is strange that such an idea should have taken a strong hold.
The extrusion flow theory was not laid to rest until the 1950s, following deep borehole
m easurements on the Jungfraufirn in Switzerland and later on various Alaskan and Canadian
glaciers, together with laboratory experiments on ice, and the application of m odern ideas of
solid-state physics, which showed that ice deformed in a manner similar to other crystalline
solids such as metals and rocks. The foundations for our present understanding o f glacier
deform ation w ere laid by British physicists Glen and Nye in the 1950s and 1960s, together
with Lliboutry of France and W eertman of the USA, with their work on glacier sliding. Now
we know that glacier ice deforms in a m anner similar to plastic substances, and also slides on
its bed. The role of the physicists in glaciology was expressed by Paterson (1981) in these
term s: “a m ere handful o f mathematical physicists, who may seldom set foot on a glacier,
have contributed far more to the understanding of the subject than have a hundred m easurers
o f ablation stakes or recorders of advances and recessions of glacier term ini” . Unfortunately,
since then, some mathematicians and physicists have tended to shift away from reality, and
have derived equations that are virtually untestable in the field. However, the increasingly
important role that glacier modellers are playing is bringing the observers and theoreticians
back together again.
M ajor advances in other aspects of glaciology have taken place through the 20th century,
such as the measurem ent of snow/ice density, accumulation and heat balance, the examina
tion of glacier hydrology, and the palaeoclimatic record in ice sheets from drill cores, not
only in valley glaciers but in the polar ice sheets (for example, Koch and W egener in Green
land in 1913, and Ahlm ann in Svalbard and elsewhere between 1920 and 1940). From 1957
(the International Geophysical Year) the Antarctic ice sheet has been investigated from all
angles. Remote-sensing techniques, such as radio-echo sounding and satellite imagery, have
revolutionized our understanding o f the extent, thickness and character of the ice on that
continent, as indeed elsewhere.
Developments in linking the sedimentary record to glaciological principles have been a
long time in coming. Geologists have been slow to understand the complexities of glacier
dynamics, while many physicists have tended to assume that mathematics can provide all the
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answers and so have disregarded the evidence offered visually by glaciers. There are of course
exceptions, and of these Boulton has perhaps done more than most in explaining the develop
ment of glacial sedimentary sequences in glaciological term s, starting with a series of inves
tigations at the margins of glaciers in Svalbard in the 1960s, and extending to the large Northern
H em isphere ice sheets in the past decade.
In any account of the development of the science of glaciology in the past 50 years one
cannot ignore the role played by the International (formerly British) Glaciological Society,
which, through its Journal o f Glaciology and more recently the Annals o f Glaciology, has
provided the principal focus for glacier research in all its aspects, and encoured interdiscipli
nary approaches to the subject. A history o f the Society and its role in the development of
glaciology has been provided by W eertman (1987).

1.2 Terminology and classification of glacigenic sediments
Before beginning this discussion, it is necessary to define a few basic term s, and here the
definitions of Dreimanis (1989) are broadly followed, although their use in the literature varies.
- Glacigenic sedim ent (also glacigene, glaciogenic): “o f glacial origin” ; the term is used
in a broad sense to embrace sediments with a greater or lesser component derived from
glacier ice.
- Glacial debris: material being transported by a glacier in contact with glacier ice.
- Glacial drift: all rock material transported by glacier ice, all deposits made by glacier
ice, and all deposits predominantly of glacial origin deposited in the sea from icebergs,
or from glacial meltwater.
- Diamicton: a non-sorted or poorly sorted unconsolidated terrigenous sediment that contains
a wide range o f particle sizes (modified from Flint 1960).
- Diamictite: the lithified equivalent of diamicton, and diamict embraces both (Harland
et al. 1966). These term s, together with diamicton, have no genetic connotations.
M ost investigations of glacigenic sediments, whether contemporary, Quaternary or ancient,
have tended to use genetic term s for which no universal agreement has been reached. As a
result, much confusion has ensued concerning the origin of a particular sediment. In the past
decade it has been increasingly recognized that a study of a glacigenic sequence should begin
with an objective description, before attempting to classify the sediments genetically.

1.2.1 Term inology and non-genetic classification of poorly sorted sedim ents
A variety of term s have been used in the past, mainly with reference to lithified deposits, to
describe sediments without assuming a glacial origin. Diamictite has gradually found greater
favour for lithified sediments than the synonymous mixtite, whereas tilloid has been used
for “till-like rocks” in a variety o f conflicting ways, and is also falling out o f favour.
For the purposes of field investigation, a textural classification of diamictite has been devised
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by M oncrieff (1989) and a modified version is used here (Table 1.1). It is based on the pro
portions of sand and mud (as m atrix), discernible using a hand lens or with the naked eye,
against the proportion o f gravel clasts. In Cenozoic glacigenic sediments, the biogenic com 
ponent may make up a considerable proportion of the sediment. Following Ocean Drilling
Program procedures (Barron et al. 1989), prefixes such as shelly and diatomaceous may be
used w here such components exceed 30%.
Table 1.1 Non-genetic classification of poorly sorted sediments, based on M oncrieff (1989), but with
maximum proportion of gravel in diamict reduced from 80 to 50% for compatibility with the Ocean Drilling
Program’s definition of diamict and conglomerate/breccia (Barron et al. 1989). The term “diamict” embraces
both diamicton and diamicdte. “Mud” , as used in this context, covers all fine sediment, i.e. mixtures of clay
and silt.
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1.2.2 Classification of sorted sedim ents
Various other sedimentary types, not restricted solely to glacial environments, should also
be mentioned: these include gravel, sand, silt and clay, with varying degrees of sorting; rhyth
mically bedded/laminated sediments of sand/silt/clay and non-cyclically deposited graded beds
such as turbidites. The W entworth (1922) scale of grain sizes is the most widely used, sum 
m arized as follows:
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-

boulder: > 256m m ( < - 8 phi units (ф))
cobble: 64 to 256m m ( - 6 to -8ф )
pebble: 4 to 64m m (-2 to -6 ф )
granule: 2 to 4m m (-1 to -2ф)
sand: 0.0625 to 2m m (4 to -1 ф)
silt: 0.0039 to 0.0625m m (8 to 4ф)

- clay: < 0.0039m m (< 8 ф )
“G ravel” embraces all classes > 2m m . The term “m ud” is used in various ways; in this book,
usage is consistent with many sedimentological studies in meaning a mixture of silt + clay.

1 .2 .3 Term inology of glacigenic sedim ents
The question o f term inology of till and till-like deposits has received a thorough airing
repeatedly over the past three decades (e.g. Hambrey & Harland 1981, with reference to prePleistocene sediments; Dreimanis 1989, for Quaternary sediments). Here, the most important
term s used in this and subsequent chapters are summarized.
For an unsorted deposit with a wide range of grain sizes deposited directly from glacier
ice, whether on land or beneath a floating glacier, and not subsequently modified, the term
till is applied. This term is an old Scottish word originally used by country-folk to describe
“a kind of coarse obdurate land” , the soil developed on the stony clay that covers much of
northern Britain (Flint 1971: 148). It was adopted as a genetic term by Scottish geologists in
the mid-19th century, and its use has spread across the English-speaking world and into other
languages. Some authors restrict the term to material deposited on land, but as it is often
difficult to distinguish the environment of deposition, the deposit could be labelled as till only
if one w ere sure of the nature of the environment, thus restricting its usefulness. The term
boulder clay, which has been used in the British Isles as a synonym of till, is no longer favoured
by most glacial geologists. Moraine has also often been used as a synonym for till, but it is
best to restrict this term to the landform.
The term for a lithified glacial deposit, tillite, historically has evolved separately and is
not strictly equivalent. Many authors have used the term to embrace sediments containing a
significant proportion of iceberg-rafted material. Other authors have been m ore restrictive,
although few would restrict it solely to material known to have been deposited on land, but
would include lithified till-like material deposited beneath a floating glacier. H ere, the terms
“till” and “tillite” are used to include sediments released directly from a glacier, whether on
land or through a w ater column, that have not been subject to reworking, such as by currents
or gravity flowage resulting in disaggregation.
M aterials released by ice into the sea, whether by continuous rain-out beneath a floating
mass o f glacier ice, or sporadically from icebergs, even if the proportion is small, are collec
tively referred to as glaciomarine sediments (also referred to in the literature as glacial-marine,
glaci(-)m arine). Thus, the broad inclusive definition proposed by Andrews & M atsch (1983:
2) and Borns & M atsch (1989: 263) is adopted (but anglicized) here:
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“Glaciom arine sediment includes a mixture o f glacial detritus and marine sediment
deposited m ore or less contemporaneously. The glacier component may be released
directly from glaciers and ice shelves or delivered to the marine depositional site from
those sources by gravity, moving fluids, or iceberg rafting. The marine component
comprises mainly terrigenous and biogenic (‘biogenous’ in North America) sediments.
Glaciom arine sediments vary laterally from ice-proximal diamicton, gravel and sand
facies, to an intermediate pebbly silt and mud facies, to distal marine environments where
the glacial imprint is seen in ice-rafted debris particles usually in the -1 to 4 ф fraction” .

1 .2 .4 G enetic classification of tills
Tills (and tillites) are m ore variable than any other sediment known by a single name (Flint
1971: 154; Goldthwait 1971: 5). Not surprisingly, therefore, the meaning o f till varies from
one investigator to another. Two extreme views have been published. The first, by Harland
et al. (1966), used the term in a very broad sense to include any poorly sorted sediment that
contains glacially transported material. By contrast, Lawson (1979) used a very restrictive
definition of till by excluding those sediments that included components that were not directly
glacially deposited, as well as those that showed any hint of reworking. Drewry (1986: 120)
even stated that the genetic term “till” is no longer applicable and new nomenclature is neces
sary. One might think that such disparate views preclude any agreement about the definition
of “till” , let alone the development of a genetic classification. However, a considerable measure
of agreem ent has been achieved by the International Quaternary Association’s (INQUA) Com 
mission on Genesis and Lithology of Quaternary Deposits. A comprehensive classification
of tills has emerged that has satisfied the majority of INQUA correspondents (Dreimanis 1989).
The INQUA classification represents the broadest consensus concerning glacial sediments at
the present time and the terrestrial elements are adapted in this book (Table 1.2). The factors
considered in the INQUA classification are primarily the formational and depositional processes,
the general environment of deposition, and the position in relation to glacier ice (Table 1.2).
In the genetic depositional classification of till there are two main categories. Primary
tills are form ed mainly by direct release of debris from the glacier and are deposited by pri
m ary glacial processes, namely melt-out, lodgement, sublimation, or during deform ation
induced by the glacier. Secondary tills are the products of resedimentation of glacial debris
that has already been deposited by the glacier, with little or no sorting by meltwater. W ithin
these categories several varieties of till have been documented (Table 1.2), although these
represent end members in a continuous spectrum of depositional types (Dreimanis 1989). Meltout till is deposited by a slow release of glacial debris from ice that is not sliding or deform 
ing internally. Lodgement till is deposited by plastering of glacial debris from the sliding
base o f a moving glacier by pressure melting and/or other mechanical processes. Sublimation
till is till released by the sublimation (direct transition of ice to the vapour state) of debrisrich ice (Shaw 1989). It requires long-term extremes o f cold and aridity for its formation, so
its development is restricted to Antarctica. Deformation till comprises weak rock or uncon-
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Table 1.2 Genetic classification of till in terrestrial settings (adapted from the INQUA classification, Dreimanis
1989: Table 11). The vertical columns are independent of each other and no correlation horizontally is implied.
Not all combinations are feasible.
Release of glacial debris and its deposition or
redeposition

Depositional genetic varieties of till

I Environment

IV By environment V By position

Glaeio-terrestrial

II Position

III Process

Ice-marginal
frontal
lateral

A. Primary
Melting out
Lodgement
Sublimation
Squeeze flow
Subsole drag

Supraglacial

Subglacial

Substratum

Terrestrial
non-aquatic till

B. Secondary
Gravity flow
Slumping
Sliding and
rolling

VI By process

Ice-marginal till A. Primary till
Melt-out till
Lodgement till
Supraglacial till Sublimation till
Deformation till
Squeeze flow till
Subglacial till
B. Secondary till
Flow till

solidated sediment that has been detached by the glacier from its source, the primary sediment
ary structures distorted or destroyed, and some foreign material admixed (Elson 1989). This
term suffers from having various other meanings, not recognized by INQUA, so it should be
used with care. Squeeze flow till is the result of squeezing or pressing of till by the weight,
or movement, o f glacier ice. Flow till may be derived from any glacial debris upon its release
from glacier ice or from a freshly deposited till, in direct association with glacier ice. Re
deposition is accomplished by gravitational slope processes, mainly by gravity-flow, and it
may take place ice-marginally, supraglacially or subglacially, and subaerially or subaquatically.
These process terms may conveniently be used in combination with the terms for posi
tion, e.g. “supraglacial melt-out till” . Many other terms for till and combinations have been
used, of which Dreimanis (1989) has provided a comprehensive review.
Recognition o f lodgement till, melt-out till and flow till has long been a m atter for debate,
and the most useful criteria are tabulated in detail by Dreimanis (1989: appendix D). Genetic
term s for lithified sediments may have the suffix “-ite” .

1.2.5 G enetic classification of glaciom arine sedim ents
In term s of preservation potential and volume, glaciomarine sediments are vastly more im 
portant than terrestrial glacial sediments, yet before the late 1970s little was known about the
contem porary environment, and sediment classifications were not based on direct observa
tions of the processes (e.g. Harland et al. 1966). Since then, however, glaciomarine environ
ments have received considerable attention, notably those in Antarctica, Svalbard and Alaska,
and several simple classifications have been adopted. For example, a genetic classification
arising from wide-ranging A merican studies on the Antarctic continental shelf includes the
following three main categories (Anderson et al. 1980, 1983):
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- Basal till - deposited on the shelf by grounded glaciers (therefore better grouped with
terrestrial sediments);
- Compound glacial marine sediment - resulting from a combination of ice-rafting (from
icebergs and ice shelves) and normal marine sedimentation;
- Residual glacial marine sediment - the product of ice-rafting coupled with bottom current
activity that is sufficiently strong to winnow silts and clays.
To these categories may be added a fourth - sediment gravity-flows - described by W right
& A nderson (1982) from A ntarctica and by M iall (1983a) from the E arly P roterozoic
G ow ganda Form ation. From the perspective of position in relation to the ice m argin of
grounded tidewater glaciers in Svalbard, Boulton (1990) identified three main zones o f sedi
mentation:
- inner proxim al zone - sedim entation sufficiently high to inhibit benthic life and
bioturbation is rare (0 -7 km from the ice margin);
- outer proximal zone - where benthic life and bioturbation are common (7 -6 0 km), and
sedimentation is influenced by suspended and ice-rafted components;
- distal zone - outer fjord or outer shelf where suspended sediment concentrations are much
less, up welling of deep w ater along the continental margin occurs, and the sea bed is
affected by waves and subject to reworking and erosion of finer materials.
Deep drilling, combined with seismic investigation on the Antarctic continental shelf has
yielded important information about depositional processes in a temporal context (Barrett et
al. 1989, Barron et al. 1989, 1991). This has led to a classification that is related to the
proxim ity o f the sediment source (Hambrey et al. 1989, 1991), and it depends on an assess
ment o f the relative importance of rain-out deposition, ice-rafting and biogenic activity. In
this case the “proxim ity” is less to do with the ice (much of which may not be delivering
sediment to the sea) than with the main source of sediment, such as in ice streams. This
classification, together with sediment gravity-flow is used here.
- W aterlain till - sediment that is released from floating basal glacier ice and accumu
lates on the sea bottom without being affected by winnowing processes. In character it
resembles basal till, from which it may be difficult to distinguish without clast orienta
tion measurements. Francis (1975) introduced the term “waterlain till” in preference to
the semantically incorrect waterlaid till of Dreimanis (see Dreimanis 1979). Dreimanis
inferred the same sort o f depositional processes as summarized above, but texturally
included both stratified and unstratified varieties of diamicton.This term has been adopted
for Antarctic sediments (Hambrey et al. 1989, 1991), but Dreimanis (1989) has subse
quently advocated abandoning the term. It is retained here, however.
- Proxim al glaciom arine sedim ent - sediment that is composed principally of debris
released from floating glacier ice and icebergs, and that has been affected by winnowing
processes. A biogenic component in the form of shelly fauna and diatoms may also be
present.
- Distal glaciomarine sedim ent - sediment that is principally of marine origin, such as
suspended sediment and biogenic material, with a minor iceberg-rafted component ( < 1 %
ice-rafted m aterial).
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A comprehensive provisional classification of glaciomarine processes and sediments was
com piled for INQUA by Borns & M atsch (1989), following the general principles of the ter
restrial classification. It draws attention to the wide range of ice-margin types and depositional
processes, but does not define them or discuss how genetically different sediments may be
distinguished, so its use at this stage is premature.

1.2.6 G enetic classification of glaciolacustrine sedim ents
Glaciolacustrine sediments embrace all material derived directly or indirectly from a glacier
that is in contact with an enclosed standing-water body. Characteristically, they comprise
sediments which have a direct glacial and iceberg component, and can be classified in the
same way as those in the glaciomarine environment: waterlain till, proximal and distal glacio
m arine sediment, and sediment gravity-flows. They also include deltaic deposits and rhythmites, notably varves or varvites (lithified). A varve may be defined as a sedimentary bed or
lamina or sequence of laminae deposited in a body of still water, and representing one year’s
accumulation. A varve comprises a thin pair o f graded glaciolacustrine layers, seasonally
deposited (usually by m eltwater streams) in a glacial lake or other body o f still w ater in front
o f a glacier. The varve normally includes a lower summer layer consisting of relatively coarse
grained, light-coloured sediment (usually sand or silt) produced by rapid melting o f ice in the
w arm er months, which grades upwards into a thinner winter layer, consisting of very fine
grained (clayey), often organic, dark sediment slowly deposited from suspension in quiet water
while the stream s were ice-bound. Counting and correlation of varves have been used to
m easure the ages of late Quaternary glacial deposits. The term was introduced by De Geer in
1912 (Swedish: varv). Although characteristic of glacial lakes, not all glacial lakes have varves,
and not all varves are glacial. Non-glacial examples have been described, for example, in
the papers published in Schltichter (1979). Furtherm ore, some varve-like sediments form in
fjord settings, but are not annual. Glaciolacustrine sediments may include material released
directly from ice, by ice-rafting.

1.3 Facies analysis of glacigenic sediments
For most of the period in which glacigenic sediments have been studied, it has been custom
ary, with regard to both Quaternary and pre-Quaternary sediments, to apply genetic terms
(such as till) uncritically. This approach has often led to confusion, because tills and tillites
are such varied deposits that they have meant different things to different people. As a result,
many palaeo-environmental reconstructions have been based on inadequate data, or on data
presented in a way that others cannot use.
It is now widely recognized that sequences o f glacigenic sediments need to be examined
objectively and, for this, facies analysis, as developed for other branches of sedimentology,
:s the most im portant approach. Some advocates of the facies approach have tended to be
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dismissive o f other methods of analysis, but these too are needed if one is to gain a clear
understanding of the mode of deposition and palaeo-environment.

1.3.1 The facies concept
The concept of facies has been used ever since it was recognized that features found in par
ticular rock units w ere useful for interpreting the environment of deposition and for predict
ing the occurrence of m ineral resources. (Reading 1978 gives a useful summary).
A sedimentary facies or lithofacies is a body of sediment or rock with specified charac
teristics, namely colour, bedding, geometry, texture, fossils, sedimentary structures and types
o f external contacts. The term “facies” has been used in many different senses, for example,
in the strictly observational sense, in the genetic sense, and in an environmental sense. H ow 
ever, a facies should ideally be a distinctive rock that forms under certain conditions of sedi
m entation, reflecting a particular process or environment. Facies may be subdivided into
subfacies or grouped into facies associations (Reading 1978), or considered on a regional
scale in term s of facies architecture.
H ere, glacial facies refers to the different sediment types one finds in a glacial environ
ment, and which are interpreted as till, glaciofluvial, glaciolacustrine and glaciomarine deposits.
Grouped together we have terrestrial glacial facies associations, glaciomarine facies associa
tions, and so on.

1 .3.2 Glacial sedim entary facies
Exam ination o f contemporary glacial environments indicates that sedimentary facies are var
ied and related in an often complex manner. Identification o f these facies in Quaternary
sequences is relatively straightforward, but in detail, for example, it may be difficult to dis
tinguish different types of glacigenic sediment. Glacial, fluvial, aeolian, m arine, lacustrine
and mass-flow processes account for the wide variety o f facies present. In pre-Pleistocene
sequences the frequent lack of three-dimensional exposure of strata often makes it difficult to
determ ine the precise depositional environment and the degree of direct glacial influence in a
particular facies. It is therefore important to undertake first a descriptive facies analysis, using
the criteria listed in Table 1.3, applying non-genetic terms such as diamict (on/ite), and only
then interpret them. There are many instances where authors have interpreted their sediments
without providing adequate descriptions.

1 .3 .3 Interpretation of facies
Briefly, the principal descriptive facies are listed below, with comments on how each may
be interpreted.
(a) Massive diamict with striated, predominantly angular to subrounded stones - basal till
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Table 1.3
Lithology
Diamict(on/ite)
Gravel
Sand(stone)
Mud(stone)

(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

(j)

Principal descriptive criteria used in defining lithofacies in glacigenic sequences.
Bedding
characteristics

Bedding
geometry

Sedimentary
structures

Boundary
relations

Massive
Weakly stratified
Well stratified
Laminated
Rhythmic lamination
Wispy stratification
Inclined stratification

Sheet
Discontinuous
Lensoid
Draped
Prograding

Grading: normal
reverse
coarse-tail
Cross-bedding: tabular
trough
Lonestones (dropstones)
Clast supported
Matrix supported
Clast concentrations:
layers
pockets
Ripples
Scours
Load structures
Mottling ( = bioturbation)

Sharp
Gradational
Disconformable
Unconformable

deposited subglacially by melt-out or lodgement, or waterlain till deposited by steady rainout of debris from the base of floating glacier ice without reworking, or till that has been
subject to gravity flowage, either subaerially or subaquatically.
Diam ict with deformation structures (folds, thrusts, faults, convolutions) - deformation
till formed by push or overriding by the glacier, or till that has undergone gravity flowage.
Weakly stratified diamict with some microfossils and shells - deposited from the base of
a floating glacier in a proxim al glaciom arine or glaciolacustrine setting, with some
rew orking by bottom currents.
M assive diamict with a greater or lesser degree of sorting (e.g. weak grading), som e
times underlain by soft sediment scour marks - subaquatic slumping of unstable till de
posited on a slope (e.g. the continental slope).
M assive breccia w ith angular stones, sparse fine material - supraglacial till derived from
rockfall and deposited by melting of underlying ice.
Laminated mud/silt with outsize stones and marine fossils - clastic marine sediments with
ice-rafted dropstones mainly from calved icebergs.
Rhythmites with regular sand/silt or clay couplets, occasionally with outsized stones varves (lacustrine) or tidally controlled laminae (marine) with dropstones.
Graded laminae (mud/sand) or beds (sand/gravel) of sporadic origin, for example, from
turbidity currents in lakes or the sea.
Stratified sands, cobbles and boulders, moderately well sorted and with subrounded to
rounded stones, often with trough cross-bedding, ripples, mud-drapes - recycled till,
transported and redeposited by running w ater (glaciofluvial) usually in a subglacial,
proglacial and subaquatic environment; typically braided-stream facies or subaquatic
outwash; alternatively, sand and gravel horizons may represent lag deposits, resulting
from removal of fines from glacial sediments in the marine environment.
Stratified and non-stratified, well sorted silts - aeolian deposits (loess) formed as a result
of wind erosion and transport (deflation) of outwash plains and till-covered areas.
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(k) Facies cutting across the bedding, such as diamict beds with upper reworked, sorted parts
preserving wedge-shaped features, polygons, stripes and circles - periglacial phenom 
ena generally indicating permafrost conditions.
(1) Any o f the above facies with beds that have been down-faulted, folded, and locally
depressed, and subsequently overlain by other sediments, are the result o f differential
melting o f buried stagnant glacier ice.

1 .3 .4 Lithofacies coding
In descriptive facies analysis it is common to use shorthand notation, e.g. Dm for massive
diam ict. Eyles et al. (1983) established a formal lithofacies code in order to allow rapid
description and visual appraisal of field sequences or drill-cores containing diamictons or
diamictites, from which environmental interpretation can then be undertaken. This lithofacies
approach had already been applied to braided-stream deposits by Miall (1977). Examples of
its application are to the early Proterozoic Gowganda Formation of Ontario (Miall 1983a)
and to the Cenozoic Yakataga Formation of Alaska (Eyles & Lagoe 1990).
The approach of Eyles et al. (1983) was strongly criticized by Dreimanis (1984), Karrow
(1984) and Kemmis & Hallberg (1984) since, on its own, it was held to be too restrictive,
and regarded other modes of till study (such as fabric and granulometric compositional analyses)
as of secondary importance. The code also adds an interpretive letter, which deflects from
the objective nature of the approach.
Independently of Eyles et al. (1983), Fairchild & Hambrey (1984) used a more simple facies
abbreviation for shorthand descriptive notation of glacigenic lithofacies. They preferred this
to be informal, each study being expected necessarily to generate its own scheme. It was argued
that lithofacies analysis alone was insufficient to establish the precise mode of deposition of
all glacigenic sediment, and at least some of the other methods outlined in §1.4 need to be
employed. A flexible approach, involving fresh appraisal o f each sequence, allows lithofacies
to be defined to suit the sequence concerned. Complex codes are useful as abbreviations for
illustrative purposes, but tend to hinder the conveyance of information to the non-specialist
reader.

1.3.5 Facies associations and facies models
The next step to considering lithofacies individually is to examine how they relate to one
another, namely, the study of facies associations. Some facies are mutually exclusive. For
example, the terrestrially deposited massive till may be associated with aeolian siltstones flu
vial sands and gravels, but not with widespread rhythmites containing dropstones and fossils.
The variety o f facies represented in a facies association reflects the advance and recession of
glaciers in terrestrial, lacustrine, intertidal or marine environments, or a combination of them.
Hypothetical facies associations for the main environments are given in Figure 1.3, and actual
examples from the sedimentary record are described in the relevant chapters.
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Having considered the origin of facies and their spatial arrangement, one is then in a position
to develop a pictorial representation of the palaeo-environment and the processes operating
therein, that is to develop a sedimentary model. Such models have been developed for a range
of glacial settings, some of which are discussed later. Models require a certain amount of
generalization of the processes, since the main point of them is to examine how they apply to
similar settings elsewhere.

1.3.6 Stratigraphic (or facies) architecture
Glacial geologists have long been concerned to establish the large-scale, three-dimensional
geometry o f glacigenic facies and their relationships to one another, especially in the ancient
record. This approach is now used to define what in the past few years has become known as
stratigraphic or facies architecture. The concept was applied first to fluvial sequences, when
it was realized that lithofacies logging provided only part of the environmental picture. Its
application is particularly appropriate for thick, laterally extensive, glaciomarine sequences,
now aided significantly by the availability of seismic profiling across present-day continental
shelves. M ajor advances have been made concerning the development o f high-latitude conti
nental shelves under the influence of ice sheets by combining drilling and seismic surveying
(see Cooper et al. 1991a,b and Hambrey et al. 1992 for reviews concerning A ntarctica, and
King, 1993, with reference to northern latitudes). In contrast, most terrestrial successions are
norm ally o f lim ited areal extent, so the architecture of glacial sequences on land can be
conceived on a much smaller scale than in the marine environment.
The large-scale three-dim ensional architecture o f sedim entary sequences reflects the
organization of sedimentary environments in space and time. Each sequence demonstrates a
range of interacting processes which, if repeated, will reproduce characteristic lithofacies
associations.
Stratigraphic architecture of glacigenic sequences is a response to the interactions between
four related phenomena: (a) the geometry of the crust, (b) the spatial and temporal pattern of
expansion and decay of the ice sheet, and its relation to the global glacio-eustatic cycle,
(c) isostatic response of the crust, and (d) patterns of ocean circulation. Stratigraphic archi
tecture provides a fram ew ork whereby major global questions can be addressed, e.g. the
response o f sea-level changes to glaciation. A stimulating review of such an approach has
been provided by Boulton (1990).

1 .3 .7 Sequence stratigraphy
A recent development in the analysis of sedimentary basins has been the adoption o f a con
cept that has been in use by the petroleum industry since the 1970s, nam ely seism ic
stratigraphy. Companies have had to base their investigations mainly on seismic records in
which the ages and character o f the sediments are, as often as not, unknown, at least until
exploratory wells have been sunk. Sequence stratigraphy has been a subsequent develop
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m ent o f this approach and now provides a m eans o f obtaining a high-resolution tim estratigraphic fram ew ork in which to place lithological and subsurface (well-log and reflec
tion seismic) data. Proponents of the technique have argued that it allows one to undertake
global correlations, although others have disputed these claims. Sequence stratigraphy was
originally developed for interpreting marine seismic sections, but many articles applying the
technique to onshore areas have now been published. However, sequence stratigraphy has
not yet been applied to many glacial sequences, so there is much potential both for under
standing better the relationships of facies in space and time, and for establishing the links
between facies and sea-level changes such as those determined globally by Haq et al. (1987).
Sequence stratigraphy is essentially the exercise of defining packages o f strata that are
bounded by unconformities. A sequence is defined as “a stratigraphic unit composed of a
relatively conformable succession of genetically related strata, and bounded at its top and base
by unconform ities or the correlative conformities, called sequence boundaries”. The devel
opm ent of sequence boundaries is related to eustatic sea-level changes and has allowed the
development o f global sea-level curves, often referred to as “V ail-curves” after an Exxon
petroleum geologist who first developed the concept. These curves have been refined over
the years (e.g. in Haq et al. 1987). Developed principally for M esozoic-Cenozoic sedimen
tary basins, the curves w ere explained in terms of changes in global ice volume, although for
the M esozoic Era at least the presence of ice sheets has not been substantiated. The reader is
referred to W ilson (1991) for a helpful introduction to sequence stratigraphy.

1.4 Other methods of analysis of glacigenic sediments
1.4.1 G rain-size distribution
Diamictons of glacial origin have a broad range of grain sizes, with representatives in all
classes, together with relatively subdued peaks or none at all. However, examination of the
grain-size distribution is helpful in determining: (a) the nature of the source material, (b) how
it becomes modified during glacier flow and when it is deposited, and (c) the extent to which
it is modified following deposition. Examination of grain size can take place on all scales.
For example, it is useful to estimate the proportion of material of gravel size (> 2 m m ); this
can be achieved visually using clast density charts. M ore common are analyses of the sand
and finer fractions using a variety o f methods ranging from basic sieving to the use of a
sophisticated instrument such as the SediGraph, which uses X-rays to obtain the grain-size
distribution.
Grain-size analysis has proved particularly useful in examining the processes that modify
till after it has been deposited in the glaciomarine environment (e.g. Anderson & Molnia 1989,
Barrett 1989a), where winnowing processes operate. With regard to terrestrial tills, individual
sheets are rem arkably uniform, but they may vary greatly from one to another (Sladen &
W rigley 1983). The regional variation between till sheets is related particularly to rock type
and to the incorporation of pre-existing sediments by the glacier (Sladen & W rigley 1983),
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Figure 1.3 Ternary diagram to show the relevant proportions of sand, silt and clay in massive diamicts
from different areas. Note that contemporary diamicts from Antarctica (Victoria Land) are sandy,
whereas the Pleistocene examples from the Northern Hemisphere are more clay/silt-rich. The Prydz
Bay and CIROS-1 samples are from older glacial sediments (mainly Oligocene) recovered in drill-holes
on the continental shelf (From Hambrey et al. 1991; with permission of the Ocean Drilling Programme).

or even to the thermal regime of the ice mass (Barrett 1986). Figure 1.3 illustrates the grainsize distribution o f various glacigenic sediments in a ternary diagram, including both terres
trial and continental shelf deposits from different climatic regimes.

1.4.2 Clast shape
A variety of param eters have been used for the analysis of particle shape in rocks (reviewed
by Barrett 1980), and it is often difficult to compare one study with another. Perhaps the most
useful for glacigenic sediments, because it links the sediments to the ice being transported, is
the m ethod presented K rum bein (1941) as applied by Boulton (1978). In this approach,
Krumbein sphericity (based on ratios between the long, short and intermediate axes) is plot
ted against Powers roundness, estimated visually from shape charts. The shape charts also
define fields of four different shapes: discs, spheres, blades and rods (Zingg shape) which
also aid the com parison of different glacial sediments. Boulton found distinct, but over
lapping fields for supraglacial (rockfall debris), basal till and lodgement till in Spitsbergen
and Iceland. This study has form ed the basis for comparison with the glaciomarine environ
ment of Antarctica (Domack et al. 1980, Kuhn et al. 1993), and Baffin Island (Dowdeswell
1986), and with Precam brian glacial sediments from Svalbard (Dowdeswell et al. 1985; Fig.
1.4). In most studies, 50 clasts have been measured at each site.
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Roundness

Roundness
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Figure 1.4 Roundness-sphericity plots for Antarctic continental shelf clasts, compared with those denoting
specific glacial transport paths from Boulton (1978). The Icelandic glacier is temperate; the Svalbard glacier
is slightly cold and a little more analogous to the Antarctic glaciers (from Kuhn et al. 1993; data from various
sources).

1.4.3 Clast fabric
M easurem ent of the orientation of the long axis of stones is one of the oldest and most widely
used techniques employed in the investigation of diamicts, and it has been extended to the
smaller grains that are the only ones in sufficient numbers in cores. By comparison with glacial
striations or flutes, it has been shown that diamicts commonly display a preferred orientation
parallel to ice-flow, hence they are useful in establishing regional patterns of ice movement.
However, transverse orientations are also possible, such as in an end moraine, or the fabric
may be disrupted by post-depositional flowage of the sediment.
According to the level o f sophistication required, one of two methods may be used. The
simplest is to measure the long-axis orientation projected on to the horizontal plane. Data are
grouped into convenient classes, e.g. 10°, 20°, 30°, and plotted as a rose diagram. A simple
statistical check using the chi-squared test will establish the strength of the fabric at various
confidence levels. This method is especially useful in material (e.g. cores) that does not lend
itself to disaggregation but only permits one to take measurements on an exposed horizontal
surface.
The second method, which is preferable, is to measure the plunge of the stone axis as well
as its orientation, to give the three-dimensional view (Fig. 1.5). As with structural geologi
cal data, clast fabric data may be plotted on a stereographic projection, usually a Schmidt/
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Figure 1.5 Three-dimensional clast-orientation data from basal ice and a variety of glacigenic sediments,
plotted on the lower hemisphere of a Lambert/Schmidt equal-area projection. The contoured and shaded
diagrams represent the number of points per 1 % of area. A, В and D are from Matanuska Glacier, Alaska;
С from Skalafellsjokull, Iceland; E from Catfish Greek “T ill” , Ontario (from Dowdeswell et al. 1985;
data from various sources).
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Lam bert equal area net (Phillips 1971). In this way it is possible to see whether there is an
up-glacier preferred orientation (the norm) or otherwise. Some recent studies (e.g. Mills 1977,
Lawson 1979, D om acket al. 1980, Dowdeswell et al. 1985, Dowdeswell & Sharp 1986) have
in addition undertaken an eigenvector/eigenvalue analysis to examine statistically the strength
and value of the preferred orientations for which computer programs are available. By plot
ting eigenvalues graphically in combination with the stereographic projections, it has proved
possible to discriminate between basal melt-out till, lodgement till, sediment flows (flow tills)
and w aterlain tills, in order of declining fabric strength. It has even been possible to distin
guish the variable effects of shearing within lodgement till, and between basal tills from high
land and lowland locations.
There is little agreement on the number of clasts it is necessary to measure to obtain a
valid preferred orientation. Lawson measured only 25, Mills 50, others as many as 300. The
author has found that reproducible results are possible with 50 measurements, even where
there is only a weak or low preferred orientation.

1 .4.4 Surface features on clasts
Debris transported at the base of a glacier acquires certain distinguishing characteristics. The
development o f facets (flat surfaces with rounded edges) is widespread, often with as many
as 80% of clasts being affected. Occasionally two parallel sets o f facets give rise to “flat
iron” shapes. Other clasts may develop pentagonal or bullet shapes. Facets tend to develop
on all rock types if basally transported, and they do not necessarily form preferentially along
bedding, foliation or joint surfaces.
Striations and associated features, such as crescentic gouges and chatterm arks, develop
on basally transported stones; they are especially common on subrounded and faceted clasts.
W hether or not striations develop very much depends on lithology. Hard crystalline rocks,
such as quartzite, granite, gneiss and schist, rarely display striations, whereas fine-grained
igneous rock, carbonates and mudstones, commonly do. For example, in glacigenic sediment
from the Antarctic continental shelf Kuhn et al. (1993) found that, out o f populations of sev
eral hundred, only 4% of gneisses had striations, in comparison with 43% of basic igneous
rocks.

1.4.5 Surface features on sand- and silt-sized grains
Surface features on sand- and silt-sized grains are generally investigated using the scanning
electron microscope (SEM ). It has been demonstrated that quartz grains with sharp edges and
conchoidal fracture patterns are characteristic of glacial transport (Fig. 1.6), although in lithified
deposits such textures may have been altered by subsequent mechanical and chemical pro
cesses (Krinsley & Doornkamp 1973). W hether the depositional environment is marine or
terrestrial has little bearing on the nature of these fracture characteristics, which may be sum
m arized as follows (Krinsley & Funnell 1965):
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Figure 1.6 Scanning electron microscope photographs of quartz grains from glacier ice at the margin of
Grinnell Ice Cap, Baffin Island, (a) Sample from clean ice (supraglacial or englacial transport); (b) sample
from basal debris-rich ice. The longest axes in both cases measure approximately 0.8m m (photographs cour
tesy of J. A. Dowdeswell).

(a) large variation in the size of conchoidal breakage patterns probably caused by the varia
tion in the size of particles ground together;
(b) very high relief (compared with grains from aeolian and littoral environments), caused
by the large particle sizes present and the greater amount of energy available for grinding;
(c) semi-parallel steps, probably caused by shear stress;
(d) arc-shaped steps, probably representing percussion fractures;
(e) parallel striations of various lengths, caused by movement of sharp edges against the grains
in question;
(f) prism atic patterns consisting of a series of elongated prisms that may represent cleavage
and including a very fine-grained background that may indicate recrystallization;
(g) imbricated breakage blocks that look like a series of steeply dipping hogbacks;
(h) sm all-scale grinding indentation - irreg u lar m arkings that frequently appear with
conchoidal blocks.
In general, these criteria are related to processes of slow intergranular attrition under stress.
However, interpretation of these textures requires care. A detailed study o f a contemporary
glacial environment by W halley & Krinsley (1974) indicated that there w ere few diagnostic
properties that could characterize any particular glacial subenvironment. The general vari
ability o f grain surfaces, from whatever position in the glacier they w ere taken, made it
impossible to establish the source and transport mechanism of a particular grain. Freshly weath
ered supraglacial debris, derived by rockfall, had many o f the characteristics found in
subglacially transported grains. Other processes, unrelated to glacial transport, can give rise
to intergranular attrition, e.g. mudflows (Harland et al. 1966). Textures o f quartz grains in
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till are also dependent on inherited characteristics, i.e. their nature in the parent rock (Whalley
& Kingsley 1974). W ith regard to pre-Pleistocene tillites the usefulness o f the technique is
further limited as a result o f surface-texture modification during diagenesis, and few SEM
studies of such rocks have proved useful.
M icroscopic studies on garnet grains have proved to be of some use in providing evidence
of glacial transport. Folk (1975) first recognized trails o f crescentic marks on a garnet grain
in till. These trails are o f parallel orientation, are uniformly spaced and o f similar size. On
any one surface there may be several trails differing in width, length and orientation. They
can be neither the result of random impact nor attributable to an orientation effect of the internal
atomic lattice. The crescentic marks on garnets resemble other glacial chattermarks (although
four orders of magnitude smaller); the latter are caused by the rhythmic release o f strain by
fracturing as a glacier moves over bedrock. It is thus thought that chatterm ark trails form on
garnets when they are held fast in glacier ice and slowly grind past other grains or bedrock
under great stress (Folk 1975). Chattermark trails have not been observed on other mineral
grains; possibly the reason is that garnets are hard, while other grains or bedrock (including
quartz) are subject to crushing.
Some 15% of garnets in Pleistocene tills in North America have chattermark trails, whereas
as m any as 33% have been docum ented in Late Palaeozoic tillites from Gondwanaland
(Gravenor 1979). Chattermark trails are thus useful in discriminating between glacial and non
glacial diamicts. It has been found that the statistical chance that garnets will encounter the
right conditions to be chatterm arked increases with the distance travelled in englacial trans
port, a characteristic that has further assisted in interpreting the distribution and extent o f ice
in pre-Pleistocene sequences (Folk 1975, Gravenor 1979, 1980). Chemical etching can also
produce crescentic features that might be mistaken for chattermark trails, but if there are several
crescentic features in line, chemical action is considered unlikely (Gravenor 1981).

1 .4.6 Mineral com position
The mineral composition of most clastic sediments tends to reflect the degree to which they
have been transported and reworked. For example, the earlier form ed, high-tem perature
minerals in igneous and high-grade metamorphic rocks tend to be unstable at near-surface
-.emperatures and pressures. The order of stability, starting with the most stable, is as follows:
quartz, zircon, tourmaline, chert, muscovite, microcline, orthoclase, plagioclase, hornblende,
biotite, pyroxene, olivine. Although chemical weathering is now recognized as an important
process in the ice-free areas of the Antarctic and Arctic, and may well have been instrumen
tal in preparing the bedrock for glacial erosion, once ice is eroding and transporting fresh
bedrock, this trend o f mineral stability is no longer revealed. Chemical weathering, although
it does occur at the base of a glacier, is of minor significance except in areas o f carbonate
redrock. H ow ever, abrasion and grinding continually produce fresh rock which, if cemented
.n the ice mass, is effectively preserved from subsequent chemical weathering. Supraglacial
iebris may be subjected to little more than frost weathering, and again the breakdown of even
:he most unstable minerals is slow. Till deposited after transport over long distances there
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fore contains a proportion of easily identifiable, fresh-looking feldspar grains, for example,
whereas in other environments transport would lead to their being rapidly rounded and chem i
cally altered.
Clay m ineral assemblages in tills, obtained by X-ray diffraction techniques, are also dis
tinctive; clay size fractions with illite and chlorite are typical of glacial environments (Alley
& Slatt 1976), unless containing a high proportion of preglacially weathered material. Analysis
o f the clay content of glacigenic sediments allows the proportions o f the major clay minerals
to be estimated, which in turn allows an assessment of the contribution of weathered versus
unweathered material to be made. Such data have proved to be of particular value in deepsea sediments bordering the Antarctic ice sheet, where the glacial component may not be
immediately obvious (e.g. Ehrmann & Mackensen 1992). For example, the onset o f conti
nental East A ntarctic glaciation around 3 6 M a is indicated by the change from sm ectitedom inated to illite- and chlorite-dom inated assem blages, the latter indicating physical
weathering under a cooler climate.
An exception to the absence of chemical alteration is where carbonate is present in the
system. W ork on ultra-thin sections on Precam brian tillites (Fairchild 1983) has shown that
carbonate ground into a fine rock flour and deposited in a marine environment is prone to
rapid recrystallization.

1 .4 .7 G eochem istry
Many analyses o f whole-rock geochemistry of glacigenic sediments have been undertaken,
but with rather unhelpful results - till typically has the geochemical character of a greywacke.
H ow ever, one successful approach has been the application o f major element chemistry to
glacigenic and associated sediments in order to determine the pattern of climatic change. This
approach was developed by Nesbitt & Young (1982) and applied to the diamictite-bearing
Early Proterozoic Huronian Supergroup in Ontario. These authors devised a Chemical Index
of Alteration (abbreviated to CIA with Am erica’s counter-espionage agency in mind!) which
takes account of the fact that, during chemical weathering, feldspars degrade into clay min
erals. Ca, Na and К are removed from the feldspars by soil solutions, so that the proportion
o f alumina and alkalis typically increases in the weathered product. The degree o f weather
ing can therefore be quantified using molecular proportions:
CIA = [A120 3/(A120 3 + CaO*

+ N a ^ + K20 )] X 100

where CaO* is the amount of CaO incorporated in the silicate fraction of the rock. This allows
one to contrast glacial and non-glacial sediments in the same basin.
The geochemical character of carbonates in glacigenic sediments can also be revealing.
Five distinct types of carbonate have been recognized in glacial sediments by Fairchild et al.
(1989) and Fairchild & Spiro (1990): precipitation from sea or lake water, with or without
microbial action; from rocks ground up by glaciers; from rapid recrystallization of this rock
flour; and from groundwater near saline lakes such as those in arid regions o f Antarctica.
These authors further demonstrated that proportions o f different isotopes of oxygen (180 , 160 )
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provide an indication o f palaeolatitude. This is based on the premise that present-day precipi
tation has increasingly lower proportions of the heavy isotope towards the poles.
In deep-sea sediments with or without a glacial component, in which the stratigraphic record
is complete, the ratio between the heavy and light isotopes of oxygen in planktonic foraminifera
may yield important climatic information that can be linked to global palaeotemperature and
ice-volume changes (Shackleton & Kennet 1975, M iller et al. 1987).

1 .4 .8 Palaeom agnetism
The magnetic characteristics of diamicts provide useful additional information concerning
depositional processes (Eyles & Menzies 1983). In lodgement tills, the magnetic particles are
poorly aligned with respect to the Earth’s magnetic field as a result of shear dispersion during
deposition. In comparison, diamicts formed as a result of deposition in the sea or a lake show
a magnetic alignment within the E arth’s magnetic field with respect to azimuth and inclina
tion. M agnetic orientation measurements are usually undertaken on small cubes or cylinders
placed in a magnetometer in the laboratory.
With appropriate equipment, the magnetic fabric may be measured in the field, thus allowing
ice-flow directions to be determined rapidly without the time consuming work of clast fabric
analysis. Palaeomagnetism is also useful in a stratigraphic context, since particular till units
may have a distinctive fingerprint. For sequences that embrace reversals in the E arth’s mag
netic field, palaeomagnetism may be used to provide temporal control on glacigenic sediments.
However, this is of limited use in terrestrial sequences as deposition tends to be sporadic.
Far better use has been made of this technique in deep-sea sequences.

1.4.9 G eotechnical properties
A variety of techniques used by engineers to assess the stability of glacigenic sediments may
be mentioned briefly. These techniques allow certain geotechnical param eters to be deter
mined and related to the geological processes responsible for them. The parameters include
liquid limit, plastic limit, natural moisture content, shear strength and compressibility. The
use o f these param eters enables one to discriminate between, for example, different types of
massive diamicts since a sheared lodgement till from which water has been squeezed will be
tougher than a waterlain till. For a useful discussion of these parameters, the reader is referred
to the review by Sladen & W rigley (1983).

1.5 Evidence of glaciation in the geological record
The recognition of glacigenic sediments in the rock record is of fundamental importance to
palaeoclimatology and the reconstruction o f palaeo-environments. Their occurrence suggests
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harsher climatic conditions than the norm and, if their sedimentary characteristics are deter
mined, it is possible to establish the presence, nature and extent of land, the direction o f sedi
ment transport and the characteristics of the depositional environment. As we have seen, till
is an extrem ely varied m aterial, but glacial environments are characterized by a variety of
facies unique in the geological record. Environments of till deposition are varied, ranging
from mountainous to lowland, lacustrine, tidal and marine. Few sedimentary criteria in them 
selves are sufficient to allow one to infer a glacial origin for a particular deposit; however,
the association of several distinctive features can indicate not only a glacial origin but whether
it is m arine or terrestrial (Table 1.4).
Table 1.4

Principal criteria for establishing a glacial origin of diamict successions.

(a) Evidence fo r terrestrial glaciation
Abraded surfaces

striated and/or polished surfaces
crescentic gouges; chattermarks
striated boulder pavements
Clast-rich beds with: irregular thickness (usually c. 50m)
lenses of sand/gravel (glaciofluvial)
depositional shear structures in massive diamict; otherwise
structureless diamict
preferred clast orientation
Depositional fossil landforms, e.g. moraines, eskers
(b) Evidence o f glaciomarine/glaciolacustrine deposition
Massive to stratified beds, often tens or hundreds of metres thick, with gradational
boundaries
Dropstones in stratified units
Random clast fabric
Slight sorting or winnowing at top of beds
Association with fossils
Association with rhythmites of varve or turbidite origin
Association with resedimented deposits (debris flows)
(c) Evidence common to both environments
Variable clast lithologies
Poorly or non-sorted with wide range of clast sizes
Exotic (far-travelled) varieties of clasts
Fresh minerals
Constant mix of clasts over wide area common
Clast characteristics

shape variable from angular to rounded
some striated and faceted surfaces
flat-iron/bullet-nosed shapes
calcareous crusts
fragile clasts
quartz grain textures; chattermarks on garnet grains

(d) Other evidence o f cold climate
Ice wedge clasts
Fossil sorted stone circles, polygons and stripes
Fossil solifluction lobes
Association with lithified loess (loessite)
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Figure 1.7 Time plot in millions of years showing periods of glaciation and their names. A qualitative measure
o f the extent of the Earth’s surface affected is indicated by the heights of the peaks (after Hambrey 1992).

The recurrence o f glacigenic sediments in the geological record suggests that ice ages are
г.-ot as unusual as has sometimes been supposed (Fig 1.7, table on inside front cover). M ajor
:;e ages are represented in Early Proterozoic and Neoproterozoic, Early and Late Palaeozoic
and Cenozoic strata, while other geological intervals have not been devoid o f glacial activity
Frakes 1979, Frakes et al. 1992). Nevertheless, in terms of the bulk thickness o f sediments,
з the context of the Earth’s entire history, glacigenic sediments form but a small part, although
eir stratigraphic value is great, especially in non-fossiliferous rock. Notable are the wideranging correlations made possible using tillites as stratigraphic m arkers for Neoproterozoic
:mie.
Table 1.5 Typical thicknesses of drift sheets or sequences in lowland areas and continental
shelves (from Flint 1971, and various other sources).
Country

Continent

Area

North America

USA
Great Lakes
Illinois
Iowa
Central Ohio
New Hampshire
Spokane Valley (Idaho/Washington)
Fraser Delta
Gulf of Alaska

Europe

N. Germany
Norrland
Denmark
Lubbendorf in Mecklenburg
Grenoble
Heidelberg
Imola, Po Valley
East Anglia
Isle o f Man
North Sea

Antarctica

McMurdo Sound
Prydz Bay

Germany
Sweden
Denmark
Germany
France
Germany
Italy
UK
UK

Thickness (m)
232 maximum
12
35
45-66
29 average
10 average
335-442
670
5000
58 average
4-7
50
470
-4 0 0
397
800
143
175
920
702 minimum
480 minimum
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Table 1.6

Distribution of glacierized areas of the world (from World Glacier Monitoring Service 1989).

Continent__________ Region_______________________________ Area (km2)______Totals
South America

North America

Tierra del Fuego/Patagonia
Argentina north of 47.5°S
Chile north of 46 °S
Bolivia
Peru
Ecuador
Columbia
Venezuela
Mexico
USA (including Alaska)
Canada
Greenland

21200
1385
743
566
1780
120
111
3

25908

11
75283
200806
1726400

2002500
10

Africa
Europe

Asia
(with all Russia)

Iceland
Svalbard
Scandinavia (including Jan Mayen)
Alps
Pyrenees/Mediterranean Mountains

11260
36612
3174
2909
12

53967

Commonwealth of Independent States
T urkey/Iran/Afghanistan
Pakistan/India
Nepal/Bhutan
China
Indonesia

77223
4000
40000
7500
56481
7

185211

860

860

7000
13586310

13593310

Australasia

New Zealand

Antarctica

Subantarctic islands
Antarctic continent

Because o f their w idespread nature, Cenozoic and especially Q uaternary glacigenic
sediments have attracted by far the greatest attention. Glacigenic sediments in various guises
cover 8% o f the E arth’s land surface, including a third o f Europe and a quarter of North
Am erica (Flint 1971). These sediments have created entirely new landscapes and have pro
vided m ineral-rich soils that have influenced vegetation, land-use and the pattern of human
settlement. In addition, they have provided the bulk o f the sand and gravel needed by the
construction industry in much of Europe, and North America.
Thus, the main focus has been on terrestrial sediments which are generally less than a few
tens of metres in thickness, but in favoured locations, such as where deep basins have become
filled, thicknesses may approach several hundred metres. By far the thickest accumulations
o f glacigenic sediment occur in marine areas, especially at the edges of continental shelves
that bordered, or still border, the great ice sheets. Some examples of thicknesses of Cenozoic
glacigenic sedimentary associations are given in Table 1.5.
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1.6 Extent of glacier ice today
The distribution and extent o f ice on the E arth’s surface are known principally from the work
o f the W orld Glacier M onitoring Service, which has compiled a global inventory (in varying
degrees o f detail) o f essentially all the relevant glacierized regions of the world (Table 1.6).
The large ice sheets of Antarctica (85.7 %) and Greenland (10.9%) together represent 96.6%
:f the w orld’s total glacierized area (13586310km 2). Of the remaining 3.4% (c. 550000km 2),
about two-thirds comprise high-latitude ice caps and ice fields, and one-third mountain glaciers.
However, it is the latter which have impinged most directly on human activity, as a result of
avalanches, debris-flows and outbursts of water, as well as, more positively, in providing
ater for hydroelectricity and irrigation (Hambrey & Alean 1992).
The principal concern today is not local glacier hazards, but whether human-induced green■: use warming o f the atmosphere will lead to melting of the polar ice sheets. The accuracy
:: ± e figures for the area o f the Antarctic ice sheet (Table 1.6) is less than that for the whole
: Earth’s other ice masses, but the acquisition of more and better satellite data is gradually
"p ro v in g the picture. C urrent estimates suggest 80% o f the w orld’s fresh w ater is glacier
■:e. o f which the greater part (30 million m3) is in Antarctica.
If the Antarctic ice sheet were to melt totally, the sea level would rise c. 85 m (Drewry
-991). Melting o f the Greenland ice sheet would add a further 7m . The contribution of the
remaining glaciers would be a mere fraction of this.

1.7 Geological timescale

: -.genic
guises
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m a few
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5rveral comprehensive geological timescales have been published in recent years, all of which
a.rrer in term s of the ages of period, epoch and stage boundaries. O f most relevance to this
: :k is the dispute concerning the onset of the Quaternary period. Internationally, the lower
undary is placed at 1.8M a, but most Europeans prefer one at 2.4M a, which corresponds
:: major cooling in the North Atlantic and the onset of ice-rafting. W ithin the Quaternary
: ;::o d we have the Pleistocene and Holocene epochs, the latter beginning about 10000 years
r 7: these too have been much debated. In the earlier ice-age record, the Proterozoic/Cambrian
_ndary has been of some significance, with dates o f around 570-610M a traditionally being
: : -:gned. Now this boundary has been placed much later at about 530Ma, well clear o f the
Ve rroterozoic glacial events.
F: t the purposes of this book, the International Union of Geological Sciences timescale of
is used (see inside front cover), although maintaining some level o f consistency in dis. -isions of older glaciations has not always been possible.

2 Glacier dynamics

2.1 Introduction
Understanding some of the complexities of glacier behaviour is essential in interpreting the
origin of landform s, or sequences o f glacigenic sediments, on the land surface or preserved
in the geological record. In the past, many authors describing Pleistocene successions would
have interpreted a till horizon within a multi-layered till sequence as representing a glacier
advance during a well defined cold phase; the truth is generally more complex. For example,
in a glacial environment, till is intimately associated with deposits that once would have been
labelled interglacial. Furthermore, glacier advances are not necessarily synchronous or related
to climatic change in the short term. Indeed, some glaciers deposit most of their debris load
during surges - catastrophic events related to dynamic instability of the ice - rather than to
clim atic change. G lacier dynamics have been reviewed in books by Paterson (1981) and
Souchez & Lorrain (1991), while the highly illustrated accounts by Post & LaChapelle (1971)
and Ham brey & Alean (1992) emphasize the scenic qualitites of glaciers. Only those aspects
that bear on landform s and sedim ents are considered here. Figure 2.1 conveys a clear
impression o f the dynamics of the Lambert Glacier, Antarctica, supposedly the “largest gla
c ie r” in the world, as seen from space.

2.2 Formation and properties of glacier ice
Snow and ice are crystals with an hexagonal symmetry, but otherwise they occur in a wide
variety o f forms.

2.2.1 Derivation of glacier ice
Glacier ice is derived from: (a) recrystallization of snow during diagenesis, (b) melting snow
and refreezing at the surface to give superim posed ice, (c) freezing of rain w ater, and
(d) condensation and freezing o f saturated air to produce rim e. In tem perate regions,
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Г^гиге 2.1 Landsat image, dated 20 February 1974, of the Lambert Glacier system, Antarctica. In the centre
■•J'.e image is the strongly channelized, fast-flowing ice of three major flow units, the Fisher, Mellor and
Li.-.?ert glaciers. Towards the top o f the picture the Lambert Glacier passes into the floating Amery Ice Shelf,
■' e to the left and right is the relatively slow-moving and thinner ice of the main ice sheet. The Lambert
er drains about a fifth of the East Antarctic ice sheet, and is the biggest valley glacier in the world,
- sir.rin g 50km across. The linear structures are medial moraines and longitudinal foliation (cf. Fig. 2.53).
- ^; ^stance from the top of the image to the bottom is c. 200 km (image courtesy of the US Geological Sur: Flagstaff, and previously published in Hambrey 1991).

.: - nallization o f snow at the pressure melting point is the dominant source of glacier ice,
-jreas in northern polar regions, where accumulation o f snow is slight and summer melt■z x x u rs , superim posed ice (refrozen slush), is the main constituent. In the coldest and
polar regions, notably the interior o f Antarctica, no meltwater at all may be involved
r ‘ ^genesis. Overall (c) and (d) are of little significance, except locally.

- ' - . 2

D ensity of glacier ice

the diagenesis o f snow, its density increases progressively. Freshly fallen snow may
-. ; i density of as little as 0 .0 5 gem 3, snow that has survived one summer season (firn)
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Figure 2.2 Drawings of thin sections of foliated glacier
ice showing irregular shapes and the interlocking nature of
ice crystals and the relationship to entrapped air bubbles,
(a), (b) From Charles Rabots Bre, northern Norway; (c)
from the White Glacier, Axel Heiberg Island, Canadian
Arctic. The arrows indicate the orientation of foliation in
the ice (from Hambrey 1977, with permission of Elsevier
Science Publishers).

0 .4 g c m -3, true glacier ice 0.83-0.91 g e m '3, and pure ice (frozen water) 0.92gcm 3. As the
loosely packed, randomly orientated ice crystals with intervening air spaces in firn recrystallize
in response to stress, the intercrystal air spaces are eliminated, to be replaced by crystals
containing bubbles of air (Fig. 2.2). The density of ice, together with the size of ice crystals,
thus increases with tim e and depth. In the interior of the Antarctic ice sheet this is a very
slow process, and it may take thousands of years, combined with burial under hundreds of
m etres of snow, to achieve the same effects as just a few years and a few m etres of burial in
tem perate regions.

2 .2 .3 Crystallography of glacier ice
Glacier ice is analogous to deform ed rocks, although it is mono-mineralic. Recrystallization
is indicated by changes in the orientation of the optic- or с-axes. However, the crystal shape
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is often very irregular, with an interlocking character (Fig. 2.2). In glaciers o f temperate
regions crystals may reach 25 cm in size. The с-axis is that on which a ray of incident-parallel
light is transm itted normally, с-axes are measured using a universal stage or by examining
the basal planes perpendicular to the o a x is, which are picked out when bubbly ice weathers.
Glacier ice often shows a preferred orientation related either to stress or to the cumulative
strain axes, so it is continually modified as it moves down-glacier. Single maxima may develop
perpendicular to the plane of shear when undergoing simple shear, but the pattern is often
more complex, for example, with three or four maxima clustered around the normal to the
shear plane. Often с-axis preferred orientations are related to deformational structures, espe
cially the layered structure called foliation (§2.8.2). In zones o f strong shear, large crystals
break down into smaller crystals and generate a new foliation.

2 .2 .4 Deform ation of a single ice crystal
The deform ation o f a single crystal has been studied experimentally by applying a constant
stress to a single crystal orientated so that there is a component o f shear stress in the basal
plane, and measuring strain as a function of temperature. W hen stress is first applied, ice
immediately deforms elastically, followed by permanent deformation (creep), which contin
ues as long as the stress is maintained. Deformation is thus possible under very low stresses,
and it takes place in layers parallel to the basal planes o f the crystal, a phenomenon called
b asal glide. Crystals can also deform if the basal plane is not favourably orientated, but then
:he applied stress needs to be much higher.

2.2.5 Deform ation of polycrystalline ice
Vr.der constant stress, the strain rate initially increases with time, a characteristic known as
'train-softening, but in polycrystalline ice many crystals are orientated so that they do not
on the basal plane and they harden as the strain increases. If a constant stress is m ain
lin e d until the total strain reaches a few per cent, the strain rate may reach a steady value
proportional to a power, n (typically 1.5-4), o f the stress.
If the applied stress is great enough, polycrystalline ice undergoes elastic deformation, fole d by transient creep (strain rate decreasing continually, i.e. strain-hardening), then con_v. strain rate (secondary creep), then tertiary creep with the strain rate increasing. Overall,
uuer stresses are needed to induce the same effect as in a single crystal, since most crystals
ire r.ot orientated for basal glide in the direction of the applied stress.
Deformation in polycrystalline ice is accomplished by:
- movement of dislocations within crystals;
- movement o f crystals relative to one another;
- crystal growth;
- migration of crystal boundaries;
- recrystallization.
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2 .2 .6 Flow law for polycrystalline ice
For glacier ice, a simple flow law has been derived which is widely used (Fig. 2.3). Many
laboratory experiments have demonstrated the relationship between shear-strain rate eXy and
shear stress xxy over the range of stresses typical in normal glacier flow, that is up to 200kPa
(i.e. 2 x atmospheric pressure or 2 bar). A generalized flow law (known as G len’s Law from
Glen 1952) that is applicable to glaciers relates the effective shear-strain rate e to effective
shear stress in the following maimer (Nye 1957):
e = A xn ,
where и is a constant (discussed above) and A depends on the ice tem perature, crystal size
and orientation, and impurities. The flow law is now reasonably well established, but widely
differing values of A and n have been obtained in different experiments (e.g. 1.5-4 for n,
with a mean of 3).
It is known that disseminated debris affects the way in which ice deforms, but in a manner
that is not well understood. If the volume of sand in ice exceeds 10%, the creep rate decreases
with increasing sand content. Below 10% there is no clear relationship (Hooke et al. 1972).
Structural evidence sometimes supports this experimentally derived observation; in a debrisrich/debris-poor layered sequence, the debris-rich layer behaves as the more rigid (compe
tent) m aterial, creating structures called boudins (see §2.8.2).
Ice undergoes deformation for hundreds or thousands of years. Large total strains of 100%
or more are encountered. The final crystal structure may reflect this history and not just the
most recent stresses.
Deform ation of boreholes and tunnels, and the spreading o f an ice shelf under its own
weight, broadly support the flow law. Instead of using the true flow law, some authors have
assumed, for simplicity, that ice behaves as a perfectly plastic material. Such material does

к Pa
Figure 2.3 Graph showing the relationship between shear strain rate and shear stress
in deformable substances. Curve A represents Newtonian viscous flow, line В perfectly
plastic material with a yield stress of 100kPa or 1 bar, curve С is for glacier ice, defin
ing Glen’sflow law (after Paterson 1981, with permission of Pergamon Press, Oxford).
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Table 2.1 Classification of glaciers according to their size (given in terms of area), shape, and
relationship with the surrounding and underlying topography.
Scale (area in sq. km)

Glacier type
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not start to deform until the stress reaches a critical value, known as the yield stress. Then
the strain rate becomes very large. Stresses in glacier ice often approach 200kPa, which
approximates to perfectly plastic behaviour with a yield stress o f c. 200 kPa.

2.3 Morphology of glaciers
Glaciers range in size from tiny ice masses only a few hundred metres across to the huge ice
<heet of Antarctica which covers 13.6 million km2. The global distribution o f glacier ice is
summarized in Table 1.6. Various names are applied to the wide range of glacier types, (Table
2.1; Hambrey & Alean 1992). At the largest end of the range is the Antarctic ice sheet, a
composite o f three dome-like ice sheets (Table 2.2). The bulk o f the ice lies over East A nt
arctica, which is an elevated landmass divided by subsea-level basins bearing ice up to 4776 m
:r.:ck (Fig. 2.4). The mountainous backbone of the Transantarctic Mountains separates this
Table 2.2

Dimensions of the various components of the Antarctic ice sheet (after Drewry 1983).

Region
East Antarctica
West Antarctica
Antarctic Peninsula

Area
(km2)

Volume
(km3)

Average thickness
(m)

10353800
1974140

26039200

2565
1700

521780

3262000

Ross Ice Shelf

536070

227100
229600

F :'.;hner-Ronne Ice Shelf

532200

351900

13918070

30109800

Totals
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ice sheet from the W est Antarctic ice sheet, which fills a marine basin, reaching a maximum
thickness of over 4000m and a depth below sea level o f 2555m . Both the East and W est
Antarctic ice sheets are divisible into several drainage basins (Fig. 2.4). The much smaller
ice sheet that covers the mountainous spine o f the Antarctic Peninsula is dynamically sepa
rate. The combined total of Antarctic ice accounts for 91 % of the w orld’s freshwater ice and
85% of its fresh w ater. Huge floating slabs o f ice, called ice shelves, buttress the East and
W est Antarctic ice sheets, notably the Ross and Filchner-Ronne ice shelves. There are also
many other sm aller ice shelves in A ntarctica, but the Arctic only has small examples, in
northern Ellesmere Island and Severnaya Zemlya. There appears to be a climatic control on
the formation o f ice shelves, the climate in the north being barely severe enough.
The only other ice sheet is that which covers most of Greenland (area: 1.7 million km2).
This too is dome-shaped, filling a basin rimmed by coastal mountains to a depth of more than

k ilo m etres

Figure 2.4 The Antarctic ice sheet: (a) ice-drainage basins (after Drewry 1983); (b) cross section
drawn from ice surface and subsurface maps in Drewry (1983).
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3000m, from which ice flows in many places as outlet valley glaciers (Fig. 2.5). The Greenland
:e sheet accounts for 8% o f the w orld’s freshwater ice. The ice shelves and ice streams of
Antarctica and Greenland presently produce the m ajority of icebergs and are responsible for
the bulk of the ice-rafted debris that enters the oceans. Whereas ice sheets are largely slow
moving (typically tens of m etres per year), certain parts of them attain speeds one or two
rders of magnitude faster in channelized ice streams and their floating marine extensions
called ice, or glacier, tongues). The fastest ice stream is northwest Greenland’s Jacobshavn
fsbrae, which flows at a rate o f 4.7 km у r_1.
The remaining 1% of the w orld’s ice occurs in many different topographic settings. Ice
caps are smaller varieties of ice sheets, defined arbitrarily as covering more than 50000km 2
Armstrong et al. 1973). They are characterized by relatively slow radial ice-flow. They are
common in areas where the mountains have not been fully dissected and plateau remnants
survive. M any examples occur in sub-Arctic and Arctic regions. Highland ice fields are
extensive areas of undulating ice, partially reflecting the form of the underlying bed, and
through which mountains project as nunataks. Outlet valley glaciers descend from these ice
fields in all directions. Extensive highland ice fields occur in the St Elias Mountains on the
Y ukon/A laska border, the Queen Elizabeth Islands in the Canadian Arctic, Svalbard and
Patagonia.
Valley glaciers emanate from either ice sheets or highland ice fields, or are self-contained
features, fed by ice accumulating on surrounding mountains (Fig. 2.6). The largest are sev
eral hundred metres thick, and they flow at rates of a few hundred metres a year. Two of the
longest, the Bering and Hubbard Glaciers in southern Alaska, each flow for some 100km
from highland ice fields into the sea. Those entering the sea are tidewater glaciers, and there

Figure 2.5 Vestfjordgletscher, situated at the head of Scoresby Sund, East Greenland is one of
the major outlet glaciers of the Greenland ice sheet seen in the background of this photograph.
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Figure 2.6 The largest valley glacier in the European Alps, the Grosser Aletschgletscher flows 22 km from the 4000 m peaks of the Jungfrau and Monch in the back
ground. Note the small ice-dammed lake of M arjelensee at the bottom o f the
photograph.

are two types: those that are grounded on the sea bed (Fig. 2.7) and those that float (Fig.
2.8), the form er being the most common. Compared with land-based valley glaciers, tidewa
ter glaciers in fjords undergo far more pronounced fluctuations. Many subpolar and polar
regions are characterized by tidewater glaciers. Some valley glaciers, especially those that
originate from highland ice fields, spread out into piedmont lobes if they leave the confines
o f the mountains. Small piedmont glaciers are common in the high Arctic, but the largest,
the M alaspina Glacier o f subarctice southern Alaska, measures 70km across.

s-

»

г .» * »

Figure 2.7 The terminus of the grounded tidewater glacier, Nordenskioldbreen, Spitsbergen. Sea ice in the foreground has been buckled into pressure ridges as a result
o f forward movement of the glacier in winter.
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Figure 2.8 Aerial view down the heavily crevassed floating Daugaard-Jensen Gletcher, East Greenland.
Note the tabular icebergs and ice-filled head of Nordvestfjord (the world’s longest fjord) in the background.

On a smaller scale are cirque (or corrie) glaciers. They are the result of accumulation
under steep cliffs on mountain flanks, eventually creating an armchair-shaped hollow which
is gradually over-deepened, because of rotational ice-flow. Cirque glaciers develop prefer
entially on the lee side o f a mountain mass where wind-blown snow accumulation is greatest.
The best developed cirque glaciers occur in areas of moderate relief, especially high, dis
sected plateaux, as in Scandinavia and, formerly, Britain.
In contrast, high-relief areas such as alpine terrain, are characterized more by hanging
glaciers or ice aprons, which are small masses of ice clinging to precipitous rock slopes.
Occasionally, they shed ice avalanches of catastrophic proportions.
Lastly, rejuvenated or regenerated glaciers occur where ice-avalanche debris accum u
lates at a rate faster than it melts, below an ice mass that is perched on the edge of a cliff
above. They are frequently conical in form, reminiscent of scree slopes below gullies.

2.4 Cold and warm glaciers
The tem perature distribution (thermal regime) o f a glacier is of fundamental importance to
its dynamics, both in terms of the way the ice deforms and with regard to the role that meltw ater plays in lubricating the bed. For example, ice below the pressure melting point (cold
ice) deforms less readily than ice at the pressure melting point (warm ice), to the extent that
under a given stress, ice at 0°C deforms at a rate 100 times faster than ice at -2 0 °C .
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Although transitions between cold and warm ice in the same glacier are common, it has
become customary to classify glaciers thermally in the following manner.
- W arm (or tem perate) glaciers - those in which ice is at the pressure melting point
throughout except for a surface layer, c. 10-15m thick, that is subject to annual cooling
in winter.
- Cold glaciers - those in which a substantial proportion of the ice is below the pressure
melting point. There are two main types: those in which all the ice is below the melting
point, and so is dry and frozen to the bed, and those that undergo substantial surface melting
in summ er or are warm ed to the melting point from beneath by geothermal heat. These
are often referred to, respectively, as “polar” and “subpolar” glaciers, but these terms
are misleading and are best avoided; even in high polar regions, glaciers undergo sub
stantial melting, while some cold ice is present in temperate latitudes where the ice has
originated from a high altitude.
The therm al regime of a glacier influences the role m eltwater plays in the development of
erosional and depositional landforms and sediments. In warm glaciers, w ater flows relatively
freely and tends to reach the bed quickly, forming a subglacial channel and a w ater film that
facilitates sliding. As a consequence, recycling of material by glacial streams is important.
In cold glaciers with surface melting, water tends to migrate towards the margins rather than
to the bed, but sliding may take place if the ice is thick enough to allow geothermal heat to
raise the tem perature of basal ice to the melting point. W here ice is frozen to the bed, ero
sion of bedrock or deposition of sediment is inhibited and no glaciofluvial sediments form.
The therm al regime of glaciers entering the sea (e.g. ice shelves, ice tongues) and the result
ing icebergs also strongly influences sedimentation.

2.5 Glacier hydrology
M eltwater from glaciers plays a vital role in the processes of erosion, the incorporation of
debris into the ice and deposition. Furtherm ore, m eltwater is a valuable resource, providing
the means of generating hydroelectricity and of irrigating the land. Glaciers act as natural
storage reservoirs, retaining water in winter, and releasing it in summer when it is most needed
for irrigation. M eltwater emerging from a glacier can be destructive, especially when it bursts
from and ice-dammed or subglacial lake, or when it mixes with loose sediment to create a
debris-flow; m uch damage to property and loss o f life has been caused in many parts o f the
•vorld. In the Quaternary and older geological record, catastrophic releases of meltwater from
glaciers has created impressive landscapes and shifted huge volumes o f sediment. More detailed
accounts o f glacier hydrology are given by Paterson (1981) and Drewry (1986).
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2.5.1 Sources of m eltwater
Surface melting is by far the most important source of water in temperate and cold glaciers,
and is supplemented by runoff from melting snow along the valley sides. Solar radiation is
the principal energy source for this process. Rainfall also contributes significantly to melting
on these types of ice mass. Melting rates on the lower reaches of a typical alpine glacier are
lO m yr-1, and 2 m y r_1 is more typical of cold glaciers. In many parts of Antarctica and on
the Greenland ice sheet, surface melting is also prevalent, but may not be the m ajor source
o f w ater. In these areas, as w ell as beneath other cold glaciers o f sufficient thickness,
geotherm al heat is an important generator of meltwater. W ater is also produced by frictional
heating as ice slides over its bed, and from the effects of ice being rapidly strained, espe
cially close to the bed.

2 .5 .2 W ater flow through a glacier
The most noticeable aspect of water movement in the glacier system is the manner in which
it flows over the surface, but water flow englacially and subglacially is equally important (Fig.
2.9). The supraglacial drainage system resembles that developed on bedrock or consolidated
sediment. Dendritic stream patterns are common. Channels tend to be straight or m eander
ing and are often incised to a depth of several metres (Fig. 2.10). Straight channels are fre
quently controlled by supraglacial moraines or ice structures such as foliation. Meandering
channels may occur on exceptionally steep slopes; those on Charles Rabots Bre in Norway
are found on slopes with an inclination of nearly 40°.
Supraglacial streams tend to enter an englacial position or reach the glacier bed via verti
cal shafts, m oulins, which may drop sheer for several tens of metres. Frequently, moulins
firm / w e t snow
(percolation)

Figure 2.9 Schematic three-dimensional cross section through a temperate glacier, illustrating supraglacial,
englacial and subglacial water-flow routes.
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develop at sites o f weakness in the ice, such as healed crevasses. On cold glaciers, supraglacial
streams commonly flow towards and alongside the margins, and the resulting torrent may
prove difficult to cross (Fig. 2.11). Most discharge from cold glaciers is at the margins, whereas
in tem perate glaciers w ater normally emerges from a glacier portal (the mouth o f a cavern-

Figure 2.10 Deeply incised meandering stream flowing towards the margin of Gornergletscher, Switzerland.
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Figure 2.11 Lateral meltwater stream
flowing along the flank o f an arm of the
cold Wordie Gletcher, northern East
Greenland. The stream constantly under
cuts the ice margin, causing frequent
collapses and temporary blockages.
Note the ice debris stranded on
the banks to the left.

ous tunnel at the lowest point on the bed). Otherwise, m eltwater may spread out as a thin
film across the bed.
W ater channels at the base of a glacier are of two principal types, named after the authors
w ho exam ined the physical principles o f their developm ent. R othlisberger channels
(Rothlisberger 1972) are pipes incised into the ice above the bed. They are convex-up in cross
section, as may readily be seen from the form of the glacier portal at the snout, and they can
be several m etres high. In contrast, the smaller Nye channels are incised into bedrock (Nye
1973). In cross section, these features have vertical sides and a rounded or flat bottom. They
tend to develop roughly parallel to ice-flow but can spiral around obstacles. Nye channels
belong to the family of p-forms that are described in §3.3.2. Well defined channels do not
form beneath all tem perate glaciers, however. Instead, thin films form, which facilitate slid
ing, but which slow down the throughput of water.
A certain amount o f meltwater percolates down through snow and firn, although much of
it may refreeze as ice layers and ice glands, thus inhibiting further downward flow. W here
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firn passes down into ice, the bulk of water percolation ceases, and the firn may become
saturated in summer. However, a small volume o f water can also penetrate through glacier
ice itself, apart from through the more obvious crevasses and moulins. Ice tends to melt pref
erentially at crystal boundaries, and narrow veins, a fraction of a millimetre across, develop,
allowing w ater to pass downwards. This type of intergranular flow has been described by
Nye & Frank (1973). The vein network is rarely stable, because shearing of the ice tends to
sever the interconnecting veins.
During the course of a summer melt season the hydrological system undergoes consider
able modification, as dye-tracing tests have shown. The combination of minimal m eltwater
production and ice deformation results in closure or partial closure of the previous sum m er’s
channels. Thus, the glacier is able to hold back meltwater in the early part o f the melt sea
son, resulting in high basal water pressures. As the summer progresses, the channels become
m ore open so that, towards the end, flow is uninhibited and basal water pressures are low. In
stagnant ice the channels do not close up, but progressively enlarge each summer. The end
result may be a body of ice, riddled with moulins, supraglacial and englacial channels that
bear a strong resemblance to the landforms of limestone solution, hence the term glacier karst.
Not all meltwater that reaches the bed o f a glacier emerges at the snout. Some of it is forced
into the underlying sediment, such as till, which thereby is easily deformed and facilitates
glacier flow (§2.7.3). Some water may flow into the bedrock if it is permeable or well jointed.
During periods of rapid meltwater production, englacial and subglacial streams may be
under considerable pressure. Air bubbles may implode, creating a shock that can facilitate
erosion of bedrock or sediment. This process, known as cavitation, is well known from studies
of dam failure where small leaks may evolve rapidly into serious breaches. Occasionally, there
is a visible manifestation of water under high pressure. Outlet streams may emerge with con
siderable force, while at the surface fountains, or more commonly springs, may be observed.

2 .5 .3 Ice-constrained lakes
Lakes associated with glaciers are of four main types:
- supraglacial lakes;
- ice-dammed lakes;
- subglacial lakes;
- proglacial lakes.
Lakes are important because they commonly fill up during the summer until they become
unstable and w ater bursts out from them as jokulhlaups. Ponding of w ater by cold ice is
widespread in the Arctic, but it is also important in some temperate regions.
Supraglacial lakes are typical early melt-season features and are generally no more than a
few m etres deep. Many gradually empty as the drainage network opens up. In contrast, icedammed lakes fill slowly as the melt-season proceeds until the hydrostatic head is sufficient
to allow w ater to flow under the ice, creating a high-discharge event (a jokulhlaup) that lasts
typically for a day and leaves many icebergs stranded (Fig. 2.12). However, not all lakes
burst out annually.
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Figure 2.12 Ice-dammed “Between Lake” , formed at the confluence of the White (left) and Thomson
(right) glaciers on Axel Heiberg Island, Canadian Arctic (cf. Fig. 2.22). The photograph was taken during
the jokulhlaup of 1975, the lake already having lowered several metres from the clearly defined water
marks on the ice to the left and right.

Ice-dam m ed lakes form: (a) in the notch where two valley glaciers join, (b) where a rela
tively ice-free side valley enters the main glacier valley, (c) where a side glacier enters, and
blocks off, drainage in the main valley (Fig. 2.13). Ice-dammed lakes, if not properly m oni
tored, can be very hazardous; many people have died during jokulhlaups in Switzerland and
South Am erica.
Subglacial lakes are known from Iceland where high heat flow from volcanically active
areas can m elt large volumes of ice, as beneath the ice cap of Vatnajokull, the type-area for
the generation of the jokulhlaups which devastate the coastal plains. Much larger subglacial
lakes, identified in radio-echo sounding records, occur beneath the East Antarctic ice sheet,
the largest approaching 8000 km2 in area (Drewry 1986).
Proglacial lakes occur at the front of a glacier, the ice sometimes terminating as a cliff.
Lakes o f this type tend to grow as a glacier recedes, unless the rate of sediment filling is too
great. They are generally stable unless a lower, level outlet route can be found up-glacier.

2 .5 .4 W ater discharge from glaciers
Discharge readings have been taken below the snouts of many glaciers, especially where
hydroelectricity is being generated. The pattern of discharge provides a good indication of
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the nature o f w ater flow through the glacier. At any one time, discharge has two main com 
ponents, which are often out of phase (Fig. 2.14a), a variable component related to weather
conditions and an underlying base-flow component. Discharge has a marked diurnal varia
tion (Fig. 2.14b), especially if the weather is sunny. The maximum discharge may be twice
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Figure 2.13 Ice-dammed lakes of various types associated with Thomson Glacier and its tribu
taries, Axel Heiberg Island, Canadian Arctic.
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Figure 2.14 Water discharge calculated from electrical conductivity measurements in the Gomera, the stream
from the Gornergletscher in Switzerland (after Collins 1977). (a) Curves showing total discharge and the
proportion of discharge routed through subglacial conduits for the period 15 July to 2 September 1975.
(b) Diurnal variations of the discharge components routed through the englacial and subglacial networks dur
ing sustained ablation 3-8 August 1975. Note the out-of-phase character of the peaks and troughs of the two
components (reproduced with permission of Universitatsverlag Wagner Ges. M .B .H ., Innsbruck).

as much as the minimum discharge or more. The marked diurnal changes have the effect of
producing a flood event every 24 hours. This behaviour is an important consideration for
walkers who, having crossed a gentle stream in the early morning, may have to face a dangerous
torrent in the afternoon. Base-flow volumes change much more slowly. Base-flow continues
throughout the winter in many cases, maintained by frictional processes or geothermal heat.
On a seasonal basis, glaciers release the bulk of a year’s precipitation of snow as meltwa
ter during the few warm months of summer. The seasonal variations normally bear little relation
to precipitation; rather runoff is under a strong thermal influence. Several distinct periods of
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runoff on outwash plains below glaciers during the course of a year have been identified
(Church & G ilbert 1975).
(a) Break-up o f winter river ice is represented by the spring snow melt. First, saturation o f
the snowpack occurs, generating slush; then water begins to flow over channel ice, lead
ing to the break-up of the winter ice on the river bed. Drainage may be well developed
beneath the snow before it becomes visible.
(b) The nival (snowmelt) flood follows with the establishment o f a connected drainage net
work. M uch of the stored water in glaciers is released at this stage to give anomalously
high flows in com parison with the daily melt.
(c) By late summ er, runoff continues more or less in accordance with the degree of m elt
w ater generation, reflecting the clearance o f internal and subglacial channels in the ice.
(d) The freeze-back period of autumn follows the cessation of melting on the glacier, although
draining o f some channels and groundwaters is maintained. Freezing in Arctic areas may
be rapid but large areas of Aufeis (sheets of vertically orientated ice crystals) may develop
as w ater continues to flow from springs or from beneath the glacier into subzero tem 
peratures. Tem perate glaciers may maintain a low steady rate o f flow throughout the
winter.
During stages (b) and (c) above, or even at other times, the general discharge pattern may
be interrupted by jokulhlaups, which produce sharp runoff peaks. Storm precipitation as rain
may produce a similar effect. The discharge curve for a jokulhlaup typically shows an initial
steep rise and an almost instantaneous cut-off (e.g. W halley 1971, Theakstone 1978). Highamplitude floods are also associated with surges. This is a response to the sheet-flow of water
beneath the ice, after which the glacier settles back down on its bed and the flood stops abruptly.

2 .5 .5 M eltw ater as a geological agent
The geomorphological and sedimentological products of glacial meltwater are described in
Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Here it is sufficient to mention that meltwater is both a powerful erosive
agent, perm itting the development of subglacial gorges, Nye channels and other p-form s
(Ch. 5), and a medium for transporting and depositing large volumes of sediment. Further
m ore, m aterial carried in solution is now regarded as important in certain circumstances,
especially in areas of carbonate bedrock where both rapid dissolution of rock flour and vari
ous processes o f secondary precipitation of calcium carbonate can occur (Fairchild et al. 1993).

2.6 Glacier fluctuations in response to climate
Factors affecting the behaviour of the snout of a glacier are complex and numerous, but changes
in climate are the most significant. The “state o f health” of a glacier, or its mass balance, is
dependent on how much snow is preserved in its accumulation area and how much ice is lost
in the ablation area during the summer season. The movement of a glacier is dependent on
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the characteristics of the supply and loss of material. If loss exceeds supply, such as during a
climatic amelioration, the whole glacier will become thinner; if the reverse is the case, the
glacier will thicken in either the accumulation area (through the build up of firn) or the abla
tion area (through reduced melting) or both.

2.6.1 Mass balance
Changes in the mass of a glacier from year-to-year, and the characteristics of these changes
spatially, are studied in order to determine the balance between gains and losses, that is the
glacier’s mass balance. Mass-balance studies are made on valley glaciers throughout the world,
and on some there are continuous records going back over 30 years, for example, Storglaciaren
in Sweden since 1946, Hintereisferner in Austria since 1952, South Cascade Glacier in W ash
ington State, USA since 1957, and W hite Glacier on Axel Heiberg Island, Canada since 1957
(Paterson 1981).
Mass balance reflects the difference between net gains (accumulation) and losses (abla
tion) in a given year. A positive mass balance refers to an excess of accumulation over ablation,
and for a negative mass balance the reverse is true. Accumulation is represented by a variety
o f processes that eventually lead to the formation of ice: direct snowfall, avalanches, freez
ing o f m eltwater and slush, and the development of rime. Ablation embraces those processes
which result in loss of material from the glacier: melting and the subsequent runoff of water,
calving of icebergs into lakes or the sea, erosion by streams, evaporation and wind erosion.
In most cases, mountain glaciers have a clearly defined accumulation area towards their
upper end, and an ablation area towards the snout. However, the influence o f wind on the
distribution o f snow may complicate this pattern. In Antarctica the picture is rather different,
since almost all ablation is by calving or through melting in contact with sea water. In some
arid interior parts of Antarctica, ice streams may be subject to net ablation but, on approach
ing coastal areas where precipitation is greater, net accumulation may take place. Clearly,
direct m easurem ent of the mass balance of the Antarctic ice sheet is fraught with uncertainty,
but as the resolution and extent of satellite data improve, continuing efforts are being made
to assess the state of health of that continent’s ice cover. Series of satellite images have already
been used to demonstrate the rapid recession and disintegration of an ice shelf in the A ntarc
tic Peninsula under the influence of changing oceanographic conditions (Doake & Vaughan
1990). Further w ork of this nature, combined with surface observations, is of vital im por
tance if we are to understand the links between ice volume and sea-level changes.
In m ass-balance term s, the surface of a glacier may be divided into a number of zones,
separated by distinct lines (Table 2.3). As summarized by Paterson (1981) the zones are best
developed in a cold glacier descending from high altitude, but not all glaciers have all zones.
The dry snow zone is developed only on the highest mountains of Alaska and the Yukon, and
in the interiors of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets. On some cold glaciers all the accu
mulation is in the form of superimposed ice, whereas on many temperate glaciers this form
of ice may be negligible.
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Effect of mass-balance changes on flow

sses (ablaer ablation,

Glaciers continually grow and decay in response to climatically controlled mass-balance

a variety

changes. The appearance and disappearance of the great Antarctic and Northern Hemisphere

r.es. freez-

ice sheets during the Cenozoic Era represent long-term changes over millions or tens of thou

e processes

sands of years, respectively. On the human timescale we have seen how many glaciers

if of water,

responded to cooling in the 18th and 19th centuries. During this period (the so-called Little

r.d erosion.

Ice Age), glaciers extended far down the valleys of the Alps and Norway, for example, creating

ards their

many hazards and problems for the small farming communities (Grove 1988). Since then we

I n d on the

have seen a general recession of most temperate glaciers, in response to the subsequent warm

t: different,

ing, leaving behind a poorly vegetated zone between the ice surface and the former high ice

:er. In some

level, called a trimline. Even so, glaciers react differently to climatic changes, so that in the

с. approach-

Alps some glaciers advance at the same time as others recede; only the relative proportions

;e. Clearly,

vary, and a large sample of glaciers is needed to determine the overall trends. On the short

-"certainty,

est timescale, glaciers may recede during the summer and readvance in the winter but with

being made

out making up lost ground, thus eventually leaving behind a set of annual moraines.

have already

Some of the differences in glacier behaviour may result from climatic differences between

: hie Antarc-

adjacent glaciers. One that begins at high altitude may benefit more from increased snow

i: Vaughan

precipitation associated with higher temperatures than one at a lower altitude. Alternatively,

'. ual impor-

the response times of some glaciers to changes in mass balance may be relatively long, so

es.

that small perturbations in climate during a general warming phase may not be reflected in

er of zones,

changes at the snout, whereas other glaciers may be much more sensitive.

: nes are best

Changes in mass balance may be propagated down-glacier as a kinematic w a ve , which is

tve all zones.

sometimes manifested as a bulge in the ice surface. The wave moves down-glacier at a rate

: 't’ukon, and

faster than the ice velocity, and when it reaches the snout, years later, an advance may be

ill the accu-

initiated. However, the distance a glacier will advance is determined solely by the amount of

;t s

this form

available ice, not by the kinematic wave itself (Paterson 1981).
In many cases, it is the glacier snout which is extremely sensitive to mass-balance changes,
whereas the middle and upper reaches of the glacier may show little variation in ice thick-
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ness. The position of a glacier snout may be a good indicator of climatic changes because of
this sensitive behaviour. However, in some cases, the snout does not recede, but the entire
tongue may waste downwards as the ice stagnates. Such circumstances prevail when the sup
ply of ice from above is reduced drastically over a short period.
The response time to mass-balance changes varies dramatically from place to place. On
the one hand, the glaciers that flow towards the west coast of South Island, New Zealand,
respond within a few years to the marked changes in accumulation that occur in this region
of huge precipitation. Typical glaciers in the European Alps and the Western Cordillera of
North America may respond within a few decades. In contrast, the Antarctic ice sheet with
its low precipitation may take many thousands of years to respond to changes in mass bal
ance. The latter assessment makes it very difficult to determine how the large ice masses may
change in response to human-induced global warming.

2.7 Glacier flow
Glaciers flow in two main modes, commonly in combination: internal deformation and b a 
sal sliding.

The combined effect of these two methods on the displacement of markers on the

surface and within the ice is depicted in Figure 2.15. A third mechanism - movement over a
bed of deforming sediment - is also important in certain circumstances. The cumulative result
is a velocity distribution pattern showing in general terms:
(a) an increase in forward velocity towards the equilibrium line and decrease below;
Plan view:

Longitudinal cross-section:

displacement of markers on surface

Figure 2.15

borehole displacement

A

lateral/basal slip com ponent

В

internal deform ation com ponent

T h e two main components of ice-flow in a valley glacier: lateral/basal sliding and internal

deformation.
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Fisure 2 .1 6

Velocity and cumulative strain in a small valley glacier, Griesgletscher, Switzerland

-^T.brey et al. 1980). Note the increase in velocity (to > 4 0 m y r 1) and convergence of flowlines
: «ards the m idway point (coinciding with the equilibrium-line and the top of an icefall), and an
—egular decrease with near-parallel flowlines below. T h e cumulative strain pattern is indicated by
-; progressive development and rotation of ellipses derived from circles drawn at arbitrary points.
Note that the marginal ice is subject to m uch greater cumulative strain than ice in the centre (repro: _.e d with permission of the International Glaciological Society).

*

m increase in velocity towards the centre, with the strongest velocity gradient near the
margins;

- : decrease in velocity towards the bed with the strongest velocity gradient near the base
:: the glacier (Fig. 2.15);
.

;: nvergence of particle paths (flowlines) in the accumulation area and divergence in the

ibiation area.
; r_re 2.16 illustrates a typical velocity distribution pattern in a small Alpine valley glacier.

. "

Internal deform ation

■ . r.ave considered above how ice deforms at the crystal scale and the influence this has
.

:he way in which a glacier flows. W e now look at how ice deforms on the scale of the

. - re glacier. Flow broadly is the result of gravity forces which induce spreading of the ice
::eep under its own weight (Drewry 1986). In the simplest case of a parallel-sided slab of
.: яbich does not slide, and in which movement consists only of deformation within the slab
;:-c :э iis weight, deformation is said to be laminar, and flowlines are parallel to the top and
:

m of the slab. More often, however, the top and bottom surfaces of the glacier are not

-irillel, and the ice flows in the direction of the maximum surface slope, even though the
. : slopes in the opposite direction. This explains such phenomena as over-deepened basins
- ihich basal ice must have flowed uphill. Bedrock irregularities disrupt the laminar flow
and, as a result, bed-parallel structures may become folded.
-.irther complications are introduced by longitudinal variations in velocity. In this situa-
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tion, two flow states are possible: extending flow, in which the upper part of the glacier is
tensile as a result of the ice accelerating; and compressing flow, in which the ice is compressive
at all depths as a result of deceleration (Nye 1957). These two types of flow give rise to dis
tinctive crevasse patterns in valley glaciers (Fig. 2.17) where there is a strong velocity gra
dient at the margin as well as longitudinally. The thickness of the ice changes in response to
extending flow (thinning) and compressive flow (thickening).
A c c e le r a t io n

C o n s t a n t velocity

extending flo w

Figure 2.17

D ec ele ra tio n

co m p ressin g flo w

Flow states in a valley glacier (after N y e 1957). Extending flow parallel to the direction of ice

movement occurs where ice accelerates, compressing flow where it decelerates. T h e small arrows indicate
the orientation of the m axim um tensile stresses, and are normal to the crevasses marked.

Extending flow occurs in a valley glacier in the accumulation area as mass increases, where
the bed steepens (an icefall being the extreme case), where it is joined by a side stream in a
confined channel, and on the outside of a bend. Compressive flow occurs where the bed
becomes gentler, where the valley widens, on the inside of a bend, and towards the snout as
mass is lost.
The above considerations apply to the deformation that is normally measured on a short
timescale (months to years). However, the cumulative effect of deformation over a long period
(tens, hundreds or thousands of years) also needs to be examined, as it is the total amount of
deformation (referred to as total or finite strain) that explains the disposition of many struc
tures and debris within the ice.
Cum ulative strain

can best be visualized using the strain ellipse, as is common in the

analysis of deformed rocks. Beginning with an arbitrary circle, deformation along a flowline
or particle path changes it into an ellipse. Using a velocity distribution and flowline map, and
assuming steady-state flow, Hambrey & Milnes (1977) derived the cumulative strain pattern
of the ablation area of Griesgletscher in Switzerland (Fig. 2.16). In the centre of the glacier,
ellipses formed initially with long axes perpendicular to the flowline (pure shear or nonrotational strain)

below an icefall, then showed little change thereafter. In contrast, near

the margins, ellipses developed at a moderate angle to the flowlines, but gradually approached
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_

: _:5m as the ice moved downwards (simple shear or rotational strain). Cumulative

— anon near the snout was much greater at the margins (ellipse axial ratios typically 70:1
'5 years, compared with that in the centre (3 to 5:1) after 125 years. Hudleston & Hooke

.

investigated the same phenomena in a depth section (Fig. 2.18). Modelling deforma-

n *

ng a 10km flowline in the Barnes Ice Cap, Baffin Island, the strain ellipses showed

— -:r;jsion normal to the particle path in the upper part of the ice cap (pure shear, or non— _ : rul strain), but gradual rotation of the ellipse towards parallelism with the particle path
-creasing depth.

";r e 1 .1 8
r.

Deformation of circles into ellipses along flow lines through the Barnes Ice Cap, Baffin Island,

i vertical longitudinal cross section. These ellipses were calculated using finite-element compu-

er - c :

ng (from Ho o ke & Hudleston 1978, with permission of the International Glaciological Society).

. " 1 Basal sliding

ь

internal deformation affects all glaciers, not all slide on their beds. Nevertheless,
■

c
a

— glaciers and many cold glaciers do slide, the latter in response to geothermal heat

': m bedrock if the ice is sufficiently thick to act as an insulating blanket from the ambient
.

rerature. Extensive areas of basal ice in the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets are at

з . ~r<sure melting point and slide. Most fast-flowing valley glaciers and ice streams attain
n

-mil velocities because basal sliding is the major component of the total velocities. The

ж . : ining component has been recorded for several glaciers, examples being 50% for the

"

Aletschgletscher in Switzerland, 90% for the Blue Glacier in Washington State (both
- - glaciers), 9 % for Vesl Skautbreen, a cirque glacier in Norway, and 0 % for the Meserve,

i . aner frozen to its bed in Antarctica. The highest percentages are associated with rapid
ne

■; or heavy rainfall, when the bed is lubricated. Basal sliding is largely responsible for

с . ■. i of erosion, transport and deposition of debris taking place.
1 _-il processes have been subject to several rigorous theoretical analyses, notably by the
ж

: sis Weertman, Lliboutry and Nye (Paterson 1981: Ch. 7), but the precise mechanisms
. :ar from fully understood. Three main processes have been recognized at the bed of

D. . i;:er. First, enhanced basal creep occurs in the lowest few metres of the glacier, a process
-:s -.r m ice at any temperature, but one that is more effective in warm ice than in cold ice.
rrrcess allows ice to flow around an obstacle, such as a boulder on the bed, and deter- -.: ±e direction in which basal debris is transported. A second mechanism, involving
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pressure melting

and regelation, occurs at the ice/rock interface. When ice moves over a

bump in the bed, pressure melting occurs on its upstream side, the water flows over and around
the bump to the lower pressure zone, where it refreezes and forms regelation ice, possibly in
a cavity, and at the same time loose debris becomes attached to the glacier sole (Fig. 2.19).
The critical maximum size of the bump is debatable, but a figure of 1m has been postulated.
This process has been observed under many active glaciers. A third mechanism involves slip
over a water layer. Water at the base of a glacier not only “lubricates” the bed but also smooths
out the smaller irregularities. A layer of water only a few millimetres thick could increase
the sliding velocity by up to 100%. Much of this water may originate from supraglacial melt
water streams reaching the bed via moulins and crevasses. Direct observations in subglacial
cavities beneath temperate glaciers confirm the validity of these mechanisms, but in addition
suggest that the motion is jerky (e.g. Theakstone 1967, Vivian & Bocquet 1973).
From the above it will be apparent that bed roughness and the role of debris have an
important influence on the sliding velocity. If the bed is too rough, because of bedrock
irregularities, debris between ice and rock, and debris within the basal ice, the basal-sliding
velocity is appreciably reduced. The difficult problem of developing a theory that takes these
factors into account has yet to be solved.

Figure 2.19

Regelation of ice at the sole

of the Glacier de Tsanfleuron, Switzer
land, observed in a cave near the snout.
Successive regelation layers with basal
debris have built up in this vertical
section which is about 2 0 c m high.
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.3 D e fo r m a b le beds

The "effective bed” beneath a moving ice mass may not necessarily be the ice/bedrock or
-r sediment interface, since the material beneath the ice may also be deforming. In recent
rirs it has become widely recognized that large areas beneath glaciers and ice sheets are
;erlain by unconsolidated sediment which fundamentally affects the dynamic behaviour of
■г :ce mass. In essence, the deforming sediment forms part of the flowing ice mass, and the
' ;::ective” bed is the surface below which there is no forward motion.
I: ‘-he base of the ice is at the pressure melting point, the underlying sediment may be satu~:tz with water, and thus be prone to deformation, especially if pore-water pressures are

i - Boulton (1979) examined deformation in till beneath Breidamerkurjokull in Iceland, and
:

i that this process accounted for 90% of the forward movement of the glacier, even though
. informing layer was only about 0.5m thick. Displacement was about 0.5m after 10 days.
; strongest deformation appeared to be in the upper part of the unit (Fig. 2.20).
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Breidamerkerjokull, Iceland. Shape of profile
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Velocity vectors parallel to flow

and associated displacements in the upper part

10 days (after Boulton 1979).

-.:lar process has been inferred for one of the Antarctic’s major ice streams, named
- 'ey et al. 1989). It is conceivable that for large parts of ice sheets and valley glaciers,

sck . :

-.vhere flowing fast, deformation in subglacial sediment is the dominant component

' оь

\ direct result of this process is that substantial volumes of till may be transported

*

. --_-.e:ce by shear within the deformable layer. In the case of Ice Stream B, which merges

■гай -; Ross Ice Shelf and other ice streams, the end result of the process is inferred to be
r. at the grounding-line, which in effect represents the end of the debris “conveyor
- ir.g rise to diamict aprons (a feature described from elsewhere in Antarctica by
ftn

: al. 1991) or in a genetic sense till deltas (Alley et al. 1989).
■

жгte
In*

_: nay also deform if the sediment is frozen to the ice, as when a glacier overrides
In such cases blocks or large rafts of frozen sediment may be incorporated into

. .

: :ле ice mass. This frozen sediment may deform in a manner that resembles the

- .. ;he flow laws are similar), becoming folded and fractured in the process.
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2 .7 .4

Long- a n d short-term variations of glacier flow

Glaciers show major changes in surface velocity through time. On a timescale of several years
or more, velocities change in response to climatic factors. Velocities increase in response to
gains in mass, following several years of positive mass balance. By the same token, a suc
cession of negative mass-balance years results in declining velocities and, if severe, to even
tual stagnation of the ice. Exceptions to such behaviour occur in the special case of surge-type
glaciers (§2.9), or when a subglacial volcanic eruption takes place.
Velocity variations on a seasonal or daily timespan are largely related to meltwater pro
duction and subglacial water pressures which control the rate of basal sliding. Many studies
have been undertaken on valley glaciers (see Paterson 1981: Ch. 7). Typically, during the
winter, when meltwater production largely ceases, ice-flow tends to close drainage channels.
During early summer the first meltwater is forced into small cavities and water pressure
becomes high. Thus, ice-flow tends to reach a peak at this time, even though meltwater pro
duction does not reach a peak until a month or so later, but by this time the cavities and chan
nels have opened up and water pressure is low. Similarly, sliding velocities reach a minimum
a few months after the time that runoff ceases and water pressures are lowest. As an examTable 2.4

Classification of structures in glacier ice.

Category

Structure

T y pe of deformation

Primary structures

Sedimentary stratification

N o deformation

Unconformities
Ice layers, lenses, glands
Regelation layering (basal foliation)
Ice breccia

Secondary structures

“ Plastic” deformation

Folds
Foliation
Boudinage
Crevasse traces (tensional veins)
Shear zones

“ Brittle” deformation

Ogives
normal faults

Closed fractures

strike-slip faults
thrusts
crevasse traces
transverse crevasses

O p e n fractures

marginal crevasses
longitudinal crevasses
splaying crevasses

en echelon crevasses
basal crevasses

Bergschrund
Randkluft
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rle. measurements over a two year period of the temperate valley glacier, the South Cas.ide, showed the lowest sliding velocity in November (120mmday-1) and the highest velocseveral years

:> in June (220 mm day-1); an 83% difference. The creep velocity (comprising internal

i response to

reformation) in this case, by contrast, varied only from 40 to SOmmday"1; a 25% difference,

-ken, a sucere, to evenof surge-type

•hnimum and peak discharges occurred in March/April and July, respectively.
Velocities

also vary diurnally. The bulk of surface melting is due to solar radiation, so the

-pply of meltwater to the bed and associated basal water pressures and sliding velocities are
i:ghly dependent on the weather. In clear weather, velocities may vary by as much as 100%,

.eltwater proMany studies

:’ii peaks in mid-afternoon and minima in the early morning. On cloudy or rainy days the
. _mal fluctuations are largely suppressed.

л . during the
age channels,
iter pressure
neltwater pra

2 .8 Structure of glaciers and ice sheets

iries and chanch a minimum

.ier ice is like any other type of geological material in comprising strata that progressively

As an exam-

..: :rm to produce a wide range of structures. The end product is a metamorphic rock that in
-v rerate glaciers has deformed close to the melting point, and the original structures may
:e :otally obliterated.
Two main categories of structure occur in glaciers (Table 2.4):
- primary structures, which result from deposition or accretion of new material;
- secondary structures, which result from deformation.

. 3.1

^formation

Primary structures

"be dominant structure in the first category is sedim entary stratification, which is the
:-_lt of accumulation of snow year by year (Fig. 2.21a). Most snow turns into firn, then
-rse. bubbly ice, but summer surfaces are often indicated by a refrozen melt-layer of blu:;e and dirt. Regularly layered ice is the product, although periods of excessive ablation,
-:h remove several or many previous layers, give rise to unconformities. Within the
■ .-.pack, downward percolation of meltwater takes place during the summer. Refreezing

:;:orm ation

±e meltwater creates ice layers, and ice lenses or pipe-like structures called ice glands.
\nother type of primary structure, regelation layering, is the result of pressure melting
regelation processes at the base of a glacier. It is often called basal foliation, but is not
-:\v a deformational structure. Commonly, it is parallel-laminated and has variable amounts
'iial debris associated with it (Fig. 2.19).
•‘■
•‘here the glacier margin is subject to collapse, especially in the neighbourhood of ice cliffs
-: ;revasses, ice debris may reconsolidate to give a breccia. This structure may be welded
lether by trapped snow or by the refreezing of meltwater.

Figure 2.21

Structures in glacier ice. (a) Sedimentary stratification, deformed by flow and exposed on a

3 0 °- 4 0 ° slope on Charles Rabots Bre, Okstindan, N o rw a y . Each layer represents a year’ s accumulation of
snow above the firn line, (b) Isoclinal z-fold associated with thrusts (the dirty layers) in the terminal cliff of
T ho m so n Glacier, Axel Heiberg Island, Canadian Arctic. T h e wavelength of the fold is estimated to be about
5 m . (c) Typical well developed longitudinal foliation in the W hite Glacier, Axel Heiberg Island, Canadiar.
Arctic; note the supraglacial meltstream flowing parallel to the ice.
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-.8.2 Seco n da ry structures resulting from ductile deform ation
5erondary structures include a range of features that can be classified broadly as the prod_::s of plastic flow and brittle fracture. Folds on all scales are commonly observed on the
. icier surface and they involve both primary and secondary layered structures (Fig. 2.21b).
_ge folds, many kilometres across, are well known from the piedmont glaciers of Alaska,
-: :ably the Malaspina and Bering (Post & LaChapelle 1971), while small folds, only a few
centimetres across, can be distinguished in foliated ice. Normally, these folds fall into the
oclinal or similar categories, but occasionally parallel folds occur, reflecting more “britfolding (Hambrey 1977). Refolded folds are quite common. R e c u m b e n t folds are often
: resent in basal ice, and they reach several metres in amplitude in cold glaciers. Hudleston
-~6) described fine examples from the Barnes Ice Cap.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

I

horizontally
s tra tifie d ice
folds
becom e
tigh ter
and ve rtical
fo liatio n
begins to
develop

new
fo liatio n
becom es
dominant
and only
tra ce s of
original
s tra tific a tio n

increasing compression

Figure 2.22

su rvive

Development of foliation by folding and transposition of earlier layers

(stratification or another foliation). Note h o w the increasing compression from (a)
to (b) is accompanied by a marked change of overall shape. T h e foliation devel
ops out of those parts of the original layers that are thinned the most; its final ori
entation is totally different from that of the original layers.
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Foliation

is a layered structure, comprising coarse-bubbly, coarse clear (blue) and fine

(white) ice (Allen et al. 1960), that forms during flow (Fig. 2.21c). Coarse ice has crystals
in the range of l-15cm, whereas fine ice crystals are usually less than 5mm in diameter.
Foliation is also defined by elongated air bubbles, discrete planes of shear and flattened ice
crystals. Foliation generally develops from pre-existing layers, notably stratification and the
traces of former crevasses (Hambrey 1975, Hooke & Hudleston 1978). Folding of the layers
and progressive attenuation of the folds allows the new structure to develop on the limbs of
the sheared folds. Ultimately, only isolated fold hinges may remain. This process is known
as transposition and is depicted in Figure 2.22; it is also a characteristic feature of metamorphic rocks, such as schists and gneisses. Rarely, foliation appears to be a totally new struc
ture, forming a sort of cleavage that has an axial-planar relationship to similar folds. Foliation
develops essentially under two basic deformation regimes - pure shear and simple shear which affect the pre-existing structural inhomogeneities in different ways (Fig. 2.23).
Pure shear is represented by normal compression and equal expansion in the direction of
flow (Fig. 2.23, rows A to B). So the structures become simply flattened, a process typical
of the upper and middle parts of a glacier. Simple shear results from the strong velocity gradient
between bedrock and the ice, so is most prominent near the margins and the bed. In essence,
the structures gradually rotate towards parallelism with the direction of flow (Fig. 2.23, rows
A to C). The same effect can be demonstrated by drawing a circle or other shape on a stack
of cards, and smearing them out gradually. Foliation is therefore the product of cumulative
strain (Hambrey & Milnes 1977, Hooke & Hudleston 1978).
Most foliation falls into one of two main geometrically arranged categories: longitudinal
and transverse. Longitudinal foliation is normally steeply dipping and it occurs at the mar
gins of a glacier, or in association with medial moraines. In some glaciers, where ice from a
wide accumulation basin feeds into a narrow tongue, longitudinal foliation may extend across
the entire width and be predominantly parallel to flow (Hambrey & Muller 1978). Isoclinal
Strain
markers

Sedimentary
bands

Crevasse
fillings

Г

A

Figure 2 .2 3

Inhomogeneities

T h e development of foliation from pre-existing structural inhomogeneities under pure shear

and simple shear regimes (from Hooke & Hudleston 1978, with permission of the International Glaciological
Society).
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(b)

Figure 2.24

Schematic diagram

showing the development of boudinage structures in a sequence contain
ing layers of contrasting ductility or
competence. T h e boudins form in the
more competent layers, the less
competent material on either side
flowing into the spaces between the
boudins (after Ram say 1967). In
glaciers, different ice types, for
example, fine-grained and coarse
grained, have different ductilities.

«н е - _ have axes parallel to the foliation, and the entire structure may be the result of
тс. n i ': '.ding of primary stratification and eventual transposition. Arcuate foliation origi-

ж-:

-;;:ons of transverse crevasses or icefalls, forming first as crevasse traces (described

авс и

before being compressed in a longitudinal direction below the icefall and deformed

»

r■
> г.:э an arcuate pattern with the apex down stream. The geometry of arcuate foliation

Ta*
s

‘

that of a set of nested spoons (Allen et al. 1960). As the foliation moves down-

.' :is up-glacier dip declines from near-vertical to a few tens of degrees near the snout.

e

; ngitudinal

and transverse foliation, the total strain ellipse is parallel to the struc-

are

in the former case this has been achieved mainly through simple shear, and in the

леи r pure shear.
В
ins are sausage-shaped features that result from compression of a multi-layered
тщ

■_

-.: w ith layers of contrasting competence (or ductility) (Fig. 2.24). They are widespread

;r ice (Hambrey & Milnes 1975) and two main types may be distinguished: comper.trast boudinage and foliation boudinage. The former type (Fig. 2.24), is evident in

c
ce

-distinct layers of coarse and fine ice, or in dirty and clean ice. Fine ice and dirty ice
_rr>ear to behave as the more competent (less ductile) material; however, the latter

■s.-- rion conflicts with the behaviour of debris-bearing ice observed experimentally in the
3 - -::?ry. Foliation boudinage is the more common type, being intimately associated with
.

, jdinal foliation. Commonly, the foliation has an asymmetric appearance, suggesting

r — r.ion in a rotational strain regime.

.

: Secon dary structures resulting from brittle deform ation

de variety of fractures result from the brittle failure of ice, mainly in the upper 30-50m
_ h.acier. Foremost among them are crevasses, which are usually classified according to
. : orientation with respect to the ice-flow direction: transverse, marginal, longitudinal,
- . :ng and en echelon (Meier 1960) (Figs 2.17 & 25). In addition there are the little-studied
.

crevasses and bergschrunds, which are the crevasses that separate the flowing ice at

. .ead of a valley from the ice that adheres to the rock above. Crevasses may range from
i

metres in length, to hundreds of metres in a large valley glacier. Some crevasses in

Figure 2.25

Accumulation-area crevasses of the mainly transverse and en echelon types in the complex

upper basin of the Fox Glacier, N e w Zealand; bergschrunds can be seen in the uppermost reaches of the
glacier.

Figure2.26

T he Hochstetter Icefall of M ount Cook, feeding theTasman Glacier of N e w Zealand. T h e photo

was taken prior to a major rockfall that obliterated much of the ice in this view (cf. Fig. 2 .3 3 ).
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- irr.ica are over 100km long. Crevasses vary in width from a few millimetres to several
с

:: metres. Some of those in Antarctica are large enough to swallow large over-snow
revasses form only where at least one of the principal stresses is tensile, and where this

■Г:

:s greater than the tensile strength of the ice. Crevasses normally open in the direction

r

; stress (Meier 1960), but, if the ice is passing through a changing stress regime or contains

■Г— _ral inhomogeneities, this may not be strictly true. Similarly, the stresses needed to initiate
i

.. :re may not always be the same.
~ce depth of crevasses is dependent on the plastic flow of ice at the bottom. In temperate

r .. rr>. crevasse depths in excess of 30 m have rarely been measured, an observation that is
a ~ : itible with theoretically calculated depths, yet mountain literature abounds with exama : :: crevasses “hundreds of feet deep” . Cold glaciers, on the other hand, have crevasses
ft_ _re considerably deeper. Crevasses may also attain a greater depth if they are water-filled
3 -— 1974), in which case they can penetrate to the bed of the glacier.
.; falls are steep zones in a glacier where the entire surface is broken up by crevasses of
: rientations. Such zones are difficult or impossible to traverse safely on foot (Fig. 2.26).
I rerasse traces is the term used for a wide family of initially vertical layers that form
jl

-

to, or extend from, open crevasses (Hambrey 1975). One type is the product of brittle

r ___ re. without separation of the two walls. Away from the fracture plane, ice recrystallizes
jl

:o the plane under continued extension (Hambrey & Muller 1978) creating a feature

X - :: us to tensional veins in rocks. A second type of crevasse trace is the result of freez-

-_t

meltwater in a crevasse and its subsequent closure. These usually occur as prominent

a

;e layers, whereas those of the first type are more subtle. Crevasse traces survive ab-

■
2 1 . - remarkably well, cropping out all the way to the snout in many valley glaciers, sugp a -g that deep-seated fracture of the bed may occur in both cold and temperate glaciers.
: in-cut but unopen fractures may sometimes be observed in glaciers. N o r m a l faults,
*

-±e downglacier wall displaced downwards relative to the surface by a few metres, form

e

.; -tills and other crevassed regions, and are visible in the walls of crevasses or along the

a~ : :t the glacier. Strike-slip faults, showing lateral displacements of up to a metre, are
--

: nlv seen at the surface of the glacier and may be associated with bending of the ice,

■e * irt£ from shear prior to fracture. In both cases distinctive features need to be displaced,
= trier to recognize these movements.
rusts, alternatively referred to as thrust faults or shear planes, have been observed along
ftc -.irgins and near the snouts of many glaciers. They are associated with strong compresa " rt the ice, such as where the glacier impinges on an obstacle or where the ice is slowing
г* _ Although small thrusts may be observed in many temperate glaciers, they are best
tt t :r^d in cold ones. Surge-type glaciers also have many thrusts. The high Arctic is para . . ir!;. well endowed with thrusts and their development is facilitated by:
-ie rotation by flow of transverse crevasse traces into an attitude (up-glacier dip of c.
-5: that promotes displacement along the pre-existing planes of weakness;
re transition from a basal-sliding regime of thick ice to one in which the ice is frozen to
r ; bed, such as near the snout where the role of geothermal heat is lessened under thinner
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Thrusts play an important role in the recycling of basal debris (as discussed in §2.10.2)
and they tend to be associated with recumbent folds.

2 .8 .4 S eco n da ry structures of com posite origin

A final type of secondary structure is referred to as ogives, which are alternating light and
dark bands, or waves, extending in arcuate fashion across the glacier surface below some
icefalls (Fig. 1.1). Each pair of light and dark bands represents a year’s movemfent through
the icefall, and where they extend to the snout they are useful measures of the transit time of
ice through the glacial system. Various hypotheses have been proposed for ogive develop
ment, but the most likely is that of Nye (1958), who suggested that the ice is thinner in the
icefall in summer because of ablation, and collects more dust, thereby creating the darker
layers and troughs. In contrast, in winter, snow fills the crevasses, the ice thickens, so creat
ing the light bands and wave crests. Close examination of ogives in Bas Glacier d’Arolla,
Switzerland, by the author, indicates that they are composed of typical arcuate foliation, sug
gesting that these structures are genetically related. The darker layers thus represent more
intensive crevasse and crevasse trace formation in summer.

2 .8 .5

Structural patterns in glaciers a nd ice sheets

Most structural glaciological work has been undertaken on cirque or valley glaciers, and sev
eral detailed maps, combining air-photograph information with ground measurements, have
been published. In some cases, we can see how stratification evolves into longitudinal foliation,
in others how arcuate foliation develops out of transverse crevasse fields. Foliation is gener
ally strongest near the margins of a glacier and where associated with a medial moraine. In
cirque glaciers, stratification may be the dominant structure throughout, but in many valley
glaciers this structure is soon obliterated.
Satellite imagery provides a means of deciphering the surface structure of the Antarctic
and Greenland ice sheets. Much Antarctic ice is discharged into the Southern Ocean via ice
streams and ice shelves, and often shows supposedly flow-parallel features, which have been
described as flowlines (e.g. Crabtree & Doake 1980, Swithinbank 1988). By comparing these
Landsat images with air photos and ground observations of exposed ice, we have been able
to interpret these linear structures as longitudinal foliation resulting from the probable passage
of stratified ice into confined channels, thereby subjecting it to isoclinal folding (Reynolds &
Hambrey 1988, Hambrey & Dowdeswell 1994). Much can be inferred from Landsat-derived
structural maps about flow dynamics and sediment-transfer paths. Figure 2 . 1 shows longitudinal
foliation in one of the largest ice-drainage systems in Antarctica, the Lambert Glacier system.
In conclusion, although glacier ice is Theologically simpler than most rocks, being monomineralic, and deforming solely under the influence of one driving force, gravity, the struc
tural pattern may be exceedingly complex. However, because ice deforms at a rate that can
be measured and allows estimates of total strain to be made, glaciers can serve as models for
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: in §2.10.2)

. - : rmation deep within the Earth’s crust. For example, the same range of structures occur
- glaciers as in mountain belts, such as the Alps, even though the former deform six orders
м magnitude faster (Hambrey & Milnes 1977).
Structures in glacier ice tell us much about the nature of deformation on both short and
. nmescales. They can also be used to infer flow paths of debris, and explain the disposi■ :: debris on, within, and below, the ice.

ting light and
, below some
rnent through
:ransit time of

- - Glacier surges

::ve develop■.iinner in the

-cier surges are a form of exceptionally rapid flow that occurs for a short period (typically

Л2 the darker

.

months) in certain glaciers, and is preceded and followed by longer intervals (typical-

tens, so creat-

• -inv years) of quiescence when the ice is relatively stagnant. According to Sharp (1988a),

;:er d’Arolla,

. '•

:?liation, sug-

4 % of glaciers are of the surge type, but their distribution is restricted to certain areas,

r-riling that their environmental setting may have some influence (Raymond 1987, G. К. C.

epresent more

irke 1991). Both temperate and cold valley glaciers may surge, and it has even been sug_. rJ that large parts of the Antarctic ice sheet may also surge, a scenario which, if true,
. ■. с have globally catastrophic consequences in terms of sea-level and climatic changes.
- -;e-type glaciers have two distinct zones: the reservoir and the ice-receiving area, which
.

not coincide necessarily with the normal accumulation and ablation areas.

;;:ers, and sev-rements, have
-i:nal foliation,
:i::on is generiiil moraine. In
in many valley
: f the Antarctic
7i Ocean via ice
nich have been
: rmparing these
: have been able
rrobable passage
mg (Reynolds &
Landsat-derived
:ows longitudinal
: Glacier system.
:ks, being monoxavity, the strucanre 2 .2 7

at a rate that can
rve as models for

Surge-type glacier complex in Spitsbergen (Battybreen) during a period of quiescence (19 6 9 ).

. : . _r pulses of ice-flow give rise to their distinctive looped and teardrop-shaped medial moraines (verti_

. • photograph no.

RC 8

S 6 9 1466, courtesy of Norsk Polarinstitutt).
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2 .9 .1

Characteristics of surge-type glaciers

Glacier surges and surge-type glaciers have been studied in detail in several locations, including
Alaska, the Yukon, the Pamirs and Svalbard. The processes involved during a surge event
are therefore quite well known, but what actually triggers the surge, and the nature of the
bed over which the ice flows are the subjects of much debate. Excellent reviews of glacier
surges have been provided by Kamb et al. (1985), Raymond (1987) and Sharp (1988a,b).
When a glacier surges, it displays several features:
(a) its surface becomes very heavily crevassed;
(b) ice velocities increase 10- or a 100-fold (to 5kmyr_1, for example) and fluctuate wildly;
(c) large volumes of ice are transferred from the upper receiving basin to the lower part of
the glacier, resulting in a net reduction of the surface gradient and leaving ice stranded
at the higher levels;
(d) the snout often (but not always) responds with a rapid advance, typically a few kilo
metres over a few months;

Figure 2.28

Surge-induced thrusts and

folds in the tongue of Variegated Glacier,
southern Alaska. T h e photograph was taken
in 1986, three years after the glacier’s most
recent surge. T he roughness of the ice sur
face is a relict of the intense crevassing in
duced by the surge.
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г — e 2 .2 9
**'

Evolution of moraines (black) on Susitna Glacier, Alaska Range, Alaska following a surge in

-2 from T . S. Clarke 1991, with permission of the International Glaciological Society).

irge volumes of turbid meltwater are released;
; uiescent-phase ice structures, such as longitudinal foliation and medial moraines, are
ieformed into arcs and loops, resulting in the teardrop-shaped moraines that typify such
.

z'.aciers (Fig. 2.27);
л:despread thrusting in the ice occurs at the surge front, a process associated with the
rissing through of a topographic bulge (Fig. 2.28).
Lr. contrast, during quiescence, the crevasses ablate away and the ice becomes slow-moving
_;nant, although ice velocities gradually build up to a new surge in the reservoir area. In
: .^-receiving area the ice ablates largely by down-wastage, and a drainage network with
-::ive potholes commonly develops. A series of surge cycles may give rise to several
f teardrop-shaped medial moraines, which give the glacier a complex and fascinating

■-._-ance that changes dramatically during each successive surge (Fig. 2.29).
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2 .9 .2

M e c h a n is m s of glacier surging

Although there is still much uncertainty as to the mechanisms of glacier surging, comprehen
sive investigations on a number of glaciers have led to the development of several hypotheses,
and the dismissal of some of the more far-fetched ideas that were prevalent up to 15 years
ago. The two hypotheses most favoured currently are dependent on a water-controlled trig
gering effect, whereby the subglacial drainage system is destroyed. However, one hypoth
esis, developed from studies on the temperate Variegated Glacier in Alaska, assumes a rigid
substrate of bedrock; the other, from studies of the partially cold-based Trapridge Glacier in
the Yukon, requires that the bed is deformable.
Rigid bed hypothesis

The rigid substrate model arises principally from the investigations made during the surge of
Variegated Glacier in 1982-3, when measurements of borehole deformation revealed that
c. 95% of ice motion was by basal sliding (Kamb et al. 1985). During quiescence, drainage

at the base of the glacier, as in other non-surging temperate glaciers, takes place via a tunnel
system, water emerging at the snout through a single portal. The prelude to the surge is the
closure of the tunnel system, trapping meltwater and causing an increase in the basal water
pressure. As a result, friction at the bed is lessened and the rate of basal sliding increases,
allowing separation of the glacier from its bed and the formation 6f linked cavities controlled
by bedrock irregularities. Surge velocities are attained once a linked cavity system has been
established (Kamb 1987). When the linked cavity network develops into series of inter
connected tunnels, water may be discharged more efficiently, often in the form of a flood,
and the surge ceases. In reality, the surge of Variegated Glacier was irregular, with pauses
and increases in velocity, the latter being referred to as mini-surges. The final cessation or
the surge, in July 1983, was abrupt and was associated with a huge outburst flood of turbid
water that drastically altered the morphology of the outwash plain (Kamb et al. 1985). By
this time there had been wholesale transfer of ice towards the glacier snout, but the surge
front ceased moving when within 1km of the terminus, and the surge did not manifest itself
in the form of a rapid advance of the glacier snout.
Deformable bed hypothesis

An alternative mode of surging has developed from the idea that ice may rest on a bed of sort
sediment which is readily deformed (§2.6.3). Trapridge Glacier has been monitored continu
ously for over 20 years in the expectation that a surge is imminent, and it is thought that the
glacier rests on a bed of deformable sediment which facilitates the initiation of a surge (Clarke
et al. 1984). Unlike the Variegated Glacier, the Trapridge has a largely cold thermal regime,
and in this respect is probably more typical of Arctic glaciers. The build up to a surge is markec
by the development of a wave-like bulge in the lower reaches of the glacier. The bulge marks
the boundary between warm-based ice up stream and cold-based ice down stream, and it has
progressively moved down glacier during the period of observation at a rate of some 30myr“
As with the Variegated Glacier model, a surge in a glacier of the Trapridge type also begirt:
with the destruction of the subglacial drainage system. However, in the latter case, the drair-
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stem occurs within permeable sediments beneath the ice, in which, under certain cir-

л

_r.ces. the effective permeability may be reduced. Progressive thickening of the ice leads
' .rease in basal shear stress, which has the effect of reducing the permeability of till.

• a

Pressure therefore builds up and the sediment is transformed into a slurry, the glacier

a. - “ring able to flow at an enhanced velocity, which further weakens the sediment (Clarke
x _

984). In this model, the surge terminates because the redistribution of ice leads to a

ow :* r; of the basal shear stresses to a level that allows the subglacial sediment to return to
a •t — table state. The Trapridge Glacier type model requires a large supply of readily erodi e ziiierial to create a thick enough layer of subglacial sediment. Thus, soft bedrock and
h_- -i;es of tectonic uplift may provide the necessary geological controls on the location of
■ _.

. pe glaciers that behave in the manner envisaged for Trapridge Glacier.

:■ v. the mechanisms discussed above seem plausible and they may not be mutually
т. . . ve. even for the same glacier.

.

Do ice sheets surge?
r.e standpoint of the stratigraphic record it is more important to know whether the

%

ice sheet is prone to surging, since it has been speculated that the Wisconsinan ice

ces-: may have behaved in this fashion (Clayton et al. 1985). Furthermore, it has been sug
ars . : .hat a major surge of the Antarctic ice sheet could so seriously disrupt ice/ocean inter■ .hat Northern Hemisphere glaciation could once again be initiated (e.g. Hughes 1975).

d

*e::eal evidence in favour of surging has been offered from the Lambert Glacier-Amery
i_r :

system which drains about a fifth of the East Antarctic ice sheet (e.g. Budd & Mclnnes
Allison 1979). However, this is countered by a variety of approaches involving the

a . ~ relation of the Landsat imagery of the glacier system (Robin 1979, McIntyre 1985,
Щ - гrev & Dowdeswell 1994). More convincingly, some ice streams feeding into the Ross

5г.ел from the West Antarctic ice sheet, have surge characteristics. Ice Stream В (under-

с

i deformable bed) is currently flowing at more than 800myr_1 whereas its neighbour,

ж.~

к

■ream С is practically stagnant with a velocity of only 5myr_1 (Whillans et al. 1987).
. er. buried surface crevasses in Ice Stream C, suggest a behaviour 250 years earlier

t

-. -embled that of В (Shabtaie & Bentley 1987). The contrasting behaviour thus inferred

a

related to large-scale surging, but with a periodicity of hundreds of years. However,
_

d

r

there are no reports that any parts of the Antarctic ice sheet have, in fact, surged.

1 . a:: the cold ice caps with composite basins in Svalbard do surge (Solheim 1991), sugs

a: the phenomenon could occur on a larger scale in Antarctica.

Debris in transport
3_a ers act as conveyor belts for large volumes of eroded material. Unlike most other eroi _ aepositional systems, the thickest sediments accumulate farthest from the source and,
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in which sediment is transported out of the glacier system is largely dependent on the thermal
regime. Cold, sliding glaciers carry a heavy basal debris load which is deposited as till. In
contrast, highly dynamic temperate glaciers have relatively little basal debris but a high
supraglacial load, most of which is modified by meltwater soon after deposition.
Following Boulton (1978), we can conveniently consider the movement of debris in rela
tion to its transport path through the glacier. An understanding of these paths provides a better
basis for interpreting the depositional processes and deriving the source areas of the sediment.

_______

furthermore, even the most distal sediments contain coarse bouldery material. The manner

DEBRIS IN TRANSPORT

- volcanic ash;
- marine salts and microflora derived from sea spray;
- extraterrestrial, such as meteorites;
- pollutants from human sources;
- aerosols and gases.
-these, rockfall is volumetrically by far the most important component on the surface of
- : st valley glaciers. It tends to accumulate as lateral m oraines, forming m edial m oraines
•• *ere ice-flow units combine (Fig. 2.30). Commonly, these merge towards the snout, giv'i rise to a totally debris-covered surface. Rockfall debris is largely derived from frost•-r.ering processes and has a predominantly angular character (Fig. 2.31). Boulton (1978)
recorded the following characteristics, based on detailed examination of clast shape using
-r_mbein’s (1941) sphericity/roundness chart, and grain-size distribution:
.

clasts have low roundness (very angular and angular) and very variable sphericity (Fig.
1.4), and show little modification during transport;
;rain-size analyses indicate a predominance of clasts coarser than 1ф and a deficiency of
tines, with little modification down-glacier.
Rock falling on to snow near the head of the glacier may be buried and may re-emerge

.

•• the equilibrium line. Rock falling on the surface near the equilibrium line will remain

-ле surface. In both cases the debris will be passively transported, unless it is able to reach
i r_irginal or basal position by falling down crevasses or moulins.

**r.
rt : . 3 1

Small medial moraine in the Glacier de Saleina, Switzerland, illustrating the characteristic

' - ^fall-derived debris. In the background is a serrated arete with a relatively low col formed as a
r : ■-reaching of the arete at the head of the glacier.
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m etres

kilom etres

Figure 2.32

Rock and ice avalanche from M ount Cook, N e w Zealand that fell on to the Tasm an Glacier,

14 Decem ber 1991 (after Chinn et al. 1992, with permission of the Institute of Geological and Nuclear
Sciences, N e w Zealand).

Figure 2.33

Aerial view of the M ount Cook avalanche site (outlined) two months after the event that

reduced the height of the mountain by 2 0 m . O n the lower left is the Hochstetter Icefall already having
absorbed much of the debris into crevasses. Below , the Tasm an Glacier flows from left to lower right.
T h e avalanche has obliterated the already debris-covered glacier surface and extended a considerable
way up the lateral moraine on the far side.
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-irge-scale collapse of cliffs may turn free-falling rock into a fluid-like flow, especially
г т. xed with snow and ice, and the end product may be quite different from typical debris
>: • ed from rockfall. An impressive landslide took place in New Zealand in the early hours
- December 1991, when a buttress leading up to the summit of Mount Cook (3764 m)
_

-rsed (Chinn et al. 1992; Figs 2.32 & 33). The rock and ice avalanche descended 2720m,
.-rating in its path the Hochstetter icefall and part of the lower Tasman Glacier. The lower

it

—. r; of the avalanche rode up to a height of 70m above the glacier surface, on the moraine
* - that faces Mt Cook, 7.3km from the source area. An estimated 14 million m3 of rock
; :e were involved, and being mixed with snow on the descent behaved as a fluid that
. :.i\ e reached a velocity of 600kmhr_1. In the process, the height of Mount Cook, New
I . _r.d's crowning peak, was reduced by 20m. The resulting deposit was a pulverized mass
ck debris in which the originally angular shapes had been rounded, providing a marked
a • 'is: with material resulting only from freefall. Although many years may separate such
г

in alpine regions, individual glaciers may show signs of several major rockfalls, albeit

т _ -: mewhat smaller scale than that on Mount Cook.
.-raglacial streams may remobilize the rockfall material and sort it. Pockets of such debris
-. -nnlate in hollows and, when the channel is abandoned, the debris retards ablation, so
с .. "g to the development of dirt-cones.

-

: 2 Basal transport

: r. at the bed of a glacier comprises various processes - crushing, fracturing and abra-

zr:

■ ' -'.vhich combine to produce a sediment very different from that carried on the surface.
I' • -i eroded in this fashion is initially transported in a basal zone of traction, where partizcs frequently come into contact with the glacier bed and are retarded, so that large forces
ж

-parted on both the particle and the bed.
■

x ;

-: rporation of debris into the basal ice is intimately associated with pressure melting

.relation (§2.7.2). Pressure melting on the upstream side of a bump is followed down

■ .. - by refreezing of the released water, thereby allowing a thin layer, a few millimetres
0 . . .v centimetres thick, to be added as regelation ice to the glacier sole. Any loose debris,
~ r r r in size from clay to boulders, is incorporated into the regelation layer, and concen".

cis of debris may reach 50% or more by volume. Beneath a temperate glacier, regelation

с -irely builds up to more than a metre or so, as it soon melts again as the ice moves downг. ;

In contrast, cold glaciers sliding on their beds build up dirty regelation layers (Fig.

1 - is a succession that attains a thickness of several metres and persists down-valley.
t

riion ice layers often appear foliated, like normal glacier ice, but derivation from wa-

r -ir. ;ften be'determined using isotopic compositional contrasts (Souchez & Lorrain 1991).
- rrger fragment (a cobble or boulder) may be incorporated into the glacier sole by ice
—.mg around it. It will be removed from its position, because shear within the basal ice
•e . -m rotation of the stone. Although a common process beneath sliding glaciers, it may
asc

place beneath cold-based ice to a limited extent.
-iron (1978) demonstrated that clasts carried in basal ice (the zone of traction) have a
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Figure 2.34

Debris-rich basal ice formed as a result of regelation; Taylor Glacier, D r y Valleys,

Antarctica.

significantly higher roundness (predominantly subrounded and subangular) and slightly higher
sphericity than those carried in high-level transport (Fig. 1.4). In addition, the boulders tend
to have relatively smooth faceted surfaces, although sharp-edged fractures on otherwise smooth
boulders are common. Striated abrasional facets are also common. Clasts that are flattish anc
do not roll readily attain typical flat-iron shapes with a strong preferred orientation of striae.
Clasts that are more spherical and roll easily develop striations with many intersecting sets.
Lithology has some bearing on whether a clast develops striae or facets.
Boulton (1978) also recorded that in basal debris the grain-size distribution is polymodal.
but overall is depleted in the coarse fraction and enriched in the fine fraction in comparison
with debris undergoing high-level transport. The high proportion of fines is the result of com
minution of larger particles in the zone of traction, a process characteristic of a crushing mill,
and one that produces the rock flour that gives glacial meltwater its milky appearance.
A

further distinction can be made between the shape of stones carried in the basal zone o:

traction (and subsequently deposited as melt-out till) and that of boulders deeply embedded
in lodgement till and subsequently modified by overriding ice. The latter often acquire a smooth
striated, often bullet-nosed up-glacier termination and a sharply truncated down-glacier
termination. The striae form a single, slightly diverging set. Overall, embedded clasts in lodge
ment till show an even greater degree of roundness than debris from the zone of traction (Fig.
1.4a,b).
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.3 Debris incorporated into an englacial position

- .. rtain amount of debris reaches an englacial position from the bed of the glacier and may
: .a emerge at the surface (Fig. 2.35), a process that operates in both warm and cold glaciers,
-- especially in the latter. Deformational processes in the ice responsible for this include
a-:mg and folding.

• Dry Valleys,

d slightly higher
:e boulders tend
cherwise smooth
■are flattish and
r.ation of striae,
r/.ersecting sets.
Fire -.35

". is polymodal,

л

r. :n comparison

M r

Debris-rich basal ice, thrust to the surface of the lower White Glacier, Axel Heiberg Island,

: ir. Arctic. Note the predominantly subrounded and subangular character of the stones (cf. rockfall
- Fig. 2 .3 2 ).

he result of com~‘-asting is a particularly common mechanism in cold glaciers, especially where a cold

: a crushing mill,
appearance.

a

:he basal zone of

eh :

;eeply embedded
acquire a smooth
:ed down-glacier
:-i clasts in lodgee of traction (Fig.

frozen to the bed, is pushed from behind by sliding ice. Debris-rich basal ice may rise
be body of the glacier along a thrust. Many thrusts are related to transverse crevasse

a . : -that have rotated into a orientation favourable for reactivation. Other planes of weake

-ay also promote thrust formation from the bed. Larger bodies of sediment may be

га. — : rated into the ice where shear stresses within the glacier propagate, both into the
-

;ng sediment and the sediment in front. The advancing glacier itself shows prominent

or. r and shear zones and the author suggests these may extend downwards on to the frozen
er.t (Fig. 2.36). A sole thrust (in the manner of deformation in rocks in mountain belts)
■v aa. dop in the sediment beneath, and in front of, the ice. As the ice advances, new thrusts
lr : a? progressively more forwards than the previous ones. Structural geological concepts
в . _ал applied to thrusting in push moraines by Croot (1987), but they apply equally well
cr :. rrocesses going on in the ice itself.
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. ••.

ice

Figure 2.36

d eb ris- rich ice

-

Sketch to show ho w large masses of frozen subglacial sediment m ay be

incorporated into an englacial position by thrusting. T h e thrusts extend d o w n through
the ice into the frozen sediment, there being no sliding at the ice/sediment interface.
Forward movement of the ice leads to the development of a “ sole thrust” from which
upward-curving subsidiary thrusts develop progressively in front of each other (n um 
bered sequentially, 1-8).

A second tectonic mechanism of debris incorporation involves folding of dirty basal ice.
The folds tend to have limbs that are subparallel to the bed, and the hinges are perpendicular
to the direction of ice-flow. Hudleston (1976) has investigated such folds in the Barnes Ice
Cap and has demonstrated that they can form only when perturbations in flow occur. Repeated
folding may cause the regelation layer to rise to a high level within the glacier.
The transfer of debris from the surface to an englacial position is associated with the opening
of crevasses, a process which may be very effective in the short term (several years). With
reference to the Mount Cook landslide referred to above, the crevasses in Hochstetter icefall
had, within just a few weeks, swallowed almost all the surface debris that had initially oblit
erated the glacier surface (Fig. 2.33). Supraglacial streams may also be effective in trans
porting debris into the body of the ice, especially when they enter a moulin.
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3 Glacial erosional processes
and landforms

Introduction
i;:al erosion has its most profound effect scenically in mountain environments (Fig. 3.1),
'* ;re material stripped off is rapidly transported to lower lying regions. However, glacially
■:;d lowland areas are even more extensive. Large areas of the Laurentian Shield of North
“ ;~ca, and those parts of the Sahara influenced by Ordovician glaciation, are examples of
- and areas exhibiting significant glacial erosion. Estimates of the amounts of erosion vary
: riers of magnitude but, judging by the column of sediment transported by glaciers offгг. must reach several tens or hundreds of metres.

_ Processes of glacial erosion
I .. il erosion comprises several processes: abrasion, fracture of structurally homogeneous
~ ■ and fracture of jointed rock, each followed by entrainment of debris into the basal zone
a

= glacier, and meltwater erosion. Frost shattering of valley-side cliffs, steepened by glacial

?n and the removal of debris supraglacially, must also be taken into account.
\brasion involves ice containing debris overriding bedrock. The debris scores the bed. -:o produce fine-grained material (grain size generally < 100 цт), as well as generating
- . ons and other features discussed below (§3.3.2). On the basis of laboratory work and
. •.:: observations beneath glaciers, the principal factors affecting glacial abrasion appear to
л; presence and concentration of basal debris, the sliding velocity of the glacier on its
. and the transport of debris towards bedrock, so continually renewing the abrasive sur. Other factors affecting the rate and type of abrasion include:
:e thickness (generally the thicker the glacier the greater the pressure exerted on the
bed);
•.he presence of water at the glacier base (high water pressure has the effect of buoying
-r the glacier, so reducing the effective pressure, although this is counteracted by increased
rasal sliding);
relative hardness of basal debris in transport compared with bedrock;
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Figure 3.1

T h e Matterhorn, viewed from Allalinhorn, Switzerland. This classic horn has been eroded by

glaciers on three sides. T w o of these glaciers are visible here, divided by the steep Hornli Grat, the arete by
which the first ascent of the mountain was made (photograph courtesy of Jiirg Alean).
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■ :he size and shape of particles embedded in the ice;
the effectiveness of removal of the eroded debris, especially by meltwater.
The relative importance of these factors varies according to the thermal regime of the
. ;::ers. Cold glaciers, especially those frozen to the bed, are less effective agents of erosion
■it. .hose that are sliding. Thus, the least active glaciers tend to occur in polar regions.
Vnder certain circumstances, ice (or debris in the ice) exerts sufficient force on homo; -~eous bedrock to cause it to fracture. Crescentic fractures are one indication of this,
■~arently sheared boulders are another. Fracture can also occur by pressure release after
-glacier has disappeared (Lewis 1954). In effect, after rapid erosion, newly exposed rock
■ “ a stressed condition, and joints may develop, commonly resulting in exfoliation of large
:cri$ of rock on steep valley sides. Additionally, subaerial freeze/thaw in the presence of
-:

vater promotes fracturing, after the development of jointing in response to dilation

---and 1957).
: ;ks that are already jointed before the arrival of a glacier are particularly susceptible to
?n. Stratified, foliated and faulted rocks are also likely to be exploited more than
--icrareless rock. The joints may or may not have been exploited by weathering before the
■

of glaciation; if not, freeze/thaw beneath a glacier, the base of which is close to the

. ; -are melting point, is a potential mechanism for loosening the blocks. The down-glacier
: roches m outonnees are a favourable locality for block removal (Carol 1947). Once
о

.zed. large blocks (rafts) may be detached from the bed.
1-;s material has been detached from the bed, it may be incorporated into the basal zone

я -t; glacier by one of two processes. Small particles are incorporated by regelation, espe:n the downstream side of bedrock obstacles, while larger blocks are picked up by the
с.

forming around and surrounding them. For a glacier of simple shape, the efficacy of

(U : al erosion and transport reaches a peak near the equilibrium line.

Landforms resulting from erosion by glaciers
M o d e s of erosion

13: _ —ost dramatic effects of direct glacial activity are erosional, and are represented by such
-

- andforms as glacial troughs, cirques and alpine forms (horns and aretes), medium-

с. ; features, such as roches moutonnees, and small-scale features, such as polished and
- ea pavements, with their associated markings. Excellent detailed descriptions of these
e

_ .res. with many examples, have been given by Embleton & King (1975), Sugden & John
and Prest (1983).
-: :ce flows over an obstacle it tends to abrade an up-glacier-facing surface, thereby

гг..:

.mg it. In contrast, surfaces that face down-glacier are subject to several mechanisms,
.a:ng initial bedrock fracturing, loosening and displacement of rock fragments, and

m - ration of those fragments into the base of the sliding glacier; such surfaces are rough,
-c _re commonly referred to as plucked or quarried. Drewry (1986) has provided an extended
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quantitative treatment of these processes.
Features that are solely the result of abrasion are referred to as streamlined, and they include
lowland bedrock areas that have been scoured, glacial troughs, watershed breaches, domes,
whaleback forms, grooves, p-forms, striations and polished surfaces. Other forms, which are
the result of both abrasion and rock fracture, include trough-heads, cirques, cols, roches
moutonnees and riegels; these are only partly streamlined. Another group of small-scale
features are the result of rock crushing, whereby stones embedded in the base of moving ice
subject the bed to sporadic impact; these are referred to as friction cracks and are non
streamlined forms. A final group of landforms are in effect residual, reflecting what is left
after a combination of abrasion and fracturing by ice, and frost-shattering and hillslope move
ment, has attacked an elevated mass of rock. Such landforms are characterized by horns, aretes
and nunataks.
A landform classification based on that provided by Sugden & John (1976: 169), but modi
fied according to the processes discussed by Drewry (1986), is given in Table 3.1. The
following discussion treats each group in turn, more or less according to scale, with the larg
est first.
T ab le 3 .1

Classification of glacial erosional landforms according to process of formation, relief form and

scale.
Process

Relief type

Lan dform

Scale

0.1 mm 1 mm

1cm

10cm

lm

10m

100m

1km

10km 100km 1000km

Areal scouring
Glaciated valley
Fjord
Han ging valley
Watershed breach
Abrasion by

Streamlined

W h aleback
Groove

glacier ice
dominant

P-forms
Striations
Polished surfaces
Tr ough head

Com bination of
abrasion and

R oc k step
Part streamlined

rock fracturing

Cirque
Col

by glacier ice

Roc he moutonnee
Riegel

R o c k crushing

Non-streamlined

Erosion by
glacier ice and
frost shattering

Lunate fracture

----

Crescentic gouge

■<----

Crescentic fracture

----

Chattermark

----

--►

Arete
Residual

Horn
Nunatak
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3.2 Glacial abrasion

iey include
:es, domes,

• eal scouring

■
. which are

-.e lowland areas bear abundant signs of glacial erosion on a regional scale, such as large

ols, roches

xarrs of the Laurentian and Baltic shields. This is referred to as areal scouring. A low

small-scale

~7'.nude but irregular relief, sometimes referred to as “knock and lochan” topography after

moving ice

• -r.eavily scoured landscapes of the North-West Highlands of Scotland, characterizes such

~d are non-

i:n. In this area, ice masses flowed over, and scoured, Lewisian basement gneisses,

•vhat is left

tonally leaving the summits of the younger Precambrian Torridonian Sandstone peaks
:: iated nunataks. Bedrock is exposed nearly everywhere, with roches moutonnees (see

slope moveioms, aretes

.

a

ior rocky knolls (knocks) and lake (lochan)-filled depressions. Structural features, such

: :nts, faults, dykes and steeply inclined strata, were selectively exploited by the ice. This
. but modi!e 3.1. The
:th the larg-

те of landscape, which has a relief of about 100m, must have been formed beneath a slidr :e sheet. Such conditions probably exist beneath large parts of the Antarctic and Greenгг : ice sheets today.
>: metimes associated with areally scoured landscapes are sets of parallel grooves and bed■>;k flutes, which in some respects resemble fluted moraine in predominantly depositional
ronments (Ch. 4). Genetically they may be linked, in the sense that obstacles to flow may

; :ef form and

■:e a flute. Good examples are to be found eroded in the Precambrian basement gneisses
r

:00 km 1000km

« и г е 3 .2
:-

A sandstone tor of periglacial origin in the Kennar Valley area, Victoria L and, Antarctica. This

as once covered by ice as indicated by scattered erratics, but there was little erosion, probably because

. . was frozen to the bed. In contrast, deep erosion took place in the background where an ice stream was
. - ;o n its bed.
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Figure 3 .3

Contrasting forms of glaciated valleys, (a) A true U-shaped profile, the Yosemite Valley

in California. T he near-vertical crag on the left is El Capitan, 1 5 0 0 m high, (b) A more typical glaciated
valley, Glen Rosa, Isle of Arran, Scotland, with a more open (parabolic) cross section. Note the
small breached watershed, cirque and horn named Cir M h o r at the head of the valley.
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:t Л- Laurentian (Canadian) Shield, notably in northeastern Alberta (Embleton & King 1975).
z contrast to these areally scoured regions, some areas of low or moderate elevation may
- . experienced little glacial erosion, even though inundated by an ice sheet. In such cases
isolated erratics on a deeply weathered surface with fluvial or periglacial forms will
-;ate the former presence of ice. Ice-free areas in Antarctica illustrate well the effective-

: glacial erosion where ice is channelled into valleys, but also its rather protective nature
re intervening plateau remnants (Fig. 3.2), even though erratics indicate that ice covered

. er.tire region. It is likely that the thinner ice over the plateau was frozen to the bed and
-moving, protecting it from erosion. Much of the present-day ice cover, too, is frozen to
'. ~ed. and erosion is minimal.
ated valleys

-_ial troughs, a term which embraces both valleys and fjords, are probably the most specar manifestations of glacial erosion. They are predominantly the product of abrasion as
- .lit of ice being strongly channelized, but rock fracturing and plucking down stream of
:med faces is common until irregularities have been removed. It is widely recognized
~: 1971), however, that most troughs follow the line of existing river valleys, but the glaciers
.. is over-deepening, widening and straightening agents.
'jny glacial troughs are eroded by valley glaciers descending from high mountains, such
^ - ere cirque glaciers extend towards lower ground, as in the European and New Zealand
\ -■ the Western Cordillera of North America, the Himalaya and other temperate areas today.
Олег glacial troughs develop beneath, or extend from, ice sheets or ice caps, where ice. :ming is prominent, as beneath the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, and other Arctic
Arctic ice caps. In the case of East Greenland, the landscape is characterized by deep
. :?ns into plateau-like terrain with striations to the top of the cliffs, while the plateaux
-~s-elves bear little evidence of erosion. The incisions form a complex dendritic pattern,
-cr.ding on the alignment of preglacial river valleys, or a “chocolate tablet-like” arrangem.-: if controlled by intersecting bedrock faults. Modification involves over-deepening, the
- . opment of trough-heads, steps, riegels and basins, the steepening of the valley sides and
. ■-ited spurs.
■
cross section, glaciated valleys are often described as U-shaped. Well known valleys
«" ;л approach a strictly U-shaped profile include Lauterbrunnental in Switzerland and the
.mite Valley in California (Fig. 3.3a). These valleys feature flat bottoms, reflecting infilling
~ г.ndreds of metres of glaciofluvial gravels or lake sediments. The lower rock and scree
res end abruptly against this flat floor. However, truly U-shaped profiles are exceptional,
. most glaciated valleys have much less steep sides (Fig. 3.3b). An “ideal” glaciated valley,
mathematical terms, has a parabolic profile, according to the formula:
у = саь

■here the x and у axes correspond, respectively, to the depth of the valley and half the width.
V

■
: ideal troughs have an exponent (b) of about 2. On the other hand, many troughs have

- "metrical profiles commonly related to differences in bedrock hardness. In the English
; District, the Buttermere Valley has a steep southern and southwestern flank comprising
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rocks of the hard Borrowdale Volcanic Group and intrusive syenite, whereas the opposite flani
with its gentler, less craggy aspect, is made of softer mudstones of the Skiddaw Group. Th
steeper reaches of many alpine-type glaciated valleys are characterized by a V-shaped pr:
ffle. This may

tcsuVlmore

from vigorous erosion by subglacial meltwater under high pre:

sure than from abrasion by ice. Even many parabolic profiles are interrupted by V-shape:
notches in the valley floor.
In contrast to the normally smooth cross sections, the long profiles of glaciated valle;
are extremely irregular, as a result of uneven over-deepening by the ice. Over-deepening
controlled by many factors, the most important of which is the presence of constrictions a
the valley or the entering of a tributary glacier into the main stream, both of which result accelerated ice-flow and enhanced erosion; also important are changes in bedrock geolo.
and structure. As a result, many glaciated valleys have multiple rock basins filled by lake?
Often these valleys (and fjords) are over-deepened below the general level of the continent
shelves offshore. Many examples exist in western Scotland; Britain’s deepest lake, Loch Mora:
is 315 m deep but its surface is only 15m above sea level. Some of the largest ice-scoure;
hollows, now filled by lakes, lie near the perimeter of the Alps, the deepest being Lago d
Como (410m) in northern Italy. Many of these lakes are deepened further by being damn;;,
by material scooped out of the hollows and dumped as end moraines. Most glaciated valle
lakes begin to fill rapidly with glaciolacustrine and glaciofluvial material, but they become
much more stable when this source is cut off. Gravel fans from a side valley may grow ox
into a lake, while suspended sediments will also gradually fill the lake (Ch. 6).
In the geological record, reports of glaciated valleys are rare, but a few examples ha'.;
been described from the Late Palaeozoic sequences in Gondwanaland (South Africa and An:
arctica).
Fjords

The term fjord is of Norwegian origin (spelt fiord in North America and New Zealand) ar.:
in a morphological sense, refers to a glacial trough, the floor of which is below sea level
Fjords still occupied today by glaciers are found in Antarctica, Greenland, the Canadian Arc:..
Islands, Svalbard, Novaya Zemlya, southern Alaska, Chile and South Georgia. Fjord coai
lines from earlier glacial phases are well developed also in Norway, Scotland, Iceland, Br:
ish Columbia and New Zealand.
Genetically, fjords and glaciated valleys are similar, and frequently pass into one another
They possess many common characteristics, of which the most striking is the depth to whi::
they have been over-deepened, illustrating the effectiveness with which glaciers can eroc;
irrespective of the level of the sea.
Like glaciated valleys, fjords have a parabolic profile, although many more of them approa;:
a true U-shape with vertical sides, particularly where they are cut in hard crystalline roc-,
beneath former ice sheets, such as in Greenland, southwestern Norway, Baffin Island, Sour
Island of New Zealand (Fig. 3.4). Greenland and Norway have particularly long fjords, mar
over 100km long, and the depth of some, from crest to sea bottom, attains 3000m. Probab.
the world’s biggest fjord is the Lambert Graben in East Antarctica, but it is filled by an ic;
stream that drains a large part of the East Antarctic ice sheet. If this ice were to disappear .
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цг-ге 3.4

Fjords in Greenland and N e w Zealand, (a) T h e world’s longest open fjord, Nordvestfjord, which,

• S-.oresby Sund, stretches inland for 3 0 0 k m from the open sea. A n active tidewater glacier at the head
r

r .i. 2 .8 ) discharges tabular icebergs which can be seen heading towards the open sea. Rotten (greyish)

a. -i rloats on the fjord surface in the foreground, (b) T h e head of N e w Zealand’ s best kn ow n fjord, Milford
_-ii. with the horn, Mitre Peak (1 6 9 2 m ) on the left. Glaciers last occupied this fjord in the late Pleistocene
x c r .. although mountain glaciers (right) still survive. Successive phases of down-cutting are evident from
; : ~inge in slope of the fjord walls.
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fjord c. 800km long, 50km wide and 3km from crest to floor would become exposed. These
exceptional dimensions reflect the far longer period of glacierization in East Antarctica (a:
least 40Ma) than in other parts of the world, as well as the softer bedrock that occurs on the
floor of the Lambert Graben compared with the adjacent land.
Many fjords, especially those in Norway, have a characteristic long profile which reflect;
a greater degree of glacial erosion at their inner ends, as it is there that the ice in contact with
the bed is at its most dynamic. Thus, fjords deepen quickly from their headward ends and
then progressively shallow seawards, although this general trend is often interrupted by the
presence of distinct basins. The mouth of a fjord is often marked by a sill with shallows, rock,
reefs or even islands. The best known example is Norway’s Sognefjord, which has a maxi
mum depth of 1308m, but at the entrance the fjord is only 3km wide and 200m deep. The
sills may be capped by morainic debris, although the depth of this material in relation to the
eroded basins is small.
Recorded fjord depths may only partly reflect the depth to which glacial erosion hai
occurred, since large volumes of sediment often fill the over-deepened basins, sometimes tc
depths of several hundred metres, as in Glacier Bay, southern Alaska today (Ch. 7).
Less spectacular, but none the less renowned for their scenic beauty, are the sea lochs of
western Scotland. Although with gentler slopes and a relief rarely exceeding 1200m, these
fjords show many of the same characteristics of the larger fjords, namely multiple basins,
deeper iimer parts and rocky sills. In many cases, such as Loch Morar and Loch Maree, the
sills have been raised above sea level since deglaciation as a result of isostatic rebound, cre
ating freshwater lochs separated from the sea by short rapids.
Some fjords show progressive stages of down-cutting, and even the upper part of the forme:
river valley profile may be preserved. A “U ” within a “U ” may be also apparent (Fig. 3.4b
Major landforms associated with fjords include trough-heads, hanging valleys and breachec
watersheds (see below).
Fjord systems are as varied in terms of their spatial arrangement as glaciated valley sys
tems. Some have linear trends related to faults, as in East Greenland and Scotland. Other
fjord systems that were fed by several equally important glaciers, such as Glacier Bay in Alaska
have a dendritic arrangement. Fjord systems with sinuous branches are common in south
western Norway, although in detail the fjord walls are smooth, and only the spurs truncatec
Breached watersheds

The action of a valley glacier, when it grows sufficiently to spill out of its constraining trough
as a diffluent ice stream, leads to downward abrasion of the lower cols. These cols may ther.
selves attain a parabolic form in cross section and eventually be so deeply eroded that the
main trunk glacier is diverted. It may be, however, that the effect of diffluence of ice over ;
col is simply the transfer of some ice from one valley to an adjacent one.
Most glaciated mountain regions demonstrate glacial diffluence. The British Isles have mar.
examples, some of which are well described by Embleton & King (1975). A good exampi;
connects Glen Sannox and Glen Rosa on the Isle of Arran (Fig. 3.3b). The former, with i'
own valley glacier, was partially blocked at its mouth by a major glacier from the Grampiaz
Highlands flowing south down the Firth of Clyde. As a result some of the ice accumulating
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a :

' rid of Glen Rosa spilled south over a col into Glen Rosa, as indicated by abraded

■с

r. the col and its over-deepened character. Glacial diffluence on a widespread scale is
in the Grampian Highlands. A well known example is the Lairigh Ghru, a high pass

8 a : ides the 1300-1400m high Cairngorm Plateau into two distinct parts. Here ice in the
.' Dee Valley was restricted by ice to the south, and thus overspilled the col to the north,
T.g

the col by an estimated 230-840m. Many other examples in Scotland, Wales and

эс _ iie District have been reported.
» : rrshed breaching is also a feature of fjord landscapes, and notable examples occur in
c*_

. stem Norway and East Greenland (Fig. 3.5). The latter area provides several excel-

e s : : imples of watersheds having been cut down to near the level of the base of the main
t a k : Lacier.
■
:
el

;r. diffluence attains a level at which all cols are being used to discharge ice the term

i transfluence is used. The process is well illustrated by past and present ice sheets,
.

-. jently represents a shift in the ice divide inland of the original mountain divide. This

« г . ■.: m Scandinavia and Scotland, as revealed by the transport of erratic boulders east«sri.

.7

and over the respective mountain divides. The Antarctic demonstrates transfluence
: ;ale. Here, the East Antarctic ice sheet impinges against the Transantarctic Moun-

H

. : .evel of around 4000m and discharges ice towards the Ross Ice Shelf over buried

■*

; ~t of the biggest and fastest-flowing ice streams in Antarctica are cutting through

; -?

A near U-shaped breached watershed in East Greenland, perched high on a precipitous rocky

: _ -:n glacier flowed d ow n Nordvestfjord, behind the ridge from left to right, and some ice spilled
: ining another ice stream that had overridden a low-level col to the left.

Figure 3.6

Hanging valleys, (a) T h e Steall Waterfall forms a graceful cascade as it drops into

Upper Glen Nevis, Scotland, (b) This hanging valley terminates at the vertical northern flank of
Milford Sound, N e w Zealand, creating a fine waterfall.
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‘ ir.5antarctic Mountains, including the Beardmore and Axel Heiberg glaciers which,
:: v eiy, provided routes to the South Pole for Scott and Amundsen in 1911-12. Many
■r

±e Greenland ice sheet are behaving in a similar fashion. Greenland is more-or-less

~

: :y mountains which, even though over 3000m high in places, are only partly able to
the ice sheet, and many glaciers spill out seawards through breaches in the coastal
s. Another area of extensive ice cover, the Icefield Ranges of Alaska and the Yukon,

acr --.rates the same process of watershed breaching, as ice escapes seawards to the south,
■r .. -ranges over 4000m high.
H i ■j

valleys

valleys are a characteristic feature of glaciated mountain landscapes, although not
sc - vely confined to them. The hanging valleys were occupied by tributary glaciers that
*e . -:: as effective at eroding downwards as the main trunk glaciers. Thus, one finds glasal*

r.aped side valleys ending abruptly against the steep wall of the valley (Fig. 3.6) or

!■ : r

3.7), and this provides the site for waterfalls to form. Cirques are a type ofhang. but normally the term is restricted to side valleys that had valley glaciers in their

Щ

’»■ ~zzi. One of the most famous examples of a hanging valley landscape is the Yosemite
::mia, where the Ribbon and Bridalveil falls both drop several hundred metres over
. _. cliffs into the main valley (Fig. 3.3a). Most fjord regions have fine hanging valleys,
* .

.jh-alpine regions. Even relatively low highland areas such as those of Britain have

■el

.eloped hanging valleys, although seldom do they have sheer rock faces below.

Ik -

and whaleback forms

I

. _:.гг meets an obstruction, it may not be able to abrade it totally, but may leave it as an

■R-Lr.cing, smoothed rock hillock. There are two types, dom es and w haleb ack forms which
«с

lafly the product of abrasion. On a similar scale, roches moutonnees (§3.3.3) represent

i - - rination of abrasion and plucking.

_ -res are relatively unusual features and are best developed in areas of homogeneous
* - ск which, after being eroded by the ice, is subject to exfoliation. This process involves
*=

off curved slabs of rock like the skin of an orange, so presenting a smooth, stream-

* -. гэпп to the next ice-re-advance. Among the finest examples of glacially eroded domes
n

cut into granite in the Yosemite National Park. Some of them are nearly symmetri_*c reach heights of several hundred metres (Fig. 3.7).
■aleback forms, which have also been referred to as rock drumlins, are a good example

■ . streamlined landform, and are typically tens to a few hundred metres long, and from
o s ran one to tens of metres high. Length:width ratios are commonly 1:2 to 1:4, and they
■

* entated parallel to flow. In this respect they are similar in shape and orientation to

®-.- iris made of drift and, indeed, they may occur as peripheral members of drumlin fields.

E -гг .xamples of streamlined whaleback forms are rare, but Embleton & King (1975) and
s it drops into
'h e m flank of

S .. _.r. Sc John (1976) have provided examples from Scotland, Iceland, and the Baltic and
_a:an shields.
a larger scale, spurs and interfluves may be tapered and smoothed. The Finger Lakes of

York State are an example. All these forms carry the small-scale markings described
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Figure 3.7

A series of ice-abraded domes of granite rising above the glacial Tenaya Lake basin, Yosemite

National Park, California. Ice-transported granite boulders litter the shore and shallows of the lake.

S tria te d p o lish e d and grooved surfaces
Striations

are among the most common features of glacial erosion. They are finely cut.

U-shaped grooves on the surface of bedrock that has been scored by stones in the base of a
sliding glacier (Fig. 3.8a). Individual lines are sometimes a metre or more long, occurring in
parallel. Glacial striations are quite varied in form. If the cutting tool is rotated, so present
ing a new cutting edge, the resulting striations appear to step sideways or lie en echelon. Mam
striations are asymmetrical, blunt and deep at one end, tapering at the other end (Fig. 3.8b).
These are sometimes known as naii-head striations and they usually indicate ice-flow away
from the tapering end, but, on surfaces sloping up-glacier, gouging may give rise to the opposite
pattern. Some striated surfaces have rat-tails (Fig. 3.8c), which are minor ridges extending
down stream from knobs of more resistant rock that have protected the more easily striated
material on either side. Although uncommon, rat-tails are good indicators of the sense of
direction of ice-flow as opposed simply to its orientation.
Striations commonly show a wide range of orientations in a small area. On uneven bed
rock they reflect all the irregularities of the basal flow of the glacier. Even on flat surfaces,
rotation of the gouging stones results in marked deviations from the mean flow direction, while
different recognizable sets may reflect longer term changes in the directions of flow. There-
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(b)

(d)

: '

Щ в сг

Small-scale features of glacial abrasion, (a) Well preserved striations m ade by Late Palaeozoic

г Eirly Proterozoic dolomite, near Douglas, Karoo, South Africa. Although these striations display

m n c f . -i. .

ЧП. a curving set of “ tram-lines” indicates occasional variations in ice-flow direction. Note

Н к **-

- :r of the D w y k a Formation at top right, (b) Short nail-head striations on a steep rock face that

thM is.

: M cBride Glacier, Glacier Bay, Alaska in the 1970s. Ice-flow was towards the right; note h o w the
e

. -e progressively deeper into the bedrock until the abrading tool flips out. These nail-heads formed

■ нет
m b

of erosion than the dominant gently inclined set of regular striae, (c) Rat-tails in dolomite,
-_

r.-glacier of resistant chert concretions which protect the bedrock from erosion (Wordie Gletscher,
. . Ice-flow was from bottom to top of the picture, (d) Ice-abraded boulder pavement at the

«в с

: L^;e Palaeozoic D w y k a Tillite, Elandsvei, near Tweifontein, Karoo Basin, South Africa. Note

• f c -тж

■-_;_re of the striations, formed as the ice flowed from right to left.

: ' ihi be thought that striations are of little use in reconstructing the mean directions
I w

of former glaciers and ice sheets. Nevertheless, such directions have been

«Яшт
■«e~

.
i

-

_;cessfully in many cases. The measurement of a large number of striations in a
-facilitates statistical treatment and a graphical indication of mean ice-flow (espe-rparted by other evidence), even if individual striations are orientated up to 90°

М з . . -. ratches in large quantities give rise to a polished appearance of the rock, although
Mb»

те.

re visible only under a magnifying glass. The degree of polishing depends on the

Янзе

:he abrading material. Fine-grained rocks with little bedding, foliation or jointing,

* He

•: suitable for the generation and preservation of polished surfaces. Coarsely crys-
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talline and easily weathered rocks are the least likely to bear well preserved striations and
polished surfaces. Exceptionally hard rocks, such as quartzites, are also unlikely to acquire
many striations. Sometimes, till itself may be subjected to glacial erosion, resulting in bevelling
of the stones embedded in the till and the development of a striated boulder pavement (Fig.
3.8d). Even boulders in glaciomarine sediment may become striated if they are overrun by
grounded ice (§8.5.6). On exposure to air, striations and polish are often soon lost through
weathering. They tend to survive best if subsequently buried rapidly by till. In this way.
striations dating from 1 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 0 0 years ago may be well preserved, as in the highland areas
of Britain. In the older geological record, striated surfaces are often exposed beneath tillite
horizons and provide convincing evidence of former glaciation. Impressive exhumed striated
pavements of Late Palaeozoic age are widespread in southern Africa (Fig. 3.8a) and other
Gondwana continents. Ordovician and Neoproterozoic pavements are found in the Sahara:
others of Neoproterozoic age are known from places as far apart as China and Norway.
Another type of striation arises when ice flows over bedrock that has a thin film of mud or
sand. Such striations are recognizable by plough-marks associated with stones pushing the
soft sediment (Fig. 3.9a), and by slumping of the sediment into the groove (Fig. 3.9b).
As indicators of glaciation, striations have certain limitations. They are insufficient in them
selves since other non-glacial agencies can give rise to striations. For example, floating lake,
river or sea ice with embedded stones is capable of scratching a rock, although the resulting
striations tend to be shorter, more irregular in orientation, and are found only in limited areas.
Debris-flows, both subaerial and submarine, can striate the surfaces over which they are
flowing; volcanic debris-flows are particularly capable of this. Avalanches can also scratch a
surface. Tectonic lineations sometimes closely resemble glacial striations. All these types of
striations, however, tend to show a greater tendency to parallelism than do those formed by
glaciers.

Figure 3.9

Late Palaeozoic striations and related features formed in a thin veneer of soft sediment that lay

on quartzite bedrock, Elandsvei, South Africa, (a) Ploughed ridge in front of pebble (above coin) with groove
behind; flow was from right to left, (b) Flowage of soft sediment from top to bottom of picture has created
small lobate features that partially obliterate the groove extending to the right of the head of the hammer.
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rved striations and

> ' -lions are gradational with large furrows or grooves carved not only out of soft sediment-

unlikely to acquire

■ -:ks but also out of granites and gneisses. Grooves themselves may even be regarded as

esulting in bevelling

—iiDnal into glacial valleys. Many grooves appear to be simply enlargements of single

her pavement (Fig.

ns. Ice may occupy such grooves and further result in localized abrasion. Grooves attain

hey are overrun by

- ■ and widths of a few metres, and lengths of several hundred metres (Fig. 3.10a,b).
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Figure 3.10

Grooves resulting from prolonged glacial abrasion, (a) Steep-sided

groove, measuring about 3 m deep and 8 m across formed under the Quaternary

c o m of picture has created

Laurentide ice sheet, Whitefish Falls, near Sudbury, Ontario, (b) O p e n , wave-like

:ne head of the hammer.

grooves formed under the Late Palaeozoic ice sheet that covered Gondwanaland,
near Douglas, Karoo, South Africa. Note that in both cases the grooves themselves
are striated.
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in western Lake Erie have been described by Goldthwait (1979) and grooves 30m deep and
1.5 km long have been reported in the Mackenzie River Valley in Canada (Flint 1971: 89).

Plastically m oulded (or p-) forms
Some glaciated rock surfaces exhibit complex, smooth forms p-forms, features which have
been the subject of considerable argument. Various origins have been proposed for these
enigmatic features: (a) the normal processes of glacial abrasion, (b) the movement of satu
rated till at the base or sides of a glacier, and (c) the action of meltwater, especially under
the high pressures that may exist in places beneath a glacier. All three processes may in fact
be responsible for the different features within this group. The best preserved p-forms have
been described from areas of resistant igneous and high-grade metamorphic terrains. Norway
is particularly well endowed with p-forms, where they occur along deeply incised glacial valleys
and fjords, p-forms are also to be found on some of the western isles of Scotland, e.g. Mull
and the Garvellachs.
On the basis of work in northern Norway, Dahl (1965) classified p-forms according to
their geometry. Those that are likely to be more the product of glacial abrasion than any other
process are Cavetto forms and grooves.
- Cavetto forms

are channels cut on steep rock faces and orientated parallel to the valley

sides. They may be up to 0.5m deep, have sharp edges, and the upper part may over
hang. Striations and crescentic gouges occur within them. Such linear features may well
be the products of abrasion.
- Grooves

occur on flat open surfaces (as mentioned above), but have rounded edges. Often

cut in extremely hard rocks, they are also likely to be the result of glacial abrasion.
Other p-forms include Sichelwannen, curved and w inding channels (alternatively known
as N y e channels. These are described in §5.3.1 as the predominant process is likely to be
meltwater erosion.

3 .3 .3

Abrasion a n d rock fracture c o m b in e d

Trough-heads and valley-steps
Many glaciated valleys and fjords terminate abruptly inland at steep, rocky faces called troughheads

or trough-ends. They mark the position where over-deepening in the longitudinal profile

has occurred, but their origin is obscure. It has been suggested (Sugden & John 1976: 184
that a trough-head represents a switch from sheet-flow of ice (as at the edge of an ice cap) to
channelized flow, combined with a change in the basal ice condition to one that promote;
slip. However, trough-heads are morphologically similar to valley-steps and the latter occur
within alpine valleys where ice-flow is channelized throughout.
The trough-head or valley-step has a heavily “plucked” appearance, but ice-abrasion marks
may be found on the less steep, down-valley-sloping surfaces on the craggy face itself, as
well as on the crest of the trough-head. It is probable that some trough-heads and valley-steps
are related to original breaks in slope caused by the cropping out of harder rock. As the ice
flows over a vertical face it loses contact with the bed and creates a cavity. Here, freezing
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rooves 30 m deep and

-■: rawing processes may assist in the loosening of blocks. The ice regains contact with the

Lida (Flint 1971: 89).

: lower down and abrades it, and the process is repeated down the cliff. The combination
: Jiese processes may help to perpetuate these features, but insufficient work has been done
n ilieir morphology to characterize adequately the processes responsible for their formation.

s. features which have
en proposed for these

5 ?me of the most spectacular trough-heads occur at the heads of fjords in southwestern
'

-.vay. Several branches of Sognefjord have good examples, the best known being at the

be movement of satu-

; -i of Aurlandsfjord where a branch of the Oslo-Bergen railway spirals down about 700 m

ater, especially under

-_de from Myrdal to the village of Flam on a short sediment fan close to fjord level. Another

processes may in fact

-rressive example lies at the head of Gasterntal in the Berner Oberland of Switzerland (Fig.

reserved p-forms have

. . In Britain, fine trough-heads, but on a smaller scale, occur at the head of the Buttermere

rphic terrains. Norway

• a_ey in the Lake District and at the head of Loch Avon in the Cairngorms. In the USA, the

> incised glacial valleys

■ : tmite Valley terminates in a trough-head.

:f Scotland, e.g. Mull

• alley-steps are more common than trough-heads. Many valleys in the Alps have several
; v-steps, each of which occurs where the valley narrows. In Wales, a series of valley-steps

I p-forms according to
abrasion than any other

-шлаting in a cirque occur on Snowdon, and there is another fine example in the Cuillins
Skye in Scotland.
3oth trough-heads and valley-steps have been likened to large-scale roches moutonnees

:c parallel to the valley

•elow) and it is probable that all these forms are the result of common processes.
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Figure 3 .1 1

f harder rock. As the ice

■r _s at the top of the heavily plucked rock face and the Little Ice A g e lateral moraine is visible on the right.

a cavity. Here, freezing

Trough-head in Gasterntal, Berner Oberland, Switzerland. T h e snout of the glacier Kanderfirn
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Figure 3.12

Riegel or transverse rock barrier breached by the river at the right.

T h e ice in the foreground is Franz Josef Glacier, Southern Alps, N e w Zealand.

Riegels
Riegel

is a German term given to a rock barrier that extends right across a valley, either holding

back a lake or, when breached, as an upstanding transverse ridge (Fig. 3.12). The barrier
may show limited signs of abrasion on the up-glacier and much fracturing on the down-glacier
side. Riegels usually form where a band of resistant rock crosses a valley.

Cirques
Of all the landforms of glacial erosion, cirques are among the most fascinating, and they have
long been regarded as one of the surest indicators of past glacial activity. Although the term
cirque embraces a broad family of landforms, in its most characteristic form it resembles an
armchair-shaped hollow high up on the mountainside (Fig. 3.13). The widespread occurrence
of cirques (the term is French, but used internationally), is reflected in a wide variety of local
names. In Britain the term corrie (from the Gaelic, coire) is normally used, or c w m (pro
nounced koom) in a Welsh context.
Cirques are invariably present above the sides, and at the heads of glacial troughs, or even
close to sea level in some glaciated coastal mountains. Cirques are an extremely varied
landform in terms of both size and shape. They may be as little as a few hundred metres wide
(Fig. 3.13), yet the largest (the Walcott Cirque in Victoria Land, Antarctica) is 16km wide
and has a headwall 3 km high (Flint 1971: 133). Cirques in the steep terrain of alpine regions
tend to slope outwards and to be poorly developed. In areas of less pronounced relief they
commonly contain lakes (tarns), filling rock basins or dammed by moraines. However, the
length:height ratios from the lip of a mature cirque to the top of the headwall are remarkably
constant, ranging from 2.8:1 to 3.2:1. Thus, for the Western Cwm of Everest it is 3.2, for

100
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zure 3 .1 3

(a) A well formed small cirque, Addacom b Hole, in the English Lake District. Formerly occu-

-- by a moraine-dammed tarn, the cirque is now dry; the gullies cutting the moraine are clearly visible in
: motograph. (b) Composite cirque named Coire an Lochain Uaine, below the summit of Cairn Toul,
; — £roms, Scotland. T he overdeepened rock basin is occupied by a tarn.
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the Blea Water Corrie in the English Lake District, a fraction of its size, it is 2.8 (Manley
1959).
Following analysis of the form of many Scottish cirques, Haynes (1968) found that their
longitudinal profiles can best be described by logarithmic curves of the form:
у = k(l- x)e~x

where x is the distance from headwall to lip, у is the depth of the cirque from the headwall to
the basin, and к is a constant. The к values reflect how well the basin is developed. At the
ends of the range of к values, к =

2

is characteristic of a deep cirque with a tarn and a steep

headwall, whereas к = 0.5 is typical of a relatively open cirque with a gently inclined headwall
(Fig. 3.13a).
The detailed form of cirques is closely controlled by the structure of the rock, in particu
lar jointing and bedding. A complicating feature, however, is that many cirques are compos
ite in nature, with small cirques formed at a later, less intensive stage, of glacierization, within
the major feature. Many British mountain areas have cirque-within-cirque forms. A good
example is Coire Ba, one of the largest in Britain, cut into the east face of the Black Mount
in the Grampian Highlands. Here, several small cirques are incised into the headwall of the
main cirque. In the Cairngorms, Coire an Lochain Uaine is a double cirque that forms part
of a whole complex of cirques around the headwaters of the River Dee (Fig. 3.13b).
Some cirques have a composite long-profile, representing a number of cirques at different
elevations, known as cirque stairways. One of the best examples in Britain is on Snowdon.
Here, the large cirque of Cwm Llydaw with its over-deepened basin containing a tarn, has a
precipitous headwall, breached part way up by a smaller cirque, Cwm Glaslyn, also with a
tarn. Above the latter, there is a small incipient cirque directly below the summit of Y Wyddfa.
The stream connecting them falls over steep cliffs, the headwalls of the successive cirques.
In full glacial times ice formed a continuous stream with icefalls. At less intense phases, the
higher cirque may have supplied the lower ones with avalanche debris, so for a time at least
two of them may have contained separate glaciers, but equally likely is that each represents
a different level of glacierization. Another possibility is that accumulation may have been
controlled by the wind so that the greatest accumulation was at the foot of headwalls irre
spective of altitude.
One of the few comprehensive studies of a cirque glacier is described in a classic monograph
edited by Lewis (1960). Lewis’ team examined the relatively simple Vesl-Skautbreen in the
mountains of Jotunheimen in Norway. A tunnel was hand-dug through the ice, by a team of
volunteers, to the cirque headwall in two places and a comprehensive three-dimensional picture
of the velocity distribution and structure was obtained. The dominant structure is annual
stratification which, as it moves down through the glacier, changes from a surface-parallel
down-glacier dip to an up-glacier dip near the snout. Both this and the velocity measurements
demonstrate that ice-flow has a rotational slip component, thereby enabling the greatest erosion
to occur directly below the level of the equilibrium line. This rotational component of flow is
thus held to be responsible for the over-deepening that ultimately creates a basin for the tarn.
The initiation of a cirque is a matter for debate, but accumulation of snow on leeward slopes,
especially in depressions (nivation hollows), is likely. Once successive years of snowfall have
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ize, it is 2.8 (Manley

cumulated and turned to ice, flow takes place, and downward and backward erosion
; :mmences. As the floor forms, it is abraded, while dilation of the bedrock and freeze-thaw,

!968) found that their

resulting in rock fracturing and block removal, takes place at the headwall.

; form:
•Toches

moutonnees

Matures similar in size to whaleback forms but which are only streamlined on the side facing
from the headwall to

.г-glacier are known as roches m outonnees, a term introduced in 1787 by De Saussure

:s developed. At the

-e:ause of their similarity to moutonnees, the wavy wigs that were in fashion at the time

■
ith a tarn and a steep

Embleton & King 1975: 152). They are much more common than whaleback forms and have

~:ly inclined headwall

lZ

asymmetrical form as a result of glacial plucking along joints on their downstream side;

■ey are particularly well developed in jointed crystalline rocks. Rock fracturing, induced by
: the rock, in particu-

re impact of ice-embedded stones, is probably also important on the crest of a roche

• cirques are composI ’.acierization, within

~ rutonnee.
Large areas may be covered by roches moutonnees; they provide one of the most useful

irque forms. A good

rr.teria for determining the former directions of ice-flow. A very striking characteristic of

e of the Black Mount

_ icially eroded terrain is the contrast between the smooth appearance of the eroded surface

:э :he headwall of the

King in the direction of former ice-flow and the craggy appearance looking up stream. In

: rque that forms part

-Л1У areas, the form and size of roches moutonnees are related to the other structures in the

e Fig. 3.13b).

-xks besides joints, e.g. foliation, faults, dykes and alternating hard and soft lithologies.

: f cirques at different

The development of roches moutonnees is probably related to pre-existing hillocks. The

rltain is on Snowdon.
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Figure 3.14

Large (2 5 0 m high) roche moutonnee in granite, Lembert D o m e , Yosemite National

Park. California. T h e smooth, abraded upstream face to the right contrasts with the steep, plucked
•‘ace to the right.
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in Switzerland, that plucking was initiated by meltwater freezing in joints in a zone of lower
pressure, beyond the crest of a protrusion in a glacier bed, is supported by observations benea±
various other temperate glaciers and theoretical studies of basal sliding. Roche moutonneelike forms, thought to be the result of the same processes, often occur as partially stream
lined bosses on steep hillsides.
Most roches moutonnees range from a few tens to a few hundreds of metres in length, and
several to tens of metres high. There are also smaller and very much larger ones in some
areas. In parts of Scandinavia basement rock hills some hundreds of metres high are common
place in the more subdued terrain. A well known large roche moutonnee is the Lembert Dome
in the Yosemite National Park; it rises about 250m above the Tuolumne Meadows (Fig. 3.14).
Low-lying areas that have been heavily scoured, such as the Baltic and Canadian shields,
and the North-West Highlands of Scotland display many, closely spaced roches moutonnees
as well as small rock basins. Many of these do not have a consistent shape because of com
plex structural controls, such as variably orientated faults and foliations.
In the geological record good examples of roches moutonnees can occasionally be found.
Abraded bedrock surfaces in the Neoproterozoic sequence of Mauritania display a number of
well developed roches moutonnees, and others may be found beneath the Late Palaeozoic
Dwyka Tillite of South Africa.

Crag-and-tail features
Crag-and-tail features

(also called lee-side cones) are composite forms, being the result of

both erosion (the crag) and deposition (the tail, comprising lee-side till). The up-glacier craggy
end is often steep and rough, while the tail is smooth and reminiscent of a drumlin. Britain’s
best known feature is Castle Rock in Edinburgh.

3 .3 .4

R o c k crushing

Many striated and polished rock surfaces also show a variety of other small-scale features,
normally a few centimetres in plan (but occasionally up to 2 m) and of crescentic appearance.
These features have commonly been referred to collectively as friction cracks, but this is a
poor term since Drewry (1986), among others, has demonstrated that they are the result of
rock crushing, under the repeated impact of debris in basal ice on a segment of bedrock, until
failure occurs.
There are several types of crush feature, including lunate fractures, crescentic gouges,
crescentic fractures

and chattermarks (Fig. 3.15). They tend to lie with the concavity point

ing either in or against the direction of flow. The principal fractures in these features tend to
dip in a down-glacier direction. However, some authors have argued that this is an unreli
able criterion for determining ice-movement directions, although crescentic gouges do seem
to be reliable. As with striations, care must be exercised in using crescentic fractures as pre
cise indicators of glacier flow. These features, notably chattermarks, are also good indica
tors of the jerky nature of glacier flow, and the associated stick-slip behaviour.
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: .3.5

Erosion by ice c o m b in e d with frost action

- mountainous terrain, valleys and cirques may extend progressively backwards as a result

f erosion by ice. Frost-shattering is also an important process, and glaciers facilitate the
_raoval of the debris. Progressive destruction of a mountain mass in this manner generates
. family of landforms, which are essentially relict features. Two cirques that are being enirged and approaching each other may eventually cut through the intervening ridge to pro:_'e a narrow, serrated ridge or arete, breached in places by cols. Three or more cirques
-■:<iing backwards against a single mountain mass may eventually meet and leave behind a
: ramidal peak or h orn (Fig. 3 .1 ). Both horns and aretes are common in areas that have
iergone prolonged or active glacial erosion. If an ice sheet competely inundates these fea- es at a later stage, then they may be worn down into dome-like peaks and rounded ridges.

-.'ites
: term arete is French, and is applied to the knife-edge ridges that are so abundant in the

-

Aretes are mainly the result of backward erosion by adjacent cirque or valley glaciers,

. -"mg which the rock dilates and fractures along joints. Frost-shattering facilitates the
.: elopment of a jagged ridge, on which upstanding pinnacles are referred to by climbers as
_:ndarmes (“policemen”).
(a) Lunate fracture

(b) Crescentic gouge

(c)

(d) Chattermarks

Crescentic fracture

ICE FLOW

Figure 3.15

Small-scale features of glacial erosion with cross sections,

formed largely as a result of rock crushing (based mainly on Embleton &
K ing 1968: Fig. 6 .3 ).
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Figure 3.16

Figure 3.17

Narrow ice-draped aretes on M ount Tasm an, Southern Alps, N e w Zealand

Curving arete leading from C a m M o r Dearg towards the summit of Ben Nevis (off picture

to the right) in Scotland. T h e range of hills in the background, the M am ores, also comprises aretes, to
gether with cirques.
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Aretes are widespread in alpine terrains all over the world. The Western Cordillera in
anada and Alaska as well as the European and New Zealand Alps, the Andes and Himalaya
have classic landforms (Fig. 3.16). The western parts of Britain and Norway have well
-eloped aretes arising from late glacial cirque activity despite being under an ice sheet for
- _eh of the Pleistocene epoch. Those well known to British fell walkers for providing sport: routes to the summits include the ridge of Crib Goch on Snowdon (Wales), Striding Edge
■Helvellyn in the Lake District, the Carn Mor Dearg ridge on Ben Nevis (Fig. 3.17) and
Cuillin Ridge on the Isle of Skye (Scotland).

:-r.tion has already been made of one special type of col - the watershed breach which is
■; product of abrasion as ice escapes from its confining trough. Many cols, however, are
-ply the result of backward erosion of adjacent cirque or valley glaciers by rock fractur-z. combined with lowering locally of the intervening arete (Fig. 2.31). A col may thus be
: .v notch, approachable only by ascending the steep headwalls of the adjacent cirques. The
:e leading down to the col may similarly be precipitous. Many Alpine passes are of this
. -re. In Britain erosion has only proceeded to this degree in relatively few places. The Cuillin
- 1; on Skye provide the best examples.
; N e w Zealand.

- cm s

:.ickward erosion by three or more cirque glaciers in combination with frost-shattering, may
:

:o the intersection of the cirque headwalls, thus isolating an upstanding mass of rock,

. ed a horn, a term loosely derived from the German word for a peak. A horn represents
. ;:age at which all the original smooth highland has been eroded. The horn is epitomized
~e Matterhorn (Fig. 3.1) which stands astride the Swiss-Italian border. Three nearly
metrical ridges rise steeply towards a pyramidal summit, each face carrying a steep cirque
. er. Other well proportioned horns are Mount Assinboine in the Canadian Rockies, Mount
r.ring in New Zealand and K2 in the Karakorum Range in Pakistan. Most horns, how:: lack this symmetry owing to the uneven backward erosion of cirques. Some horns even
e four or more aretes leading up to their summits. Few British peaks acquire the status of
-n. but examples are Schiehallion in the Grampian Highlands and Cir Mhor on the Isle
- ~an (Fig. 3.3b). The Cuillins on the Isle of Skye have steeper sides but less well devel• : : individual forms.

ataks
* -•: outcrops ranging from less than a kilometre to hundreds of kilometres across that are
; unded by ice are known as nunataks,

a term derived from the Inuit language. They include

ist relicts of mountains that have been subjected to valley-glacier, cirque-glacier or ice. erosion, as well as intensive frost-shattering. At the other extreme, nunataks may be
-rr-esented by entire mountain ranges that have only been affected by erosion on their flanks,
зеп Nevis (off picture
il50 comprises aretes, to-

H j
■

^

•

intervening surface, although heavily frost-shattered, m ay preserve its preglacial form,
fc
c

end members and everything in between exist in Antarctica, the most extensive devel-

■: rent being represented by the Transantarctic Mountains which stretch across the entire
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continent. The Greenland ice sheet has many nunataks towards its periphery, where it begin?
to spill through the coastal mountains, and nunataks are common in areas that have highland
ice fields such as Ellesmere Island and Spitsbergen. Smaller nunataks are also characteristic
of heavily glacierized alpine regions.

3.4 Structural geological controls on glacial erosion
The processes of glacial abrasion, rock fracture and block removal are facilitated if there are
weaknesses in the bedrock. Major structures, such as faults, commonly provide the main
discharge routes from ice caps and ice sheets. However, the fault-controlled valleys may well
have been in existence prior to glaciation and have been floored by deeply weathered material
that subsequently was easily picked up by the ice. As already described, one of the Antarc
tic’s major discharge routes, the Lambert Glacier, flows in a deep graben, bounded by par
allel faults. Many fjords in the Canadian Arctic also follow graben structures. Ice streams in
the Scottish and Scandinavian ice sheets flowed along faults. Distinct preferred trends of loch*
and glens are visible in satellite images of northwest Scotland; they follow a set of N W - S E
trending faults, as well as a major structure, the Great Glen Fault, which crosses the countn
from N E - S W . Another good example is in East Greenland where two sets of intersecting faults,
one running east-west, the other N W - S E , are now followed by fjords, isolating individual faun
blocks.
On the other hand, some glaciated valleys may not show any clear relationship to bedrock
structure. The English Lake District is a case in point: the radial drainage system here wa*
developed on a dome of Late Palaeozoic and younger rocks that developed in early Tertian
time. Ice continued the down-cutting below an unconformity into folded Early Palaeozoic rock*
without adapting to the differently orientated structures in the lower strata. This phenomenon
is known as superim posed drainage.
Landscapes of areal scouring display many close links between landform and bedrock struc
ture. Complex assemblages of ribbon lakes, small straight valleys, gullies and roche;
moutonnees all show a close relationship to bedrock foliation and cross-cutting faults, ar.n
the land surface may give the appearance of being strongly dissected. The Early Proterozo:;
and Archaean rocks in the Lewisian basement of North-West Scotland (Fig. 3.18) and matching
rocks in the Laurentian Shield of Canada often contain ribbon lakes and gullies following the?:
structures.
Cirques are not necessarily located in areas of structural weakness, but their detailed forn
is often controlled by bedding foliation or jointing. Backwalls tend to be steep if there is a se
of exploitable, near-vertical joints. Similarly, the detailed form of roches moutonnees reflec:
the same sort of structural feature.
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Figure 3.18

T h e Loch Laxford area, Sutherland, Scotland, where the early Precambrian Lewisian

I-neiss has been subjected to “ areal scouring” by an ice sheet. T h e strong structural control is deter- '.ed by faults, foliation and dykes in the gneiss. (W ith permission of Cambridge University Com~hiee for Aerial Photograph; photograph no. N C 1 86503, copyright reserved).

5 Preservation potential of erosional forms
erosional landforms are known from land areas, and one might expect that their preser-

M

n potential is low, as erosion often continues after the ice has receded. However, as a
z.--

recedes it commonly deposits a layer of till on scoured bedrock, which protects it from

.;nal weathering. Thus, many fresh Pleistocene and older eroded surfaces have been found
* ire the overlying till or tillite has been removed.
a longer timescale, erosional forms have less chance of survival, unless they are rapя£; ruried beneath a thick sedimentary pile in a subsiding basin. Nevertheless, there are a
— :smg number of striated pavements and roches moutonnees in the geological record,
_~rles having been mentioned above, but larger scale features, such as glaciated valleys,
. -rs or horns, have only rarely been recognized.
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4 Environments of terrestrial

4.1 Introduction
This chapter concentrates mainly on the environments where till and associated sediments are
deposited, which are more pronounced in the lower part of a glacier system. It has been said
that till is more variable than any other sediment known by a single name; partly because of
this, there is, as yet, little agreement as to a suitable definition (see Ch. 1). In this section the
various characteristics of tills and related terrestrial deposits, together with the landforms
resulting from deposition, are considered.

4.2 Processes of terrestrial glacial deposition
Until comparatively recently, glacial geologists interpreted the mode of deposition of tills or.
the basis of their examination of Pleistocene deposits, and rarely considered the processes
actually occurring in present-day ice sheets, with the result that many misconceptions arose.
The position has altered dramatically over the past 20 years or so, following many detailed
studies of the processes involved, notably by Boulton in the 1960s and 1970s (reviewed b>
Sugden & John 1976), and others subsequently (reviewed by Dreimanis 1989). A comprehesive
account of glacial depositional processes is given by Sugden & John (1976: Ch. 11). Although
modern studies have drawn attention to the complexity of glacial environments, the better
understanding obtained of subglacial processes allows us to make meaningful interpretation?
of Pleistocene and pre-Pleistocene glacigenic sequences. The relation of the most common
types to a receding, wet-based glacier is shown in Figure 4.1.

4 .2 .1

Subglacial lodgem ent

The zone of erosion beneath a typical glacier is followed downwards by a transition to :
depositional regime beneath the actively moving ice, usually as the glacier is losing its ero
sive capacity (Fig. 4.1). Pressure-melting allows material to be released from the dirty basil
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deposition

,

it *

«s

4.1

Cross-sectional view of a typical temperate glacier to illustrate the various types of glacigenic

п г -: deposited as the ice recedes.

rarticularly on the upstream side of bumps. Together with basal shear within the ice/
—

5

mixture, which facilitates renewal of the debris supply, this process leads to debris

■* "z Mastered on to the bed, and progressively built up. This process, known as lodgement,
■_
■b

both on bedrock and older till surfaces, and leads to the filling of bedrock irregulari■: smoothing out the glacier bed. Some till may be squeezed into cavities down stream
-

ump. Lodgement occurs beneath both advancing and receding glaciers, and the details

■c ' : v well established from studies by Boulton (1970, 1971) on glaciers in Spitsbergen. A
-■
■~ : n characteristic of lodgement till is the presence of shear structures formed as the ice
m : —.ies the unconsolidated deposit. Where preserved in older deposits, the pattern of such

_res is potentially useful as a palaeo-ice-flow indicator. Shear stress also results in the
T -• _:ion of stones in the till developing at an angle of 45° to the bed (parallel to the plane
* ~-.':mum shear stress), but, as the material continues to deform, stones rotate so that they
. . : approach parallelism with the bed, thus providing an additional means of establishing
a
er

. -rction of flow in old lodgement tills.
crosition of lodgement till may be strongly affected by the transfer of debris-rich basal
an englacial or even supraglacial position by movement along shear or thrust zones
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Figure 4 .2

Deposition of subglacia! melt-out till and reworking by meltwater at the snout of the Vadrec

da Morteratsch, Switzerland. Note the predominantly subrounded and subangular character of the clasts.
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• _ - a glacier undergoing compressive flow (§2.10). Strictly speaking, the subsequent release
_ci deposits is by the melt-out process.

1

~he rate of subglacial till deposition can be considerable, and 6m per century is regarded
в -riionable (Sugden & John 1976: 218). Contrary to the belief of glaciologists up to about

ears ago, it is now known that much of the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets are at the
. sore melting point at their base. Thus, the deposition of thick tills and tillites on a conti: * -1 scale as recorded in Pleistocene and earlier successions is not difficult to explain.

- - 2 Melt-out a n d flow age

V : ting out of debris can occur either subglacially or supraglacially, a process that is par- -arly active at the margins of glaciers and ice sheets, where the ice is practically stagnant
. -.2). Geothermal heat is largely responsible for the deposition of subglacial melt-out
I: the water is able to escape without disturbing the sediment, the resulting till may
~

:~e traces of the original relationship of debris to the ice structures. Melt-out till is

- “ “.only deposited in unstable situations, and is thus prone to flowage.
I -ring the past 50 years, frequent reference has been made to the possibility of flowage
-rated till at the base of a glacier. For example, Gripp (1929) suggested that some
-. :::al bands were the result of till being squeezed up into basal crevasses, a process
M . ■-Ison (1971) has observed in action. Hoppe (1957) has identified certain types of hum~ . ■; moraines resulting from same process. More recently, Boulton (1971, 1972) has noted
: vage can occur where thick unfrozen subglacial till exists beneath temperate ice. Basal
-

-:>es are not particularly common beneath glaciers, as it happens, unless the ice is at an

жг ,r:ed stage of decay, but there are other spaces into which till can be squeezed, in par. .

hollows down stream of obstacles, abandoned subglacial stream channels and moulins.

s -_c5 in wet lodgement till may undergo re-orientation if subsequently affected by flowage
; ±.e final fabric may be very different from till that has not been affected. Features of
.

deformation, particularly folds, may aid the recognition of such till.
.: ris at the surface of a glacier may have a basal derivation, especially near the margins
: glaciers and ice sheets (Fig. 2.35) or, in the case of valley glaciers, it may have

. r.ulated as a result of subaerial weathering of rock faces. This debris melts out in sumn.-

a result of ablation. A layer of debris generally retards melting of dirty ice in сот

ри- : r. with clean ice, so the resulting ice surface tends to acquire debris ridges. As the debris
■red it tends to undergo sliding and re-orientation, and rarely reflects the original fab-- * ±e ice after deposition as till. A thick layer of supraglacial debris tends to be unstable
_s with basal melt-out till, is often capable of flowage.
; . cordless of whether the sediment is deposited supraglacially or subglacially, the procm

se

rarticularly common near the snouts of receding or stagnating glaciers. The process
particularly well studied by Boulton (1968, 1971) at the margins of various Spitsbergen
. zrs and by Lawson (1981, 1982) at the snout of Matanuska Glacier in Alaska (Fig. 4.3a).
. rrrncipal factors affecting debris flowage are the gradient of the bed on which it rests,

■r: .-гг it be ice or the glacier bed itself, the bed roughness, the amount of meltwater avail-
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able for enabling the debris to become more fluid, and the fabric of the debris itself. Satu
rated till may flow on the gentlest of slopes. According to Boulton, three types of flow can
be distinguished which, in decreasing order of rate of movement, are:
(a) mobile flow, in which stones may tend to settle towards the bottom producing a crude
sorting pattern (Fig. 4.3b);
(b) semi-plastic flow, which often begins by slope failure along an arcuate slipface (Fig. 4.3c)
and is perceptible as a slow-moving lobate tongue (Fig. 4.3d) - boulders may sink, fold
structures may form, and washing by meltwater may produce laminations;
(c) downslope creep, which involves less water and is not perceptible to the eye - although
the till has a fabric that is subject to alteration and may acquire a weak foliation, it is
unlikely to develop fold structures. Such till, in contrast to other types of flow till, is
compact and massive.
Strictly, a “flow till” is resedimented and some authors (e.g. Lawson 1979) have argued
that the term should be abandoned. The often too subtle differences between such sediments
and “non-disaggregated” tills arguably makes such a step premature.
(a)

Figure 4.3 Glacigenic sediment flowage in close proximity to Alaskan glaciers, (a) General view
of the snout of the Matanuska Glacier, illustrating a proglacial area that has been almost totally dis
turbed by flow processes, (b) The debris-covered snout of Matanuska Glacier illustrating mobile flow
in the foreground; a slurry of fine material to the bottom of which coarser material settles, (c) “Semi
plastic flow” often begins with slope failure within till as here, a few hundred metres from the snout
of Matanuska Glacier, (d) Semi-plastic flows commonly terminate in a lobate tongue; here, failure
of a till-covered slope has occurred, the debris flowing out across the surface of Orange Glacier.
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4 .2 .3 Sublimation of debris-rich ice
Sublimation is the process of ablation whereby ice is vaporized directly without passing through

the intervening liquid phase. Some authors have claimed it to be of negligible importance,
but in the cold, arid parts of Antarctica, such as the Dry Valleys of Victoria Land, where
temperatures rarely exceed 0°C, it is a common process (Shaw 1977). Here, debris-rich ice
ablates from the surface downwards, producing a loose sublimation till which inherits the
foliated structure from the ice (Fig. 4.4). Outside Antarctica the process is rare, however

Figure 4.4 Formation of sublimation till from debris-rich basal ice, Taylor Glacier, Victoria Land.
Antarctica. The darker material is the dirty ice, and the lighter coloured cap is crumbly sublimation till
that is inheriting the foliated structure from the ice.

4 .2 .4 Ice-push

During the winter months, when ablation ceases, it is common for even a generally recedin;
glacier to advance a short distance and push up a small ridge of till and fluvioglacial material
(Fig. 4.5). To produce a series of annual push moraines (e.g. Worsley 1974). More spec
tacular push-moraines often occur at the snouts of advancing glaciers, but they are the prod
uct of glaciotectonic deformation (§4.2.6).

4 .2 .5 Subglacial chem ical processes

The importance of chemical processes involving calcium carbonate beneath terrestrial glacier:
was first noted by Ford et al. (1970). Other chemical processes involving silica have al>:
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Mi : issing through
l. ' .г importance,
i - a Land, where
r : iebris-rich ice
» ' :h inherits the
b rare, however.

•ест. identified. It is now known that comminution of carbonate rock particles creates a rock
-Г that is highly reactive chemically. Carbonate is thus readily dissolved and precipitated
7 ; .-child 1983, Souchez & Lemmens 1985). Isotopic studies beneath Swiss glaciers inlimes : пе areas have revealed that chemical action can be important at the ice/bedrock interface.
■ .chez & Lemmens (1985) and Sharp et al. (1989) found that calcite was formed by pre- - -non as patchy coatings and cornices up to a few centimetres thick, on polished and striated

er Victoria Land,
sublimation till

I generally receding
; oglacial material
-~4). More specchey are the prod-

_• ‘.errestrial glaciers
с silica have also

4.5 Small (2m high) push moraine from the preceding winter’s advance at Steingletscher,
zeriand. Note the person on the ice-abraded bedrock with p-forms in the background.
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Figure 4.6 Chemically precipitated
calcite coatings, with striations and
cornices, on limestone bedrock, Glacier
de Tsanfleuron, Switzerland. Ice-flow
was from left to right.

bedrock. Some of the coatings themselves were found to be striated (Fig. 4.6). Also, calcitecoated pebbles and thin limestone crusts were present in recently deposited basal tills.
Calcite is released when meltwater re freezes. Partial freezing is accompanied by concen
tration of salts in the residual water, eventually resulting in saturation. During freezing, water
in equilibrium with the growing ice is progressively impoverished in heavy isotopes, notab'.
oxygen-18. Sliding over protuberances on the bed results in pressure-melting on the stoss sice
and refreezing on the lee side, thus leading to carbonate deposition. Fixed bedrock pr:
tuberances give fluted or furrowed coatings on the lee side. The 180 isotopic compositic:
indicates that the origin of the initial water which gives the precipitate is the basal ice layer
not true glacier ice.
Calcium carbonate coatings on pebbles and calcite layers in Neoproterozoic tillites ha- ;
been reported from China (Wang Yuelun et al. 1981), the Sahara (Deynoux 1980) and Svalbar;
(Hambrey 1982). Such carbonate coatings may form in a variety of settings, includir.:
subglacially, proglacially and pedogenically; or arise later during burial diagenesis or met:morphism (Fairchild 1993, Fairchild et al. 1993).

4 .2 .6 G laciotecton ic deform ation
Glaciotectonic deformation is now accepted by many researchers to be an important p r:
cess, but until the publication of the book by Aber et al. (1989), this was not reflected in th
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. erreral literature. The possibility that glaciers could deform shallow crustal rocks and sediments
«■. ■recognized well over a century ago, by Lyell during studies in Norfolk, England and the
m Alps. Glaciotectonic processes can be recognized throughout glaciated terrains where
;.mentary bedrock and thick drift deposits occur. Strictly speaking, glaciotectonic processes
" rive erosion as much as deposition; their discussion in this chapter reflects the fact that
. ire most evident in nearly contemporaneous sedimentary sequences. The application of
с -.; rural geological principles to the study of glaciotectonism has revolutionized our under
l i n g of the resulting products.
I-'.aciotectonic deformation takes place in a variety of settings - in front of a glacier, beneath
rr:
margin or under the middle part of a thick ice sheet. Glaciotectonic deformation operates
my topographic setting, both during advancing and recessional phases, and involves all
- ..v.er of sediment types in frozen, saturated and dry states.
~rre principal factors that are important for the genesis of glaciotectonic phenomena are
rollows (from Aber et al. Table 9.1):
neral pressure gradient;
e'.evated groundwater pressure;
;e-advance over permafrost;
:e-advance against a topographic obstacle;
- rhological boundaries in the substrate;
- -irging of ice lobes;
; jbglacial meltwater erosion;
rimming of proglacial lakes;
•.rusting in front of the ice;
: impressive flow with basal drag;
rearing of fault blocks up into the ice.
-iotectonic deformation takes place when the stress transferred from the glacier exceeds
a
rength of the material beneath or in front. The material may be subject to both brittle
x . „_;tile deformation, typical structures being thrusts and folds, respectively. Sometimes,
a i -:ier detaches a sediment-mass or slab of bedrock along a plane of decollement, incorж - -g it into the body of the ice before depositing it (cf. §2.10.3; Fig. 2.36). The structure
- e daciotectonically deformed sediment is strikingly similar to that of a mountain belt,
the Alps or the Rockies, but on a much smaller scale.

Terrestrial glacigenic facies and facies associations
4J

Boundary relations and geom etry of glacigenic units

feba :: is deposited during glacial recession after the ice mass has already eroded bedrock
w . _-.derlying unlithified sediments. Thus, tills and tillites commonly unconformably overlie
* r . . ; bedrock surfaces, or more rarely boulder pavements. These surfaces are irregular,
Ш ■e rasally deposited till tends to fill the hollows and smooth out the relief. The top of a
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basally deposited till may be quite regular and in distinct contrast with supraglacial till low
ered on to it. The upper surface of the latter may, however, be extremely hummocky, reflecting
uneven down-wastage of the ice, and the whole picture may be confused by till flowage.
Overlying sediments may be fluvial or aeolian, forming a distinct break and tending to smooth
out the surface. Within the glacigenic facies are intimate associations with fluvial materials,
which occur as lensoid or channel-like bodies. Till may be spread over many hundreds of
square kilometres as a deposit varying in thickness from a few metres to tens (or exception
ally a few hundreds) of metres, as a result of accretion during successive advances. Entire
sequences may become disrupted and structurally complex during glaciotectonic processes,
and the final geometry will reflect large-scale movements of material en masse.

4 .3 .2 Sedimentary structures

Terrestrial tills characteristically lack well defined bedding or lamination. However, lodge
ment tills may have a distinct fissility or foliation, resulting from shearing as the glacier over
rides the unconsolidated material. Exceptionally, melt-out tills have a weak “bedding” acquired
from debris-rich dirty layers parallel to basal foliation in the ice. Flow tills, as already dis
cussed, may be subjected to slight grading as the heavy stones settle during flowage and, ir.
addition, bear evidence of slump folding with axial planes parallel to the depositional surface
and fold axes normal to the flow direction. Differential loading of till on to other soft sediments
may result in convolutions and injection phenomena, although these features are rare.
Till, of course, is rarely deposited in isolation from other sediments. Glaciofluvial depos
its, for example, may be preserved as lenses or channels within a till unit and may have struc
tures which are associated with normal braided river deposits, such as cross-bedding. Lacustrine
sediments or aeolian sands may also form lensoid features within the till sequence.

4 .3 .3 Facies

The principal lithofacies in the terrestrial glacial environment are the products of direct glacial,
fluvial, lacustrine and aeolian processes (see also Chs 5 & 6). Of the sediments released directh
from the ice, diamicton is the principal lithofacies, especially in its massive form. Gener
ally, it is interpreted as lodgement, melt-out or flow till, depending on the relationships with
adjacent beds. Also common are breccias, derived from angular, supraglacially transported
rockfall material. These facies may be intimately associated with conglomerates and sandstone;
of fluvial origin, laminated muds of lacustrine origin, and cross-bedded sands of aeolian origin.
In general, terrain of alpine character produces more supraglacial debris with predomi
nantly angular clasts than more subdued terrain. On the floors of many alpine valleys, occu
pied by temperate glaciers, there is so much reworking by meltwater, that little till can survive,
the bulk of the sediment being glaciofluvial. The thickest diamicton sequences occur in the
Arctic, where cold glaciers carry a much greater basal debris load than their alpine counter
parts.
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- Facies associations

. л : many glaciomarine sedimentary records, terrestrial sequences tend to be very incomp . If a wet-based glacier re-advances over sediment released earlier, recycling, removal
ж - 'jorporation into the new deposits frequently occurs. Thus, not all successive advances
ж - ■_served, and the dominant facies tend to reflect the final recession of the ice. Complex
■nirlayered diamict sequences relating to one glacial phase may arise from melt-out proc3 - ■
■■ith or without flowage. At the base of a glacier, deposition of melt-out till may begin
ж -- rdgement has ceased, e.g. during glacial recession, while supraglacial debris on the
r. . surface will be deposited on top of the basal facies.
:i also apparent that flowage almost certainly complicates the picture, and recognition
n -; depositional characteristics of a typical till sequence will require very close scrutiny,
x. . гven then it may not be possible to make a meaningful interpretation.

5 Facies architecture

~ ; ;:rial glacigenic sequences are characterized by their complexity and rapid vertical and
taiiral facies changes. Although there are few places where extensive vertical sections of
i emary age demonstrate the two-dimensional geometry of facies, let alone the three* —;r_5ional architecture, we can demonstrate the expected disposition on the basis of our
.г.. .-standing of the depositional processes. However, better exposed pre-Pleistocene terrestrial
- . :enic sequences may aid our assessment of facies architecture.

- - Physical, chemical and mineralogical characteristics
- - 1 Grain-size distribution

: and tillites are characterized by extremely poor sorting, containing all size classes from
t j ' :o boulder (Fig. 4.7).
I rain-size distribution characteristics of till are dependent on whether it is supraglacially
r Tisally derived. Triangular plots of the sand, silt and clay fractions have been presented
' . variety of lodgement- and supraglacially derived tills from North America and Britain
__en & Wrigley 1983). Material at the base of a glacier is subjected to attrition and breakinto clay-size particles, and so is finer grained than supraglacial material, but there is
. icgree of overlap (Fig. 4.8a).
The nature of the terrain also influences the grain-size distribution. Data from three types
--rain are depicted in Figure 4.8b. Shield terrains (1) and glaciated valley terrains (2) yield
. irse, sandy, clast-rich tills, whereas glaciated sedimentary lowlands (3) yield tills that are
. ’ in fines, especially where lacustrine and marine sediments have been incorporated into

ae ulls.
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The degree of glacial transport also influences grain-size distribution in tills. Most tills
have a bimodal or polymodal distribution, the latter tending to reflect the greater distance of
transport. The composition of the principal rock type making up the till also influences the
grain-size distribution. Coarse-grained igneous and metamorphic rocks, such as granites and
gneisses, and sandstones tend to give rise to sandy tills, whereas the matrix of fine-grainec
sedimentary rocks is dominantly clayey or silty.

(b)

Figure 4.7 Poorly sorted character of massive diamicton, interpreted as lodgement till, (a) Till deposits
by the Devensian ice sheet, Loch Lurgainn, North West Highlands of Scotland, (b) Matrix of a lodgerr.etillite of Neoproterozoic age, Wilsonbreen Formation, Svalbard. The dark background is clay grade, mos:
the white grains are silt grade, and the larger fragments are of sand. The field of view horizontally is approtmately 5 mm.

Figure 4.8 Grain-size distribution in the sand and finer fractions of
tills from North America, Iceland and Britain, (a) Thin solid lines envelopes for lodgement tills from A, Ohio; B, Northumberland; C,
Ontario; thin dashed lines - envelopes for coarse-grained supraglacial
diamicts from D, Iceland; E, Scotland. The heavy solid and dashed
lines enclose all tills in these categories, respectively, (b) Grain-size
distribution envelopes for lodgement tills from A, shield terrain; B,
sedimentary lowlands of subglacial terrain; and C, glaciated valleys
(from Sladen & Wrigley 1983, with kind permission of Pergamon
Press, Oxford).
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Figure 4.9 Basal till in a cold polar setting, Schirmacher Oasis, Dronning Maud
Land, Antarctica. This till comprises high-grade metamorphic clasts in a sandy
matrix; there is little silt and finer material.

Grain-size distribution is also influenced by the thermal regime of the ice mass, since jh ;
availability of meltwater facilitates the grinding down of the coarser particles. In Antarctic;
today, where the supply of meltwater is limited, tills tend to be sandy, in contrast with thos;
associated with Northern Hemisphere glaciers where meltwater is abundant (Fig. 4.9).

4 .4 .2 Shape and surface features of clasts

A characteristic of till, unusual in other types of sedimentary rock, is that it contains stone
of both local and far-distant (exotic) origin, usually well mixed and apparently homogeneo _
over wide areas. Many studies have been made on the provenance of stones in till but, as ye:
few analyses have been made of pre-Pleistocene tillites. For Quaternary deposits, studies :
boulder trains of a particular lithology in some cases have the potential for tracing ore bo;ies, although this method of prospecting is still in its early stages of development (Shilts 1976
The picture of apparent homogeneity of till is more complex than casual observation suggests
A statistical analysis of the Catfish Creek Till in Ontario (May & Dreimanis 1976) found thi
the matrix of a till is inherently more homogeneous than the stones, and that the lowest par
of a till unit, containing locally derived material, is in fact so variable that it should be exclude:
when characterizing the entire unit.
The shape of stones in till varies from rounded to angular, but normally subangular ::
subrounded varieties predominate. Debris falling on to a glacier surface generally is sh;
tered and angular, and subsequently is transported passively in a supraglacial or englac:.
position (Fig. 4.10a). Basal debris is subjected to abrasion and rotation, so that rounding
the irregularities takes place, and the stones have a broader range of shapes with subanguli.-
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л -, ; -grounded being dominant (Fig. 4 .10b). These characteristics are inherited in lodgement
: 4.10c). Reworking by subglacial meltwater leads to further rounding (Fig. 4.10d).
I . : r. 1 1978) has shown that roundness combined with sphericity permits one to determine
:.
-ins of transport and deposition. Three distinct sphericity/roundness fields can be recog■ -: :or supraglacially derived boulders in high-level transport (i.e. those derived from rockfc l . roulders from the zone of traction and boulders embedded in lodgement till (Fig. 1.4).
- r ir t from roundness and sphericity, stones in basal till often have specific shapes which
■ . _i.:e their glacial origin, in particular faceted, pentagonal and flat-iron forms (e.g.
% глorth 1936, Flint 1971, Boulton 1978). Many stones are clearly more pointed at one
z . ‘ in the other. Lithology does not appear to play an important part in determining the
т
n e ss of stones, since a study by Dowdeswell et al. (1985) of carbonate and crystalline
гж л a Spitsbergen tillite has shown no detectable difference in the shapes of the different
:
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: ._-r 4.10 Range of shapes according to Power’s roundness categories, in a variety of proglacial settings,
к ;?;bukta, Svalbard, (a) Supraglacial debris, Edithbreen; (b) debris from buried stagnant basal ice,
:- -rsen proglacial area; (c) lodgement till from fluted ridge, Comfortlessbreen; (d) glaciofluvial material.
- • :nlessbreen outwash area.
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lithological populations. However, there are variations in Zingg shapes: bedded sedimentar.
or well foliated metamorphic rocks tend to produce blade, plate and flat-iron forms, parti;,
because they tend to slide during traction, whereas gneisses and igneous rocks tend to be more
rounded, as they are subject to rolling at the base of the glacier. Boulton (1978) and Shan:
(1982) have further noted that the larger boulders (> 0 .5 m ) which are deeply embedded in
lodgement till have a characteristic form: a smooth, bullet-nosed up-glacier end, and a trun
cated down-glacier end (Fig. 4.11). In contrast, boulders loosely embedded in, or resting on.
the till surface have no such clearly defined form, and although they may be faceted, the;,
lack the streamlined form of embedded boulders. Tills often contain a proportion of angular
stones, such as shales, which would not normally survive extended transport in other media
Supraglacial or englacial transport enables such “fragile stones” to be preserved.
Striations are commonly regarded as a distinctive feature of till stones (Fig. 4.12). How 
ever, supraglacially or englacially transported debris will have none, while perhaps only a
relatively small proportion of basally transported stones will have striations. The proportion
of stones with striations varies greatly (Dowdeswell et al. 1985), but generally it is of the
order of 5-20 %. Striations may occur on any part of a stone, but are more common on facets
or on the surface of a stone projecting above lodgement till that has subsequently been over
ridden (Sharp 1982). Striations may be orientated completely at random, cross-cutting one
another, such as when the stone has been subject to rolling, or may form subparallel sets, as
for example, when little rotation has taken place (Fig. 4.12). The most regular striations occu:
on boulders embedded in the till; these form a single set, diverging slightly down-glacie:
(Boulton 1978) or they have a consistent orientation (Sharp 1982). Lithology has a markec
influence on whether a stone is striated or not (§1.4.4).

Figure 4.11 Bullet-nosed boulder embedded in lodgement till near the now-stagnant margin of
Burroughs Glacier, Glacier Bay, Alaska. Ice movement was from left to right.
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■
addition to facets and striations, some stones may bear other small-scale features of glacial
V is io n of the types that are often found on abraded bedrock surfaces, such as crescentic
. - ~^res and chattermarks (Fig. 4.12). A feature, previously mentioned (§4.2.4), in areas
r . _:?onate bedrock, is the presence of thin egg-shell-like muddy or calcareous coatings on
■ ~ c stones in tillites. The Chinese Sinian tillites have good examples of these, and there it
i 'een suggested that, during glacial sedimentation, clay minerals were deposited, and dis* rd calcareous matter was precipitated. Transport of till stones by meltwater soon results
-: ^riding and the removal of the glacial markings; rolling on a stream bed may give rise to
x _ssion marks instead.

- - 3 Clast fabric

: now-stagnant margin of
:sht.

x
been known since the work of Miller in 1850 (Flint 1971) that stones in till often have
- ■•. :=rred orientation, and that this is parallel to the direction of ice movement (where known
г - rther evidence). However, only in the past 30 years or so, has this property been used,
и _~y extent, in palaeoenvironmental reconstructions. In most tills and tillites a preferred
rr ;~:ation can only be determined by detailed measurements, but occasionally is it visible to
ft - :-;ed eye. On the other hand, in some situations, till fabric measurements reveal stones
-~:i:ed transverse to the direction of ice movement.
-brie studies are useful for determining the direction of glacier flow during deposition,
я : r.e with greater accuracy than from features resulting from abrasion, especially if the
* ■:> are not equidimensional. The shape of stones, in particular roundness, sometimes has
. ’ked effect on their orientation. For example, in lodgement till the long axes of the well
■ ." :ed shorter stones tend to be aligned parallel to the flow direction, whereas longer less
зп :ed and wedge-shaped stones are transverse to flow (Embleton & King 1968: 308). Thus,
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because of the fact that both parallel and transverse fabrics can arise during glacial depof
tion, other sedimentological evidence must be examined before assessing the significance :
a particular fabric. Sliding, shearing and postdepositional flowage can all determine the fun.
fabric of a till. In general terms, we may expect the fabric of till to reflect both the positi: of debris in the ice during transport and the mode of deposition.
Figure 1.5 illustrates on stereographic projections (cf. Phillips 1971) the three-dimensiom
orientation of clasts in a variety of situations. Typically, clasts in basal ice show a strorn
preferred orientation. For example, Lawson (1979) at the snout of the Matanuska Glacier ::
Alaska found that in the debris-rich foliated ice from which basal melt-out tills were derive;
the stone orientations plot as a single strong maximum, generally reflecting the local direc
tion of flow, and lying in the plane of the foliation which itself was parallel to the glacier be;
(Fig. 1.5, row A).
The basal melt-out till derived from the Alaskan glacier retained more-or-less the sarr.-.
fabric characteristics as the source ice (Fig. 1.5, row B) although if the pebbles were inclines
in the ice, their angles of repose decreased on deposition. Supraglacial melt-out till also pre
served the original fabrics of the ice except there was some dispersion of pebbles. Modifica
tion of the supraglacial till is often pronounced after deposition.
In lodgement till, the preferred orientation of stones tends to be parallel to the direction :
local glacier movement, as one would expect. In addition, it is common for stones to dip u;glacier, rather in the manner of pebble imbrication in stream beds. Lodgement tills tend ::
have rather broad, even girdle-like maxima fabrics on a sterographic projection (Lawson 1979
Dowdeswell et al. 1985; (Fig. 1.5, row C). On the other hand, under certain stress c o n ctions, such as strong compressive flow, stones may become orientated transverse to flc (Dreimanis 1976). Boulton (1971) found similar strong fabrics in Spitsbergen, but with traniverse-to-flow orientation fabrics in zones of compressive ice-flow and parallel fabrics in zone.
of extending flow.
In the case of Matanuska Glacier, flowage of till is the dominant process, to the exter.
that only 5% of the till has been unaffected. These flow tills (or sediment flows as Lawson
preferred to call them) are varied in character and have complex fabrics ranging from fair,
strong alignment parallel to flow where water content was high, to weak multi-maxima fa: ■
rics as the water content decreased, although this pattern is not always consistent (Fig. 1.5
row D).
All these fabrics contrast markedly with the pattern resulting from the settling of basal glac:_
debris through a water columns, which tends to show a random distribution within the hor:zontal plane (Fig. 1.5, row E).
Most fabric studies have been undertaken using pebbles and cobbles, but it is also possib'-to make use of elongate grains of sand size under the binocular microscope. This techniq.:
only permits us to derive two-dimensional data, but nevertheless is especially useful for stud
ies of core material (see Ch. 8). Comparisons between the orientations of sand grains, pe:bles and cobbles, and boulders in a lodgement till in Switzerland demonstrate that reproducih:
fabric results are obtainable regardless of grain size.
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- -.4 Mineral com position of the matrix

• ‘rralogical analyses of terrestrial tills and tillites are relatively unusual. However, the tech; .£ has proved especially useful for tracing economic mineral deposits. This can be done,
: ■example, by establishing palaeo-ice-flow directions from the distribution of heavy minerг. g. garnets) in the matrix or in ore-bearing boulders. Glaciers appear to disperse ma- - il so that the concentrations of minerals, elements or rock types reach a peak close to the
к _::e with an exponential decline in the direction of transport (Shilts 1976). The detection
-:h dispersal tails is a key feature in mineral exploration in till-covered areas. An interr :~ g example of successful mineral exploration with limited resources is demonstrated by
re Geological Survey and mining companies in Finland. In that country the populace have
encouraged to send by post, free-of-charge, any rock of exceptional appearance, with
: in k rewards for good samples. From 10000 samples mailed each year, 5% lead to field
r r < and 0.25% to detailed study, and 10 mines have been established as a result. The
.rceful Finns also use dogs to sniff out sulphide boulders and so define the dispersal pattern
: с-bearing rocks (Kujansuu 1976).

* -.5 G eochem istry

Tie bulk composition of the matrix of till or tillite resembles that of greywackes, which it
: f rz is in a mineralogical sense (Pettijohn 1975: 176-8). These materials are normally rich
.mina, iron, alkaline earths and alkaline metals. Tills in limestone and dolostone regions
: i matrix that is rich in CaO, MgO and C 0 2. Tills deposited in an aqueous environment
. e: from lodgement and ablation tills because of the effects of sorting by currents and retjo* il of the fines. Consequently, the matrix of such tills is more sandy and thus depleted in
I :. iron and K20 , and higher in S i02.

- - о Characteristics of quartz and heavy mineral grains

^ -_ in g electron microscopy on quartz or garnet grains enables different transport mecha\ ~s or sedimentary environments to be distinguished on the basis of surface features on
- ■i- and silt-sized particles, many of which are illustrated by Krinsley & Doornkamp (1973).
er details are given in §1.4.5.

i I Landforms in terrestrial glacial depositional environments

- -: Je range of depositional features, notably moraines and ice-contact deposits, are associ- i with glaciers and ice sheets, many of which are im portant in elucidating the
. --^geographical and palaeoclimatic patterns of a glaciated region. Their value in this regard

Г
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is naturally of most significance for Quaternary events, since relicts of glaciation survive at
the surface, but the study of glacial and related landforms has proved to be an unreliable method
of establishing a glacial chronology. In the earlier geological record such landforms are rarely
preserved or at least are unrecognizable. However, there are exceptions, such as in “Ordo
vician” Sahara and, where landforms are preserved, we have a powerful means of determin
ing palaeo-environmental conditions.
Various classifications of the landforms arising from terrestrial glacial deposition and
associated ice-proximal processes have been proposed. Here, we adopt a classification based
on the relationship of the landform to its source within or at the margins of the glacier, and to

Table 4.1 Classification of glacial depositional landforms according to position in relation to glacier and
ice-flow direction. Glacier surface features before the ice has totally melted are included, but glaciotectonic
landforms are excluded.
Position in relation
to glacier

Relation to ice flow

Scale

Landform
lc m

S upraglacial; still
actively accumulating

Parallel

Lateral m oraine
M edial m oraine

(Transverse)

Shear/thrust moraine
Rockfall

Non-orientated

D irt cone
Erratic
C revasse filling

Subglacial during
deposition

Parallel

D rumlin
D rum linoid ridge
Fluted m oraine
Crag-and-tail ridge

Transverse

De G eer (washboard) moraine
Rogen (ribbed) moraine

N on-orientated

Ground moraine:
till plain
gentle hill
hum m ocky ground moraine
cover moraine

Supraglacial during
deposition

Parallel

Ice m arginal during
deposition

T ransverse

N on-orientated

M oraine dump
Hummocky (or dead ice/
disintegration) m oraine
Erratic

End moraines:
term inal m oraine
recessional m oraine
Annual (push) m oraine
Push m oraine

N on-orientated

H um m ocky m oraine
Rockfall
Slump
D ebris flow
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: -irection of ice-flow. The classification incorporates shape, sediment assocations and struc~ti. and is based to some extent on a scheme published by Sugden & John (1976) and on a
- unification generated by INQUA (Goldthwait 1989) (Table 4.1). However, it should be borne
~md that the specific landforms described belong to a complete spectrum of forms. A
- :ular feature may not therefore necessarily fit exactly into any one of these categories.
. .uded from this discussion is a consideration of glaciotectonic landforms which are formed
~ a combination of erosion, folding and faulting, and deposition of bodies of bedrock and
. ::ment. These forms are discussed in §4.6.
' Moraine” has been variously defined but here we follow Sugden & John (1976: 214) in
.: rin g it as an accumulation of glacial or glacier-worked sediments having an independent
-:;raphical expression. A moraine usually is made up of till, but there are exceptions, such
i here ice-push has occurred
A number of excellent texts provide comprehensive summaries of the various glacial
-T-: sitional landforms (e.g. Embleton & King 1968, Flint 1971, Sugden & John 1976), hence
5 brief account is intended simply to convey an impression of the wide range of features
. : xiated with such environments.

-ь 5.1 Debris forms on the glacier surface

: - geomorphological sense, these forms are largely ephemeral since, although they are the
.: _‘.t of deposition, they have not finally been deposited. Nevertheless, they are striking el“ :-nts of the glacial terrestrial environment.
Lateral moraines on the surface of a glacier are the result of intermittent rockfall on to
rginal ice from ice-eroded cliffs. Since active glaciers tend to be convex in cross section,
. 'n s can accumulate in a well defined band between the rock wall and the ice, where it will
*; rubject to grinding and comminution during glacial movement. Thus, lateral morainic debris
. :~mionly shows characteristics of both subglacial and supraglacial debris. Many lateral
- . raines, particularly those associated with cold glaciers, are ice-cored. These typically
- —prise a debris layer 2m thick, resting on inactive glacier ice. Lateral moraines may facilitate
._:ess to the middle of a glacier that is heavily crevassed at its margins. Although loose,
. ■ '.able and uncomfortable to walk on, the boulders frequently bridge the crevasses and the
.. ::is cover encourages the ice to melt back at lesser angles.
Rockslides are common in steep mountain terrain because of the oversteepened slopes and
.. ere frost action. Earthquakes in some areas, e.g. southern Alaska, New Zealand, Andes,
:ucusas, Himalaya, promote instability and rockslides have been known to blanket entire
. ;ments of a glacier. Post & La Chapelle (1971) illustrated one such rockfall on Sherman
ccier arising from one of the most powerful earthquakes ever recorded (in 1964). This
■ inketed the ice to such an extent that it retarded ablation and caused the glacier to reance. Another rock avalanche is described in more detail in §2.10.1. Most rockslides form
res of angular debris extending across the glacier perpendicular to flow. With time they
■e;ome deformed as they pass down-glacier.
Large isolated angular blocks of rock, sometimes the size of a small hut, may fall into the
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Figure 4.13 Medial moraines on the surface of a valley glacier, north of Nordvestfjord, East Green
land, These are derived from lateral moraines where flow units combine.

Figure 4.14 The snout of Gasbreen, Hornsund, Spitsbergen, showing: (i) medial moraines emerging
from beneath the ice having followed englacial transport paths until this point, as a result o f early burial
in the accumulation area; (ii) terminal-moraine complex with a core of dead glacier ice.
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Their size is dependent on the bedding and jointing characteristics of the rock.
.: and high-grade metamorphic rocks with well spaced joints tend to form the biggest
Им
-vhereas well stratified or fissile rocks rarely produce large boulders. Once depos• l ir from their souce, these blocks are called erratics.
dial moraines occur on active glaciers, sometimes extending through to the bed, par
t e . ■ where the debris originates from a spur between two valley glaciers (Fig. 4.13). Such
ill generally be angular and frost-shattered. Medial moraines may not appear on the
m r .. - until the snout is approached (Fig. 4.14), reflecting either early burial of the debris
■ - - : cumulation area or the presence of a rock mass below the ice surface in the ablation
wa. [edial moraines usually form elevated ridges on the glacier because the debris preferаж: . protects the ice from ablation, but a thin patchy cover of debris might occupy a linear
ШГ- . : :n because of enhanced ablation when scattered debris is in contact with ice. Most
■m. - -i_ moraines are straight, but they may become folded owing to compressive flow if the
*e ' - .ads out laterally as a piedmont glacier. Contorted (looped) moraines result from glacier
■г; ■: Fig. 2.28). Near the snout of an alpine glacier, medial moraines tend to merge with
л
moraines, forming a complete debris cover a metre or more thick. This may some■п»: e stable enough to allow small plants or even trees (in Alaska) to grow on the slowb p - ; or stagnant ice.
'c a r ridges of debris on the glacier surface may also result from ice deformational
■ql - ^es. especially shearing or thrusting of the debris-rich basal layers towards the surface
■ ".rs of longitudinal compression. These shear zones or thrust ridges may extend for
* : -al metres, are often arcuate, dipping up-glacier if transverse, or towards the middle of
a . acier if parallel to the sides. Such debris has a clear basal imprint including striated stones.
I - actual mechanism of debris incorporation is disputed, but simple “movement of debris
- : ear planes” as originally proposed by Goldthwait (1951) has been considered by some
0
: _ntenable (Weertman 1961, Hooke 1968). A combination of basal freezing-on of debris,
ж:: ~ : vement of debris-rich ice along flowlines (Hooke 1968), or along thrusts developed
л - a pre-existing structural weaknesses in the ice (Hambrey & Muller 1978), is more likely
fa :eady-state glaciers, particularly if the relatively thin terminal part of a glacier is frozen
с i : bed, as in the case of a typical cold glacier (§2.10.3). Thrusting, with displacement
•atc-5 of O .lm hr-1, was observed near the margin of Variegated Glacier during its 1982-3
- i t . so it is likely that debris-bearing basal ice can be conveyed along thrusts to the surface
rain rates are sufficiently high (Sharp 1985a).
\nother form of debris mound is the dirt-cone, which can occur anywhere on the glacier
- -— e, most commonly on otherwise bare ice in the ablation area or on snow. The dirt-cones
. 1 : from debris accumulating in pools in supraglacial streams; diversion of drainage foln'i : i by ablation combined with the protective influence of the debris cover, allows a mound
с crow. Dirt-cones can attain several metres in height, and once formed may be relatively
. :stent features on the ice surface. Even so, the veneer of debris is superficial, usually no
- re than a few centimetres thick. Dirt-cones on snow are less permanent; they result from
--ties of debris flowing on to a glacier during the spring melt.
Crevasse-fillings are features with a consistent orientation and they represent zones where
. - :ris was washed into an otherwise clean crevasse by surface meltstreams. They are char-
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acterized by their parallelism with crevasse traces (§2.8.3). A special type of crevassefilling is associated with surge-type glaciers as on Eyabakkajokull, Iceland (Sharp 1985a,b)
These really represent the intrusion of dykes of finer material from subglacial diamicton into
crevasses as the glacier sinks to its bed after a surge.

4 .5 .2 Landforms formed subglacially, parallel to ice-flow

Landforms that form at the glacier bed parallel to the direction of ice-flow are streamlined,
and probably reflect a complex interplay between deposition and erosion of the unconsolidated
sediment. These “bedforms” provide key evidence for understanding the processes that operate
beneath glaciers and ice sheets, and are useful in palaeo-environmental reconstruction. How
ever, the processes responsible for the creation of subglacial bedforms are still not well
understood, and they have been the subject of major controversy. The debate has centred
around: (a) those who advocate subglacial bed formation resulting from the deformation o:
soft sediments by moving ice; and (b) those who suggest that subglacial flooding on a cata
strophic scale over specific areas of the substrate is responsible. Although it could be arguec
that these bedforms are erosional features, they are included in this chapter since they com
prise unconsolidated sediments that may eventually be preserved in the stratigraphic record
D rum lins are one of the most distinctive features of glacial depositional environments,
and are particularly common where broad valley glaciers or ice sheets were flowing rela
tively fast. Arguably, they are the most intensively studied glacigenic landform, partly Ьесаш;
of their value in reconstructing ice-flow directions, but more especially because of the ligh:
they ought to throw on processes operating beneath large ice masses. Major contributions :r
the field of drumlin research in recent years are contained in the volumes edited by Menzie s
& Rose (1987, 1989), while Embleton & King (1975) have given a thorough review of ear
lier work with many examples. The term drumlin is derived from druim, a Gaelic term f o r :
mound or rounded hill.
Drumlins come in a great variety of shapes and sizes, for example, ellipsoidal, egg-shaped
and irregular multiple ridges. The degree of elongation is variable (normally in the range 2.5
to 4:1, although exceptionally as much as 60:1) and often they have a long low tail. The
occur singly, or in fields of hundreds, whence they give rise to the expression “basket of egg;'
topography, on account of their resemblence to birds’ eggs, which have a prominent asyrrmetry with the blunt end facing upstream. The larger drumlins reach 50m or more in heigr
and 20km in length, but others might be only 2m high and 10m long. Drumlins are part c: :
continuum of glacier bedforms that extends into flutes (Rose 1989).
Drumlins are widely, but sporadically developed in the depositional zones of the last gr;_
ice sheets of the Northern Hemisphere. The largest drumlin field, containing some 1000
individuals, is probably that in central-western New York State. It occupies an area of 225 Lby 56km between Lake Ontario and the Finger Lakes, and was deposited by the Wisconsin^:
Laurentide ice sheet. In the British Isles, extensive drumlin fields occur in southern Scotian;
northwest England, parts of Wales, and in northern and western Ireland (Fig. 4.15); the: :
were formed by the main Devensian ice sheet. Elsewhere, in Europe the extensive drurr.: -
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fields deposited by Weichselian ice sheets occur in Sweden and Finland, while smaller fields,
related to the encroachment of Wiirmian glaciers on to the lowlands, are to be found in Swit
zerland and Germany.
The composition of drumlins is highly variable. Usually the dominant facies is massive
diamicton, interpreted as till. Some observations have shown that the preferred orientation
of clast long axes is parallel to the drumlin long axis, and hence to ice-flow, but in some cases
the preferred orientation varies throughout the drumlin, although tending to point towards the
long axis. Some drumlins have a rock core and others comprise coarse, stratified glaciofluvial
deposits. These sediments are commonly highly deformed, with folds overturned in the
direction of ice-flow; in such cases subglacial bed deformation is likely to be the dominant
process,
A number of hypotheses have been proposed to account for drumlins, according to a variety
of subglacial conditions (Menzies 1989).
(a) Moulding of previously deposited material within a subglacial environment in which a
limited amount of subglacial meltwater activity occurs.
(b) Formation resulting from textural differences in subglacial debris due to dilantancy (ability
to contract in volume), pore-water dissipation, localized freezing, or localized basal iceflow patterns.
(c) Formation due to the effects of active basal meltwater carving cavities beneath an ice
mass and subsequently infilling the space with a variety of stratified sediments, or by
meltwater erosion of in situ sediments. Some of the major drumlin fields (e.g. Livingstone
Lake, Saskatchewan) have been explained as the product of catastrophic meltwater floods
beneath the large Pleistocene ice sheets, since the pattern and geometry of these feature?
bear a close resemblance to bedforms such as beds of ripples or barchan dunes, which
are the product of turbulent water-flow in other situations (Shaw et al. 1989).
Whichever of these mechanisms is correct, there is increasing evidence to suggest tha:
deformation of unconsolidated, slurry-like material beneath a glacier is an important proce (§2.7.3), Beneath fast-flowing glaciers, localized perturbations within the slurry may even
tually lead to the development of at least some groups of drumlin-like landforms.
Drumlinoid ridges or drumlinized ground moraine are elongated, cigar-shaped ridge:
and spindle forms (Fig. 4.16). Like drumlins, they are the product of ice streamlining, b_
under basal ice conditions that were unsuitable for discrete drumlins to form.
Fluted moraines or flutes represent an end member of streamlined forms that form t :
fresh lodgement till surfaces. However, flutes may occasionally appear on surfaces of oth_material, for example, glaciofluvial sand and gravel. Generally they appear as large furrov.:
about a couple of metres in wavelength, reminiscent of ploughed ground (Fig. 4.17), b_
megaflutes 100m wide, 25m high and 20km long have been reported in Montana, USA. S_
perimposed flutes on megaflutes have been described from the proglacial area of Ausrr:
Okstindbreen, northern Norway by Rose (1989). Many flutes extend down stream of lar_.
boulders embedded in lodgement till. There is usually a moderately strong preferred orier.:_
tion of clasts parallel to the flute, although there may be some divergence from the line,
trend on the flanks of the flute. Embedded boulders may attain an abrupt stoss side and ge~
tle downstream form (Boulton 1978). Many mechanisms have been suggested, but most auth -
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Figure 4.16 Drumlinoid ridges and fluting, south of Thelon River, District of Keewatin, Northwest
“ rrritories, Canada. Ice-flow was towards the bottom of the picture (photograph NASPL T301L-223 with
rermission of the Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, Canada).

.. :ept that at least some flutes are formed by the squeezing of a saturated till into the hollow
~med by ice as it moves over a large boulder embedded in the till.
Boulder beds with striated upper surfaces (boulder pavements) are massive, matrix_?sorted diamicts with moderate to poor sorting. Gravel clasts are mostly rounded and
.rrounded, and have long axes preferentially aligned parallel to the striae on the top surface
: :he pavement. Lodgement of basal debris, incorporated into the glacier from previously
-jnnowed till, boulder beaches or fluvial deposits, is thought to be responsible for the boulbeds. Selective lodgement of boulders occurs down-glacier when basal thermal condij ns change from cold/freezing to warm/melting. Excellent examples have been described
*:m the Late Palaeozoic Dwyka Formation of South Africa (Visser et al. 1987).

-.5.3 Landforms form ed subglacially, transverse to flow
~:.s origin of transverse moraines formed subglacially has received much less attention than
r.^itudinal streamlined forms, even though they are often closely associated. Transverse
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Figure 4.17 Fluted moraine in the proglacial areas of the glacier Austre Okstindbreen, Okstindan, northeNorway. The glacier snout lies to the right of the proglacial lake.

moraines have a variety of names reflecting those of their discoverers, type locality or moc:
of formation.
Rogen or ribbed moraines are large-scale transversely orientated, somewhat irregular
ridges, typically 10-20m high, 50-100m wide and l-2 k m long. They were named after :
lake in Sweden, and have been recently reviewed by the originator of the term, Lundqvu
(1989). The ridges are often slightly arcuate and concave up-glacier. Frequently, irregu'.:cross-ribs link up three or four of the transverse ridges, enclosing small lakes and boggy hollov
(Fig. 4.18). One of the most characteristic features of the ridges is their gradual transit!: into drumlins.
The moraines are composed of clast-rich diamicton and sediments laid down by water
Commonly, a collection of large boulders sits on top. Measurements of the long axes of clai:
indicate a preferred transverse orientation. The association of Rogen moraines with stream
lined sediments is illustrated, for example, by their crests being fluted or drumlinized. Rogemoraines may also pass imperceptably into drumlins in a down-glacier direction.
The following hypotheses for the origin of Rogen moraines have been discussed b
Lundqvist (1989).
(a) Deposited as marginal moraines, forming a complex of end moraines.
(b) Deposited as subglacial moraines, as emphasized by modern literature, formed under thk
ice away from the ice front, especially in a transitional zone between warm- and с o'.:
based ice where the ice is under compression.
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". Okstindan, northerr.

Figure 4.18 Vertical aerial photograph of Rogen moraine, west of Kaniapiskau River, Labrador, Canada;
•_ie ridges are 15-20mhigh (photograph NAPL A l 1441-121, with permission of the Department of Energy,
Mines and Resources, Canada).

г-e locality or mode

:

Formation by active ice, as a result of tectonic processes within the ice, i.e. subglacial
folding of debris-rich layers, or stacking of thrust-slices of debris-rich ice against obsta
cles to glacier flow, followed by melt-out.
- By filling of open crevasses by supraglacial debris,
r By filling of basal crevasses by subglacial debris.
Lundqvist’s most favoured hypothesis for the formation of Rogen moraines is a combina:on of some of these processes, and he notes a genetic affinity with drumlins. In areas of
: .'.ending flow near the ice margin, drumlins form at obstacles to the flow. Where the flow
ecomes compressive, drumlin formation is incomplete, and only crescent-shaped ridges form.
These forms are preserved only in the central part of a glaciated area, where the ice stag~r.ed. Stagnant ice deposits are often superimposed on Rogen moraines. The importance of
r.earing/thmsting mechanisms up-glacier of the snout in the creation of Rogen moraines has
:een stressed by Sugden & John (1976) and Bouchard (1989).
Transverse m oraines that are the product of su rgin g have been described from
Eyabakkajokull in Iceland by Sharp (1985b). Here, broad, sedimentologically complex ridges
up to 25m high are present. The processes held to be responsible for their formation include:
irusting, gravity-flow of glacigenic sediment, debris-dyke formation, glaciofluvial activity
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and wastage of buried stagnant ice. Moraine complexes of surge-type glaciers often appear
as chaotic, hummocky moraines with many kettle holes between, but inspection of aerial
photographs of such areas often reveals a clear linear trend to the hummocks (Fig. 4.19). In
North America a hummocky supraglacial complex extends over half a million square kilo
metres in Alberta, Saskatchawan and Manitoba. Here the relief of these features attains 100 n;
(Paul 1983). Towards the southern limit of the Wisconsinan (last) ice sheet, it is conceivable
that hummocky moraines were formed following a surge of part of the ice sheet over the MicWest United States. Rapid down-wastage followed the advance (however caused) and blocki

Figure 4.19 Vertical aerial view of the snout area of Roslin Gletscher, East Greenland, showing chao::.
ice stagnation features formed following a surge. Hummocky moraine with intervening lakes, and thru:
moraines are the dominant features, and show a weak transverse trend (photo 278C no. 334, with permis
sion of Kort-og Matrikelstyrelsen, Boligministeriet, Copenhagen).

of ice may have become detached from the parent mass. Certain areas show superimpose:
transverse ridges which could represent crevasse-fillings, creating an assemblage of forir_i
that is characteristic of surge-type glaciers in Iceland as described by Sharp (1985b). How
ever, this concept of surge-type deposition for the Mid-West moraines is highly controver
sial.
Other types of transverse moraines include De Geer and sublacustrine moraines; they are
discussed in Chapter 6.
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-i 5.4 N on-orientated landforms, formed subglacially

landforms of this nature are commonly referred to, somewhat loosely, as ground moraine . -cis of non-lineated, smooth to hummocky drift cover, especially of basal melt-out and lodge- cnt till, with minor subglacial outwash lenses and a thin cover of supraglacial melt-out or
■ tills. The various types of ground moraine, from thickest to thinnest are:
till plains - nearly flat or slightly rolling and gently inclined plains, mostly consisting of
a thick till cover, often in multiple layers of varying composition, completely masking
bedrock irregularities;
- gentle hills - mounds of till resting on detached blocks of bedrock;
hummocky ground moraine (or dead ice/distingegration moraine) - a chaotic area of
hills of basal till, flow till with minor reworked sediments associated with small streams
and ponds (supraglacial debris may drape the basal till);
cover moraine - a patchy, thin layer of till revealing the bedrock topography, either
entirely (veneer) or only partly (blanket).
Till plains are normally associated with lowland glaciation. Large flat-lying areas under- ". by till are widespread in Europe and North America. Much of the Cheshire Plain, the
V ile of York, and East Anglia in Britain has flat sheets dominated by till, often 100m thick,
“ re plains of North Germany and lowlands north of the Alps have a mantle of till. In North
- -.erica, till plains are widespread in the states of the Mid-West. Hummocky moraines are
. cimon in both lowland and mountain regions and are a form of ablation moraine. Hummocky

■c. showing chaotic
iz lakes, and thrust
334, with permis-

■v superimposed
emblage of forms
rp (1985b). Howbighly controver- rraines; they are

Figure 4.20

Late glacial hummocky moraines in Glen Derry, Cairngorms, Scotland.
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moraines are the result of down-wastage of a glacier rather than recession, especially whe the ice has ceased to be active. They are often genetically linked to supraglacial hummock
moraines, where basal debris is elevated to an englacial and supraglacial position, and mL\c:
with supraglacial debris. It is normal for the hilly topography to be controlled by supraglac::
melt-out processes, rather than basal melt-out, so these forms are discussed more thorough:
in §4.5.6. One of the most instructive papers on the genesis of these features was by Boultc:
(1967), who described processes at the margins of a glacier in Spitsbergen.
Hummocky moraine is a characteristic feature of the southern limits of the last great
sheets of North America and northern Europe, where they attain a relief of tens and, occ.
sionally, a few hundred metres. Large areas of hummocky moraine suggest that the ice shee
wasted rapidly. It is unlikely that supraglacial debris was much involved; the only potent::
source is from the bed by means of shear processes anyway, and such material is indicat: .
of active ice, and generally limited to the snout position. In the British Isles, one of the lar:
est supraglacial hummocky moraine complexes was formed when a major ice stream flov
ing down the Irish Sea impinged against the west flanks of the Pennines in Cheshire ar..
Staffordshire (Paul 1983).
Hummocky moraines in highland areas are a feature of down-wastage of valley glacier:
They can be observed to form in almost any terrestrial glacial environment today. Partic_
larly fresh-looking forms, with a relief of several tens of metres in valleys of the English L ai:
District and the Scottish Highlands, were deposited during the rapid wastage phase of the
valley glaciers and ice fields around 10000 years BP (Fig. 4.20).
Some erratics belong to this class of landform. Where large blocks have been detach-.:
from the bed of a glacier they may stand proud of the general level of the till plain.

4 .5 .5 Supraglacial landforms, parallel to ice-flow

Features of this nature include lateral moraines and moraine dumps, the latter derived fror
medial moraines; these have already been mentioned in the context of features present on ± :
surface of moving ice. However, the long-term preservation potential of lateral moraines
relatively small due to valley-side collapse after ice-recession. That of medial moraines
even less because of ice-front processes and glaciofluvial action.
Lateral moraines are among the most impressive features of contemporary glacial mountar
environments (Fig. 4.21), especially above and down stream of those glaciers in the Alp;
Scandinavia, the Western Cordillera of North America, and elsewhere which advanced strong
during the Little Ice Age of around AD 1700-1900.
Lateral moraines form from the steady supply of frost-shattered debris that falls down ::
to the glacier margin from the cliffs above, and from debris that is rubbed between the glac:;
and the valley side. They are, therefore, composite supraglacial and subglacial features. T:
debris reflects both the angular nature of rockfall debris and the subrounded/subangular r_
ture of basally (or marginally) transported stones. The latter type often show typical glaciL
abrasional markings, such as striations and faceted surfaces. The effect of comminution x
debris is such that lateral moraines generally have a mud-grade matrix. This is manifested л
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: so re 4.21 A fine pair of lateral moraines along the flanks of Vadrec da Tschierva, Graubunden, Switzer- N'ote the extent to which material has been accreted away from the valley sides, and the characteristic
- -alleys between the moraine crests and adjacent hillsides.

'. sieep inner faces of lateral moraines when ice recedes rapidly, the clay binding the slope
; ?me extent together, although the effect of rainwater and irregular dislodging of embedicc Mulders tends to produce parallel runnels (Fig. 4.21). It is deceptively difficult and of• - hazardous to climb the inner faces of fresh lateral moraines. In contrast the outer face of
. ::eral moraine, especially a Little Ice Age one, is stable and often well vegetated. This
■re. facing the adjacent hillside, may have its own stream and small lakes at its foot.
_ateral moraines in Alpine terrain often grow towards each other by accretion of basal or
e .--ginal rather than rockfall debris. In places, such moraines may become somewhat detached
:m the valley sides (Fig. 4.21). The glacier may thus be more constrained by its moraines
.'in by the steep valley sides. Advancing glaciers may break through the old moraines below
be CTesv от dislodge boulders over the crest.
Lateral moraines that cling to the mountainside rapidly undergo collapse. After a few
-rdred years, a low-angle bench or a slight break in slope may be all that is left of a lateral
: raine. However, even in Britain, which lost its glaciers 10000 years ago, a discerning eye
- ry be able on hillsides to pick out subtle notches that represent lateral moraine positions.
Another type of lateral moraine is ice-cored, and is a feature that is best developed in the
■■-.a regions where melting of a large mass of ice takes hundreds of years, although some
, >:d examples occur in Alpine terrain (Fig. 4.22). Ice-cored moraines may also comprise
e
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Figure 4.22 Lateral moraines alongside Glacier de Corbassiere, Valais, Switzerland. The outermost or:
(left) is probably the Little Ice Age moraine; the other three are ice-cored.

basal and supraglacial debris. Dynamically, they are separate from the main glacier; in far.
the ice is probably dead. The veneer of debris is typically l-2 m thick, and dark wet scars
indicate where slumping off the sides has occurred. Alongside cold glaciers, marginal stream.may flank both sides of the moraine, one associated with glacial meltwater, the other with
snow melt and rainwater.
M oraine dumps rarely survive the recession of a glacier. Near the snout, the debris
often spread over a broad zone, and several medial moraines merge together to form a blan
ket, rather than distinct ridges. Even if a prominent medial ridge is left when the ice recede;
glaciofluvial action will tend to destroy it as the river braids constantly migrate across the
valley floor.

4 .5 .6 N on-orientated landforms, formed supraglacially

As mentioned in §4.5.4, hummocky moraines are often of composite origin, involving tb=
displacement of basal debris towards the glacier surface. However, in contrast to lowlar;
ice sheets and cold glaciers, which yield hummocky moraines of largely basal origin, moun
tain glaciers generate topographically similar features principally as a result of down-wasta; r
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i thin supraglacial debris cover, derived mainly from rockfall.
Hummocky moraine begins as unstable debris lying on a substantially debris-covered glacier
.■face, usually near the snout where the ice is relatively inactive. Uneven ice wastage gives
~-se to a chaotic hummocky appearance, and recycling by flowage of saturated debris and by
cal supraglacial and englacial meltwater streams is a common process. Sometimes, melt_:er has carved out of the ice large tunnels and caverns, an assemblage of forms referred to
glacier karst by analogy with limestone regions. The relief in areas of hummocky moraine
reach several tens of metres. The process of hummocky moraine formation may be
: served directly on many glaciers, for example, the Unteraargletscher in Switzerland and
- Tasman Glacier in New Zealand. Ultimately, the dead glacier ice is reduced to areas of
-cored moraine and the final decay of ice leaves behind a series of hummocky moraines.
Mention should be made of supraglacially derived erratics. These angular blocks may have
- len on to clean ice and may not be linked with any surface moraine, so are isolated when
rre ice recedes. Occasionally, such erratics stand on pedestals if the underlying surface has
r.ce been eroded away, especially in areas of carbonate bedrock, such as the Pennines of
- rthern England, where chemical weathering has taken place.

-.5 .7 Ice-marginal landforms, transverse to flow

These forms are essentially represented by a range of end moraines that document the stages
» ten a glacier remained stationary but active, or more especially when it advanced. They
rm perpendicular to ice motion and consist of belt of ground higher than the general level
: die valley floor, often sweeping in a convex down-valley arc to join lateral moraines. End
raines are compositionally varied and complex, comprising any of the sediments that form
■ the proglacial area of a glacier.
A term inal moraine is a broad arcuate belt of debris that formed around an ice lobe dur- 1 the period in which the ice was at its maximum extent. It is frequently hummocky, pitrc. comprises irregular short ridge crests, and contains high mounds of distinctive lithology
rived from point sources. A long halt during a general phase of recession leads to the for~r.ion of a recessional moraine.
Both these sorts of moraine have a steep outerface when fresh (20°-30°), whereas the inner
slope is generally irregular and hummocky, and of relatively low angle (10°-20°); they tend
have a convex down-glacier form in valleys, and even in lowland areas they are frequently
■bate. In regions such as the Alps, well preserved terminal moraines are relatively rare, owing
destruction by meltwater. Lower land bordering the Alps and similar regions has well formed
raines, deposited by glaciers of the last ice age, notably those which enclose the outlets of
- r large lakes in northern Italy. In North America, a fine set of terminal moraines lies to the
. lit of the Teton Range in Wyoming. These were created by a piedmont glacier that spread
from the foot of the range and scooped out the lake basin which is now enclosed by a
prominent ridge. One of the tallest terminal moraines (430m) was created by the highly
.-am ir. Franz Josef Glacier when it debouched on to the coastal plain to the west of the Mount
: ok range in New Zealand. Terminal moraines associated with the great ice sheets do not
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have such pronounced relief, but are impressive because of their lateral extent; northern Ge:
many, Poland and Denmark have fine examples. The southern margin of the Laurentide :::
sheet in North America is marked by a zone up to 600km wide, comprising a terminal-re
cessional moraine complex, extending across the continent to the Rockies in the latitude or
and south of, the Great Lakes. North of this zone is a belt of ice-disintegration features, th=
hummocky moraines, to which reference has already been made.
Dumping of supraglacial debris is a common mechanism in the creation of terminal ar.;
recessional moraines, since during an advance the snout is normally very steep and debr.i
accumulates as a heap at the foot of the ice slope. Release of the basal debris load in o k
place for a long period will result in an irregular terminal moraine composed principally
subangular and subrounded stones, of which a proportion will be striated. The process с
thrusting, already described, may create distinct ridges. This latter mechanism is importarr
at the margins of cold glaciers in polar regions today, and the process may have been signif:
cant in the creation of the end moraines of the last glaciation.
Other processes involved in terminal moraine formation include melt-out, flowage ar.:
squeezing out of saturated till. Ice-cored end moraines may also develop, especially in the
polar regions (Fig. 4.14). Clast fabric studies have tended to indicate a preferred orientatior
parallel to the moraine crest. Terminal and recessional moraines are often destroyed by me’.:
water during subsequent recession, and those that survive may have relatively subdued forms
Alternatively, they may simply be represented by boulder belts, scattered out-size boulder;
(up to the size of a hut), the small debris having been washed away.
Rather more ephemeral features are annual push moraines, which are the result of smal
winter re-advances pushing up a series of small, closely spaced ridges a metre or so high,
during a general period of recession. They are a common feature at the snouts of the rela
tively less dynamic temperate glaciers of Norway, and of smaller glaciers in alpine areas
(Fig. 4.5).
The rather special forms of end moraine that result from glaciotectonic processes are
described in §4,6. However, it is conceivable that many more, supposedly “conventional"
end moraines may turn out on further investigation to be the product of glaciotectonism.

4 .5 .8 N on-orientated ice-marginal and proglaciai landforms

Non-orientated ice-marginal and proglacial landforms include hummocky moraines and the
product of mass movement of glacigenic sediment. The genesis of hummocky moraines :;
normally associated with supraglacial or basal melt-out processes (as described in §4.5.4 .
but continues if irregular heaps of debris fall from the face of an ice mass into the ice-mar
ginal zone, or if dead ice becomes detached from the.parent ice body.
Mass-movement processes which result in discrete landforms are rockfalls, debris-flov.;
and slumps. Rockfalls are induced by (a) the oversteepening of valley sides by glacial ero
sion and (b) the development of joints parallel to the valley side as a result of pressure releas;
following recession of the ice (Harland 1957), a type of exfoliation. Such rockfalls can some
times fill a valley bottom, and many instances occur in alpine valleys. Debris-flows and slump.-
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~ost commonly involve tills. The high silt and clay content allows till-covered hillsides to
easily, especially when wet. Debris-flows commonly occur as distinct lobes, often sev_'al metres thick. Slumps are marked by scars of fresh debris and a rucked surface and bulge
■elow. These processes are a day-to-day occurrence on land recently vacated by ice, and may
. :ntinue to affect hillsides thousands of years after the ice has receded.

4.6 Glaciotectonic landforms
Z-.aciotectonic structures are commonly manifested on the land surface as distinct landforms.
Many late Quaternary and younger features display their original morphology, but others may
iv e been buried by later depositional processes. Glaciotectonic landforms comprise a variof hills, ridges and plains, all of which are constructed wholly or in part of bedrock or
or both. The definitive work on glaciotectonic landforms (Aber et al. 1989) uses a five; j classification. This is described below following the order of decreasing topographic
_:?minence.

-.6.1 A hill—hole pair

4 hill-hole pair represents a combination of an ice-scooped basin and a hill of ice-thrust,
len slightly crumpled, material of similar size. The principal morphological features include:
; an arcuate or crescentic outline of a hill, convex in the down-glacier direction;
- multiple, subparallel, narrow ridges following the overall arcuate trend of the hill;
; an asymmetrical cross profile, with steeper slopes on the down-glacier side;
i topographic depression on the up-glacier side of the hill, covering an area approximately
equal to that of the hill.
The sizes of the hill-hole pairs vary from 1 to 100km2, with relief ranging from 30 to
1 m. Good examples of hill-hole pairs are situated at Wolf Lake in Alberta, Herschel Island
- the Yukon and at the contemporary ice margin of Eyabakkajokull in Iceland.

-.6 .2 Large com posite-ridges

la rg e composite-ridges are the most typical and distinctive of all glaciotectonic landforms
-zd are composed of large slices of up-thrust and commonly contorted sedimentary bedrock
.13.1 is generally interlayered and overlain by large amounts of glacial drift. Large composite - iges are up to 200m high, 5km wide and up to 50km long, and have an arcuate form. In; ■idual ridges within these complexes are typically several hundred metres high and up to
- :»Dm wide. Elongated lakes often form in the valleys between the ridges. The inside of the
-c g e complex generally demarcates the maximum position of the ice. Large composite-ridges
ually involve considerable disruption of pre-Quaternary bedrock, perhaps to depths of 200 m
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below the surface. The folds and thrust-blocks are stacked up in piggy-back fashion. Lar:.
composite-ridges are geometrically similar to mountain belts that were the product of thizskinned tectonic movements.
The best known site is Mons Klint in Denmark, where large thrust-blocks of Cretaceou
chalk and drift are exposed in coastal cliffs up to 143 m high, with ridges extending inlar.:
This complex was formed during the late Weichselian glaciation, as a result of the expansi::
of the Fennoscandian ice sheet. Similar ridge complexes have been described from the Dir
Hills and Cactus Hills, Saskatchewan, and the Prophets Mountains in North Dakota.

4 .6 .3 Small com posite-ridges
Small composite-ridges are smaller scale versions of the ridges described above, and the
generally have a relief of less than 100m. Many are composed only of unconsolidated Qu:
ternary strata and are thus more susceptible to erosion. The terms push moraine and Staucr moranen (from the German) are commonly applied to such ridges. They are the product :
thrusting of unconsolidated proglacial deposits, including glaciofluvial and marine sedimen:;
especially in areas of permafrost. Good examples are found in the Canadian Arctic ar :
Svalbard. On Axel Heiberg Island, the snout of advancing Thomson Glacier is pushing for
wards a small composite-ridge 45m high, 2.1 km long and 0.7km wide, made up almost entire,
of glaciofluvial sediments (Kalin 1972) (Fig. 4.23).

Figure 4.23 Advancing front of Thomson Glacier, Axel Heiberg Island, Canadian Arctic. To the righ: ;
push-moraine complex (or “small composite-ridge”) of thrust fluvial gravels is forming. This complex w described in detail by Kalin (1971).
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The forward part of a push-moraine complex usually comprises stacked sheets of
. —':ofluvial sand and gravel, forming ridges with steep outer faces and gently inclined inner
. _ wi t h no trace of till, so the sediment must have been thrust up in a frozen state in front
:he ice margin. Inner parts of the complex comprise sheets of sand and gravel, but also
glaciolacustrine or glaciomarine sediments. Recumbent folding is evident, especially in
less competent muddy materials.
Composite-ridges seem to be preferentially associated with surge-type glaciers. Many small
.: -posite-ridges have been mapped as conventional end moraines, but for these a glaciotectonic
r :;n cannot be ruled out. A continuous spectrum occurs between the two types of composridge.

* т.4 Cupola-hills

■:lated hills or a jumbled group of hills with no obvious source-depression, but having the
.. reral characteristics of ice-thrust masses, occur on both large and small scales. The most
rnmon form is the cupola-hill, which has an internal structure similar to that of composite-:es, but which shows signs of having been subsequently overridden by the ice. Cupola■ s consist of deformed glacial and interglacial deposits, plus detached blocks (floes) of older
■-:a or bedrock, overlain by basal till which truncates the older strata. Cupola-hills have a
. me-like form with long, even slopes, varying from near-circular to elongated ovals. They
- :e from 1 to 15 km in length, and from 20 to at least 100m in height. Cupola-hills are
-m o n in regions having a soft substratum that was affected by ice coming from different
. -.ctions. Good examples of cupola-hills, described by Aber et al. (1989), occur on the islands
■Mon and Langland in Denmark and at Martha’s Vineyard in Massachusetts.

-i o.5 M ega-blocks and rafts

_ uge pieces of glacially transported bedrock buried in drift are called mega-blocks or rafts.
- '.hough they are typically less than 30 m thick, their lateral dimensions often exceed 1km2.
~-disport distances may be great; for example, a group of rafts in east-central Poland origi■_:es in Lithuania, over 300km to the northeast. Rafts are generally removed from the bed:< along bedding planes, which act as planes of detachment when the ice overrides them,
: recially if the ground is frozen.
Perhaps the biggest raft, covering an area of about 100km2 is found at Esterhazy, Sas-.rhewan, and many other rafts occur throughout the plains of southern Alberta. Rafts of
-.-laceous chalk, measuring up to about 100m in length are well exposed in coastal cliffs in
\ rfolk, England. These show signs of internal tectonic deformation, including thrusting and
r :r.tle folding. A dolomite example from the Neoproterozoic Port Askaig Tillite in the
irvellachs, Scotland, and nicknamed “The Bubble”, is tightly folded.
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4 .6 .6 Diapirs, intrusions and w edges

Various kinds of soft-sediment deformation features are widely known from glaciger.::
sequences, and range in lateral dimensions from a few centimetres to over 100m. Intrusion;
include all those structures resulting from the injection or squeezing of one type of materia
into another. The intruded material is usually clay- or silt-rich sediment, whereas the hose
material may be of almost any composition if soft. Intrusions develop in a subglacial, water
saturated condition with intergranular movement as the main means of deformation. Stru:
tures may be grouped as those that originate from below (diapirs, dykes, etc.) and those tha:
are forced down from above (wedges and veins). Wedge structures may be misinterpreted a;
periglacial features, such as ice wedges or thermal crack-fillings. Good examples of intr_sions have been described by Aber et al. (1989) from Kansas, western Norway and Denmark

4.7 Preservation potential of terrestrial glacigenic sediments
Compared with many non-glacial sedimentary sequences, terrestrial glacigenic deposits ter.
to be relatively thin. In highland areas their potential for preservation is low because of the
efficacy of reworking processes, such as those of streams or mass movement, following ic_
recession. In less confined lowland areas, sheets of till may have a chance to build up to :
thickness of several tens of metres and remain largely undisturbed by non-glacial processe;
On the other hand, subsequent ice-advances tend to remove the evidence of the previo_
depositional phases, and the earlier record of glacier fluctuations will be largely destroyec
On a geological timescale of tens and hundreds of millions of years, even a somewhat spar-.
terrestrial record may be preserved from lowland areas, since the decay of ice sheets leads:
a rise in sea level, thus burying the glacial sequences with marine sediments. Thus, althouaunimportant in volumetric terms, terrestrial glacigenic sediments are documented from a
the main phases of the Earth’s glacial history. Probably the best examples are from the La
Palaeozoic glaciation of Gondwanaland. However, to assess the ancient glacial climatic recor;
we need to turn to glaciomarine sequences, since it is these that provide the thicker and mor:
continuous sedimentary sequences, and which are less likely to have been eroded.
In contrast to the sediments, glacial depositional landforms do not commonly survive intac
to be incorporated in the sedimentary record. Indeed, many moraines and ice-contact featur.
disappear when the glacier itself has gone because they depend on the ice for support and ar;
subject to reworking by mass movement, fluvial action, periglacial processes, etc. Sorr.
streamlined forms, in theory, have a better chance of survival in the sedimentary record thar
some less dynamically produced forms because they may quickly become buried as a res',
of sedimentation associated with ice wastage. However, to recognize such forms in sedimer
tary sections can be difficult, and there are only a few instances of depositional landfonr
being identified in ancient glacigenic sequences.
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5 Glaciofluvial processes and
landforms

r 1 Introduction
* -я л у areas, more sediment is transferred out of the glacier system by meltwater than directly
jie ice. Huge quantities of sediment may be involved, but the rate at which it is moved is
г :ngly dependent upon temperature, which in turn is a function of the season and the time
' hay. Often, one may obtain a good impression of the power of a meltstream from the noise
t roulders rolling along the bed of the stream. The milky appearance of the water arising
*. m suspended mud (rock flour) is another indication of the efficacy of such streams in
oving sediment from a glacier (Fig. 5.1). Meltwater streams are also powerful agents of
. - r.on, especially beneath the ice where the water may be under high pressure.
The role of water within, alongside, and under, the ice, and the character of runoff, has
•era discussed in Chapter 2. Here, we briefly examine erosional and sedimentary processes
-dc the roles they play in the development of landforms. Emphasis is placed on processes
me landforms in close proximity to the ice margin, rather than in areas distant from the source
. __:er. For more extensive accounts of glaciofluvial processes and landforms, several works
~- • be recommended: Price (1973), Embleton & King (1975), Jopling & McDonald (1975),
_:den & John (1976), Miall (1977, 1983b) and Drewry (1986).
Many examples of glaciofluvial sequences occur in the geological record. Of particular
e are the Neoproterozoic and late Ordovician deposits of the Taoudeni Basin of West Africa
leynoux & Trompette 1981a,b), and the Late Palaeozoic of the northern Karoo Basin in
v c th Africa (von Brunn & Stratton 1981).

r 2 Glaciofluvial processes
' - . 1 M eltw ater erosion

;:ial meltwater at the base of a glacier, together with its sediment load, is often a major
rument of erosion. The importance of meltwater erosion and transport increases progres
s ' i'.y towards the snout, thus assuming a dominant role below the equilibrium line. Water at
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Figure 5.1 The Copper River, Alaska, one of the world’s largest glacial meltwater streams. Laden fine-grained glacial sediment, the stream has a milky appearance as it flows past and undercuts the termnu
of Childs Glacier.

the base is primarily derived as a result of supraglacial melting, reaching the bed via cr;
vasses and moulins (§2.5.2). Some water is derived as a result of basal melting and some i
runoff from the valley sides, but generally the latter components are much smaller.
Water at the base of the glacier flows in four main modes:
(a) in tunnels cut into the ice, manifested at the snout by a semi-circular or semi-ellipt:; _
basal stream outlet or portal;
(b) by sheet-flow at the ice/bedrock interface;
(c) by draining into the underlying sediment, allowing it to deform more easily;
(d) in tunnels incised into the bed, including both bedrock and unconsolidated sediment.
Water is often under high pressure at the base, so facilitating erosion of the ice as well :
the bedrock or sediment beneath. The hydroelectric power companies have long recognizsc
the problem of water under high pressure in tunnels, and the process of cavitation, i.e. me
growth and collapse of air bubbles, resulting in the generation of shock waves. The same efrsn
is evident beneath glaciers, but is compounded by the abrasive quality of suspended sedime:
Meltwater stream patterns are, to a great extent, related to the temperature of the ice. fa
temperate glaciers, most water finds its way to the base and appears at the snout near i e
lowest point. Lateral meltstreams are absent. In cold glaciers the meltwater path is depend
ent on whether the glacier is frozen to the bed, but most water flows near the surface, v. :n
discharge taking place via lateral meltstreams, subglacial meltstream systems normally b e ::.
poorly developed.
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Ice-dammed lakes, on their release, also play a significant role in meltwater erosion,
rically, they build up during the ablation season until a critical level is reached. This may
x :ur when the water has a sufficient head to force its way beneath the glacier, and to lift up
. :ee bodily, thus releasing a catastrophic flood of water, which flushes out the system.
- ernativcly, the lake may overflow and cut a gorge into the glacier surface or spill over a
'. ihbouring col. Subglacial lakes have also been recorded. In sedimentological terms, the
consequences of catastrophic drainage from ice-dammed and subglacial lakes are frequently
-r-malic.

7 2.2 Transport of sedim ent and solutes

>riiment carried by meltwater streams may be categorized as suspended load and bedload.
Suspended load has been monitored near the snouts of many glaciers, and sometimes a clear
. r.ionship of major peaks with discharge has been demonstrated. For example, the glacier
E -ialsbre in southwestern Norway indicated peaks of suspended sediment concentration
-.ciding with high discharge events (0strem 1975). Peak values of sediment concentration
. :eeded 2000mgl_1 at 10-15 m3sec-1, whereas typical low values for the same summer season
ere 100-200mgl_1 and 5m 3sec_1. However, many of the smaller variations in suspended
. ciment content do not obviously match variations in discharge. At some glaciers, the peak
<ciment concentration may slightly precede the maximum discharge, probably reflecting the
■ :k-up of sediment during the phase of rising discharge. In other cases, the peak discharge
ra y coincide with a minimum of suspended sediment if the glacier bed is relatively clean
iod has insufficient loose material to be incorporated into the stream.
The bedload in a stream comprises material that is rolled or bounced (“saltated”) along
bed. Hydroelectric power schemes need to trap such debris, using grids over which the
irger material rolls, but which allow the water with suspended sediment material through.
rwegian and Swiss engineers have gradually improved the efficiency of these traps, but
': ertheless there is still considerable wear on tunnels and turbine blades from the suspended
^iim ent.
The relative proportions of bedload and suspended sediment are highly variable; bedload
greater in steeper outwash areas than in gently inclined ones. Overall, it is common each
ear for the bulk of sediment discharge to take place during a few days of high-magnitude
' xkI events.
The role of meltwater as an agent of chemical solution of the bedrock has often been
."derestimated. Meltwater with dissolved carbon dioxide forms a weak acid capable of dis
cing limestone or dolomite bedrock. Selective mineral solution may also occur, for examг. of feldspars in igneous and metamorphic rocks, or the breakdown of micas into clay
“ inerals, so weakening the rock as a whole. Mineral-rich waters may leave thin deposits of
.: cite or silica during regelation, especially on the lee side of small bedrock bumps in front
receding glaciers (Hallet 1976). Solutional furrows and extensive films of precipitated calcite
r cxate that an almost continuous film of meltwater exists beneath such glaciers.
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5 .2 .3 D eposition of glaciofluvial sedim ents

The deposition of meltwater-transported sediment takes place in a variety of settings:
- supraglacially, where the finer fraction of rockfall-derived material accumulates in c:-_
vasses, pools and streams on the glacier surface;
- englacially, where surface debris is washed down moulins into the internal drainage s'.:
tem of a glacier;
- subglacially, either in tunnels cut into the base of the glacier by basal meltwater, or channels cut into subglacial till or solid bedrock beneath the ice;
- ice-marginally, where streams of both glacial and non-glacial origin are forced to flo-ь
along the ice margins where the glacier has a convex-up cross profile;
- proglacially, first, in an ice-frontal position, especially in the zone between the snout an;
the higher ground of an end-moraine complex and, secondly, down-valley as the ma meltwater stream spreads across the valley floor or plain.
Of the above, the first two are unimportant in terms of the final sedimentary produ;
Subglacial, ice-marginal and proximal proglacial sedimentary processes give rise to a var
ety of landforms (§5.3) that are frequently modified or destroyed soon after deposition, b_
which nevertheless are sometimes preserved in the geological record. By far the most impc:
tant setting for the development and preservation of glacial meltwater sedimentary sequent
is down-valley of the glacier, away from the immediate influence of marginal ice processes
as on braided outwash plains.

5.3 Glaciofluvial landforms
As noted earlier in this chapter, glacial meltwater is capable of both transporting large quaz
tities of sediment and creating a wide variety of depositional landforms, and of eroding bedro:
or unconsolidated sediment to a considerable depth. These depositional and erosional pro:
esses take place subglacially, ice-marginally and proglacially, and the resulting landforms m r
be classified accordingly (Table 5.1). However, the forms described represent a continuizz
of features, some of which are the result of both erosion and deposition.

5.3.1 Landforms resulting from subglacial m eltwater erosion

The most important features resulting from subglacial meltwater erosion are a range of chinels orientated approximately parallel to the former ice-flow direction, and incised into
sub-ice bed, whether bedrock or unconsolidated sediment such as till or fluvial material. 5k z
of these forms develop as a result of a combination of ice-abrasional and meltwater-eros::
processes, and are called p-forms. Where abrasion is dominant they are described in Chap:;It is known from studies of the hydrology of temperate glaciers that water tends to g a r ;
into discrete streams, especially towards the topographically lowest part of a glacier cr: -
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' tc ie 5.1 Classification of glaciofluvial erosional and depositional landforms according to position in reta
rd :o the glacier margin. The scale range bars refer to the maximum linear dimension of the landforms.
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ectional profile. In narrow valley glaciers, there may be just one major stream running down
he ice-flow centreline, where stresses in the ice tend to be least, but in broad valley glaciers,
: r lobes of ice of the piedmont type, there may be a series of channels, interlinked in a Com
dex pattern similar to braided channels, although the floors of the channels may be discord
ant with one another.
The largest features resulting from subglacial meltwater erosion are tunnel valleys. Sev
eral examples associated with the last ice sheet over northern Europe have been described
Ehlers et al. 1991). In East Anglia in England, steep-sided, deep valleys have been cut in
:halk and associated bedrock, and are normally filled with glacial meltwater sands, gravels
:r finer material; some till may also be present. Often, tunnel valleys show a reverse gradirit, for example, the so-called Rinnen of Denmark, northern Germany and Poland. Subglacial
creams under high pressure are responsible for these features. Tunnel-valley fills associated
ith a late Pleistocene grounded tidewater ice margin in the Irish Sea Basin have been docu
mented, both in coastal exposures near Dublin and in seismic profiles offshore (Eyles &
McCabe 1989). The channels are steep-sided, are stacked one on top of another, and meas
ure 10m in depth and up to 2km in width.
Other spectacular channels are subglacial gorges cut into solid bedrock. Many such channels
ire extremely narrow in relation to their depth, several metres compared with tens of metres.
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They tend to be deepest and narrowest where the main valley narrows or steepens, and they
cut through riegels and valley-steps in a maimer that suggests the stream was trying to smooth
out the longitudinal gradient.
The cross-sectional shape of a subglacial gorge is generally irregular, especially where
the downstream gradient is high; but, in gently inclined reaches, a flat bottom with vertical
sides is more typical. Since gorges commonly exploit weaknesses in bedrock, such as faults
or dykes, they are often straight.
Gorges are cut down by subglacial meltwater under high pressure, with cavitation playing
an important role. They may also be moulded by ice, as indicated by striations, which fills
the void left as the subglacial stream cuts downwards. A good example of a still partially icefilled gorge is that at the snout of the present-day Unterer Grindelwaldgletscher in Switzer
land. Many other subglacial gorges occur throughout the Alps, Scandinavia and, on a smaller
scale, the British Isles. Fine gorges tens of metres deep in Britain are to be found near Loch
Broom in northwest Scotland (the Corrieshalloch Gorge) and in Glencoe; gorges occur in man;.
other parts of Scotland, the Lake District and North Wales.
In some areas, channels may be many kilometres long, but lack a consistent downstreair.
gradient. Instead, they continue over rises in the bedrock, even those having an amplitude o:
more than 100m, the water having been able to flow uphill because it was under high pres
sure. Following recession of the ice, ribbon lakes may be left filling the lower parts of the
channel system. Channels may also be cut in unconsolidated till or other forms of glacial drift.
They, too, are frequently deep in relation to their width, and near-vertical sides are common.
Typically they attain depths of several metres.
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Figure 5.2 Nye-ehannel of late Pleistocene age
cutting into diamictite of Neoproterozoic age
Garvellachs, Scotland.
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Networks of subglacial channels, cut into both bedrock and drift, have been described from
“ any parts of Europe and North America. In Britain, the Southern Uplands and Pennines
r e well endowed with such features.
On a scale an order of magnitude smaller, there are Nye channels. These have vertical or
.zdercut sides, are commonly sinuous (even meandering) and contain small pools (Fig. 5.2).
•ye channels are especially common in carbonate bedrock, and here chemical erosion may
:e largely responsible for their formation. An exceptionally fine set of Nye channels have
' een described from the Glacier de Tsanfleuron in Switzerland (Sharp et al. 1989), and Neor'oterozoic examples have been documented from Greenland (Moncrieff & Hambrey 1988).
Channelized meltwater-flow tends to be associated with relatively low sliding rates.
; abglacial channels of all sizes, once initiated, tend to be self-perpetuating and may carry
ro st of the water, except in times of flood. In contrast, subglacial tunnels cut in the ice and
-ererred to as Rothlisberger channels are ephemeral as the creep of ice is constantly trying
:>close them, and often does so each winter. By the same token, creep of ice may encroach
i bedrock channels at times of low discharge, allowing striations to develop, but subsequent
reltw ater activity tends to re-open them.
Sometimes, channels run directly down steep rock slopes. These are meltwater chutes,
* iich represent the places where marginal meltstreams descend to a lower position in the
racier.
Apart from channels, subglacial meltwater may create a variety of small landforms in
redrock. Potholes are circular shafts, ranging from a few centimetres across to over 10m in
ram eter and up to 20m deep, cut into bedrock in either the valley floor or side (Fig. 5.3).
Irremally, the shaft reveals a spiral structure and the bottom often has a collection of well
rxinded boulders and cobbles. Potholes are best developed in hard crystalline rocks, and fine
examples occur in Scandinavia and the Alps, both on valley floors and along valley sides. In
_ sense, potholes represent a plunge-pool, strongly constrained by the ice, developing espe- ally beneath a moulin that extends to the base of a glacier. In some circumstances, potholes
r e created by the cavitation process associated with water under high pressure. Bowls are a
well developed form of pothole.
Of the various types of p-form, only Sichelwannen (German for “sickle-shaped troughs”),
iich are crescent-shaped depressions and scallop-like features on a hard bedrock surface
7 sure 5.3 Large potholes bored into
:* ;:ss in the valley wall below Franz Josef
" ^;ier, New Zealand. The height of this
--irjre is about 3m.
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Figure 5.4 Bedrock scallop (Sichelwanne) formed by meltwater erosion combined with glacial abra
sion on bedrock near Columbia Glacier, Alaska.

(Fig. 5.4), have a predominantly meltwater origin, with cavitation playing an important role
Sichelwannen may not be symmetrical, but their axis always coincides with the direction :
ice-flow with the horns pointing forward. They range in length from a metre to 10m in length

5.3 .2 Landforms resulting from subglacial m eltwater deposition

Channels and cavities in and below ice masses provide ready sites for the deposition ::
glaciofluvial material. The range of landforms formed subglacially passes imperceptibly in::
subaerial ice-contact forms, and as a result the use of particular terms has not been consis:ent. In general, the term esker can be applied to most subglacial linear features (although
some form ice-marginally) whereas the terms kame and kame terrace (§5.3.4) refer to icecontact deposits formed adjacent to the snout and along the flanks of a glacier, respectivel;
Terminological difficulties and many examples of such landforms have been thoroughly treate;
by Price (1973) and Embleton & King (1975).
The term esker is of Irish origin and, nowadays, is applied to elongated ridges forme;
subglacially, and commonly normal to a glacier snout. Eskers consist of stratified glaciofluv:;
deposits, especially sand and gravel (Fig. 5.5). Eskers may be sinuous or straight; they car
run up hill, and sometimes they bifurcate or are beaded. When first formed, they are steer
sided, characteristically having a flat or slightly arched top. Some of the largest eskers occur
in central Sweden and Finland, where they extend for a few hundred kilometres. They rarer
exceed 700m in width and 50m in height and, commonly, are an order of magnitude smaller
than this. The internal structure of an esker frequently comprises sand and gravel with archec
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• Ljure 5.5 The proglacial area of the partly tidewater glacier named Comfortlessbreen, Spitsbergen. In the
‘ -eground is a well defined sand and gravel esker, forming a ridge up to 4m high. Another esker, largely
.-;;ced to a low sinuous bank, runs approximately parallel to the ice cliff in the background. To the right is
- ibandoned outwash fan, formed from a subglacial meltwater stream when ice was in contact with the gravel
' a:n and discharge was at a higher topographic level than at present (cf. frontispiece).

‘-riding, dipping out from the centre. Graded bedding (both normal and reverse), cross■riding, climbing ripples, load structures, slump folds, faults and parallel lamination in clays
~ay be other sedimentary structures present (Banerjee & McDonald 1975). The coarser
-aterial is well rounded and sorted, and clast-fabric studies have indicated a strong preferred
r.entation parallel to the ridge and dipping down stream. Palaeocurrents are broadly parale. to the esker trend. Eskers are generally formed subglacially by deposition from meltwater
ream s, sometimes by the total or partial blocking of subglacial Rothlisberger channels as
recharge declines in late summer, as a result of which debris is not easily carried through
re system. Eskers develop best where ice is active, but nevertheless receding, whence they
. an be seen to extend beyond the glacier snout. Eskers also form under stagnant ice, but then
re v lack continuity. Some eskers may form by deposition from sub- or englacial streams as
re v emerge from a receding glacier into ponded water, and pass into kames.
Since eskers are associated most commonly with active ice, they tend not to be very stable
ritures. They are further subjected to meltwater erosion as the glacier recedes. Some areas
: Finland and Sweden have eskers in abundance. Here, lakes lie between the esker networks,
azd the ridges themselves have been used effectively as road routes through otherwise diffi:alt terrain. Reports of eskers in the older geological record are rare, but the Ordovician
equence in the Sahara records a number of well preserved examples (Beuf et al. 1971).
In addition to eskers formed in Rothlisberger channels cut in the ice, sediment may also
Vi Nye channels cut into unconsolidated drift or bedrock beneath the ice. In this way, it is
ssible to find trough cross-bedded sand and gravel bodies enclosed by diamict or bedrock.
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Rather rare landforms, moulin kames, are associated with debris accumulating at the bottc
of moulins and are mounds several metres high or more. They are rather ephemeral feature:

5 .3 .3 Ice-marginal landforms resulting from stream erosion

Ice-marginal landforms resulting from stream erosion are represented by meltwater chanr.e
perched high up on valley sides and trending in the same direction as the former ice-flow. A
at the bed of a glacier, ice-marginal meltwater streams may erode both the ice and the a d :
cent sediment or bedrock. However, as noted in §5.2.2 the two types of channel form unc: different glacier thermal regimes. Whereas subglacial channels are predominantly associa:;;
with temperate glaciers, ice-marginal channels tend to occur along the flanks of cold g'.i
ciers, since the subzero ice temperature prevents downward movement of meltwater throuithe glacier. Ice-marginal channels are common in the Queen Elizabeth Islands of Arctic Canar.
(Fig. 5.6), Greenland and Svalbard. Distinguishing between the different types of chanr.:
facilitates the refinement of palaeoclimatic reconstructions. Marginal channels are often direct contact with the ice (Fig. 2.11), or they lie between an ice-cored lateral moraine arc
the valley side, or both. It is thus not uncommon to find channels running, essentially, acrc :
a hillside after a glacier has receded. Some hillsides might show a succession of meltwa:.channels at different levels, perhaps intimately associated with lateral moraines and having: .
form that mimics successively lower ice levels (Fig. 5.6). Some channels may terminr :
abruptly if the water has found a direct route or chute straight down the hillside beneath tb;
glacier.
Overflow channels, as their name suggests, are cut by marginal streams overflowing le cols at or below ice-surface level. The water in such cases is often dammed as lakes befcr;
incision. Many such channels of Pleistocene age have been identified throughout glaciatec
temperate regions, but at a time before the characteristics of subglacial drainage were know:
Thus, re-examination of these Pleistocene channels indicates that many are not overflow char
nels at all, but subglacial ones.

5 .3 .4 D epositional features derived from m eltwater in contact with the ice margin

The area immediately in front and along the side of a glacier is sometimes characterized r
a wide range of landforms, deposited by meltwater, often in proglacial lakes. These fo m i
are kames and related features. They are frequently associated with eskers, and the range :
transitional features has led to confusion concerning their definition. Broadly, the nomenc'.:
ture of Embleton & King (1975) and Sugden & John (1976) is followed here.
The term kame is of Scottish origin and it refers to a broad group of flattish-topped, ic;
contact glaciofluvial landforms. They have no specific orientation with respect to the ice-flcdirection. They occur singly, as isolated hummocks, as broader flat plateau areas (kame pLteaux), or as broken terraces, usually in a proglacial setting. Where a large area is cover;:
with many discrete kames, the term kame field is sometimes used. Kames consist of we
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- :гиге 5.6 Vertical aerial photograph illustrating abandoned ice-marginal meltwater channels, SW
I .esmere Island, Northwest Territories, Canada. The channels mark successive positions of the glacier
x.gue as the ice receded southwards up the main valley (photograph NAPL A16780-69, with permission
' :he Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, Canada).

:ted, stratified sand and gravel. They vary from a few hundred metres to over a kilometre
n length, and are an order of magnitude less than this in width. They form in direct contact
th the ice, so when the glacier recedes, their up-valley faces are prone to slumping and
: 1lapse. Kames were formed in abundance at the margins of the last great ice sheets, espe. illy in Canada and Scandinavia. Their development was favoured particularly by the huge
- lumes of meltwater released during the rapid recession of the ice margins. Embleton &
•ling (1975) have described examples from Scotland that were associated with decaying South;m Uplands ice.
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K am e terraces are distinct from kames in that they form parallel to the ice-flow directic:
from streams running along the flanks of a stable or slowly receding ice margin (Fig. 5.7
Their composition, however, is similar to that of kames, comprising coarse, bedded g ra \.
and sand with planar bedding or cross-stratification if deposited by streams, or fine-graine;
parallel-laminated clay, silt and fine sand if deposited in an ice-marginal lake. Kame terrace
slope down-valley at an angle approximating that of the former ice level. They may also ::
gently up towards the adjacent hillside, especially if the material is derived from a side va ley. As the ice recedes, kame terraces are prone to collapse. In favourable circumstance:
ice still-stands allow a succession of terraces to form at different levels.

Figure 5.7 Kame terrace in Adams Inlet, Alaska formed during the recession of the Glacier Bay glac.r
system over the past hundred years. Note that the former, steep ice-contact slope is now undergoing slump
ing.

Related to kames, but occurring on a much larger scale, are delta moraines (also knowr.
as kame deltas). These features form transverse to the direction of ice-flow in a m arg in
position where a series of subglacial streams enter a proglacial lake or the sea. Delta moraine:
may thus be intimately associated with eskers. In addition to typical glaciofluvial material
they also contain glacial debris derived from the ice itself. For example, ablation debris or
the surface of the ice may fall directly on to the delta top. Delta moraines require the ice
position to have remained relatively stable for a long period. Probably the largest delta-morabe
complexes are the three Salpausselka moraines of Finland, associated with a lake over the
southern Baltic Sea region that was dammed by the Fennoscandian ice sheet (see Ch. 6).
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Where glaciofluvial processes substantially rework the deposits of an end-moraine com: .ex, the resulting feature is a kame moraine. The process is especially pronounced between
:bes of the glacier and, here, bedded gravel and sand accumulates. The orientation of indi
dual kame sediment accumulations is random within the context of an end-moraine system.
A last group of minor landforms are crevasse-fillings. They are composed of stratified
irift which entered the crevasses via supraglacial meltstreams. They are linear features, a
;\v tens of metres long, but may be of any orientation, depending on the type of crevasses
‘-.at were filled.

5.3.5 Landforms resulting from m eltwater erosion in a proglacial setting
5'.reams emerging from the snout of a glacier may be highly erosive, although less so than
here they are flowing subglacially. Their typical high debris load and high velocity lead to
. ~.annel-switching, and constant erosion and redeposition of proglacial sediment. Sometimes
ater collects in proglacial or ice-marginal lakes which, as the melt-season progresses, tend
: overflow through spillways. The outlet streams, especially if the lake is held back only by
.'.consolidated sediment, may rapidly cause down-cutting and lowering of the water level.
Nowadays, large proglacial lakes are rare, but they seem to have been abundant near the south
ern limits of the great Pleistocene ice sheets. A good example of a spillway is the nowibandoned major channel that formed when glacial Lake Agassiz, lying to the northwest of
he Great Lakes, overflowed southwards into the Minnesota River and eventually into the
Mississippi.
Proglacial drainage patterns in front of the former ice sheets responded to fluctuations of
he ice margin, and major drainage diversions and the creation of new channels have been
.e result. In Britain, the best known example was the diversion of the River Thames during
he Anglian glaciation from a route from the Chilterns to East Anglia, to its present course
-■.rough where London now stands.

5.3.6 D epositional landforms derived from m eltwater in a proglacial setting
The landforms resulting from meltwater after it leaves a glacier are not directly influenced
~y ice, except where stranded ice has been buried. However, in terms of volume, the amount
:: sediment may greatly exceed that directly deposited by the ice, at least in areas with
emperate glaciers.
Braided-river systems, known as outwash plains or sandar (from the Icelandic; singular
zndur), develop down-valley of glacier snouts that terminate on land. In the strictly Icelan::e sense, sandar are laterally unconstrained, and in their type area at the southern margin of
he ice caps in southeastern Iceland their width may be as great as or greater than their length.
They are characterized by many active braids across most of the plain, but during jokulhlaups
h.e whole area may be flooded.
In mountain areas, a braided-river system or valley-train may extend across the whole
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Figure 5.8 Valley train below Mount Cook (centre-right) extending southeastwards from debris-coverec
Tasman Glacier (right) and Muller Glacier (centre). Note the partial superimposition of the Muller braidecriver system on the Tasman system as it enters the main valley.

Figure 5.9

Kettle hole, actively forming in the outwash plain below Casement Glacier, Alaska.
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• :dth of a valley, mountains rising sharply from the valley floor. Good examples occur in
\laska and the Southern Alps of New Zealand (Fig. 5.8). In areas of postglacial uplift, suc:essively higher levels of a braided-river system are abandoned on terraces as the river cuts
:?\vnwards, the most recent active outwash plain being narrower than prior to uplift. In relation
? a receding glacier, a braided system may occur within the terminal moraine, often in asso::ation with proglacial lakes. A single channel may emerge from the moraine, and a new
' raided-stream system may evolve outside the moraine. Glaciofluvial activity may rework
_.uch of the till and cover it almost completely. Braided outwash fans develop where river
systems, constrained by valleys, debouch on to lowlands beyond mountain ranges. Fans often
: ^alesce, forming a broad succession along a mountain front. Many examples may be cited,
: -i the best known lie to the north of the European Alps.
A common characteristic of braided-river plains is the presence of water-filled pits called
kettles or kettle holes (Fig. 5.9). Often, these are steep-sided and shaped like a cone when
reshly formed. They are the result of the burial of dead glacier ice, either as a remnant of a
Vacier left behind during recession or as a detached block of ice swept down stream during
i flood, in both cases being subject to burial by glaciofluvial material. Slow thaw of the ice
-ndermines the gravel above, causing it to cave in and gather water. If an outwash plain is
inered with many kettle holes, the term pitted plain is often used.
Braided streams generally develop in response to marked fluctuations in discharge, and as
rich are not confined to glacial environments; for example, ephemeral streams in deserts are

Figure 5.10 Longitudinal bars with diagonal flow in the braided river below Fox Glacier, New Zealand
Fig. 5.11). Note the generally coarse, gravelly material of the upstream ends of the bars. A point bar
also present, adjacent to the rock wall in the background.
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commonly braided (for comprehensive reviews of braided-river environments see Miall 197"
1983). In glacial environments, braided streams form mainly in response to seasonal varia
tions of flow from glaciers. In winter, discharge from a glacier is frequently reduced to a
mere trickle, but in early summer, when ice melt is combined with snow melt, the entire valle-.
floor may be washed by the flood, and much debris is transported. This represents an annua
switch from empty channels to bankfull discharge. As a result, distinct sedimentary struc
tures (bedforms) develop. The reader is referred to any modern textbook of sedimentolog;
for an account of these forms.
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Figure 5.11 Principal types of bar in braided-river channels (from Miall 1977, with
permission of Elsevier Science Publishers, Amsterdam).

Figure 5.12 Upstream-dipping cobbles and boulders (imbrication) in the main channel below Franz Jose:
Glacier, New Zealand.
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In coarse sediments, the development of primary structures is less well known. Large dune_*.e features of gravel have been left behind after catastrophic lake drainage. Pebble- or boulder■iges, transverse to flow in outwash areas, are also known.
On a larger scale, all sediment types give rise to the channel bars that are so typical of
■-aided glacial outwash streams (Figs 5.10 & 11). Bars may be relatively stable and may only
rt during floods or when an entire channel migrates.
In general, the range of sedimentary structures reflects the distance from the glacier,
permitting us to distinguish proximal environments comprising featureless or crudely parald-bedded or discontinuously bedded gravels, from distal environments with a wide variety
:f structures, including cross-bedding in sand bars, and dunes and ripples as channel bedforms.
i iie proximal environment, there is a wide range of grain sizes as a result of rapid deposition,
. ;spt in certain backwater locations. Clast imbrication is common (Fig. 5.12) and disc-shaped
. iits are tilted up stream by up to 30°. Palaeocurrent directions give a good approximation
± e mean trend of channels and bars (Rust 1975). Melting of associated ice, particularly if
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Г_гиге 5.13 Downstream variation in facies and sedimentary structures. Bar and channel sequences do not
fa e upwards, but are capped by a finer overbank facies that becomes more important in a down-fan direction
,-^pted from Boothroyd & Ashley 1975).
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it has been buried, will produce various high-angle faults and soft-sediment deformation str_. tures (McDonald & Shilts 1975), as well as generating a pitted surface on the plain.
In more distal areas, foreset bedding develops on the distal, prograding ends of some bir
where they build out into deeper water. Festoon structures, parallel and oblique fores;
lamination, and trough-fill structures are also common. The sediments fine upwards and dov stream on linguoid bars if the depositional history is simple.
Periodic flooding may distribute material over a wide area and lead to channel migrati.: г
Deposits associated with floods are (a) channel fills, (b) levees, which are best developed ::
sandy river beds, and (c) surface veneers that comprise fine gravel to sand, the latter ofier
being deflated to leave a lag-gravel, or having a rippled top.
The texture of braided-river deposits changes markedly down stream (Fig. 5.13). The sire
of material decreases down stream, but this is more noticeable in the channel beds than the surface of the outwash plain generally. The increase in roundness initially is very rap:u
—— Sorting by lithology also occurs, resistant rocks becoming more prominent down stream. There
tends to be little lateral mixing of sediments. Stone orientation is normally weakly parallel::
flow, but sometimes it is transverse. In fine-grained sediments, several characteristic grainsize distributions have been recorded, e.g. a log-normal distribution, a distribution truncaie:
at the fine or the coarse ends of the spectrum, or a bimodal distribution.
Braided-river deposits may accumulate to depths of a few hundred metres in favourable
locations, and little evidence of direct glacial deposition may survive.

5.4 Glaciofluvial facies and facies associations
5.4.1 Lithofacies and their interpretation

The lithofacies of braided glacial river systems have been classified and presented as a gen
eralized scheme by Miall (1983b), based on the Scott River in Alaska, the Donjek and Sliir.
rivers in the Yukon, and the non-glacial Platte River in Colorado. Lithofacies are subdivide;
into three main groups: gravel, sand and fines, and are qualified by terms for internal tex
tures and sedimentary structures (Table 5.2).
Lithofacies in eskers are predominantly gravel and sand, the fines having been removec
by the turbulent flow that characterizes subglacial streams. These facies become disturbed a
the ice is removed. A good example of the range of facies in an esker was described b;
Sanderson (1975).
Kames and kame terraces, comprising glaciofluvial material, include gravel, sand and m e.
with similar sedimentary structures to those in braided rivers. However, like eskers, they als:
show evidence of deformation or collapse following removal of the supporting ice mass.
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.able 5.2 Lithofacies types in the braided-river depositional environment (summarized from Miall 1978
- ith lithofacies codes omitted).
Facies

Sedimentary strucutres

Interpretation

I-ravei: massive,
matrix-supported

None

Debris-flow deposits

"ravel: massive or
:rudely bedded

Horizontal bedding, imbrication

Longitudinal bars, lag deposits,
sieve deposits

I-ravel: stratified

Trough cross-bedding

Minor channel fills

Travel: stratified

Planar cross-bedding

Linguoid bars or deltaic growths
from older bar-remnants

-; ind: medium to very coarse;
may be pebbly

Solitary or grouped trough
cross-bedding

Dunes (lower flow regime)

r^nd: medium to very coarse;
may be pebbly

Solitary or grouped planar
cross-bedding

Linguoid transverse bars,
sand-waves (lower flow regime)

>ind: very fine to coarse

Ripple marks of all types

Ripples (lower flow regime)

Find: very fine to coarse;
may be pebbly

Horizontal lamination, parting
or streaming lineation

Planar bed flow (lower and upper
flow regimes)

Sand; fine

Low angle (< 10°)
cross-bedding

Scour-fills, crevasse-splays,
antidunes

Erosional scours with
intraclasts

Crude cross-bedding

Scour-fills

Find: fine to coarse;
may be pebbly

Broad, shallow scours including
cross-stratification

Scour fills

Sand

High angle, planar
cross-stratification, horizontal
lamination, shallow scours

Aeolian deposits

>and, silt, mud

Fine lamination, very small
ripples

Overbank or waning flood deposits

: л. mud

Laminated to massive

Backswamp deposits

Vud

Massive with freshwater
molluscs

Backswamp pond deposits

Mud, silt

Massive, desiccation cracks

Overbank or drape deposits

5 it. mud

Rootlets

Seatearth

Гэа1, carbonaceous mud

Plants, mud-films

Swamp deposits

~irbonate

Pedogenic features

Soil

5.4.2 Braided-river facies associations

>;veral types of repetitive vertical sequences may be envisaged for the braided-river envi• 'nment (Miall 1977):
a i a flood cycle - a superimposition of beds formed at progressively decreasing energy levels;
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(b) a cycle due to lateral accretion - a cycle generated by side or point-bar growth is possi
ble;
(c) a cycle due to channel aggradation - this cycle would represent the fill of a channel o:
local channel system; waning energy levels would occur during sedimentation, followed
by channel abandonment as a result of stream migration (avulsion);
(d) a cycle due to channel reoccupation - an abandoned, partially filled channel may be
reoccupied as a result of avulsion.
Such cycles may range from 15cm to 60m in thickness, lateral variations may be marked,
and in a given braided-stream deposit all these cycle types may be represented. Thus, inter
pretation of braided-river sequences requires careful and thorough field work.
Miall (1978) recognized six main types of facies association in gravel- and sand-dominatea
braided rivers, three of which are applicable to glacial outwash river systems (Fig. 5.14'.
The Scott-type facies association is named after the Scott River outwash fan in southeaster:.
Alaska, which was studied in detail by Boothroyd & Ashley (1975). These authors described
five distinct vertical profile sequences which, with increasing distance down stream are:
(a) upper fan - coarse gravel facies, well imbricated down stream;
(b) upper midfan - also gravel but finer, with thin flat beds and large-scale trough cross
bedded sands; sand-wedge deposits are important;
(c) lower midfan - increasing sand in relation to gravel, and large-scale festoon cross-bedi
increasing in abundance;
(d) lowerfan braided facies - planar cross-bedding (resulting from slipface migration of bars
and abundant climbing-ripple lamination (also known as ripple-drift cross-lamination ,
resulting from bar-surface deposition;
(e) lowerfan meandering facies - with abundant large-scale trough cross-bedding and planar
to tangential cross-bedding.
Overbank deposits are absent on the upper fan, but increase in importance down-fan. The
grain size in overbank silty climbing-ripple lamination and draped lamination decreases downfan.
The Donjek type of Miall (1978) (Figure 5.14) is the most varied facies association
containing anything from 10 to 90% gravel. Marked fining-upwards cycles on several scale.:
are present, the thicker ones reflecting either sedimentation at different topographic level,
within the channel system, or successive events of vertical aggradation followed by chanr..
switching. The differentiation of the channel-interfluve system into distinctive topograph;:
levels is thus a prominent feature of this type of braided-river system. Bar gravels dominafc
the lower, most active channels, while sand and pebbly sand occur on the higher elevations
and mud may be present in abandoned areas of the outwash plain or in interfluve ponds.
A third type of association, dominated by sand, is the Platte type. Although named after a
non-glacial river, it is typical of the lower reaches of a sandur. Runoff is spread between mair.
shallow distributaries, the topographic differentiation between channels and interfluves beir:
less than for the Donjek type, and average channel depth and slope are smaller. Sandy bedfonra
dominate, especially sand waves, linguoid bars and dimes, resulting in a sequence that is larger
planar cross-bedded. Minor gravel and fine, overbank deposits may be present, and cyclicir.
is rarely observed.
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?япге 5.14 Hypothetical facies association in the most common types of glaciofluvial sequences (from Miall
• *3b. with permission of Pergamon Press, Oxford).

The distal reaches of an outwash river, or where wind-blown material (loess) is abundant,
- _ ■give rise to a fourth, but little studied, facies association, the Slims type, named after a
■ er in the Yukon. Low-relief bars and channels are characteristic, and the facies are mainly
“ lisive, laminated and ripple cross-laminated sandy silts.
in a different climatic regime, namely that of the maritime Arctic of Spitsbergen, under
-: influence of permafrost, Bryant (1983) has provided an account of the areal distribution
it racies and landforms in a proglacial braided-river valley. Comparative studies in southern
5 r.tian found many similarities with the Spitsbergen facies associations, allowing the infer-;e that some glaciofluvial sequences were formed under periglacial conditions.

-.3 Facies architecture
~эе overall architectural styles of modern sandur or ancient outwash sequences have received
ir.ia attention. Thus, the examination of environmental changes recorded by such sequences
: rarely been attempted. The geometry of glaciofluvial horizons at different levels within a
::: ;nded-ice depositional sequence generally requires good sections that are both vertically
laterally extensive, for which the pre-Quaternary record offers the best prospects.
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The architecture of a typical esker is complex. The feature itself snakes across the sur
face, typically a braided-river plain. Bedding rises and falls gently as observed in a longitu
dinal profile, while in cross section it is often gently arched and faulted. The geometry o:
late Ordovician esker systems has been described from the Sahara by Beuf et al. (1971). The
architecture of kames and kame terraces has features which may also be found in braidecriver and glaciolacustrine systems, but on a smaller scale.

5.5 Preservation potential of glaciofluvial sediments
Glacial outwash complexes commonly accumulate to depths of several hundred metres in ma;::
glacial troughs in temperate regions, such as in Alaska or New Zealand. Otherwise, they forextensive fans beyond mountain ranges over lowland areas. Many fluvial sequences ha' :
survived into the rock record, especially where deposited in fault-bounded basins; the sair.:
should be true of glaciofluvial sediments. Thus, compared with sediments released direct!
from ice on land, they have a markedly better preservation potential. Glaciofluvial sequence:
in the rock record may be more abundant than might at first be apparent, especially if dire:'
evidence of glaciation is missing.
In contrast to braided-river complexes, eskers, kames and kame terraces are common/
subject to erosion once the glacier has receded, and only a few have survived to become p ar
of the rock record.
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6 Glaciolacustrine processes

and sediments

т.1 Introduction
- i discussed in Chapter 2, lakes are associated with glaciers in several different ways. Lakes
■ direct contact with glacier ice are referred to as glacial lakes and may form along the gla
ir margins, especially along its flanks, or in front of the snout (ice-marginal and proglacial
respectively) (Figs 6.1 & 2). Vertical, calving ice cliffs are characteristic of glaciers
n i: flow into lakes. Some lakes form subglacially, or from melting out of ice buried under
xrwash. Other lakes, that are not in direct contact with an ice margin, may still be influ. : :ed by a glacier. In such cases, a braided glacial river may connect the glacier to the lake

:r.ire 6.1 Ice-dammed lake at the snout of Austerdalsisen, Svartisen, Norway. Ice at the right has blocked
- -e low col. The lake has been artificially lowered by tunnelling, to prevent damaging jokulhlaups.
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Figure 6.2 Proglacial lake below Mount Cook, New Zealand, resulting from recession of the debris-o:
ered Hooker Glacier (behind iceberg) into a deeper basin. Note the suspended sediment in the water.

Figure 6.3 Saline lake in front of Canada Glacier, Victoria Land, Antarctica. Salt crystals form on
surface o f the lake ice, which is a permanent feature, although because of strong thermal stratification ±
deeper waters may be warm. Sedimentation in such lakes is characterized by a high proportion of evapor
minerals, and abundant stromatolites (algal mounds) occur locally.

PLEISTOCENE-EARLY HOLOCENE GLACIAL LAKES
and provide the principal sediment source; these are not strictly glacial lakes, however. Glacial
lakes form in both temperate and polar climatic regimes. Some of those in Antarctica (Fig.
6.3) are highly saline and remain perpetually frozen over, yet are quite warm at depth.
Many of the largest glacial lakes of today occupy over-deepened basins dating back to the
last glacial period. Such lakes are important sediment traps, and sequences a hundred or more
metres thick have been preserved. The Northern Hemisphere ice sheets were bordered in many
places by lakes hundreds of kilometres across, and these too have trapped much sediment.
Glacial lake processes are varied and give rise to complex assemblages of facies. These
racies reflect input of material from subglacial or ice-marginal streams both as bedload, which
leads to the formation of deltas, and as suspended sediment. Some sediment, carried in sus
pension, may settle over the entire lake floor. In addition, subaquatic gravity flow and lit
toral processes may operate and, in arid areas, aeolian input is also important. In many respects,
the processes in glacial lakes resemble those in fjords, the latter being described in the fol
lowing chapter, but there are differences due to the way in which suspended sediment inter
acts with the lake waters.
This chapter focuses briefly on the processes and products of glacial lakes, and empha
sizes their importance during the Pleistocene Epoch. Embleton & King (1975) provide more
details about specific glacial lakes, while processes and products have been thoroughly aired
by Jopling & McDonald (1975), Drewry (1986) and Ashley (1989)..

6.2 Pleistocene-early Holocene glacial lakes
Glacial lakes were far more extensive at the margins of the Northern Hemisphere ice sheets
than they are today, and were subject to wide and rapid fluctuations. As a result, deposits
and landforms associated with them are widespread. In Europe, the largest was the Baltic ice
lake which, around 10500 years BP, stretched for some 1200km along the southern margin
of the Weichselian ice sheet over Scandinavia. 'An equally extensive group of lakes devel
oped in North America as the margin of the last ice sheet there, the Wisconsinan, receded.
The most important of these, inundating nearly a million square kilometres of Manitoba,
Ontario, Saskatchewan, North and South Dakota, and Minnesota, has been named proglacial
Lake Agassiz (Teller 1985). This lake was the result of damming of rivers flowing into Hudson
Bay by glacier ice as it receded northwards. The lake came into existence about 11700 years
BP.

At its greatest height, it overflowed southwards into the Minnesota River valley and on

into the Mississippi River. As glacier-recession took place, outlets to the east, into the Lake
Superior Basin developed. Occasional catastrophic bursts, during which up to 4000km3 of
water were released within a year or two, created channels into Lake Superior. By 8500 years
BP

drainage bypassed the Great Lakes to the north, and by 7500 years BP the lake was finally

drained. The widespread sediments that accumulated in Lake Agassiz included various types
of varve and laminated muds, resting on late-glacial till.
QQ
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6.3 Physical character of glacial lakes
The pattern of sedimentation in a glacial lake, to a large extent, is controlled by density dif

(3

ferences within the water mass. Density is controlled by temperature (being greatest at + 4: С
the concentration of dissolved salts, and the amount of sediment in suspension. Most lal-..
possess a thermally controlled density stratification, which varies during the course of a sumrr.
season. Typically, in summer, a well mixed layer of low-density warmer water develop; ;
the top of the water column, and there may be a sharp decrease in temperature at its base 1:
the autumn, as the surface waters cool and become denser, they sink, allowing them even:.
ally to overturn completely. Mixing may also be induced by wind and waves.
decreasing sedimentation rates
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Processes and sedimentary products in a glaciolacustrine setting.

The role that the input of glacial meltwater has on mixing depends on the position of -Jn

\ glacial stream outlet with respect to water level. If there is a significant difference in dens:
the sediment-laden meltwater may maintain its integrity as a plume. Commonly, s e d im
plumes, being denser, sink to the bottom of the lake as an underflow (Fig. 6.4). The descends r
water often behaves as a turbidity current, so giving rise to graded, rhythmically strati:':;.
sediments spread over the entire lake basin floor. If a low-density (e.g. a clear) subgla;:..
stream enters a lake containing suspended sediment, it rises to the surface and becomes .:

overflow (Fig. 6.4). Turbulent exchange between inflowing water and the lake waters rr_
be limited unless the density contrasts are low. A third type of flow comprising water w.i:
the same density as the main body, called an interflow, may also develop in some lakes.

l -И
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6.4 Glaciolacustrine sedimentary processes
Glaciolacustrine processes operate in lakes that are in direct contact with the ice margin, and
according to some workers) those that are connected to the glacier by a short river. Here we
are concerned mainly with the former, in which deposition comprises the following elements
Fig. 6.4):
- direct deposition from glacier ice;
- deposition from subglacial rivers that usually enter the lake below water level;
- sedimentation from suspension;
- sedimentation from gravity-flows;
- lake-shore sedimentation;
- biogenic sedimentation;
- evaporitic mineral sedimentation.
Several processes and the resulting features are common to fjords, and are dealt with more
thoroughly in Chapter 7. The most characteristic facies in a glacial lake are deltaic deposits
and lake-bottom deposits (varves and other rhythmites).
In a glaciolacustrine delta situation, through which most glaciolacustrine sediment passes,
deposition occurs as topsets, steeply dipping foresets and thin bottom-sets (Church & Gilbert
1975). Foresets are formed by avalanching, and to some extent by slumping. Bottom-sets are
typically rhythmites, resulting from the transport of sediment by turbidity currents combined
•vith the settling out of suspended sediment; if annual cyclicity is recognizable, they are referred

:o as varves (or varvites for the lithified equivalent). Varve-like sediments, linked to tidal
processes, are found in fjord settings (Ch. 7), and care is needed in distinguishing between
:he two types. Turbidity underflow is not a continuous event, and may be significant on more
than one occasion or not at all. In contrast to lakes, the salt water in fjords allows flocculation,
.md varves may not form. In glaciolacustrine deltas generally, redistribution of coarse-grained
sediments by slumping is a significant process.
In addition to the existence of suspended matter within the water column, the formation of ^
varves requires density stratification in the lake (Sturm 1979). Density differences are caused
mainly by temperature gradients and the concentration of salts and suspended matter. Strati
fication may vary throughout the year. The character of laminated sediments depends, there
fore, on the nature of both the input of suspended matter and the nature of stratification in the
water body. Ideal clastic varves form only when there is discontinuous influx during periods
when the lake is stratified.
Shoreline processes in lakes resemble those in coastal areas (see also Ch. 7), although wave
action may be limited for much of the year by ice cover. Strong, down-glacier katabatic winds
may cause considerable modification of beaches through wave action and shifting icebergs
or lake ice onshore.
In most glacial lakes the biogenic component is low, limited by instability of the lake, the
length of the freezing season, and the high sediment load, which rapidly tends to bury organ
isms. [Some benthic organisms and plankton may survive, however, and even gatheKo form
quite rich communities. In such cases sedimentary structures may be obliterated'by burrow
ing animals, but trace fossils may be preserved.
^ 9
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Some lakes in Antarctica, notably those in the Dry Valleys of Victoria Land, show abuz
dant signs of biochemical activity in the form of benthic microbial mats and stromatolites
S

mineralized to calcite g ro w th being possible down to a few tens of metres’ depth (Parker ;
al. 1981, Wharton et al. 19*82). Most of these lakes differ from most glacial lakes in rece:
ing only limited meltwater, in having no outlet, and in remaining frozen at the surface :
year round. These lakes have developed strong thermal stratification, and because soilradiation has been preferentially absorbed by the lower saline part of ice-covered lakes, thi
have become surprisingly warm at depth (e.g. 26°C in Lake Vanda). A variety of evapori: .
minerals accumulate, including glauberite, halite and carbonate. These lake salts are derive;
from weathered bedrock and are concentrated by surface-freezing and ablation on the tc:
surface of the lake ice, or by evaporation if the lake surface melts.

6.5 Landforms resulting from glaciolacustrine deposition
6.5.1 Deltas
V

Deposition of delta fronts generally takes the form of avalanching and, to a lesser exter.
slumping of coarse material, against a background of sedimentation of suspended fine ma:-.
rial (Fig. 6.2). Some delta fronts are straight, especially where meltwater channels switc:
from one side of a valley to the other.' Where sediment is delivered from a single or narrow
confined group of channels, delta fronts are arcuate and often overlapping; they are liru;
modified by current activity. Climbing-ripple lamination and drapedTamination are chara.
teristic of sedimentary sequences formed at delta fronts (Gustavson et al. 1975). Climbina
ripple lamination is a useful indicator of rapid sedimentation during high-discharge events
An example of a well exposed glaciolacustrine delta, which formed earlier this century is
in the Adams River Valley, Glacier Bay, Alaska (Goodwin 1984). The 200m thick sequen:.
comprises rhythmically bedded clays and silts with ice-rafted debris and diamictons, overlap
by glacial outwash sands and gravels (Fig. 6.5). Another good example is a Weichselia:
glaciolacustrine delta that has been described from north Sjaelland, Denmark (Clemmense& Houmark-Nielsen 1981). Here, the foresets, which are centimetres to decimetres in thici:
ness, are composed of coarse-grained conglomerates (matrix-supported) to sands, with sligt:
angular unconformities. Pebbles are scattered throughout. Sedimentary structures include
parallel lamination, megaripple cross-bedding, climbing-ripple lamination and isolated scou:and-fill structures. The sediments contain a fine fraction, which represents the backgrour.:
sedimentation from suspension.

6.5.2 Delta moraines
A delta m oraine forms where an ice front remains stationary for a considerable time in :
lake or the sea. It is the product of glaciofluvial depositionImmediately^in front of the ic;
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Figure 6.5 Glaciolacustine delta, Adams Valley, Glacier Bay, Alaska, comprising 200m o f sand and gravel.
The delta was formed as a result of the post-Little Ice Age recession o f the Glacier Bay complex as it dammed
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margin. Frequently, sediment is fed into the lake subaquatically via esker channels.
Fyfe (1990) described what is probably the longest delta-moraine system exposed on land,
the Salpausselka Moraines, which extend for some 600km across Finland (Fig. 6.6). Facies
range from boulder gravels to muds, and a wide range of sedimentary structures are present.
However, diamicts are uncommon. Fyfe was able to explain the marked contrasts in the form
and stratigraphy along the length of the moraine in relation to variations in the water depth
and the nature of the subglacial drainage system:
(a) Large individual deltas with braided tops (ice-contact deltas), which built up to water
level, were the product of conduit-focused sedimentation.
(b) Lower, narrower coalescing fans of finer material (“grounding-line fans”) were formed
at the grounding-line by sediment fed from a distributed drainage system.
(c) Small, laterally overlapping subaqeous fans, derived from unstable subglacial condui;
systems, occurred where marginal water depths were greatest. The differences in the
subglacial conduit systemyiare believecjj to be related to the reduction in the basal shear
M <L

stress^ the water deepens, lowering the surface ice profile and destabilizing the subglacial
stream network.
V b

6.5.3 De Geer moraines
11

De Geer moraines (also called washboard or sublacustrine moraines) are a group of landforms
formed subglacially, transverse to ice-flow but, unlike Rogen moraines (§4.5.3), they form
some way behind an ice margin that calves into the lake, especially in broad, open depres
sions (Sugden & John 1976). De Geer moraines are a succession of discrete, narrow ridges,
ranging from short and straight to long and undulating. The ridges are more delicate than
those of a Rogen moraine, although they are occasionally linked by cross-ribs. The ridgerarely exceed 15m in height, and their spacing may be up to 300m. They are composed of
till with a cap of boulders, while lenses of sand and other stratified waterlain deposits, including
varves, occur between the ridges.

1^

The origin of these features is unclear, but may be linked to accumulation of sediment where
the base of the glacier decouples from the bed of the lake, allowing debris to accumulate a;
a ramp between well grounded and floating ice. Each ramp ceases to develop when the ice
thins sufficiently to break off as an iceberg. Another model concerning the development c:
De Geer moraines, based on Finnish studies, suggests that local surging phases of the
Fennoscandian ice sheet may have led to flexuring of the basal ice zone, so as to create basa.
crevasses. Subsequent lowering of the ice mass is considered responsible for squeezing highlysaturated sediment, which is then left as ridges as the ice melts (Zilliacus 1989).

6.5.4 Shorelines or strandlines
Many glacial lakes are subject to wide fluctuations, especially if ice-dammed. Hence beache;
may develop at different levels, sometimes resulting in a staircase-like arrangement of shore-

1)
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ceis.

mes or strandlines. Shorelines become evident during the draining of a lake, and some shore-

c*sed oo lire .

mes associated with late Pleistocene ice-dammed lakes survive.

6.6). Faces

Among the best known preserved shorelines are the Parallel Roads of Lochaber in Scot-

ire p re s a

and. Glens Roy, Gloy and Spean all have glacial lake shorelines, recognized by Agassiz around

> in th e f o m

.840, and described in detail by Jamieson in 1863; they figured prominently in the presenta-

w a t e r a e -p c

:on of evidence of glaciation in Britain (Peacock & Cornish 1989).

UD tO f t a C

which ice-dammed water flowed (Fig. 6.7), first of all as progressively higher cols became

There are three sets of “parallel roads” , at 260, 325 and 350m, each related to cols over
: locked by ice, then as it receded. These events took place during the latest glacial phase in
- e re f o n n r :

Scotland, the Loch Lomond Stadial about 10000 years BP. The last glacial lake, at 260m,
covered an area of 73 km2 and had a volume of 5 km3, which is thought to have drained cata-

ic:al c o n c .

r.rophically as the ice dam failed (Sissons 1979). Many of the lacustrine sediments are

e n c e s in

reformed, and some beaches have been displaced by faulting, probably as a result of an earth-

b asal shear
.e su b si i ;

_uake that occurred in response to crustal adjustment as the lake emptied. Deltas that formed
m the lake from side-valley streams were soon dissected by the same streams after the lake
r.ad emptied.
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6.6 Glaciolacustrine facies
From a knowledge of the lithology, geometry and sedimentary structures, most glaciolacustrr t
sediments may be interpreted as either deltaic sediments or lake-bottom sediments, and Clas
sified as topset, foreset and bottom-set beds (Fig. 6.4). The relative importance of the differ;'
facies reflects the role played by direct deposition from subglacial or proglacial streams, r .
importance of deposition from grounded or floating ice, and the fluctuations of overflc
interflow and underflow conditions.

A

6.6.1 D eltaic sedim ents
a
Dissection of deltaic sequences after glacial lakes have drainedlhas often provided useful crc
, sections for lithofacies investigations (Fig. 6.8a). Deltaic sediments with both topsets ar:
foresets are commonly referred to as “Gilbertian deltas” , a type described in the late 19z
century from Pleistocene Lake Bonneville, centred on Utah, USA. Topset beds are typical
sand and gravel, and are the result of braided'stream deposition (Fig. 6.8b). In a Dan:;:
Pleistocene example, Clemmensen & Houmark-Nielsen (1981) found clast-supported conglcr
erates, with frequent imbrication and stones up to 20cm in diameter, forming irregular shee:
interbedded with thinner sands with horizontal lamination or rare semi-planar or trough ere;;
bedding. Channel structures may also interfere with the upper part of the foreset beds. L late Holocene glacial lake sedimentary complex at Austerdalsisen, Norway, Theakstone (19"described large sets of cross-bedding up to 8m thick, with foresets at a moderate ang .
(c. 20°) (Fig. 6.8a). Low-angle foresets are known from other glaciolacustrine deltas.

6.6.2 Lake-bottom sediments

&

On the bottom of the lake, sedimentation from turbidity currents may be discontinuous d u r t .
the melt-season. Varves may be produced on the distal prodelta slope and thin away from :r:
source, with nearly all the thinning in the coarse summer layer. Climbing-ripplViamina::::
is common in the foreset beds of the prodelta slope. Varves contain many graded la m r .;
and rare climbing-ripple laminations, perhaps even isolated ripples in the coarse summer la;-. (Gustavson et al. 1975).
In the specific qase in Denmark referred to above, the bottom-set beds contain low-ar.£ .
climbing ripples, draped lamination, parallel-laminated clay, sigmoidal lamination, wave-rir: lamination and disturbed lamination (Clemmensen & Houmark-Nielsen 1981). The boner
sets of the Austerdalsisen glaciolacustrine delta (Theakstone 1976) contain evenly bedce;
laminated fine silt and clay, and some fine sand. In places, the laminae are draped ovrobstacles. The sediments are rhythmically alternating, in part due to colour variations. r_:
they are not true varves, and probably were deposited from suspension (F ig .6.8 ;
Deformational structures occur in laminated bottom-set sediments (Theakstone 1976), inclucr r
convolute lamination, flame structures, normal faults and thrusts with displacements of a it
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^.gure 6.8 Typical lithofacies in now-exposed glaciolacustrine sequences: (a) Cross-bedded sand and gravel
■esets in a 30 m section through the delta, (b) Sand and gravel topsets in a glaciolacustrine delta, upper Glen
. Scotland. The height of the section is about 4m . (c) Bottom-set sand and silt rhythmites of complex
■;in. Austerdalsisen, Norway. The lower set is relatively undisturbed, but at the top there is a disturbed
: re showing convolute lamination resulting from overpressurization of saturated sediment. The top “synclinal”
xucture is probably the result o f slumping with the mass being detached from more stable sediment beneath.
. Thin-section o f dropstone in varvite (lithified varve) in the Neoproterozoic Elbobreen formation, NE
■:sbergen. The dropstone is about 1cm in diameter, (e) Stratified diamicton of Pleistocene age, Taylor Valley,
• ;toria Land, Antarctica. During expansion of the East Antarctic ice sheet, Taylor Valley was blocked at its
~ : uth, allowing a lake to form. This facies was derived as a result o f rain-out of glacial debris from ice>rgs, accompanied by reworking by lake-bottom currents. Larger ice-rafted blocks have penetrated the strati-
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centimetres, and recumbent folds. Such structures are due to loading or slumping, although
some may result from the melting of buried ice blocks.
Correctly identified, varves may be diagnostic of sedimentation in glacial lakes, especial/
if laminae are pierced by dropstones (Fig. 6.8d). Varves comprise couplets of silt and cla;
representing summer and winter accumulations of sediment, respectively, and on the bas::
of their relative thickness they can be classified as follows (Ashley 1975):
- group I - clay thickness > silt thickness;
- group II - clay thickness = silt thickness;
- group III - clay thickness < silt thickness.
Group I varves do not occur as graded beds, but rather as two distinct layers, both the sil:

2I

> clay and clay/silt contacts being fairly sharp. The silt unit is not as a whole normally grade.:
but consists of laminae containing minute graded beds. The clay unit, however, does show ;
I generally decreasing grain size upwards; its upper surface may be uneven as a result c:
bioturbation. Clay accumulates unhindered throughout the year, but at periods of high dischar;.
there is an influx of silt in turbidity currents. Such deposits are distal to the main sedimer:
2-9

input source.
Group И varves are also couplets. The clay layer is graded, the silt layer shows multip:.
graded laminae and small-scale cross-lamination and erosional contacts. These sediments foi—
in an intermediate position between the delta and the distal portions of the lake.
Group III varves show a considerable variation in thickness of the silt layer, whereas tr.i
clay thickness remains relatively constant, suggesting two different processes. A sharp conta:
occurs between the clay and silt layers. The silt layer shows laminations graded on th:
microscopic scale, but as a whole it does not always fine upwards^ Clay layers, however
always fine upwards, suggesting that flocculation is not very important. This group is close:
associated with deltas, i.e. they are formed in a proximal position. Graded beds result fro:
turbidity currents and the erosional contacts suggest current action. Where varves or varvite
contain clasts larger than the size of the layers, and reveal dropstone structures, these sedimer.:
provide some of the best evidence-of glacial conditions (ice-rafting in a glaciolacustrine en\
ronment) in the rock record.

6.6.3 Rain-out diam ict and subaquatic gravity flows
jO

In lakes with a high input of ice-rafted material another facies, diamict, may be dominan
(Fig. 6.8e). In a study of the lake deposits at Scarborough Bluffs, Lake Ontario, Eyles i.
Eyles (1983) documented the following lithofacies: diamict, sand, mud and minor gravel. Tr.
study is important because it demonstrated the importance of diamict deposition in subaqua:..
situations, and provided an explanation for the Common gradual passage from diamict in:
rhythmites. The Scarborough Bluffs sequence was regarded as typical of a large, glacial:
influenced lake basin. Both massive and stratified diamicts are present; they consist of claye
silts with variable proportions of sand and gravel. Sedimentary structures include lenses, starve;
ripples, sand balls and pillows, intraformational breccias, undeformed laminated muds ;
interbeds, and conformable loaded contacts and diamict balls. The subaquatic origin of tr;
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■;amicts was not accepted by some authors, but the sedimentary structures suggest that the
fiamicts formed by a variety of mechanisms, but notably by rain-out from icebergs and a
'.oating ice margin, with fine material falling out of suspension, or by resedimentation by
;ubaquatic gravity flows. Reworking by bottom currents led to the more gravelly concentraons. Other workers have argued that the bulk of the diamict was a lodgement till, but which
ever explanation is correct, there is no doubt that in many diamict sequences, rain-out and
.ibaquatic gravity flowage are important processes.

6.7

5
Glaciolacustrine facies associations

The assemblages of facies present in the glaciolacustrine environment have been described
?y Shaw (1975). In proximal glaciolacustrine successions (i.e. delta situations) he identified
:це following facies: gravel, cross-bedded sand, flat-bedded sand, cross-laminated sand,
alternating sand, silt and clay, parallel-laminated sediment and diamicton. Fining upwards
successions were found to result from ice-front recession. Flat-bedded sands comprise multis:oried channel deposits. Increased deposition at the distributary mouth was found to result
:n the formation of bars covered by rippled surfaces. At the bottom of deep-water channels,
which breached distributary mouth-bars, dunes with cross-stratified cosets were present.
Upward-fining trends, were sometimes interrupted as a result of channel migration. The finer
grained facies were interpreted as overbank deposits.
In the Late Palaeozoic Karoo Tillite sequence of South Africa, Visser (1983a) described a
vertical succession of facies that can be explained in terms of a glaciolacustrine retreat sequence.
The lake bed is represented by heterogeneous diamictite, deposited during the last glacial
advance over the lake floor. Next follows deformed siltstone with diamictite lenses and sand
stone beds, showing evidence of debris flowage, dropstone activity and underflows, and
indicating that there was floating ice on the lake. On top lies varved shale, then rhythmite,
still suggesting the presence of ice, but not in contact with the lake. Finally the sequence is
capped by black carbonaceous mud, indicating a marine transgression.
The Scarborough Bluffs sequence, referred to above, provides a good illustration of a gla
cially influenced lake-bottom association. Vertical profiles logged by Eyles & Eyles (1983)
show considerable variability in detail but, broadly, a dominance of diamictons, with lesser
amounts of laminated sand and mud. By following the sequence laterally, Eyles & Miall (1984)
showed that three main facies associations could be traced for several kilometres: a rain-out/
resedimentation diamict association, a turbidite basin association and a deltaic association.
Eyles & Eyles (1983) summarized the main processes operating and the resulting facies
associations in a lake basin of this type in a facies model (Fig. 6.9); this model also applies to
glaciomarine settings.
Rather different facies associations are associated with arid evaporating glacial lakes in
Antarctica. Modern facies investigations are limited, but an analogous Neoproterozoic suc
cession has been described by Fairchild et al. (1989) from Spitsbergen. In addition to the more
normal lake facies of rhythmites, diamictites and sandstones, there are well developed
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Figure 6.9 Depositional model for diamict sequences in glacial lakes (as well as massive settings) subjec:
to substantial influxes o f fine-grained suspended sediment and ice-rafted material. The principal processe;
and the resulting facies associations are illustrated in these idealized profiles. The numbers in the triangle refer
both to the sections and the schematic diagram in the inset (adapted from Eyles & Eyles 1983).
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stromatolitic carbonates, which are transitional with the rhythmites. Carbonate is also a major
component of the clastic facies, and evaporitic mineral pseudomorphs are common (Fig. 6.10).
It is interesting to note that the common association of diamictites with carbonates and
stromatolites, formerly used to discredit the Neoproterozoic glacial hypothesis, can, now be
viewed in the context of a modem Antarctic glaciolacustrine environment and, one
suspect, that other ancient sequences are of a similar nature.
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7 Glaciomarine processes
and sediments
Part 1 Fjords

7.1 Introduction to the glaciomarine environment
The glaciomarine environment is here taken to include all areas in which glaciers reach the
sea and influence sedimentation, ranging from fjords (Fig. 7.1) to those areas affected t;
iceberg drift and far distant from the source glaciers. Until the early 1970s, our knowledge
of glaciomarine environments was limited, principally because of the difficulty of undertak
ing systematic investigations in ice-infested waters. Nevertheless, glaciomarine sediments todr
are being deposited widely on contemporary continental margins, and form a substantial par
of the Middle and Late Cenozoic stratigraphic record in these areas.

Figure 7.1 Grounded tidewater glacier, Comfortlessbreen, at the head o f the fjord Engelskbukta.
Spitsbergen. In the foreground is a sandy pebble beach, derived as a result of reworking of subglacial material.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE GLACIOMARINE ENVIRONMENT
Interest in glaciomarine environments blossomed through the 1970s and 1980s and con
tinues to flourish today. Several volumes containing papers devoted to glaciomarine processes
sediments have been published in the last 10 years (e.g. Andrews & Matsch 1983, Molnia
1983b, Dowdeswell & Scourse 1990, Anderson & Ashley 1991), as well as several review
and numerous case-study papers. In addition, the textbook by Drewry (1986) covers the
glaciomarine environment thoroughly, though much significant work has been published since.
An advanced text on fjords by Syvitski et a!j (1987) has also been published. This interest
has developed mainly because we now have sophisticated research vessels equipped for
effective sea-bottom sampling, coring and drilling, and undertaking detailed seismic,
bathymetric and oceanographic studies. Even so, some of the most significant advances in
understanding fjord environments have come about from low-budget studies from small rub
ber boats in Alaska. The now-considerable body of sedimentological and geophysical data
from glaciomarine environments, combined with advances in the understanding of the dynamics
of ice masses that reach the sea, have now given us a far better understanding of glaciomarine
processes than that of 15 years ago. However, many processes remain unclarified by direct

Figure 7.2 The complex system making up the glaciomarine sedimentary
environment, showing sediment sources, processes and environments o f depo
sition (from Dowdeswell 1987, with permission o f the author).
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observation and we look forward to the time when data might be obtainable directly from
beneath glacier ice floating in the sea. A recent promising development has been the use of a
remotely operated vehicle to investigate grounding-line processes beneath the floating tongue
of Mackay Glacier, Victoria Land, Antarctica and tidewater glaciers in Alaska.
In contrast to present-day glaciomarine sequences, many ancient glaciomarine sequences
are well exposed, and the geometry of such sediments may be seen much more clearly in
good onshore sections. Numerous studies have been made, reflecting the common occurrence
of glaciomarine sediments in all the main periods of the Earth’s glacial history (Frakes 1979,
Hambrey & Harland 1981, Anderson 1983, Frakes et al. 1992). Indeed, because of their high
preservation potential compared with terrestrial sequences, much can be learned from the
ancient glacial sediments about current processes.
The glaciomarine environment is exceedingly complex and reflects not just glacial and
marine processes, but inputs from biogenic sources, and from rivers and the wind. A general
scheme for all glaciomarine environments to illustrate the main sediment sources, stores,
pathways and processes leading to the deposition of glacigenic material on the sea floor is
given in Figure 7.2.
It is convenient to consider glaciomarine environments according to two main geographi
cal settings:
(a) fjords (this chapter), in which sedimentation is influenced by tidewater or floating glaciers,
rivers and streams, together with slope and marine processes;
(b) continental shelf and the deep ocean (Ch. 8) in which sedimentation is dominated by
grounded ice margins, floating glacier tongues, ice shelves and open-marine processes.

7.2 Fjord environments with active glaciers
All fjords by definition have, at some stage in their evolution, been influenced by glaciers.
Today, 25% of fjords still have active glaciers. A variety of glacier regimes may be identi
fied.

\

- Alaskan regime - highly dynamic, grounded, temperate glaciers, characterized by rapid
sedimentation that are, or have been, facilitated by rapid tectonic uplift. These glaciers
are found along the coast of the Gulf of Alaska, in British Columbia and Chilean Patagonia.
- Svalbard regime - dynamic, grounded, slightly cold glaciers, terminating in relatively
shallow fjords ( < 200m deep), in which sedimentation is influenced by large amounts
of meltwater during a short summer season. This type is dominant in Svalbard, parts of
the Canadian Arctic and the Soviet Arctic.
- Greenland regime - dynamic, floating, cold glaciers in deep fjords ( > 200m). These are
typically outlet glaciers from the Greenland ice sheet or the ice caps and highland ice
fields of Ellesmere Island and Baffin Island in the Canadian Arctic.
- Antarctic maritime regime - dyi&mic, cold, mainly grounded glaciers, extending to near
the mouths of short fjords with limited rock exposure and restricted surface melting.They
are characteristic of the northern Antarctic Peninsula.
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Sediment sources and processes operating in a fjord influenced by a grounded tidewater glacier.

- Antarctic arid regime - sluggish, very cold, floating glaciers, extending nearly to the mouth
of fjords and fronted by fast ice which may survive for several seasons without breaking
up; surrounded by large areas of ice-free ground dominated by aeolian processes.
Sediments in fjords are supplied from numerous sources (Fig. 7.3). Glaciers themselves
provide ice-contact deposits, glaciofluvial deposits and iceberg-rafted debris. In addition, there
is a marine input, including suspended sediments and biogenic material, whilst the land provides
fluvial, rockfall, aeolian and gravity-flow debris. The relative importance of sedimentary inputs
according to different glaciological regimes is summarized in Table 7.1.

7.3 Processes controlling fjord sedimentation
7.3.1 Deposition from glaciers
Ice-contact processes
The terminal position of a grounded tidewater glacier and floating glacier tongue fluctuates
seasonally, normally advancing in winter and receding in summer. The snout is generally
subject to extensional stresses and is therefore heavily crevassed. Such glaciers are therefore
more dynamic than their terrestrial counterparts. Icebergs calve from vertical ice cliffs, shoot
up out of the water from below the waterline, or are launched subhorizontally away from the
ice cliff. Supraglacial and englacial debris falls into the water through melt-out, calving or
shaking. Although prolonged observations and sampling in proximity to such ice cliffs is
hazardous, a number of impressive studies have been made in recent years, notably adjacent
to Alaskan glaciers, as summarized, for example, by Powell (1984), Powell & Molnia (1989),
Powell (1990) and Syvitski (1989).
The rate of sedimentation from ice at the glacier terminus depends on:
- the volume of ice being melted;
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Table 7.1 Relative importance of sedimentary inputs in different fjord regimes.
Glaciological regime
Sediment
source

Debris
type

Direct from
glacier

Subglacial debris
Supraglacial debris
Glaciofluvial discharge
Supraglacial discharge

Marine

Non-direct,
glacial
terrestrial

Antarctic
maritime

Antarctic
arid

• • •
•
• • •

• •

• • •
•
•
•

• • •
•
•

•

•

•
• •
•

• •
• •
•

• • •
•
•

• •
•
•

Alaska

Svalbard

Greenland

• •
• •

• • •
•

•

•

Icebergs
Sea ice
Biogenic

• •

Fluvial
Mass movement
Wind

•

•
•
•
•
•
• • •

High

Low
•

• • • •

• •

• • •

• • • •

• • • • •

- the debris content of the ice;
- movement of the ice front.
Sedimentation is strongly influenced by the nature of discharge from glacial streams into
more dense marine waters. Submarine discharge of sediment-laden water from grounded tide
water glaciers, whether subglacial or englacial, is in the form of a jet, the behaviour of which
depends on discharge (Fig. 7.4), but which invariably rises to the surface, sediment falling
out as it does so. The arrival of a jet at the surface of the fjord is indicated by “boiling up” of
sediment-rich waters, in which the concentration of suspended matter may be more than 50
or 60 times that of the surrounding waters.
Compared with subglacial streams, supraglacial drainage carries relatively little sedimer.:
and most is of sand grade or coarser. In many cases, supraglacial streams do not enter a fjord
directly because of crevassing, but find their way to join subglacial or englacial streams. Or.
suitable glaciers, however, supraglacial meltwater enters the fjord as a bouyant overflow, as
do non-glacial or proglacial streams. Alternatively, the meltwater falls over the cliff and plunges
into the stratified marine waters below. Most sediment falls directly to the sea bed at this
point (Fig. 7.3).
Iceberg calving is important sedimentologically through:
(a) the release of loose supraglacial sediment - this varies according to the transverse veloc
ity profile of the glacier and the location of supraglacial debris;
(b) generating waves - large waves may be generated several times a day, and in Alaska
major calving events can devastate shorelines up to 100km from the glacier (it is nci
advisable to camp close to the beach where calving glaciers are active!); waves can als i
lift ice-rafted material above the high-tide mark;
(c) controlling the position of the ice front in combination with the forward movement o:
the glacier.
The contribution of the various processes to the total sediment yield has been estimates
for Coronation Glacier, an outlet glacier of the Penny Ice Cap on Baffin Island, as follow s
(Syvitski 1989):
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B. Moderate water discharge, high sediment discharge

C. High Discharge

Figure 7.4 The variability of the sediment plume according to differences in discharge
and the types of sediment fan associated with these differences (from Powell 1990,
with permission of Geological Society Publishing House, Bath).

- 8 6 % glaciofluvial discharge;
- 9% supraglacial dumping;
- 3.7% subglacial deposition;
- 0.8% ice-rafted englacial deposition.
The total sediment output from this glacier amounts to nearly two million tonnes a year, a
figure which may be regarded as typical of many medium-sized cold glaciers. In Alaska the
sediment budgets are considerably higher, but in Antarctica much less.
The style of sedimentation may change significantly if the glacier surges (Elverlm et al.
1983) because of:
- substantially increased meltwater discharge;
- a radical change of the subglacial meltwater channel system to sheet-flood;
- erosion and reworking of glaciomarine sediments during a surge.
Many tidewater glaciers in Alaska and the Arctic are of the surging type.
Little is known concerning sedimentation at the grounding-line of floating fjord glaciers
where ice loses contact with the bed. Submarine discharge of water probably occurs as a jet,
and ice-contact processes may resemble those of grounded tidewater glaciers. However, the
sediment plume will be prevented from rising by the floating ice, and the suspended sediment
may be thoroughly mixed in the water column if, as seems likely, there is strong circulation
near the grounding-line.
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largely arises from ice-tectonic processes, combined with flow over overpressurized basal
sediments. In most cases, the debris is parallel to an ice foliation, and may account for 50%
by weight of the debris-rich ice.
Estimation of sedimentation rates from icebergs in fjords is difficult, even where the total
glaciomarine sedimentation rate is known. However, a two-dimensional model developed for
::dewater glaciers in fjords by Dowdeswell & Murray (1990) suggests (within an order of
magnitude) that the rate for Alaskan fjords of M m m yr-1 is typical, representing 0.2-0.7%
of the total glaciomarine sediment, and that in Svalbard the rate is 1m m y r 1, that is 0.1-0.3 %
of the total.
Sea-ice formation and break-up is an important process in the fjords of polar regions. During
freezing, debris on the shore may be incorporated into the ice, later to be carried offshore
under the influence of tidal currents. Material up to cobble size may be readily transported,
creating a problem in discriminating iceberg-rafted from sea-ice-rafted sediments. However,
sediments derived from beaches will generally be better sorted and rounded.

7.3.2 M arine processes
W ater circulatio n
The distribution of sediment in a fjord is largely controlled by circulation in the upper part of
the water column, even in deep Ijords. The juxtapositon of different water masses, namely
fresh clean water, fresh turbid water and sea water, gives rise to water stratification. Strati
fication is most marked in summer, when runoff and sediment transfer to the fjord are greatest.
A fjord often has a surface layer of fresh water derived from glacier streams, melting snow,
ice and rain, most of which generally flows out of the fjord. Much of the sediment delivered
to the continental shelf outside the fjord is transferred during just a few weeks, when dis
charge is at its peak. Sediment may only be discharged from some longer fjords every few
decades. Down-fjord changes to the cross-sectional shape of the basin affect water-flow ve
locity; for example, constrictions cause flow to accelerate and reduce sedimentation. Surface
layer velocity is affected by the tides.
Inflows of turbid freshwater plumes in areas of high precipitation and rapid ice-recession,
such as Alaska, may be dense enough to flow down to, and along, the fjord floor. Evidence
for these underflows comes from coarse-grained sediments within 0.5 km of glaciers in Muir
Inlet, Alaska. Such activity could have been important elsewhere when ice caps and glaciers
were receding rapidly up fjords. These underflows can inundate an animal community on the
bottom of the fjord or discourage its establishment.
The sporadic renewal of denser deep water is an important process because it prevents
stagnation and oxygen-depletion of the fjord waters. When stagnation does occur, organic
matter is preferentially preserved, and minerals, typical of reducing environments, such as
pyrite (iron sulphide), may form. Deep-water-flow may also sweep away fine sediments on
the fjord sill (if present) and redeposit them in the inner basin. Another factor is that, de
pending on its turbidity, deep water may either flush out a fjord (if with low turbidity) or add
sediment.
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Enhanced settling of sedimentary particles
Most sedimentary particles enter a fjord as single grains, and the rapidity with which they
are deposited is mainly a function of size. However, enhanced particle settling may result
from a number of different processes occurring at different levels in the water column (Fig.
7.6):
- flocculation - fine particles are attracted to each other when the normally repulsive elec
trostatic forces on their surfaces are neutralized by saline waters, for example, near the
ice front;
- agglomeration - attachment of sediment grains to each other by organic matter;
- pelletization - the result of zooplankton ingesting sedimentary particles and egesting them
as faecal pellets which then sink rapidly; suspended particles may settle as discrete lay
ers or stringers;
- deposition of ice-welded pellets of mud or till derived from the glacier.
ice-welded particles

| non-flocculated single particles |
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Processes responsible for enhanced particle settling in fjords (adapted from Syvitski 1989).

Tides
Reworking of sediments by tides is an important process in some fjords. Those fjords tha:
have, at their mouth, a shallow sill may be prone to a variety of tide-related disturbances to
the water. The sea-floor sediment, especially on the sill itself, may be winnowed as a result:
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the fines are transported either seawards to the shelf or into the fjord basin, leaving a rela
tively coarse, sandy and gravelly lag deposit. Even where no sill exists, tidal currents may
be powerful enough to rework the fjord floor, carrying out of the system fine sand and mud
from the inner parts of the fjord.

Waves
Wave action is mostly dissipated at the fjord sill, but some fjords, such as those in Greenland
are open to the full fetch of the ocean. Calving of icebergs can also generate large waves.
Where waves have strongly influenced shorelines, nearshore zones of sand and gravel are
often followed offshore by a zone of stony lag sediment and washed bedrock, and then by
poorly sorted sandy to muddy sediment. In Alaska, earthquake-generated waves may cause
considerable devastation (§ 7.3.3).

Submarine slides and gravity-flows
These processes are common as a result of overloading or oversteepening of slopes, espe
cially as a result of high sedimentation rates near an ice margin. Part of a failed mass may
develop into a fast-flowing turbid gravity-flow, which on slopes is confined to gullies, but
beyond spreads out over the fjord basin, filling hollows in the bed, as water fills a pond.

Biogenic processes
Like many other natural water bodies, fjords provide a habitat for a variety of marine organ
isms, which may contribute significantly to the sedimentary pile on the fjord floor. In
Spitsbergen, diatom blooms in springtime contribute to sea-floor sediments in Kongsfjorden,
while in southeastern Alaska prolific, bi-annual diatom blooms are reflected in the silica content
of the bottom sediment. Diatoms are also a major component of the sediments in the outer
most parts of Antarctic fjords. Minor biogenic components are represented by radiolaria and
silicoflagellates; rare calcareous species of planktonic foraminifera may also occur.
Larger organisms are molluscs, crustaceans and worms, which usually are sparsely
disseminated through the sediment. Nevertheless, they play an important role in mixing up
(bioturbating) the sediment and disrupting, or even destroying the stratification.

Earth's rotation
Sedimentation patterns in fjords are partly controlled by the Coriolis force, which is the effect
of the Earth’s rotation on a freely moving water mass. In the Northern Hemisphere, sedi
ment-laden streams entering a fjord are commonly deflected towards the right-hand shore,
and in the Southern Hemisphere to the left. Tongues or wedges of sediment tend to pile up
along the respective sides of the fjord as a result. The effect increases in a poleward direc
tion.
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7.3.3. Influences on fjord sedim entation from land sources
In temperate and slightly cold glaciers, the dominant direct influence on fjord sedimentation
from land that is ice-free near the shore, is from rivers and streams (Table 7.1). Often these
rivers emanate from glaciers that terminate some distance from the sea, and so carry abun
dant suspended sediment. In a typical Greenland fjord, rivers are locally important, but rela
tively insignificant in terms of the overall length of the fjord. In maritime Antarctica, most
of the ground, other than rocky cliffs, is glacier-covered, and independent streams are rare.
In arid parts of Antarctica, such as the Dry Valleys region of Victoria Land, stream activity
does occur, but is ephemeral, and the main influence is from wind action on till-draped hill
sides.
Mass movements in the form of rockfalls, slumps or debris slides are common, although
they are usually small and localized. Alaska is exceptional in this respect, because, periodi
cally, some of the world’s most powerful earthquakes generate huge rockslides. Perhaps the
most dramatic event took place in Lituya Bay in July 1958, during a powerful earthquake
along one of the region’s major faults, the Fairweather. A landslide of 400m3 of rain-soakec
rubble was dislodged from a steep headwall, shearing off ice at the snout of the tidewater
Lituya Glacier, and then riding an air cushion up to an elevation of 525m on the other side of
the fjord, leaving, in its wake, rock stripped bare of soil and forest. A huge wave raced downfjord at a speed estimated at 2 5 0 k m h r1, ripping away vegetation as it went. One fishing boat
was swept out of the fjord, over the exposed moraine at the mouth, into the open ocean, in
spite of which, the two people aboard the vessel managed to survive (US National Parks Service
1983). Even so, the total sediment input to these fjords from these slides represents only a
relatively small proportion of the total sediment budget.

7.4 Patterns and rates of sedimentation in fjords
The patterns and rates of sedimentation are highly variable, and depend upon whether tide
water glaciers or floating tongues terminate in a fjord, or only supply debris over land through
meltwater streams, as well as upon the various processes described above. In tidewater glacier
environments, coarse gravel and sand tend to accumulate close to the glacier, but may occur
patchily elsewhere, such as where diamictons have been winnowed by currents or where debris
has fallen out of icebergs. Subglacial meltwater streams issuing from the glacier, which in
many fjords provide the bulk of the sediment, deposit gravel, sand and mud, frequently draping
diamicton deposited earlier. Ice-proximal mud tends to be laminated as a result of variations
in discharge and tidal currents, often occurring as graded couplets. Mud extends from the
glacier cliff into the distal parts of the fjord basin, and beyond if there is no sill, but ceases to
be laminated because of low sedimentation rates, flocculation and bioturbation (Powell 1990 >.
Laminated sediments (laminites) have also been recorded from proximal settings in Ant
arctic fjords. In the maritime Antarctic Peninsula, glaciers are mainly grounded as far out as
the mouth of the fjords they occupy, so relatively open bays are typical (Domack 1990). In
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such cases, although there are few visual signs of meltwater, deposition is inferred to be from
suspended sediment in meltwater and sediment gravity-flows issuing from the ice/bed inter
face. However, no plumes of sediment have been observed, so a process involving a combi
nation of basal melting, and tidal pumping and flushing of subglacial sediment is believed to
take place. The direct tidal signal is masked by low sedimentation rates and bioturbation. The
organic content is low in these proximal sediments, but increases away from the ice margin.
In the direction of the outer bay, the biosiliceous component increases markedly, and on the
continental shelf diatom ooze, with a minor amount of poorly sorted sand and gravel, is domi
nant.
Laminites in colder Antarctic fjords, for example, Ferrar Fiord in Victoria Land, form a
very minor fraction of the sediments so far investigated. This suggests that in these areas
sedimentation from subaquatic stream discharge is minimal, and that the mud fraction that
occurs in both the ice-proximal and ice-distal sediments is mainly derived from basal meltout sediment, and carried away in suspension more-or-less continuously.
4

An important feature of fjords is that major variations in sedimentation occur through time,

both diurnally and seasonally, as well as at random, factors which contribute to the overall
complexity of the sedimentation pattern. Many fjords have more than one distinct basin. In a
typical fjord in Svalbard, the sediments are thickest in the innermost basin near the glacier;
here over 100m of till and compacted glacigenic sediment have accumulated. Outside the inner
basin, the fjord has between 20 and 60 m of sediment, consisting principally of till or ice front
or surge deposits (Elverh0 i et al. 1983). The fjords in southern Alaska, described by Powell
& Molnia (1989), have much greater quantities of sediment (several hundred to over a thousand
metres) owing to rapid crustal uplift, a process which is responsible for one of the most active
erosion systems in the world.
In both these cases the fjord sediments are young, probably dating mainly from the last
glaciation. In contrast, a fjord and glacial lake sequence drilled to basement in Ferrar Fiord,
Antarctica, comprises a sedimentary record extending back into the Pliocene Epoch, at least
4Ma; however, despite the relatively long time interval represented, there is only 166m of
sediment (Barrett & Hambrey 1992).
In fjords lacking direct contact with a glacier, meltwater retains its dominant role, but much
of the coarser material is trapped in prograding deltas or fans before, or as it enters, the fjord.
Beyond these deltas, mud is the dominant sediment, derived mainly from the turbid waters
of glacier-fed streams.
The rates of sedimentation in glacier-influenced fjords are exceedingly variable (Table 7.2).
Glacier Bay in Alaska has yielded the most exceptional values with some 9m yr_1 in its inner
part, although 0.5 m y r 1 is perhaps a more typical figure close to most glacier margins in
temperate and cold regimes. In the more distal reaches of a fjord sedimentation rates are an
order of magnitude less. It has been demonstrated, using data from a number of different
glaciological regimes (Boulton 1990), that sedimentation rates decline logarithmically with
distance from the ice front.
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Table 7.2 Some recorded sedimentation rates in glacier-influenced fjords.
Fjord

Relation to ice front

Sedimentation rate

Source

McBride Inlet,
Glacier Bay, Alaska

Grounding line
Submarine outwash fan

> 13myr-1
5m yH

Powell & Molnia 1989

M uir Inlet,
Glacier Bay, Alaska

Inner fjord

9m yr_1

M olnia 1983

Glacier Bay, Alaska

Outer fjord

> 4 .4 m y r _1

Powell 1981

Kongsfjorden, Svalbard

Inner fjord
Central fjord

50-100 mm y r 1
0.4m m yr_1

Elverh0 i et al. 1983

Van Mijentjorden, Svalbard

Inner fjord

15mmyr_1

Elverh0 i et al. 1983

Coronation Fjord,
Baffin Island, N. W . T.

1 km
10-30 km
15 km

4 0 0 т т у г -1
Syvitski 1989
2-9m m yr*
З . б т т у Г 1 (theoretical)

7.6 Facies ana

7.5 Textural characteristics of fjord sediments
The subgravel-sized fraction of sediments has been investigated in a number of fjords. Boulton
(1990) has focused on the grain-size distribution of the sediment plume from Kongsvegen in
Svalbard and the resulting sediments in Kongsfjorden. A series of sediment traps indicate a
skewed grain-size distribution with a prominent peak at the sand/silt boundary. As the coarser
material settles out first, the peak shifts down-fjord progressively into the silt mode. Fjordbottom sediments show the same trend. For comparison, Boulton also showed the grain-size
distribution for an iceberg and the resulting sediment, which proved to be similar; in this case,
the sand component was even greater than that in the early plume sediments, but there was
no pronounced peak.
Elverhoi et al. (1983) have examined the grain-size distribution of other facies in
Kongsfjorden. The trend from poorly sorted basal tills, through somewhat muddier
glaciomarine deposits on slopes and sills, to the muds of glaciomarine origin in the distal basin s^
is clear.
The grain-size distribution of the principal facies in the sequence of Ferrar Fjord (Barrett
& Hambrey 1992), demonstrates the poorly sorted nature of the dominant facies, diamictite,
although a pronounced peak at the sand/silt boundary is evident in some samples. The wellsorted nature of some stratified sands is evident, supporting the intepretation of an aeolian
origin.
The roundness/sphericity characteristics of clasts within fjord sediments are similar to those
in terrestrial glacigenic facies. Dowdeswell (1986) investigated the shapes of the various
components associated with a fjord glacier on Baffin Island. The results were similar to those
for debris in transport as recorded from terrestrial locations (cf. Fig. 1.4). There are few
data on the fabric and surface markings of clasts in the gravelly sediments of fjords.
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7.6 Facies analysis of fjord sediments
TIiс characterization of facies in modern fjords has largely followed a process-orientated
approach (e.g. Powell 1981, Elverbuai et al. 1983, Powell & Molnia 1989). Objective desig
nation of lithofacies in the manner advocated by Eyles et al. (1983) has only been attempted
infrequently. Much of our understanding concerning fjord facies and processes has come from
the temperate glacier-fed Alaskan coast. The principal lithofacies, in so far as they can be
gleaned from the literature, are listed and interpreted in Table 7.3. (Note that in this book the
term “lithofacies” is used differently from that in the papers describing Alaskan fjords, but
in a manner more compatible with normal sedimentological treatment (e.g. Eyles et al. 1983).)
Contrasting examples from Antarctica and from the older geological record are also described
below.
Table 7.3 Principal lithofacies in Alaskan-type fjords and their interpretation.
Lithofacies

Interpretation
Lodgement till
Subglacial and meltout till
Subaqueous sediment gravity flows
Silt and clay from meltwater streams +
iceberg debris

Diamicton

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Gravel (poorly sorted)

(a) Subaqueous outwash:

grounding-line fan
ice-contact delta
fluviodeltaic complex

(b) Gravity flow
(c) Lag deposit from winnowed diamicton
Gravel (well soretd)

(a) Beach
(b) River mouth bar

Sand (poorly sorted)

(a) Subaqueous outwash
(b) Gravity flow

Sand (well sorted)

(a) Beach
(b) River mouth bar

Mud with dispersed clasts

Mud

Meltstream derived silt + clay, with minor
ice-rafted debris ( “iceberg zone mud”)

(a) Meltstream derived silt + clay
(b) Tidal flat sediment

Rhythmites (laminated

Deposition from underflows generated from

sand and mud)

meltwater streams, and influenced mainly by
tides (cyclopels and cyclopsams)

7.6.1 Facies associations forming today in Alaskan fjords
Fjord lithofacies often occur in different associations. For example, a morainal bank (§ 7.7.1)
comprises a chaotic mixture of diamicton, gravel, rubble and sand (Powell & Molnia 1989)
and a grounding-line fan comprises some, or all, of these in different proportions (cf. § 7.6).
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Figure 7.7 Rapidly receding McBride Glacier, Glacier Bay, Alaska. The water depth at the grounded
ice c liff is over 100m.

In a study of tidewater glaciers in Glacier Bay, Powell (1981) recognized five facies

Figure 7.8 Ice
under water an:

- Association

associations.
- Association I - facies of a rapidly receding tidewater glacier with its ice front calving in

and produce

deep water (Fig. 7.7). Interpretative facies deposited close to the ice front consist of

that intenc*

reworked subglacial till, subglacial stream gravel and sand, scattered and dumped coarse

rafted debr:

grained supraglacial debris, and low ice-push (or De Geer) moraines from winter re

coarse-gra::

Sand/silt rfa
- Association

advance.
- Association II - facies of a slowly receding tidewater glacier with its ice front calving

association

predominantly in shallow water. Ice-front recession has been retarded or stopped by a

areas may 1

side-wall construction or a ramp in the fjord floor, but calving is still able to proceed

association

apace. The resulting interpretative facies are ice-proximal, coarse-grained, morainal-bank

re-advance

deposits, with an ice-contact delta or grounding-line fan (§ 7.7). Subaquatic gravity-flows

This class::':,

are common down the bank foreslope producing intertonguing sand layers within the more

result from cha

distally deposited iceberg zone mud (Fig. 7.8).

site. In man> i

- Association III - facies deposited by a slowly receding or advancing tidewater glacier,

fades associa::

rarely calving into shallow water. When ice fronts recede or advance into shallow water
they often terminate in a protected bay and lose ice by surface-melting. Lateral streams
dominate the environment close to the ice front. The resulting facies is an iceberg-zone

".6.2 Plio-Ple

mud, deposited both close to the ice front, away from stream outlets, and in more distal
locations. Large ice-contact deltas, comprising gravel to mud facies that are structureless

The main fac .e

at stream outlets, develop along the ice cliff and further down the fjord. These pass laterally

diamictite. mu>

into muddy sand and interlaminated sand and mud in the prodelta area and beyond, to

This associa:::

which is added ice-rafted debris depending on the amount of supraglacial debris available.

nant. There :s 1
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n z ai the grounded

;n:zed five facies

Figure 7.8 Ice-contact delta in front of Riggs Glacier, Glacier Bay, Alaska. At high tide this delta is
under water and the glacier prone to minor calving.

- Association IV - facies of a turbid outwash fjord. In this case, the glacier is terrestrial
and produces a large outwash delta that progrades into the fjord. The resulting facies are

ce front calving in

coarse-grained fluvial deposits on the delta surface. The slope comprises sand and gravel

:e front consist of

that intertongues with marine glacial outwash mud in more distal areas. Very little ice-

nc dumped coarse -

rafted debris is present, since only small icebergs are introduced via the meltstreams.

5 from winter re-

Sand/silt rhythmites of turbidity current origin cover the floor of the fjord.
- Association V - facies of a shallow-water environment, distant from the ice front. This

s ice front calving

association comprises tidal-flat muds and braided-stream deposits and beach sands. These

si or stopped by a

areas may be uplifted isostatically and disturbed by stranded icebergs. Eventually, this

ill able to proceed

association acquires a cover of vegetation, which may be buried during a subsequent glacial

led. morainal-bank
uatic gravity-flows

re-advance.
This classification underestimates the importance of temporal and spatial variations that

;rs within the more

result from changes in the position of the glacier terminus with respect to the depositional
site. In many Alaskan fjords, where rapid recession is taking place, the complexity of the

'.idewater glacier,

facies associations is even greater (Molnia 1983a,b).

into shallow water
ig. Lateral streams
:s an iceberg-zone

7.6.2 Plio-Pleistocene facies associations from an A ntarctic fjord

jjid in more distal
tat are structureless

The main facies in the Ferrar Fiord succession of Antarctica are massive to well stratified

These pass laterally

diamictite, mudstone and sand, and minor rhythmite (Table 7.4) (Barrett & Hambrey 1992).

rea and beyond, to

This association of facies is clearly different from that in fjords where meltwater is domi

Lai debris available.

nant. There is little mud, such as might be associated with a meltwater plume, or gravel typi-
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cal of subaquatic outwash. Sedimentation was principally the result of:
- lodgement of till as ice advanced across the fjord floor;
- release of waterlain till from a floating ice tongue near the grounding-line; arc
- deposition of sand that had blown on to lake ice.
Clast provenance and Quaternary geomorphological studies indicate that the glacier
created the fjords tended to recede during glacial maximum, when the main East A*ice sheet expanded and blocked the entrance to the fjord, creating a lake. Condi: -*
have been cold enough for a semi-permanent ice cover to be maintained on the lake,
aging melting, so the main sediment source, other than direct deposition from ice,
Table 7.4 Features and interpretation of lithofacies in the cored CIROS-2 fjord sequence, Ferrar -.
toria Land, Antarctica (Barrett & Hambrey 1992).
Facies

Sedimentary features

Interpretation

Massive diamictite

Non-stratified; clasts uniformly
distributed; horizontal shear surfaces;
occasional striated clasts

Lodgement till; less comrr. :r
basal meltout till or water!; - :.

Weakly stratified
diamictite

Weak, wispy stratification in matrix,
and dispersed clasts, including

Proximal glaciomarine/gU;
sediment derived from basi _:

dropstones

melted out near the grour.; - 1
some winnowing

W ell stratified
diamictite

Well developed stratification in
matrix and dispersed clasts,
including dropstones

Proximal to distal glacioir.;- glaciolacustrine sediment, sr
bottom reworking

Massive sandstone

Fine to very fine, uniform,
unstratified; a few beds are graded

Aeolian or supraglacial sari,
directly or washed off flo i. % .
graded beds may be turbi; : ri

Stratified sandstone

Fine to very fine; occasional fine
horizontal mm-cm laminae

As above, but with intenr
deposition

Mudstone

Moderately and weakly stratified
to unstratified; little sand and few
gravel sized clasts

Sedimentation from suspe.-:
beyond ice margin, o rig in • _
basal debris close to the gr
line; little from sea or b e n .

Rhythmite

Alternation of well sorted, very fine
sand and clayey silt layers from a
few m m to a few cm thick; no
dispersed gravel clasts

Sedimentation from inter— —
underflows of fines winix т
basal glacial debris with : L , a
sedimentation o f aeoliar. :. • . *.
may be varves, no ice-rar. *;

;

7.6.3 Subm arine debris-flow facies associations from the Late Palaeozoic я
of South Afr'rca
The importance of subaquatic debris flowage close to the grounding-line was re;
Visser (1983b) from studies of a well-exposed sequence of Late Palaeozoic age :~
hari Basin of southern Africa. Visser distinguished several types of flow, basec : and texture, derived from material deposited near the grounding-line of a floi._-_

)EPOSITIONAL AND SOFT-SEDIMENT EROSIONAL FEATURES IN FJORDS
' : -'S occurred either as individual or stacked beds, and are described and interpreted
T'-’i l - IA - diamictite, massive, medium-coarse, clast-rich individual beds about lm
r . • The diamictite grades into clast-supported conglomerate. IB - deformed argillaceous
a . ~ .ctite with thin, clay-rich laminae or flow-banding. There is an upward transition to
■t r.mite-shale. These sediments represent cohesive debris-flows with laminar flow
.r .ceteristics. IB shows features indicative of deformation of a late stage in the flow.
Гг II - upwards-fining conglomerate and sand beds. IIA - basal conglomerate/coarse
istone at the base, passing upwards, first into medium- to fine-grained sandstone with
. : clasts, then into an upper fine-grained unit characterized by ripple marks and waterа .-Г'р structures, and finally into a mudstone/rhythmite shale. This association reprev -15 a high-density turbidity-flow, in which complete liquefaction occurred. IIB is similar
:a

but contains, in addition, ice-rafted debris and angular fragments of shale in a

-cstone instead of the upper fine-grained unit. This represents a transitional type of
* between the completely liquefied and the cohesive varieties.
г«? Ill - reversly graded sandstone beds. These are transitional between cohesive debris•' s and high-density turbidity currents or, in part, grain-flow.
те IV - upwards-fining sandstone/siltstone, representing a low-density turbidity cur* r :;aence that shows an association of these various types of flow deposit is shown in
1.9.

Depositional and soft-sediment erosional features in fjords
"*' : » ie range of processes associated with receding glaciers in fjords gives rise to depositional
j*L~:lages and erosional features that are distinct from those deposited by glaciers and
■e

i:er on land, but which have some similarities with those in large lakes. In most cases,

mm -_ed sedimentation during ice-recession, or destruction during ice-advance will preclude
К г гreservation as distinct bathymetric features. Only rarely have these features been up. n d eroded to allow ready inspection of their internal sedimentary structures. Our knowl•--- :i thus based, to a large extent, on the investigations that have been made in Alaskan
*

i -retie fjords, and a variety of geophysical techniques, such as seismic profiling and side-

sonar. The forms described below are part of a continuous spectrum of features, the
ifcx ±ree together apparently being analogous to delta moraines in lacustrine settings.

Slorainal banks
-iinal banks form by a combination of lodgement, melt-out, dumping, push and squeeze
ж .. -ses when a glacier terminus, grounded in water, is in a stable or quasi-stable state (Powell
Ж

Powell & Molnia 1989). (Note that the American term morainal in this context is well
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Bore-hole log

Type of flow deposit

m
IV

Very fin e- g rain ed san d sto n e grading into m udstone

128

Dark m udstone w ith ice-rafted debris

IB

D iam ictite w ith flo w banding
Rhyth m ite shale

MB

IIA
III

MB
IIA

125

Stacked san d sto n e u n its, u p w a rd - fin in g
Mud cla sts. Slum p stru ctu res

R h yth m ite shale

ШШШ
*/1/*/* I

ж

MB
IB
IIB
IIA

Stacked san d sto n e units w ith minor d iam ictite and rh yth m ite shale

D iam ictite w ith flo w banding
Rh yth m ite shale

120

^ > 7
< T o f.
/ <3 • /

IIA
IIA

Stacked u nits of sm all-p eb b le conglom erate and coarse-grained s=~ :

IB

D iam icite w ith flow banding and mud fragm ents

■

M edium -grained san d sto n e w ith slump stru ctu res and mud clasts
D iam ictite w ith flow banding

0/fA

R h yth m ite shale

IB
115

Stacked d ia m ictite units sh o w ing flo w banding in th e ir upper p a " ;
A bundant rip ped -u p mud fragm ents

Fine-grained san d sto n e grading into siltsto n e and mudstone
a ltern atin g w ith dark m udstone w ith IRD
—

;4 !

112

Figure 7.9 Part o f the Late Palaeozoic Dwyka Formation, Kahari Basin, southern Africa, re: ; -_i ■
a borehole, illustrating the relationship between different types of flow deposits (adapted from Vis>-;' : with permission of the International Association of Sedimenologists).

established in the literature, so is used in preference to the British adjectival form i r _ is
These banks are often intimately associated with submarine outwash. Depositional pr
are further complicated by the partial lifting of the ice margin from the bed as the t:;;
in, and by tidal-pumping, allowing subglacial meltwater to influence growth of th;
Morainal banks are composed of pockets of diamicton enclosed in poorly sorted sar.:

.

(with clasts up to boulder size) or gravelly sand. The foreslope of the bank is afr'r..
resedimentation processes such as sliding, slumping and gravity flowage. The up-gl .
of the bank may also collapse once the glacier has receded.
In McBride Inlet, a short arm of Glacier Bay in Alaska, Powell (1983) obser- r:
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r ;rainal bank formed between 1978 and 1980 (Fig. 7.10). Within this period, 1.2 million
. ::c metres of sediment were deposited at a rate of 400000 m3yr~1. Since the early 1980s
:op surface has been partly exposed at low tide. The flanks of the bank slope at 15°
*eslope) and 9° (backslope).

Figure 7.10 McBride Inlet, Glacier Bay, Alaska, showing the morainal bank at the entrance (now exposed)
m d a younger morainal bank (between the 1978 and 1980 glacier fronts) that is capped by submarine outwash
sediments. A small delta on the south side occurs near the 1984 position (map from Powell & Molnia 1989.
•vith permission of Elsevier Science Publishers, Amsterdam).
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7.7.2 G rounding-line fans
Also known as subaqueous (but more properly subaquatic) or submarine outwash fans, groun:
ing-line fans extend from a glacier tunnel that discharges subglacial meltwater where a gi:
cier terminates in the sea (Powell 1990; Fig. 7.11). The bulk of the sediment is released ver
rapidly from meltwater, which issues as a horizontal jet at, or near, the sea floor during fill
pipe-flow (Fig. 7.4). This outwash contains a range of particles from coarse gravel to m_;
the coarser fraction being deposited almost immediately. The rest of the fan system inclui:
sediment gravity-flows, slumps and deposits from the plume of turbid meltwater as it r:;„
above the bed. Much of the fine material is carried away to more distal settings in the sec
ment plume.
Figure 7.11 Grounding-line fan deve ing in front of Harriman Glacier, P: W illiam Sound, Alaska. This type of -r.
ture, developed close to or just below u i :
level, represents a platform that faci!::_ ;
the advance of the glacier.

The complexity and nature of grounding-line fans, which are difficult to investigate :
modern settings, is demonstrated by parts of the Late Palaeozoic Dwyka Formation in Sc__:
Africa (Visser et al. 1987; Fig. 7.12) and the Late Palaeozoic Wynard Formation in Tas~.
nia (Powell 1990). In the latter, six main facies were recorded.
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r :gure 7.12 Grounding-line fan complex in the Late Palaeozoic Dwyka Formation, Kransgat River, Karoo
Ti-in, South Africa, (a) Massive diamictite at the base, overlain by interbedded sandstones and diamictites
show signs o f slumping, (b) Close-up view of slumped sandstone and diamictite. (c) Soft-sediment sandne dyke penetrating diamictite, the result of rapid burial and fluidization of an overlying sandstone layer.
; Stratified diamictite with large ice-rafted boulder, representing more distal facies compared with (a).

Stratified conglomerates with rounded to subrounded clasts and trough cross-bedding.
This facies was interpreted as representing a recession of the glacier.
Clast-rich stratified diamictite, with subangular to subrounded clasts, many of which are
striated, and with striated cobble pavements, representing a quasi-stable terminus.
Deformed pebble conglomerate and coarse sandstone, with flow structures resulting from
loading on to the diamictite and ice-push as the fan prograded, followed by flowage as
the ice support was lost when recession took place.
Trough cross-bedded sandstone and conglomerates, with deformation and injection of
diamictite resulting from ice-push during continued progradation of the fan.
Cross-bedded sandstone and poorly sorted pebble/boulder conglomerates, with a few
striated clasts, also formed during progradation.
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(f) Stratified diamictite with 5-50% subangular to subrounded clasts, including sane;
rafts incorporated during soft-sediment deformation.
Geometrically, the better stratified parts of the fan have a barchanoid (concave down-:' *
form.
Grounding-line fans that develop during sustained advances are not well preserved bee; _
of reworking. Nor are fans that form during rapid recession well preserved because ther; i
insufficient time for them to build up. Like morainal banks, they are best developed if the .
margin is quasi-stable.

7.7.3 Ice-contact deltas
Developing out of grounding-line fans, when a glacier becomes more-or-less stable for iof years or more, are tidally influenced fan deltas (Powell & Molnia 1989, Powell 1- alternatively known as proglacial fan deltas (Fig. 7.8). The fan grows by direct addit::r of
sediment from submarine outwash-streams and from sediment gravity-flows at the delta :'r Mass-flows elsewhere along the glacier front may contribute to the growth of the fan. A glacier pushes against the delta, the sediment is subjected to folding and thrusting, p n x .
which tend to increase the height of the delta (Fig. 7.4). Such features are known as ic e -ч tact deltas. With continued re-advance, the glacier rides up the back of the fan and der :
lodgement till, and perhaps also forms typical morainal bank accumulations. If the terrr. then recedes, basal ice may become buried. Tunnels, through which streams discharge, bee inclined up-glacier and prone to blockage, promoting occasional outbursts of sediment-chir: s.
water. During recession much of the coarser load is dumped on the reverse side of the ...
and backsliding and collapse of sediment is likely. The larger a fan grows, the more star : :
becomes, providing a platform over which subsequent advance can take place (Fig. 7 .
In Alaska, ice-contact deltas form extremely rapidly. A good example is that formec : ing the recession of Riggs Glacier in Glacier Bay (Fig. 7.8). In 1979, the glacier term:r_

js

in about 55m of water, but by 1985 the delta plain had aggraded above high-tide mar?.
extended 100m further into what had been 32m of water in 1981; a total of one million e_r.
metres of sediment had thus accumulated in only four years.

7.7.4 Fluviodeltaic com plexes
Where a river or stream enters the fjord directly, especially if carrying a large bedload fr: a glacier up stream, a delta with a braided top may develop (Fig. 7.13). During peak me! z .
in early summer the bedload comprises material up to cobble size, which is deposited boir a topset and a foreset, together with finer gravel and sand. Channel filling and switching :
rise to trough cross-bedding often on a scale of tens of metres wide and several metres C;::
Active channels may extend down the delta slope and on to the fjord floor; levees ane :
races may also develop along the sides of the channels. One such channel in Glacier Bay ( :
Inlet) is 32m deep and up to 259m wide, extending for 10.5km (Syvitski 1989). Slumping :
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also a common process on the delta slope. Finer material will mostly be carried away in 5_
pension, but some may be deposited between distributary charnels in intertidal areas. 7 .
top of the delta front may be reworked by waves and tides, creating beach ridges. An e x ir
pie of a fluviodeltaic complex in Svalbard is illustrated in Figure 7 .14a. The principal fa: ;
recorded, together with their interpretations are, from top to bottom, as follows:
- sandy gravel - forms topset of stratified pebbles and cobbles, mostly of subroundec it.:
subangular shapes (Fig. 7.14b); fluvially deposited on the delta top;
- sand, gravelly sand and sandy gravel - cross-bedded on a metre scale; fluvially derb e:
subaquatically deposited delta foresets (Fig. 7.14c);

Figure 7.14 Dissected, elevated Weichselian fluviodeltaic complex at Engelskbukta, Spitsbergen, sho\characteristic facies: (a) general view of delta, showing low-angle foresets dipping seawards (to the rigr
(b) poorly sorted sandy gravel, forming a topset about l m thick; (c) outermost foresets in delta, compn;
interbedded sand and gravel; (d) gently dipping, well sorted, stratified sand with ice-rafted clast.
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sand - graded coarse to fine sand or silt beds, a few centimetres to decimetres thick,
with dispersed gravel lonestones (Fig. 7.14d); turbidity-current-derived sediment with

I

:ce-rafted dropstones;
mud - massive blue clayey silt and clay, with whole or broken mollusc shells and dis
persed stones; fjord-bottom mud of suspension origin with minor ice-rafted debris;
- diamicton - massive gravelly sandy mud, with shell fragments with up to 30% gravel
clasts; waterlain or flow till deposited on the fjord floor.

* ".5 Proglacial laminites
-imiiiites have been studied most thoroughly in Alaskan fjords, where they lie beyond the
rainal banks and ice-contact deltas, but still in a proximal position in relation to the glatwithin 1-2 km) (Powell & Molnia 1989). Laminites are produced by deposition of susxnded sediment from streams, tidal and wind-generated currents, subaquatic slumps and
pavity-flows. Variations in stream discharge, combined with the effect of tidal currents,
■.:uently produce rhythmically laminated sediments called cyclopsams (graded sand/mud
- -plets) and cyclopels (silt/mud couplets) (Mackiewicz et al. 1984).
Experiments using traps in McBride Inlet, Glacier Bay (Cowan & Powell 1990) have shown
cyclopsams and cyclopels are derived from turbid overflow plumes, but that deposition
laminae is related to tides, and two graded couplets are produced each day. The sand flux
greatest during low tide, and lowest near high tide. Small-scale gravity-flows may interrupt

: ig u re 7 .1 5
F jo rd - b o tto m s a n d /silt
—>thmites (probably tidally related), asso. ated with tidewater Comfortlessbreen,
Zigelskbukta, Spitsbergen. These sediments
' -ve been lifted above sea level by largecale glaciotectonic processes.
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the laminite sequence. Other laminae may be produced as a result of variations in discharge

7.7.6 Fjord-botl

on a diurnal basis. Pleistocene cyclopsams and cyclopels have been recognized in other fjorc
areas with lower tidal ranges than Glacier Bay, ranging from temperate latitudes (e.g. Whidbe;.

Further from the

Island, Washington State; Domack 1984) to high Arctic latitudes, such as Ellesmere Islar.;

mud derived fror

and Svalbard (Fig. 7.15), although these may be daily or seasonal couplets, rather than tid i

debris and there:

ones.
Cyclopsams are interbedded or interlaminated with coarser outwash sediments in the ice-

has been referred

proximal zone. Cyclopels also form in a proximal position during periods of low discharge

sediments.

±e paths taken :

or in quiet areas adjacent to the glacier front. Beyond 1-2km from the terminus, laminites
are lost because all the silt has already settled out and sedimentation rates are much reduced
allowing bioturbation and flocculation to take place.

7.7.7 Beach an

In the older geological record, tidal rhythmites have been reported, for example, from the
Early Proterozoic Gowganda Formation in Ontario, Canada (Mustard & Donaldson 198"
and the Neoproterozoic Elatina Formation, South Australia (Williams 1989). Many other
ancient laminites in glacial sequences are probably of this type.

Beaches are bes:
'Ubglacial outwit
drift of the our.-monly develop a
-.17).
Tidal flats are
flats are comma
r'orm on top of d

Figure 7.16 Neoproterozoic fjord-bottom rhythmites with abundant ice-rafted
material, Henan Province, China.

An important additional component to laminites is often represented by dropstones

:-

lonestones if a non-genetic term is preferred), providing one of the most reliable criteria : : *
recognizing glacial influence in the geological record (Fig. 7.16). Dropstones of ice-welce;
diamicton or mud may also be present; these are known as till pellets, although some of the~
may reach boulder size. Dispersed clasts frequently exceed the thickness of the laminae, гг.:
show disruption of the laminae beneath, with draping of laminae over the top.

• ^rure 7.17
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' _.6 Fjord-bottom sedim ent com plexes
-'v.er from the glacier, and interstratified with the proglacial laminites, is homogeneous
■lc derived from glacial rock flour. This mud contains variable amounts of iceberg-rafted
ur: ns and therefore may grade into diamicton (more than about 1% gravel). Such a deposit
- >een referred to as bergstone m ud (Powell & Molnia 1989), and its extent depends on
- paths taken by icebergs. Dropstone structures are not visible in these homogeneous
t iments.

'.7 Beach and tidal-flat features
. _:hes are best developed close to areas where there is, or has been, an abundant supply of
glacial outwash sediments. Often beaches consist of coarse gravel, becoming sandy down■:: of the outwash streams. Beaches also form in sheltered rocky embayments. Spits com■ :nly develop across river outlets, and these may be backed by lagoons and marshes (Fig.
' 17).
Tidal flats are generally of fine sand and mud, often dotted with iceberg-rafted debris. Tidal
.:$ are common in areas of quiet water, towards the margins of river outlets; they often
on top of deltas, after the main distributaries have moved elsewhere.

Figure 7.17 Spits and lagoons, containing reworked glacial and glaciofluvial sand and mud, Engelskbukta.
Spitsbergen. Comfortlessbreen is in the background (cf. frontispiece).
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Beaches and tidal flats in glacier-influenced fjords show a range of features arising fro—
iceberg action as the tides rise and fall, although in the polar regions features produced r
icebergs may be difficult to distinguish from those resulting from sea ice. Icebergs rap;:
break down into bergy bits, ice blocks several metres across. Tidal movements may drag cz
iceberg across the beach or tidal flat, creating a groove with levees (Fig. 7.18a). Groc'-e.
run up and down the beach, or across it if longshore drift takes place. Often grooves :::
irregular in direction and cut across one another. Icebergs may also be rocked by wave:
creating wallows, and others may push up ridges as the tide comes in (Fig. 7.18b). If ice
bergs are not well grounded, then various bounce-, chatter- and rollmarks may form. Son;
icebergs become stranded in intertidal zones, and on sandy or muddy shores may become
buried, creating so-called iceberg rosettes or a pitted surface when they melt (Fig. 7.18c
Dirty icebergs, comprising basal ice, may also become buried,leaving behind diffuse pods
till or mud in the beach deposit.
If strong tidal currents and waves winnow out fine material from the surface of bouide:
or cobble-rich diamictons in beaches, icebergs may compress the boulders into the matr: ■
creating a flat surface or type of gravel pavement (Fig. 7.18d). Fine, irregular striations m i
form as the ice moves over the pavement.

7.7.8 Iceberg-turbate deposits
Icebergs may become stranded on shoals, disturbing the sediment and creating an iceber.
turbate, although there seem to be few descriptions of such features in the literature. Sir...
shoal deposits are typically winnowed diamicts, the turbate will have gravel as the domir.icomponent. If it is interbedded with other facies, iceberg grounding may be evident in r .
form of deformation structures. If the icebergs contain debris, the resulting sediment wil'. *:
of mixed composition and have a disorganized fabric, often building up into irregular ridg;

7.8 Stratigraphic architecture in fjords
To the author’s knowledge, no systematic studies, combining deep drilling through fjord se:
ment to bedrock and seismic surveys, to determine the stratigraphic architecture of a moce~
fjord have been undertaken, although it has been possible to gain an appreciation of the struc:_-.
of bottom sediments in some Arctic fjords using geophysical techniques combined with sh_
low coring.
In Arctic fjords, where sedimentation rates are low compared with Alaska, high reso'..
tion acoustic profiling has, in some places, been able to penetrate to bedrock. As an exar
ple, the work of Sexton et al. (1992) in Krossfjorden, Spitsbergen may be summarize:
Krossfjorden is a fjord currently influenced mainly by non-surge-type, grounded tidewater
glaciers. Along with its branches, it has several distinct basins (Fig. 7 .19a). Seismic sun e;
have yielded details of the stratigraphic architecture of the sediment that has accumulated sin:.
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Figure 7.18 Features formed on beaches in iceberg-influenced ijords. (a) Grooves on sandy gravel beach created by
icebergs from Columbia Glacier, Prince W illiam Sound,
Alaska, (b) Push ridges on beach formed by icebergs at high
tide, Columbia Glacier, Alaska, (c) Iceberg rosettes, pits
resulting from burial of sea or glacier ice by beach mate
rial, followed by slow melting o f the ice, Engelskbukta,
Spitsbergen, (d) A gravel pavem ent form ed by icecom paction and tidal-current w innow ing o f shoreline
sediments, Prince W illiam Sound, Alaska.

0.2s t.w.t.

F ig u re 7 .1 9 K ro ssfjo rd e n. •
Svalbard, (a) Bathymetric map ( I I interval contours), showing mui: - :
basins and termini of tidewater £ j
ciers influencing sedimentation Acoustic profile (3.5kHz record -r.
interpretation illustrating seis- .
stratigraphic architecture in L: :
hookfjorden, the northwestern anKrossfjorden. LIAM is the Little ‘ .
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rock ridge and break o f slope a: r ;
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STRATIGRAPHIC ARCHITECTURE IN FJORDS

gravel

sand

m arine o u tw ash mud

iceberg zone mud

bedrock

Figure 7.20 Hypothetical facies architecture in a glaciomarine-fjord complex based on investigations
: f Alaskan tidewater glaciers (simplified from Powell 1981).

lie fjord system was fashioned by the ice. Up to 180m of unlithified sediment above bedrock
5 present. The acoustic character of the sedimentary pile is variable, and three main com' exes have been distinguished (Fig. 7.19b).
- Ice-proxim al unit - interpreted as subaquatic, hummocky terminal moraines, formed
annually during a general recession, inside the Little Ice Age maximum; the material is
a fine-grained diamicton with no internal structure.
- Fan complex - comprising structureless till or a sheet of glaciomarine sediment at the
base, overlain by well laminated sand and silt; this glaciomarine fan comprises material
that rained out from suspension or was deposited from debris-flows or turbidity currents;
the complex formed as the late Weichselian glaciers receded up-fjord.
- Outerfjo rd complex - comprising a blanket of both structureless and laminated material
(depending on the degree of bioturbation), and a hummocky till above bedrock, similar
to the ice-proximal unit mentioned above; this complex formed during and following the
late Weichselian glacial maximum.
Surveys of some Baffin Island fjords confirm the broad pattern found in Spitsbergen fjord
nsins of a glaciomarine mud-draped till, but, in addition, illustrate the importance of
■гsedimentation and Coriolis effects in piling up masses of sediment to one side of the fjord
Syvitski 1989, Boulton 1990). In Alaskan fjords, the thickness and internal structure of sedi
mentary sequences have also been determined using high-resolution profiling methods, although
*.e sedimentary facies that make up the several hundred metre thick sequences are not known
i.rectly. However, Powell (1981) has developed a model of a hypothetical sedimentary
equence (Fig. 7.20) that may arise from the progressive development of the five facies
issociations he defined (§ 7.6.1), and which illustrates at least a little of the complexity of
lie stratigraphic architecture that may develop in a fjord.
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the world. The problems and cost of access to the continental shelf glaciomarine environ
ment - represented first and foremost by Antarctic ice shelves, outlet glaciers, ice tongues
and ice cliffs - have so far limited the acquisition of knowledge concerning these areas. Nev
ertheless, a considerable body of data has been obtained during the past decade, and review;

8.2 Transp

have stressed the importance today of glaciomarine processes on high-latitude continental
shelves (e.g. Andrews & Matsch 1983, Dowdeswell 1987, Drewry 1986, Hambrey et al.

8.2.1 N ature

1992).
Ten per cent or, possibly, much more of the world’s oceans and continental shelves receive
glaciomarine sediment today (Drewry 1986). Around Antarctica, icebergs influence sedimen
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Figure 8.1 Decaying icebergs off Dronning Maud Land, East Antarctica, (a) Tilted, tabular iceberg grounder
on the outer continental shelf, (b) Iceberg in advanced stages o f decay close to the coast. Note the promine":
debris band, probably originally incorporated at the base of the ice mass, and the ice shelf in the background
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ш - л' icebergs creating a hazard to shipping around Cape Horn and the Cape of Good Hope.
l -:ise of their favoured preservation potential, continental shelf sediments are the most
a —mon of pre-Pleistocene glacigenic sequences, and many detailed accounts have been
a. - ished in recent years.
I

ne of the earliest and most stimulating attempts at reconstructing the glaciomarine envi-

т -_ment, typified by Antarctica and the margins of the Pleistocene ice sheets of the Northern
5 ; —isphere, was that of Carey & Ahmed (1961). The model developed by these authors was
» :elv used, but was founded on few field data and it seriously overstressed the role of ice
. Ives as providers of sediment to the marine environment. Recent reconstructions are founded
• a much better database, although this is still inadequate in view of the wide range of
, _::ological conditions that occur at the margins of marine ice masses. Relatively poorly known
- r the modes of debris transport by ice to the continental shelf, the thermal regime of the
'importing glaciers, the rates of sediment supply, the importance of meltwater, the role of
* ::er depth and ocean currents, the character of sediments deposited beneath floating ice and
:e:r modification by marine processes, and the role of sea ice. Nevertheless, we now have
. _ x>d idea of the range of processes that influence sedimentation in these settings, and they
rm the basis of this chapter.

3.2 Transport of glacigenic sediment out of the ice-sheet system
N ature of sedim ents arriving at the grounding zone
The volume and distribution of sediment within ice masses are largely controlled by ice dyamics and thermal regime (see Drewry & Cooper 1981, Drewry 1986, Dowdeswell 1987,
: more detailed reviews). As noted in Chapter 7, the thickness of the basal debris-rich zone
■
iries according to glacier type. This debris zone is derived as a result of erosion at the base
: a sliding ice mass and entrainment by regelation of dirty ice. Ice masses which are pre_rminantly cold tend to have thicker basal debris layers than do temperate glaciers; commonly
his layer is 10m or more thick where terminating on land, but it is not known for certain
■
hether similar thicknesses prevail where ice masses enter the sea. From coring and radio;-;ho sounding of ice sheets, the thickness of the basal layer tends to be of the order of 1% of
■Jie total thickness, so some Antarctic glaciers may have as much as 100m of basal debris
• hen they reach the grounding-line. Sediment-rich ice occurs in discrete bands (Fig. 8.1b),
rut the concentration is variable, ranging from 0.01 to 70%, or about 1% on average, show
ing an irregular but approximately exponential decrease upwards. This distribution and den
sity pattern is important from the point of view of determining the rate of sedimentation once
'he ice mass begins to float.
Other sediment sources, volumetrically, are relatively minor around most ice margins that
border continental shelf areas. Exceptions are the few instances in Alaska where glaciers
terminate in the open sea; here supraglacial debris is also important.
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8.2.2 Ice-ocean sedim ent transfer routes
Excluding lodgement, melt-out and shearing of the debris layer beneath the grounded ice shee:
debris is transferred out of the Antarctic ice-sheet system in three ways (Drewry & Coopr1981).
Via ice shelves
On entering deep water, grounded ice on a broad front decouples from the bed and floats c .
over the sea, where it undergoes creep-thinning as a result of acceleration following the n
duction of basal and lateral drag (Fig. 8.2). For sedimentation, it is important to considc mass balance and particle paths. Most ice shelves receive considerable snow accumulation
so particle paths are inclined downwards as the accumulation increases seawards. If there
net basal melt, particle paths intersect the bottom of the ice shelf, and any debris in transit :r
the basal layer is likely to be melted out prior to calving at the ice front. So sedimentatic:
today is important at the inner margins of a continental shelf near the grounding-line, but ::
little significance on the outer shelf and in the open ocean. However, freeze-on of ocean;;
ice beneath some ice shelves is important. Beginning close to the grounding-line, freeze-cz
may prevent all of the basal and englacial debris from being released. The remaining debr:;
is therefore transferred to the ice-shelf edge and deposited in the open sea from icebergs.

Figure 8.2 Embayment in the Brunt Ice Shelf, off Hailey Station, East Antarctica. RRS Bransfield
anchored against fast ice.

Via ice cliffs
Where a grounded Antarctic ice margin calves directly into the sea, ice cliffs form (Fig. 8.5
Wave action at the foot of the cliffs and the slow rate of advance of the cliffs promote secL-
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Grounded ice cliff near Barnes Glacier, Ross Island, Antarctica, with winter fast ice at its footr.

-.entation close to the ice edge prior to calving. In the Arctic, extensive ice cliffs are found
alv on Nordaustlandet in the Svalbard group of islands.
Ju tle t glaciers and ice streams
inland ice draining towards the coast is channelled into ice streams or outlet glaciers, the latter
reing constrained by rock walls. Such glaciers generally have a high rate of discharge and
—ay extend out into the sea as ice tongues. Observations of calving icebergs from such glaciers
show that they retain a basal debris layer up to 15 m thick, with variable amounts of supraglacial
debris. The sediment-release process is similar to that under ice shelves, but, in addition, they
rroduce an almost continuous supply of small, debris-rich icebergs. The bulk of the glacigenic
sediment in the Southern Ocean today probably comes from outlet glaciers.
The relative importance today of these three modes of transfer of ice from Antarctica have
reen estimated to be as follows (Drewry & Cooper 1981):
Ice shelves

62%

Ice cliffs

16%

Outlet glaciers and ice streams

22%

However, from a sedimentological point of view, there are significant differences in the
locations and volumes of sediment produced by these different glacier types (Table 8.1).
Ice shelves and outlet glaciers respond rapidly to oceanographic and climatic changes. Their
grounding-lines thus migrate frequently across the continental shelf, producing thick com
plexes of strongly diachronous sediment (Drewry & Cooper 1981).
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Table 8.1 Variations in the location and relative proportions of different types
of entrained sediment, according to type of ice mass (after Drewry 1986).
Debris type
Glaciological regime

Basal

Englacial

Supraglacial

Outlet glaciers
via mountains
ice stream

• • • •
• • • •

• •
•

• •
•

Ice cliffs
near mountains
ice sheet edge

• • •
• •

• •
•

• •
•

Ice shelf
from ice sheet
via mountains

• •
• • •

•
• •

•
•

trace

Sediment quantity
small
moderate

substantial

8.3 Sedimentation on glacier-influenced continental shelves
The range of sediment transport paths, processes of deposition and resulting sedimentary fa.:,
are summarized in Figure 8.4 for an ice shelf in recessed and advanced conditions.

8.3.1 Delivery of sedim ent to the glaciom arine environm ent
Ice dynam ics
As much as a half of the Antarctic ice sheet was considered by Zotikov (1986) to be at tr.:
pressure melting point at its bed, a view supported by clear evidence from radio-echosoundir,i
of subglacial lakes beneath the thicker parts of the ice sheet (Oswald & Robin 1973). Und;these conditions, basal sliding is bound to generate a debris layer. Although this basal debr
layer is normally visible only in a few places around the margin of the continent (Drew г
1986), it is believed to be widespread in the interior of Antarctica. Deposition of the bulk
this sediment in the marine environment is by subglacial melting on the continental shelf benei '
an extended grounded ice sheet or close to its grounding-line. Melting of icebergs provide: :
more limited source of debris in the open ocean.
Another mechanism of transport of basal debris to the marine environment has been ide:
tified beneath ice streams hundreds of metres thick draining the West Antarctic ice sheet a r :
feeding the Ross Ice Shelf (Shabtaie & Bentley 1987, Alley et al. 1989). Both theory a r .
seismic velocity data support the view that the fast-flowing ice streams are moving over г
water-saturated bed of till (or perhaps previously deposited glaciomarine sediment) ar ;
deforming it, thereby transporting it seawards. Transport of this material ends as the ice strean
merges with the ice shelf and achieves buoyancy, but at the same location melting of the
underside of the ice stream by currents beneath the ice shelf releases additional basal debr.5
These processes of debris transport and release are followed by gravity-flow and slump pro-

SEDIMENTATION ON GLACIER-INFLUENCED CONTINENTAL SHELVES
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Figure 8.4 Ice dynamics, sediment sources and sedimentary processes, products and their interpretation at
■he margin o f the Antarctica ice sheet, (a) Ice shelf with grounding-line at the inner part of the continental
".elf, as at the present day. (b) Ice shelf having grounded on the continental shelf and advanced across it to
_.e continental shelf break, where it becomes decoupled from the bed (glacial maxima) (from Hambrey et al.
.992, with permission o f Gebriider Borntraeger, Stuttgart).

:esses to create, beneath the inner margin of the ice shelf, a prograding complex of glacially
derived sediment. Alley et al. (1989) described the resulting feature as a till delta, although
:he non-genetic term diam ict apron is preferred here. This type of prograding wedge, but
:'n a much larger scale, has been recognized in seismic records from the Antarctic shelf for
some time (Hinz & Block 1983), and is now considered by some to be characteristic of icesheet deposition (Cooper et al. 1991a). It is conceivable that this process of diamict apron
formation was the primary mode of continental shelf progradation when glaciers reached the
shelf break, as well as being, on a smaller scale, the main mechanism for deposition on the
inner shelves today (Hambrey et al. 1992).
Debris can also be transported into the marine realm after falling or being blown on to
'iie glacier surface. Rock debris and wind-blown sand are widely observed on the surfaces of
outlet glaciers passing through the Transantarctic Mountains in southern Victoria Land (Barrett
et al. 1983), and are probably equally common in other localities where ice passes through
coastal ranges or where nunataks are exposed. In only a few places, however, is supraglaciai
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debris sufficiently abundant to be evident in aerial photographs or satellite images, and it is
probably unimportant as a proportion of the total sediment, except where the sediment sup
ply from other sources is exceptionally low. However, aeolian sediment from these sources
can be spread as far as the northern limit of icebergs because it is carried on top of, and within,
the ice. Such debris can be readily recognized from its well sorted fine-grained nature (aeoliar.
sand) and angular shape (scree).
In the Arctic, rockfall debris and aeolian sand on icebergs derived from glaciers and ice
caps terminating at the open coast (e.g. northeastern Svalbard) are of minor importance. Onh
in Alaska, where a few glaciers approach the open coast, is supraglaciai transport locally
important. However, during Pleistocene glacial periods, when ice descended from the loth
mountains to the open coast on a broad front, the transfer of supraglaciai sediment was highh
significant, not only in Alaska, as demonstrated by very thick Late Cenozoic sequences tha:
have been tectonically uplifted, but also off northwest Europe, British Columbia and the south
ern Andes.
In summary, the main source of glacial debris for the open marine glacial regime in Ant
arctica is attributed to outlet glaciers and ice streams (Drewry & Cooper 1981, Orheim
Elverbai 1981). However, most of this debris is probably deposited close to the groundingline, from which position it may be further distributed (and modified) by gravity-flows o:
currents. Debris deposited from icebergs is volumetrically minor compared with that origi
nating from other sources. This, too, has the attributes of basal glacial debris. Such debris
may occur far from the source if the iceberg turns over before the basal debris has meltec
out. Ice-rafted debris in the stratigraphic record can provide important evidence of the exist
ence of floating ice at sea level.
G la cia l m eltw ater input
Sediment in suspension and bedload can enter the marine environment directly from
supraglaciai and subglacial meltwater channels in tidewater glaciers, floating ice tongues and
ice shelves, or from terrestrial streams. In the Antarctic the latter are small and rare, with
maximum discharges of a few cubic metres per second. According to Kotikov (1986 .
subglacial meltwater is generated at a rate of several cubic kilometres per year beneath the
Antarctic ice sheet and its outlet glaciers. However, this volume is insufficient, or the water
inadequately channelized, to generate visible turbid sediment plumes in surface waters arour.c
Antarctica. Some subglacial transport of fine-grained sediment is suspected from the abun
dance of terrigenous sediment in deep-water mud accumulating around the continent toda\
In contrast, meltwater and associated suspended sediments have been observed immediate/
seawards of some glaciers at the northern tip of the Antarctic Peninsula, where temperatures
are significantly higher (Griffith & Anderson 1989).
Glacial meltwater is much more significant in the Northern Hemisphere, where cold ice
fronts are grounded on the continental shelf. For example, the ice caps on Nordaustlandet :r.
Svalbard, which together provide the longest continuous sea frontage of any Northern Hemi
sphere ice mass (120km), reveal discrete subaquatic stream outlets, as indicated by sedimer.:
plumes.
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Sea ice and river ice
Terrigenous debris entrained into sea ice occurs in littoral environments by freeze-on, as
described in Chapter 7. This process is facilitated if extensive shallow areas exist, as is the
case in the Arctic, but in the Antarctic such conditions are relatively rare. Ice-rafting of lit
toral debris that becomes anchored to the bottom of sea ice, and of fine sediment that may be
incorporated in sea ice when turbid water freezes, is of major importance in the Arctic Ocean
and surrounding seas, in areas far removed from any glaciers. Indeed, muds derived from
sea ice are thought to form about 80% of the Late Cenozoic sediments in the central Arctic
Ocean (Clark & Hanson 1983).
Sea ice also plays a role in the sedimentation of diatom ooze in Antarctica. Diatom blooms
occur beneath the sea ice as it breaks up in summer, but the diatoms become trapped in the
ice when new platelet ice forms beneath the floes. Often the ice floes are strongly coloured,
giving rise to so-called brow n ice.
Arctic rivers discharge large volumes of ice into the ocean during the spring break-up,
allowing river gravels and sands to be ice-rafted off shore. To distinguish these types of icerafting sediment from iceberg sediment is of major importance in assessing the palaeoclimatic
significance of dropstones in sediments, for example, around the Arctic Basin.
Sea and river ice-rafted debris has been reported from some pre-Pleistocene sequences,
even for times when there is no other evidence of glaciation, e.g. the Jurassic and Cretaceous
of the Canadian Arctic, Spitsbergen, Siberia and Australia (Frakes & Francis 1988).
The transport of aeolian sediment on to sea ice and its subsequent release into the sea is an
important process in some polar areas. For example, Barrett (1986) recorded deposition of
up to l m m y r 1 of aeolian sediment in McMurdo Sound, offshore from the Dry Valleys in
Antarctica (Barrett et al. 1983)..

Biogenic material
The polar seas are biologically rich in those areas where the sea ice breaks up in summer.
Upwelling of nutrient-rich bottom-waters and low clastic sediment input, facilitate the
production of a diverse fauna and flora. Siliceous ooze is the principal component around
Antarctica, where a zone several hundred kilometres wide, made up largely of diatom frag
ments with a minor ice-rafted terrigenous component, rings the continent. To the north lies
calcareous ooze comprising coccoliths and foraminifera, while the transitional zone coincides
with the boundary between cold Antarctic waters and the warmer oceans to the north (the
zone being referred to as the Antarctic Convergence). The importance of diatomaceous sedi
ment has been also been recognized near the Antarctic coast. For example, Domack (1988)
found a predominance of diatom ooze just outside the fjords of the Antarctic Peninsula, as
did Dunbar et al. (1989) in McMurdo Sound. The dilution of the ooze by terrigenous sedi
ment depends on the proximity of outlet glaciers. On the other hand, areas such as the inner
Weddell Sea, which have a more permanent and relatively dense sea-ice cover, have little
diatomaceous sediment. Some diamictites dating back to Oligocene time, recovered from the
deep drill holes, also contain significant amounts of diatoms (Barrett 1989a,b, Barron et al.
1989). Nearly pure oozes with only minor ice-rafted material are present in many places near
the Antarctic coast. The distribution of siliceous biogenic material on the inner Antarctic shelf
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is strongly influenced by marine currents, and transport is generally in a westerly direction.
The distribution of diatomaceous sediments in the Arctic is less clearly defined, and to a
large extent reflects the permanancy of the sea ice. For example, the relatively ice-free coasts
of western Svalbard have abundant diatomaceous sediment, whereas the Arctic Ocean, with
its near-complete sea-ice cover, does not.
Other biogenic components (e.g. foraminifera, calcareous nanofossils, radiolaria, bryozoa.
siliceous sponges, invertebrate fossils) form only a fraction of a per cent of the total sedi
ment, but their abundance, along with diatoms, demonstrates the high productivity of waters
in polar regions.

8.3.2 Ice-ocean interactions
The nature of the interaction between glaciers and the sea on continental margins is relatively
poorly known. In particular, the processes operating just seawards of the grounding-line, where
tidal pumping may be important, and beneath floating ice masses, are poorly known, and glacial
sedimentologists await the development of new technology that will allow investigation of these
inaccessible areas by remotely operated vehicles or drilling through the ice. The most impor
tant ice-ocean interactions have been outlined by Drewry (1986) and Dowdeswell (1987).
and are summarized below.

Rates o f ice-cliff melting
The rate of debris production from grounded ice cliffs is dependent on the ice velocity, the
temperature difference between the water mass and the ice front, the velocity of any current,
and the length of contact between the ice front and the water mass. For ice margins terminat
ing in shallow water, surface warming of the sea in summer accounts for the loss of signifi
cant amounts of ice.

Melting and freezing at the base of ice shelves
The thermal regime at the base of an ice shelf is important to glaciomarine sedimentation
because it controls whether all or most of the basal debris is released at the grounding-line
through melting, or whether some of it is transferred to the open ocean by being protected b\
the freezing-on of a layer of oceanic ice. Ice floating in water is prone to melting because
heat is transferred from the warmer liquid into the ice. The process beneath an ice shelf is
facilitated by water circulation in the form of tidal currents and meltwater plumes. The
geometry of the underside of the ice also helps, since this slopes downwards towards the land:
ice shelves typically thin from around 1000 m near the grounding-line to 200-500 m at the
seaward limit. The most vigorous circulation is near the grounding-line, thought to be in the
form of convective turbulent flow linked to “tidal breathing” , so it is here that most debris
melts out.
In certain circumstances, basal freeze-on occurs. If deep-flowing saline water close to the
freezing point rises as the grounding-line is approached, its freezing point is raised due tc
lowering of pressure, and it may freeze as it makes contact with the underside of the ice she/
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Towards the outer part of the ice shelf, however, currents advect warmer water from beyond
ле ice shelf and undermelt occurs. Therefore, the basal freezing process is most active within
_ short distance of the grounding-line.
From observations on the Ross and Amery ice shelves, it is known that sedimentation is
' ighly sensitive to the rate of melting. Thus, ice shelves represent barriers to the movement
:f basal glacial sediment from the continent offshore. Basal freeze-on is known to take place
-eneath ice shelves, including the Ross Ice Shelf (Zotikov 1980), the Amery Ice Shelf (Budd
r: al. 1982) and the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (Thyssen 1988). These freeze-on zones may
?e over a 100m thick, and represent as much as a third of the total ice shelf thickness (Fig.
'.4a). However, ice cores have demonstrated an absence of rock debris at the boundary between
dacier and oceanic ice in cores through both the Amery Ice Shelf (Site G-l, Morgan 1972)
ind the Ross Ice Shelf (Site J-9, Zotikov et al. 1980), supporting the view that the bulk of the
:asal debris has indeed been lost near the grounding-line.

iceberg calving
Changes in oceanographic conditions are often the principal factors affecting long-term ice:erg production from floating glacier tongues and ice shelves. A rising sea level causes the
grounding-line to lift and move inland and the ice mass to become unstable. Increased ice:erg production may therefore herald a time of marked climatic warming and rapid reces
sion of the ice shelf, a point that has to be taken into account when interpreting the climatic
record from sediments with an ice-rafted component. An illustration of this is that the climatic
лarming in the Antarctic Peninsula this century is leading to the rapid break-up of the more
maritime ice shelves and a huge increase in iceberg production. On the other hand, ice shelf
and outlet glacier calving may not be related to oceanographic or climatic changes at all. Many
:ce shelves tend to advance at rates up to 1kmyr-1 over tens or even hundred of years before
calving huge icebergs. Recent examples include tabular icebergs more than 100km long calved
from the Filchner and Ross ice shelves.
Grounded glaciers also respond to oceanographic changes, but are more closely influenced
by climatic factors and mass balance. Icebergs in such cases are rarely more than tens of metres
across, are irregular in shape and usually spall off the cliff face; tabular icebergs do not usu
ally form. These glaciers also increase their iceberg production during rapid recession. Tem
perate glaciers that once extended across the shelf of the G ulf of Alaska often behaved in this
manner during the Pleistocene Epoch.

Iceberg melting rates, fragmentation and overturning
The rate of sediment release by iceberg melting depends on the melting rate, the distribution
of sediment within the icebergs, and the number of overturning and fragmentation events.
Debris melting'out on the surface of an iceberg may remain there until an overturning event
occurs, or flow off as a slurry or be washed off by meltwater or rain, processes that cause a
pulse in sedimentation. In contrast, debris on the steep sides and base of an iceberg may meltout steadily. These processes are summarized in Figure 8.5, which documents the loss of debris
from a hypothetical iceberg.
A tabular iceberg is relatively stable if its width exceeds its thickness, but melting rounds
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Figure 8.5 Pattern o f debris release from an iceberg derived from an ice stream, and resulting sea-floor
sedimentation rate. Note the various effects o f calving and overturning of icebergs, the contributions from
meltwater, mudflow and rockfall activity (from Drewry & Cooper 1981, with permission of the Interna
tional Glaciological Society).

off the sharp edges, while waves undercut the sides at the waterline, making the cliffs prone
to collapse and the production of bergy bits; as a result the iceberg becomes unstable. In an
investigation of more than 2000 icebergs in the eastern Weddell Sea, Orheim & Elverbai (1980)
found that about 100-150km offshore only 15% had not overturned.
Rates of melting of icebergs have not been studied directly, but estimates of 10-50m y r
have been made for clean Antarctic icebergs by Budd et al. (1980). Dirty ice melts more slowly
than clean ice, but nevertheless a dirty ice layer at the base of an Antarctic iceberg will be
lost within a few years. However, any internal debris layers may survive until the iceberg
finally disintegrates; normally, this is south of the Antarctic Convergence (50°-60°S), but a
few icebergs drift into the warmer waters beyond.
Iceberg drift paths
The general pattern of iceberg drift is controlled by ocean currents. Thus, icebergs can move
in a direction totally different from sea ice, which is more influenced by the vagaries of the
wind. Around Antarctica, evidence from satellite imagery indicates that icebergs within
100-200km of the coast tend to move in a westerly direction in the Eastwind Drift, so remaining
close to the continent for up to five years. Thus, most debris is released in this coastal girdle.
Those icebergs that move further offshore come under the influence of the Westwind Drift
and move back eastwards. The Antarctic Convergence represents an effective northern limit
for most icebergs. The average speed of Antarctic icebergs, over a year or more, ranges from
0.11 to 0.2msec-1.
Northern Hemisphere icebergs are insignificant in size compared with their Antarctic coun
terparts. Most are trapped in fjords, but some distinct iceberg routes are known. The East
Greenland Current flows south from the Arctic Basin and receives icebergs from major calv-
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ing glaciers in northeastern Greenland. Most icebergs become caught up in the northbound
West Greenland Current and are transported into Baffin Bay. Here they mix with icebergs
that calve from the large outlet glaciers of West Greenland and the small glaciers in the
Canadian Arctic. A current on the west side of Baffin Bay then carries them southwards through
the Davis Strait into the North Atlantic. Some reach the Grand Banks off Newfoundland, and
one sank the Titanic in 1912 with a loss of 1503 lives. Small icebergs from Svalbard and the
Soviet Arctic islands find their way into the Arctic Basin, while larger icebergs are occasion
ally produced by the Ward Hunt Ice Shelf in northern Ellesmere Island. One such iceberg
(ice island T3) has been tracked since 1947, and has followed an irregular, but roughly clock
wise spiralling track through the Arctic Ocean.

8.3.3 O ceanographic processes
Oceanographic processes include those that are not just restricted to glaciomarine environ
ments. However, the interaction of glacier ice and sea water influences the salinity and tem
perature, and thereby controls the location, rate of deposition and character of glaciomarine
sediments. A fuller discussion for the Antarctic is given in Dunbar et al. (1985), but the links
between oceanography and sedimentology are not well known at present.
Some processes may be considered to be particularly important in the glaciomarine envi
ronment (see Dowdeswell 1987 for further information).

Meltwater inflow and water stratification
In the Arctic or sub-Arctic, water stratification arises when meltwater from the land or glaciers
enters the sea, but on the open coast, except when the winter sea-ice cover has yet to melt,
currents and wind tend to mix the water. In the Antarctic there are only a few signs of melt
water flowing into the sea.

Sediment suspended in meltwater
Sediment plumes are generated where a subglacial stream discharges into the sea. Since a
significant proportion of the Antarctic ice sheet is sliding on its bed, suspended sediment derived
from meltwater must be inferred at grounding-lines where ice streams and outlet glaciers reach
the sea and begin to float as glacier tongues or ice shelves. Sediments with abundant terrigenous
mud in proximal and distal glaciomarine settings may be derived from this source. However,
the process itself has not been documented.

Tides
Tides are important at grounded ice cliffs for similar reasons as in fjords (Ch. 7), although
they show a less pronounced imprint on the sediment. Additionally, tides control circulation
beneath floating ice masses, facilitating melting at the grounding-line and flushing out of
suspended sediment.
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The effects of sea ice on circulation
When sea ice forms, it leaves the underlying water preferentially enriched in brine. This brinerich water forms a layer beneath the ice, but because it is more dense it becomes unstable.
This leads to overturning and mixing of the water layers. During ice break-up, less dense
fresh water is generated, inhibiting mixing and producing a relatively stable layer. Sea ice
also minimizes the effect of the wind on the sea, and also inhibits mixing.
In Antarctica, brine-enriched waters accumulate on the western sides of the wider ice shelves
and in depressions in the coastline. Together with surface winds, the density contrast leads to
a clockwise circulation in large embayments.

Depth of water
The physical characters of the Arctic and Antarctic continental shelves differ greatly. The
northern shelves are typical of most shelves in more temperate latitudes being relatively shallow
and affected by a wide range of coastal processes. The Antarctic continental shelf, however,
is unique in having great depth (often more than 500m), rugged bathymetry, landward tilt
and almost total glacier-ice cover at its rim. These characteristics are the result of crustal
(isostatic) loading by the thousands of metres of ice on the continent. The near-absence of
ice-free land and the presence of deep water immediately offshore in the higher polar areas
of Antarctica mean that there is no wave-dominated coastal zone. Thus, beaches are uncom
mon and the role of sea ice in transporting sediment is much less important than in the Arctic
or sub-Antarctic.

Bottom currents
Near the Antarctic continental shelf break, some of the denser shelf water flows along and
down the slopes, mixing with and modifying the deep water or producing A ntarctic Bottom

W ater. In some areas, such as the cold Weddell Sea, the Antarctic Bottom Water is a pow
erful current, winnowing, and in places deeply eroding, the sea-floor sediments, as well as
having a major influence on global ocean circulation.
In the Arctic, upwelling of warmer deep waters leads to the creation of polynyas, areas
of ocean relatively free of ice ocean in winter, as well as summer; a well known example is
the Northwater, located between Ellesmere Island and North Greenland.

8.3.4 Processes of reworking
Modification of glacigenic sediments by processes characteristic of all continental margins
may be a significant factor in explaining particular facies distributions. Especially important
are those given below.

Current activity
Bottom currents can redistribute the finer fraction (sand and mud) of glaciomarine sediments,
especially if it has been made less cohesive by bioturbation, leaving behind a lag deposit
composed principally of gravel. Other bedforms, such as current ripples, or even mega-ripples
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and sand waves, form at shallow depths (as on Arctic shelves) where currents are strong,
ind wave-induced structures also occur. Currents also transport biogenic material into zones
incapable of supporting life on their own (e.g. beneath the innermost parts of ice shelves).

Subaquatic mass m ovem ent
Reworking by subaquatic mass movement of sediment on unstable slopes includes a continu
ous spectrum of processes according to the amount of deformation undergone by the sedi
ment as it moves:
- sliding - displacement of the sediment mass along a slip plane, but accompanied by little
internal deformation;
- slumping - displacement involving internal folding but not disaggregation of the sediment
mass;
- debris flowage - movement of a mass of sediment as a slurry involving total re-organization
and mixing of the sediment particles, ripping up clasts from the substrate;
- turbidity flowage - sediment carried in suspension, settling out to produce graded beds.
Subaquatic mass movement is considered to be a common process on the Antarctic conti
nental shelf, which is relatively rugged and has slopes up to 15° (Wright & Anderson 1982).
Unsorted ice-rafted debris may be transformed into sorted turbiditic sands in this way.
Mass movement is probably even more important on the Antarctic continental slope
(although less steep), and may be intimately associated with rain-out of glacial debris when
the grounding-line reaches the shelf break. There is also seismic evidence, in at least one place
(Prydz Bay), to suggest that a considerable width (c. 10km) and depth (c. 300m) of the Ant
arctic shelf, probably composed of diamict, has suffered a rotational slide (Hambrey et al.
1991).
In comparison, ice-influenced Northern Hemisphere shelves are relatively subdued, and
mass-movement processes are mainly limited to the continental slope, the troughs which extend
across the shelf, and deltas bordering the coast. Continental slope slumping is well seen in
seismic profile across the northwest British (Stoker 1990) and Barents Shelf margins (Boulton
1990, Vorren et al. 1990).
Scour by icebergs
The importance of iceberg scouring (or ploughing or gouging) on both northern and southern
high-latitude shelves has recently been documented, following the deployment of geophysi
cal techniques, such as side-scan sonar and bottom high resolution seismic profiling. Scour
takes place when moving icebergs come into contact with the bed. In Antarctica many tabu
lar icebergs have a draught of 500 m and cause considerable disruption of the sediment if they
become grounded (Fig. 8.6). Northern Hemisphere icebergs are much smaller, but here the
continental shelves are shallower. Iceberg scouring and subsurface deformation are poten
tially serious hazards to bed installations, such as hydrocarbon platforms, pipelines and cables.
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Bioturbation
Reworking of sediment by benthic organisms is common in both proximal and distal
glaciomarine sediments. For example, homogenization of once-stratified diamicton or mudstone
may be a major process, and can create confusion concerning interpretation of the depositional
process. Bioturbation commonly is indicated by mottling of the sediment, and by distinct
burrows. Much of the structureless sandy mudstone and diamictite in cores from McMurdo
Sound has been interpreted as once-stratified sediment that has been bioturbated; in this case
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some shelly fossils of the organisms that caused the bioturbation are visible.

Compaction and recycling of sediment by ice re-advances
As a grounded ice mass advances across the continental shelf, the sediment becomes
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overpressurized. Water may be lost and the sediment becomes stiff (geotechnically
overconsolidated), i.e. having a greater shear strength and bulk density than might be expected
for its depth. Many polar shelf areas are covered by overconsolidated Pleistocene diamicts,
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indicating deposition from grounded ice, for example, the Barents Shelf (Solheim et al. 1990)

et al. 1991V
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and Antarctica (Elverhai 1984). Sometimes, it is previously deposited glaciomarine sediment
that has been loaded. In thick glacial sequences, like that in Prydz Bay, Antarctica, several
overconsolidated horizons of diamictite are underlain by geotechnically and seismically defined
unconformities.
Each new ice advance is potentially capable of incorporating older material. In particular,
recycling of biogenic material may result in incorrect biostratigraphic sediment zonation and
correlation of the sedimentary sequences. However, on a timespan of tens of millions of years
this does not appear to have been a significant problem for dating either the McMurdo Sound
or Prydz Bay cores.

8.4 Physical, chemical and mineralogical characteristics
8.4.1 Sedim ent texture
Sediment texture is usually expressed in terms of grain-size distribution, a parameter which
in glaciomarine environments depends on:
(a) the size distribution of the source sediment, such as in basal, englacial or supraglaciai
debris, or on subaquatic glaciofluvial discharge or sedimentary gravity flowage;
(b) the energy level of the depositional environment as demonstrated by wave-grading and
seaward fining of shallow marine settings.
Several studies have been made of the sand and finer grain-size distribution on high-latitude
continental shelves, and a selection of distributions for a variety of facies are illustrated in
Figure 8.7. The poorly sorted nature of most of these facies is a reflection of the source area,
and a common origin from basal debris-rich ice for most of the sandy mud and muddy sand
facies. In the drill-core C IR O S - 1 , reworking processes are indicated by the massive sand facies,
Massive diamictite, Site 742

Weakly stratified diamictite,
Site 742

Diatomaceous mudstone,
Site 739

Sandy mudstone,
Site 739

Well stratified diamictite,
Site 739

Sand, Site 743

Figure 8.7 Grain-size distributions for glacigenic sediments recovered from the continental shelf of Ant
arctica, during Leg 119 o f the Ocean Drilling Program to Prydz Bay, East Antarctica (extracts from Hambrey
et al. 1991).
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which is a sedimentary gravity-flow. Sim ila rly, massive sand from the continental slope of
Prydz Bay represents a deposit that has been reworked by currents.
Investigations by Anderson et al. (1980) have shown that plots of mean grain size versus
sorting allow one to discriminate between basal t ills deposited by grounded ice on the shelf,
glaciomarine sediments derived from ice-rafting, and winnowed glaciomarine sediments (Fig.
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Figure 8.8 Fields illustrating mean grain size versus sorting for representative types of
Antarctic glaciomarine sediment from the Ross, Weddell and Bellingshausen seas and George
V Coast (summarized from Anderson et al. 1980).

Compared with unmodified glaciomarine sediments so far collected from Antarctica,
diamicts on the Alaskan shelf (Eyles & Lagoe 1990) are texturally sim ilar, although there is
a suggestion that the clay component is more prominent. It is useful to compare the compo
sitions of glacigenic samples from different areas, using ternary diagrams (triangular plots),
in order to compare the thermal regimes of the glaciers that supplied sediment to the
glaciomarine environment (Barrett 1986, Hambrey et al. 1991). Figure 1.3 demonstrates that
Prydz Bay diamicts fall approximately between typical middle-latitude Pleistocene t ills
(Denmark) and present clay deposits from polar glaciers in Antarctica. A higher proportion
of fines suggests that meltwater is an important component of the system. The Prydz Bay.
and more especially the C IRO S-1 samples, suggest that meltwater has played an important
part during deposition of these predominantly Oligocene sediments. However, care must be
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iken in interpreting such data, as other factors, for example, changing bedrock source marria l, may also influence the grain-size distribution of the sediment.

5.4.2 Clast shape
The shapes of gravel clasts in glaciomarine sediments are inherited from those in the trans
porting medium (cf. Fig. 1.4). Glaciomarine sediments do not show the modified character
±at arises during deposition by lodgement. Thus, the basal debris that reaches the sea contains
2 mixture of rounded to angular clasts with strong modes in the subangular and subrounded
;ategories, suggesting basal ice transport. However, some more southerly parts of Antarc:ica have a high proportion of angular and subangular clasts which, in the absence of any
potential supraglaciai source, may indicate erosion by subzero ice rather than by sliding (Fig.
8.9).
No systematic differences in clast shape are evident between ice-proximal and ice-distal
settings, nor between different glaciological settings (ice shelves, grounded ice walls). Nei
ther does there appear to be any lithological control on the shape of clasts; a comparison of
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to fracture of bedrock by ice, accompanied by little, if any, basal sliding.
Fig u re 8.9
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quartzite, granite, schist and metavolcanic rocks shows that each lithology has sim ilar roundness-sphericity distributions (Kuhn et al. 1993).

8.4.3 Surface features on gravel clasts
Stones carried at the base of a sliding glacier acquire a variety of surface features through
contact with the bed. The most common feature in glaciomarine sediments is faceting, which,
at its best developed, is evident in the form of flat-iron shapes (two parallel facets). Other
clasts may be modified into bullet shapes. The important diagnostic feature of glacial trans
port, striations, occur on a widely varying proportion of clasts. Domack (1982) recorded striae
on 12% of clasts from piston cores off the George V Coast, Antarctica; Barrett (1975) observed
that 10% of stones sampled at Deep Sea D rillin g Project sites in the Ross Sea were striated:
and Hall (1989) recorded that 60% of stones extracted from the CIROS-1 core in McMurdo
Sound. In contrast, the Prydz Bay cores yielded only a handful of striated clasts despite over
1000m of drilling through glacigenic sediment (Barron et al. 1989). That surface markings
are clearly dependent on lithology is indicated by data from the Lazarev Sea (Kuhn et al. 1993).
In Precambrian sediments in Svalbard, as many as 18% striated clasts have been extracted
from a well bedded shaly diamictite of inferred glaciomarine origin (Dowdeswell et al. 1985 .
and significant percentages have been documented from many older sequences. The propor
tion of glacially transported striated clasts is mainly a function of lithology because in all these
cases it is the fine-grained relatively soft lithologies that bear most striae, whereas coarse
igneous and metamorphic clasts rarely carry striae.

8.4.4 Clast fabric
Few clast orientation studies have been made in contemporary glaciomarine environments
because coring techniques normally do not allow orientation of the sample, nor do they yield
enough pebbles for meaningful analyses to be undertaken.
Tests by the author on terrestrial sediments indicate that the orientation of sand-size grains
is not significantly different from that of pebbles and large clasts. Thus, grain orientations
can be used effectively for aiding the interpretation of a glacigenic sediment recovered from
the sea bed. Ideally, three-dimensional measurements would be preferred to allow thorough
statistical analysis, but this is rarely possible, and most measurements to date, apart from those
undertaken by Domack & Lawson (1985), have been two dimensional.
Figure 8.10 illustrates two-dimensional data plotted as rose diagrams from massive and
weakly stratified diamictites in the 702m long CIROS-1 drill-core in the Antarctic. The data
are also amenable to chi-squared statistical treatment in order to assess whether a preferred
orientation is apparent at different significance levels. Massive diamictites interpreted as lodge
ment t ill deposited on the sediment floor show a strong preferred orientation, as do their ter
restrial counterparts. Other massive diamictites considered to be waterlain t ills have a random
fabric, as do most stratified diamictites, as would be expected from settling through water.
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(a) Massive diamictites

Typical fabrics plotted as rose diagrams of sand-sized and larger material, from diamictites
in the Oligocene-Miocene CIROS-1 drill-core, McMurdo Sound, Antarctica. Boxed figures include depth
below sea floor, chi-squared values (significant at the 95% level for values greater than 11) and number of
measurements; the latter is a measure of strength of preferred orientations. The first row illustrates massive
diamictites of lodgement t ill (significant preferred orientation) and waterlain t ill (no preferred orientation).
The second row is for weakly stratified diamictites deposited from floating ice (extracts from Hambrey 1989).
Fig u re 8.10

Random waterlain fabrics may be modified by slumping or currents, but these processes have
not yet been fu lly investigated.
Obtaining samples from weathered pre-Pleistocene glaciomarine sequences exposed on land
has proved to be a better prospect for obtaining clast fabrics, especially in three dimensions.
Such studies confirm the patterns obtained for grains in more recent glaciomarine environ
ments.

8.4.5 Geochemistry
The few systematic geochemical investigations of glacial sediments that have been undertaken
demonstrate somewhat mixed success in interpreting palaeo-environments. The difficulty lies
in interpreting analyses of sediments in which there are several genetically distinct compo
nents (Fairchild et al. 1988). Nevertheless, the potential value of whole-rock geochemistry
has been demonstrated by various authors (e.g. Frakes 1975, Nesbitt & Young 1982, Fairchild
& Spiro 1990) with respect to the isotopic composition of carbonates in glacial sediments.

M ajor and trace-element geochemistry
Environments of deposition of terrestrial and marine glacigenic deposits are sufficiently var
ied to lead to differences in sedimentary geochemistry. Although glacial regimes are not usu
ally characterized by active chemical weathering because of the low temperatures, the
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proportions of dissolved elements are substantial - rock-flour particles are easily attacked
because they have large surface areas. On land, oxygenated sediments dominate, whereas
subaquatic sediments are more reducing and frequently strongly deficient in oxygen. Thus,
one would expect elements that are easily precipitated in the presence of oxygen (e.g. iron
and manganese) to be preferentially concentrated in terrestrial tills , but depleted in waterlain
t ills and glaciomarine sediments. Th is is borne out by the limited amount of data available.
Norwegian terrestrial tills have iron abundances of 5-11 % , whereas in Antarctic glaciomarine
sediments they are 2-5 %.
In contrast, some metals, such as Cu, Pb, Z n and V tend to form solids more readily under
reducing conditions, as in the glaciomarine environment.

Biogcnically influenced chemical sedimentation
Following ice-recession, the role of chemical sedimentation varies considerably. Fo r exam
ple, in the Late Palaeozoic intracratonic basins of South Africa and B ra zil, dark organic and
siliceous shales accumulated, as well as in the Precambrian Adelaide geosyncline. Other
postglacial sequences show regionally extensive pink, orange, cream dolostones with, or fol
lowed by, stratiform baryte and chert (e.g. the Neoproterozoic of Kimberley in Australia,
the Grand and Petit Conglomerate in Zaire, and in Mauritania and Svalbard).
The accumulation of siliceous shales and chert may reflect concentrations of silicon in basin
waters as a result of dissolution of this element from silicate minerals in glacial meltwaters.
T h is process is often related to acid volcanism, for example, in the Neoproterozoic Tin d ir
Group of Alaska, in which thick chemical sediments are associated with glacigenic sediments.
The silicon may be released when waters become sufficiently acid or alternatively removed
from solution by siliceous microorganisms.
Stratiform baryte deposits are often associated with sedimentary phosphates and may there
fore form by precipitation from sea water, such as during a transgression.

Carbonate isotope geochemistry and cementation
U n til recently, most carbonates were interpreted as warm-water deposits, a view that led some
authors (e.g. Schermerhorn 1974) to dismiss many supposed Precambrian tillites as non-glacial
on the grounds that diamictites associated with carbonates or with a carbonate matrix could
not be glacial. However, cold-water carbonates have been found in some modern polar marine
settings. Fo r example, in the Barents Sea clastic carbonates rest on glacigenic sediments
(Bjorlykke et al. 1978) and in the Weddell Sea bioclastic carbonate sediments form an inte
gral part of glaciomarine sediment (Elverhoi 1984). Much of the sea floor bordering the East
Antarctic ice sheet in the eastern Weddell and Lazarev seas was found, during a cruise of the
German icebreaker FS Polar stern in 1991, to be supporting well developed bryozoan colo
nies; often these were anchored on ice-rafted debris. However, the analogy made between
bioclastic carbonate accumulations in the Barents Sea and carbonates associated with
Proterozoic glaciomarine sequences is not necessarily a valid one, because skeletal organ
ism s can precipitate calcite from waters undersaturated for carbonate, whereas cyanobacteria
cannot (Fairchild & Spiro 1990).
The suggestion that carbonate precipitation from marine waters could occur when sea ice
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formed and increased the salinity, and the water subsequently warmed (Carey & Ahmed 1961
has not been substantiated. Nevertheless, a small percentage of carbonates occur in many
Antarctic glaciomarine sediments today and probably plays a role in cementation. Cementa
tion by carbonate is a major feature of the Oligocene C IRO S-1 core in McMurdo Sound (Bridle
& Robinson 1989), and also occurs in diffuse horizons in the contemporaneous Prydz Bay
sequence (Barron et al. 1989), even though there are no obvious detrital or biogenic sources
for the carbonate. The presence of extensive carbonates in Proterozoic glaciomarine sequences
may suggest that the waters were oversaturated, but this hypothesis remains to be tested. The
use of carbonate isotopes 180 and 13C in interpreting the palaeo-environmental significance
of glaciomarine sediments is a promising new line of investigation that has already proved its
value in interpreting Quaternary terrestrial t ills and pre-Pleistocene glaciolacustrine sediments
(Fairchild & Spiro 1990).

8.4.6 Mineralogy
Determination of the mineral fraction of the silt and larger fraction of glaciomarine sediment
can assist in establishing its provenance, as it can for terrestrial sediments. Minerals of this
size are not substantially altered in the marine environment before they are buried. However,
new minerals may form, especially in deep ocean basins influenced by ice-rafting where sedi
mentation rates are low, e.g. manganese oxide coatings have been found on ice-rafted clasts
in the southern Indian Ocean (Barron et al. 1989) and in the Weddell Sea during the 1991
cruise of F S Polarstern.
Clay minerology of glaciomarine sediments has been investigated in a variety of continen
tal shelf and deep-sea areas, and provides important clues concerning the climate that pre
vailed on land before and during the input of glacial sediment to the marine environment.
Fo r example, various Antarctic studies (e.g. Anderson et al. (1980) in the Ross Sea, Elverhei
& Roaldset (1983) in the Weddell Sea, and Hambrey et al. (1991) in Prydz Bay) have indi
cated that illite , chlorite and smectite are the most common clay minerals, the firs t two of
which are considered typical of marine sediments in high latitudes. Kaolinite is generally the
product of warm, moist environments, but was found in large quantities in the early Oligocene
part of the glacigenic sequence drilled during Leg 119 of the Ocean D rillin g Program in Prydz
Bay, reflecting erosion of a kaolinite-rich source rock and deep chemical weathering of the
rock prior to glacial transport. The same signal of kaolinite input to the cold waters of the
southern Indian Ocean was identified in well dated cores taken from the Kerguelen subma
rine plateau (Ehrmann 1991) and the comparison with Prydz Bay provides clear evidence of
the onset of large-scale glaciation on East Antarctica.
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8.5 Erosional features on the continental shelf and slope
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Figure 8.11
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deep in places, up to 200km wide and extends across the continental shelf for 400km beyond
the present Filchner Ice Shelf lim it (as well as a further 600km beneath the ice shelf). It is
closed by a s ill at a depth of about 600 km (Ftitterer & Melles 1990). On the Barents Shelf,
Bjomayrenna deepens from 200 to 500m towards the shelf edge through a distance of 600km;
its width is 200km or more (Fig. 8.11).
Troughs, many tens of metres wide, and tens of metres deep, detected in high-resolution
seismic records in the Ross Sea (Anderson & Bartek 1992), associated with major erosional
surfaces, have also been interpreted as the product of glacial erosion. They are sim ilar in scale
to modern troughs and have been carved by ice streams. Sometimes, an ice-stream bound
ary ridge is developed between postulated ice streams, giving rise to a system of ridges and
troughs; these may also be accretionary features.
Valleys cutting into the continental slope are also a feature of the G ulf of Alaska coast
(Carlson et al. 1990). They are often continuations of fjords and continental shelf troughs.
These valleys are erosional features, incised into the lithified strata that underlies the shelf.
They have a U-shaped cross section and concave longitudinal cross sections that commonly
shoal at their seaward lim it. Diamicton drapes the walls of the valleys and the upper conti
nental slope beyond. The shelf-valleys end abruptly at the shelf edge.

8.5.2 Tunnel valleys
U-shaped channels, measuring some 3 km wide and 100m deep have been detected in highresolution seismic records from the Ross Sea continental shelf, Antarctica (Anderson & Bartek
1992). These have been interpreted as large-scale subglacial meltwater channels, analogous
to tunnel valleys on land. Sim ilar features have been identified on the Scotian Shelf off Canada
(Boyd et al. 1988) and in the Irish Sea (Eyles & McCabe 1989)..

8.5.3 Iceberg and sea-ice scours
The processes that create major erosional features on continental shelves influenced by ice
berg drift are discussed in §8.3.4. Icebergs have variable keel geometries, and the scours reflect
this geometry. Most common are multiple, parallel scour channels bordered by levees. In
the Northern Hemisphere, iceberg scouring occurs as far south as the Labrador Shelf and
Grand Banks off Newfoundland. Here, scours reach dimensions of 20-100m in width and
2-10m in depth, and one extending for more than 60km has been reported. Both recent and
relict iceberg scours have been described from the shallower parts of the Barents Shelf (Solheim
1991), where they have an average relief of 2-5m and widths of 20- 80m (Fig. 8.12). Relict
scours also occur in shelf areas that were affected by Pleistocene ice masses west of the B rit 
ish Isles and Norway.
Wherever the Antarctic shelf has been investigated, many scour marks up to 25 m deep
and 250m wide, are visible (Elverhoi 1984, Lien et al. 1989). It is difficult to imagine the
deformation that might occur when mega-icebergs (100 km long) become grounded on shal-
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Iceberg ploughmarks on the floor of the Barents Sea in the vicinity of Brasvellbreen,
Nordaustlandet revealed by side-scan sonar techniques (photograph courtesy of Anders Solheim).
Fig u re 8.12

low banks. Not surprisingly, Elverhoi (1984) maintained that, in areas of present and former
scour activity, the detailed stratigraphy of glaciomarine sequences may be disrupted.
Apart from linear scours, pits formed by wallowing of icebergs and by iceberg turbates
have been observed from the Grand Banks off Newfoundland. Pleistocene iceberg scour marks
have occasionally been reported (although mainly from lakes), but there are very few refer
ences to them in the older geological literature, yet they must be present in continental shelf
sequences. Woodworth-Lynas (1990) has examined contemporary and Pleistocene scours in
three dimensions, in order to assess the nature and depth to which deformation takes place
beneath the keel.
Various names have been applied to sea-ice scours, including plough marks, scores, grooves
and furrows. Sprag or jigger marks are formed by uneven movement across the sea floor
(reviewed by Drewry 1986). Sea-ice scours have a rather different regional distribution com
pared with that of iceberg scours, and in the Arctic are much more widespread than iceberg
scours. Although iceberg and sea-ice scours are morphologically sim ilar, the latter tend to be
of much lower relief and with finer, more closely spaced grooves. In Antarctica sea-ice scours
are rare because of the deep water.

8.5.4 Slope valleys
Slope valleys are groups of gullies forming a dendritic pattern on the continental slope, and
have been described from the Gulf of Alaska (Carlson et al. 1990). The smoothness of the
valley sides suggests that there is a cover of sediment, dumped there when the glacier tongues
occupied the shelf valleys. Gullies merge to form small canyons on the lower slope and small
submarine fans occur at the outlets of some canyons. These gullies are believed to have formed
as a result of erosion by sediment gravity-flows derived from terminal moraines directly at
the shelf edge or directly from the glacier face as it was attacked by waves. The dendritic
pattern on the G ulf of Alaska slope has been modified by tectonic compression on the rising
continental margin.
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8.5.5 Boulder pavements
Striated boulder pavements may form either at the base of grounded ice sheets or on inter
tidal flats where sea-ice abrasion takes place. In glacial settings, boulder pavements result
from (a) the progressive accretion of boulders around an obstacle, (b) subglacial erosion of
older sediment, or (c) by development of a lag deposit in a marine setting. It is the last proc
ess that concerns us here.
Boulder lag deposits on relatively shallow continental shelf areas are the product of wave
and tidal-current winnowing of diamicton, especially when the sea level has been lowered.
They become abraded by glacier ice as it advances across the shelf (Fig. 8.13). In the most
comprehensive investigation of submarine boulder pavements, undertaken by Eyles (1988a)
on the early Pleistocene Yakataga Formation in the Gulf of Alaska, it was envisaged that
boulder-bearing diamict was deposited by rain-out of debris from icebergs or from an ice shelf.
Advance of an ice shelf, partially in contact with the bed, resulted in the boulders acquiring
flat, striated tops, but no significant reworking of the bed took place. Rising sea level led to
rapid ice-shelf recession and an immediate resumption of diamict accumulation.
In contrast to shallow-marine boulder pavements, those formed on land and associated with
lodgement t ill deposition show preferred orientation of boulders and typical bullet-nosed shapes,
as well as a more varied facies association.
Boulder pavements have occasionally been reported in the older geological record, e.g. in

Striated boulder pavement formed by glacier “touch-down” on to a winnowed surface of rainout diamicton, Yakataga Formation, Middleton Island, Gulf of Alaska.
Fig u re 8.13
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the Late Palaeozoic glacigenic sequence in B ra zil and the Neoproterozoic sequences of Green
land and Svalbard. Some of these, no doubt, could be reinterpreted in the light of the Eyles
(1988a) model.

8.6 Depositional features on the continental shelf and slope
The application of geophysical techniques, including high-resolution and multi-channel seis
mic profiling, and side-scan sonar, has expanded our knowledge of the depositional forms on
ice-influenced continental shelves in the past decade. Some have been interpreted in the light
of supposedly analogous features on land, but other forms have no direct counterparts on land.

8.6.1 Fluviodeltaic complexes on the continental margin
Along the Gulf of Alaska, in Iceland, Greenland and Svalbard proglacial fan deltas topped
by sandur plains and building out from the coast in proximity to piedmont glaciers occur.
The largest are associated with the Bering and Malaspina glaciers in Alaska. The plains are
characterized by gravelly longitudinal bars with cross-bedded sands and gravels. The coastline
areas are dominated by waves, and river-mouth bars and spits extend several thousand metres
in the direction of the prevailing onshore drift. Lagoons often occur behind the beach ridges,
and sometimes are directly influenced by the ice. Prodelta sediments are sandy to depths of
about 50m and up to 15 km offshore, and pass into clayey silts further out on to the continental
shelf.
Coastal fluviodeltaic complexes forming more distally from the source glaciers tend to have
more stable and abandoned parts, allowing marshes to develop with organic muds, and chan
nels to be filled by the products of estuarine processes. One example is the Copper River in
southern Alaska, which probably has the largest delta dominated by glacial meltwater in the
world. The braided delta top is subjected to aeolian processes, and large sand dunes have
developed in places. The shoreface is complex comprising, in a seaward direction, marginal
islands, a breaker bar, middle shoreface sands, lower shoreface sands and muds, and prodelta
to shelf muds.

8.6.2 Delta-fan complexes
Detected by high-resolution seismic profiling, a delta-fan complex is the result of deposition
beneath, and close to, the grounding-line of an ice sheet a long way from the open sea (Anderson
& Bartek 1992). The complex is essentially a prograding sequence with prominent lamina
tion illustrative of glaciomarine deposition, as well as gravity-flow material derived from basal
glacial debris. A good example, several hundred metres thick, occurs on the outer shelf of
the Ross Sea. Its upper surface is elevated compared with the level of continental shelf behind,
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thus forming a bank on which icebergs are prone to grounding. Delta-fan complexes have
also been identified in the middle of the continental shelf.

8.6.3 Subglacial deltas
Subglacial deltas are also prograding features, but lack stratification in the proximal parts.
They grade into laminated deposits in the delta bottom-set deposits, and down-lapping on to
glacial erosional surfaces (Anderson & Bartek 1992). They are believed to form by “conveyor-belt” recycling of soft subglacial sediment and they provide a platform over which the
ice may advance, according to the model of Alley et al. (1989). These features, too, have
been identified in the Ross Sea.

8.6.4 T ill tongues
During seismic surveys of the eastern Canadian and Norwegian continental shelves, King &
Fader (1986) discovered wedge-shaped bodies characterized by acoustically indecipherable
reflections, interfingering with stratified glaciomarine sediments, and connected to large off
shore moraines (Fig. 8.14). These authors inferred that the wedges comprised subglacially
derived t ill, and they named the features t ill tongues. They inferred that the features formed
at an oscillating ice margin where the ice became buoyant at the grounding-line. King et al.
(1991) modified the till-tongue model to include a proglacial apron comprising a series of
sediment gravity-flows. T i l l tongues have also been documented from seismic record in the

Schematic representation of till-tongue associations formed under both transgressive and
regressive regimes (modifed from King et al. 1987).

Fig u re 8.14
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Ross Sea, Antarctica, where they rest on erosion surfaces, thus providing a means of identi
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continental shelves are probably end-moraine complexes. King et al. (1987, 1991) have
investigated such features created by the Fennoscandian ice sheet using seismic techniques
on the mid-Norwegian continental shelf. They identified three types of moraine complex.
- Lin e a r moraines are composite features consisting of (a) a lower stacked till-tongue
succession, resulting from subglacial deposition near the grounding-line under conditions
of advance, and (b) an unconformably overlying upper part formed during recession.
Linear moraines are distinct ridges running for hundreds of kilometres at the shelf edge.
- Tabular moraines form in an intermediate-shelf position. They are irregular in plan view,
with lateral dimensions as great as 70km and a relief of 50-75m . They have both abrupt
and diffuse boundaries with the surrounding topography. On Traenabanken there are as
many as five such complexes inside the linear moraine.
- Hummocky moraines are less extensive, but have a relief that may be more pronounced
( 2 5 -100 m).
Both tabular and hummocky moraines are thought to have a common origin, formed where
active ice was thinning and becoming buoyant over a broad zone in the form of a grounding
zone, rather than a grounding-line. Deposition may be enhanced by a simultaneous rise in
sea level. Both these types of ridge were prone to iceberg scour during the period of reces
sion of the ice sheet.
Submarine end-moraine complexes have also been identified in seismic profiles on the
northern Hebrides and West Shetland continental shelves (Stoker & Holmes 1991).

8.6.8 Flutes and transverse ridges
Largely depositional forms, resulting from a grounded ice mass sliding on, or deforming,
the sea bed on the northwestern Barents Sea, have been investigated using geophysical meth
ods. They are represented by a system of parallel grooves and ridges, comprising stiff diamicton
(Fig. 8.15). In several places the groove-and-ridge system is associated with short straightto-arcuate ridges that run approximately perpendicular to the strongly linear pattern (Fig. 8.15).
B y comparision with terrestrial depositional landforms, the grooves and ridges are interpreted
as a set of flutes, described in §4.5.2.
The flutes are often 100-500m long, but lengths over 1km have been recorded. Th e ir widths
range from 1 to 15m, with 4-8m being typical. The fluted sea floor covers an area of around
4000km2, in water depths of between 160 and 300m, in northernmost Bjormiyrenna (Fig.
8.11). They are parallel to the inferred ice-flow direction down the submarine trough.
The flutes run across the associated transverse ridges, and through the gaps between ridge
segments. The transverse ridges vary in length from 100 to 500m, and in width from 15 to
30m. They reach heights of 8m. The ridges are intepreted as De Geer moraines, formed by
seasonal ice-push at, or close to, the grounding-line.
In the special case of marine-based surging glaciers, Solheim (1991) described from
Brasvellbreen, Nordaustlandet, Svalbard, a distinct suite of sea-l'loor morphologies, associ
ated first with rapid advance and then with stagnation of strongly fractured ice. Many dis
continuous arcuate ridges, which formed subparallel to the ice margin during the surge, extend
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Flutes and superimposed transverse ridges (De Geer moraines) on the
floor of the Barents Shelf revealed by side-scan sonar (photograph courtesy of Anders
Solheim).
Fig u re 8.15

for several hundred metres across the surge zone (Fig. 8.16). A set of linear ridges forming
a rhombohedral pattern is also developed.

8.6.9 Mass-movement features
Oversteepened slopes with poorly consolidated diamicton and glaciomarine sediment are
unstable, so submarine slides, slumps and gravity-flows are common in the glaciomarine
w
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Fig ure 8.16 Side-scan sonar image of discontinuous, arcuate ridges, formed subparallel to the front of surgetype Brasvellbreen, northern Barents Sea. Possible iceberg-impact features close to the ice margin are arrowed
(photograph courtesy of Anders Solheim).
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environment, as discussed in various contexts already. These features have a hummocky,
sometimes lobate, morphology, frequently with a relief of several metres and extend later
ally for hundreds of metres. Larger collapse features on a scale of tens of kilometres occur
occasionally at glaciated continental margins.

8.6.10 Raised beaches
These are common features of glacio-isostatically uplifted areas bordering continental shelves.
Raised beaches consist of well sorted sand and gravel with rounded clasts, originally supplied
mainly from glacial or fluvioglacial sources. The best preserved raised beaches are of Holocene
age, and good examples occur in northwest Europe, Canada, the U SA , and the sub-Antarctic
islands. Pre-Holocene raised beaches have commonly been modified or obliterated by later
glacial erosion.

8.7 Sediment distribution patterns
A brief outline is given here of the areal distribution of glacigenic sediment in some conti
nental shelf settings that today are directly or indirectly under the influence of ice.

8.7.1 Seawards o f Antarctic ice shelves
Weddell Sea
Sediment patterns in the Weddell Sea are variable and related to bathymetry and current activity
(Fiitterer & Melles 1990). In front of the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf, the grain-size distribu
tion of surface sediments is related to water depth and is interpreted to be mainly currentcontrolled (Haase 1986). Very well sorted fine to medium sand and moderately well rounded
pure sand occur to the west of Gould Bay in water depths of about 250m. The high current
velocities (up to 20cmsec_1) required to produce such sediments are tidal (Haase 1986), as
confirmed by one current measurement of 40 cm sec 1 perpendicular to the ice front (Robin
1983). As water depth increases towards the west, the mud fraction increases, and therefore
slower currents are inferred. In addition, the increase in the gravel component towards the
Antarctic Peninsula illustrates the enhanced role of iceberg-rafting. A higher proportion of
sand on the eastern flank of the Ronne Trough is related to a deep current flowing south under
the ice shelf. Sub-bottom seismic profiling north of the Ronne Ice Shelf often failed to pen
etrate the gravelly floor. Elsewhere, the sediments are interpreted as having been compacted
by Pleistocene grounded ice.
In the Crary Trough, the surface sediments are mainly depth-dependent and they consist
of pebbly and sandy muds of glaciomarine origin. The western flank of the trough shows a
deepening trend from sand to mud along its axis. On the eastern flank the same fining-downwards trend is revealed, but the sediments are gravelly (diamictons) on the upper continental
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slope and near the Filchner Ice Shelf edge. Grain-size distribution is controlled by current
circulation and input of ice-rafted debris. Sands indicate the effect of currents that winnow
out the fine material. The surface sediments are unconsolidated and are mainly up to lm in
thickness, underlain by overconsolidated diamicton (interpreted as a basal t ill of late
Wisconsinan age). Unlike many other parts of the Antarctic margin, the biogenic component
forms only a minor proportion of the total sediment.
Ross Sea
Biological productivity in the Ross Sea is much higher than in the Weddell Sea, and this is
reflected in the proportion of silicon derived from diatoms in the sediments. Dunbar et al.
(1985) have shown that the surface sediments in the Ross Sea are mixtures of unsorted icerafted debris, siliceous biogenic material (diatom fragments), calcareous shell debris,
terrigenous mud transported in suspension. Terrigenous mud accounts for up to 50% of the
surface sediment along the eastern part of the Ross Ice Shelf front, while to the west this is
mixed with 10-50% of biogenic silica. An interesting feature of the ice-rafted debris d istri
bution is that it increases in an offshore direction. The low concentration near the calving
front suggests that most basal melt-out occurs near the grounding-line, while on the outer shelf
debris-bearing icebergs from valley glaciers are more frequent.

Figure S. 11
Carlson e: i

8.7.2 Continental shelf bordering mountain terrain w ith temperate glaciers
deposited a
The coast of B ritish Columbia and Alaska today is a region characterized by a continental

comparat: ■

shelf flanked by high, tectonically active mountains, which still support many tidewater glaciers.

of basal till

Analogous settings are probably common in the older geological record, notably that of the
Neoproterozoic age. The distribution of superficial sediments on the coast of the northern
G ulf of Alaska (Carlson et al. 1990), seawards of the major fjords and glaciofluvial systems

8.7.3 Cor

is illustrated in Figure 8.17. In the simplest case, a graded-shelf sedimentary profile appears
to be developing today: sand accumulating in the nearshore zone grades outwards into clayey
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s ilt in mid-shelf, the principal source being sediment brought to the coast by glacial meltwa

Pleistocer.

ter. T h is Holocene facies association wedges out near the outer shelf, where diamicts, con

on the ru£

sisting of gravelly sand, muddy gravel and pebbly mud crop out extensively; these diamicts

by sea ice

are probably of Pleistocene age.

Norwegia:

Tectonic activity in places has uplifted the banks (e.g. Ta rr Bank, Middleton Island and

Late

Kayak Island, Fig. 8.17), periodically permitting the fine sediment to be winnowed from the

grey mud

diamict and creating cobble and boulder lag deposits, which have been subject to abrasion

mud is pe

during a subsequent ice-advance (§8.5.5). The modem glacially formed submarine troughs

material

or sea valleys have concentrations of relict coarse sediments adjacent to their mouths near

suit of сш

the outer shelf, and may represent end-moraine complexes. These troughs are significant

olive-gre;.

sedimentary traps, and seisimic reflection profiles show accumulations of modern sediment

present.

tens to hundreds of metres thick.
The continental shelf edge and upper slope is covered mainly by gravelly sandy silts, or
diamicts (with up to, or more than, 25% gravel) and silty sands. The sediment was probably
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Figure 8.17 Sediment distribution map of the Gulf of Alaska continental shelf and upper slope (after
Carlson et al. 1990, with permission of Geological Society Publishing House, Bath).

deposited at the shelf edge during one of the most recent glacial stages when sea level was
comparatively low, either as glacigenic mud with dropstones or as a result of resedimentation
of basal tills.

8.7.3 Continental shelf partly influenced by cold glaciers
The Barents Shelf is one of the broadest continental shelf areas in the world and during the
Pleistocene Epoch it was covered by ice. Sedimentation today is influenced by cold glaciers
on the rugged Svalbard Archipelago in the north, and much of the northern shelf is covered
by sea ice in winter. The surface sediments of the western shelf have been mapped by the
Norwegian Polar Research Institute (Elverhai 1984).
Late Weichselian blue-grey glaciomarine sediments are overlain transitionally by olivegrey mud partly derived from suspended matter of glacial meltwater origin. In the north the
mud is pebbly as a result of iceberg- and sea-ice-rafting. On Spitsbergenbanken biogenic
material (shell fragments and barnacles) make up 60-90% of the surface sediments as a re
sult of current winnowing. On the southern and southeastern slopes of Spitsbergenbanken the
olive-grey mud is missing and a cobble lag, resulting from strong bottom-current activity, is
present.
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8 .8 Sedimentation rates

8.9.1 S

Sedimentation rates on continental shelves are generally several orders of magnitude less than
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in fjords (cf. §7.5). In the polar regions, estimates for Holocene sedimentation include
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0.02-0.05 mm y r-1 for the Weddell Sea (Elverhoi & Roaldset 1983) while 0.02-0.07 mm у r _1
is indicated for the Barents Sea (Elverhoi 1984).
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8.9 Sedimentary facies in glaciomarine environments
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Although the range of processes operating in the modern glaciomarine environment has now
been widely investigated (§8.3), little is known of the nature of sedimentary sequences accumulating in such environments (Eyles & Lagoe 1990). However, the older geological record
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8.9.1 Sedimentary structures in glaciomarine sediments
Glaciomarine sediments demonstrate a wide range of sedimentary structures reflecting their
composite origin. Sediment deposited subaquatically from ice by melt-out, without rework
ing, is a non-sorted, homogeneous diamicton, although over several metres there may be slight
variations in the content of gravel (Fig. 8.18a).
As soon as these sediments are subject to bottom currents, mud may be preferentially
winnowed out leaving rippled and scoured surfaces (Fig. 8.18b) giving rise to stratified
diamicton (proximal glaciomarine sediment) with bedding typically on a centimetre-scale.
Wispy bedding and signs of loading are common, reflecting the high water content (soupiness)
of the sediments (Fig. 8.18c & d).
Bedding is often punctured by dropstones (Fig. 8.18e), over which subsequent sedimen
tary layers are draped. Many elongate dropstones stick in the sediment vertically, i f it is not
too soupy. Some dropstones occur as clasts of diamict or glacial mud (till pellets) and are
assumed to have been dropped in as frozen lumps; usually they are up to a few centimetres in
diameter, although some are bigger. Stronger currents remove sand as well as mud, leaving
a gravel lag, which has a gradational relationship with the underlying undisturbed sediment
but is followed sharply by later sediments. I f sedimentation has been continuous, then
diamictons often show gradational boundaries from stratified to non-stratified varieties as well
as into less ice-influenced muddy sands and sandy muds. Successions may be tens of metres
thick and may lack distinct bedding hiatuses.
Recycling of diamictons by mass-movement processes generates new sedimentary struc
tures. Slumping of stratified diamicton gives rise to isoclinal folds. In slides, partial
disaggregation of beds may produce rootless folds detached from the original bed. Subma
rine debris-flows commonly affect glacigenic sediments. They tend to be represented by beds
ranging in thickness from a few centimetres to several metres (Fig. 8 .18f). The end product
may s t ill be a massive diamicton, difficult to distinguish from the original material. However,
the flow normally has a sharp top and bottom, contains clusters of several gravel clasts, rippedup from the bed over which it passes, and occasional faint inverse or normal grading.
I f mass movement of diamicton develops into a turbidity-flow, the end product shows normal
grading, usually of the “coarse-tail” type (i.e. in which larger clasts may occur throughout
the graded bed but in smaller quantities towards the top). Both debris-flows and turbidity flows may load the underlying sediment, causing it to deform in a convolute manner or to
penetrate the debris-flow as a sedimentary dyke. Sandy and muddy glaciomarine sediments
of more distal origin are subject to the same reworking processes as diamictons; their struc
tures are typical of continental margins generally, with the added influence of floating ice.
The glaciomarine environment may yield rhythmically laminated sediments, although these
are much less common than in fjords. Normally the laminae are graded, representing turbid
ity-current deposits, and they can range from proximal to distal.
Ice advancing on its bed across glaciomarine sediment, such as on a continental shelf, may
abrade gravel lag deposits or accumulations of ice-rafted gravel to give a boulder pavement.
I f the underlying sediment is partially consolidated, it may fracture, and slickensides may form
on the fault planes. More intensive glaciotectonic deformation may occur to depths of tens of
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8.9.3
Figure 8.18 Features in sediments in the continental shelf glaciomarine environment, (a) Massive diamictite.
interpreted as waterlain till, Neoproterozoic Ulves0 Formation, East Greenland, (b) Wave ripples and winnowed
surface on top of diamictite bed, Neoproterozoic Wilsonbreen Formation, NE Spitsbergern. (c) Clast-poor
diamictite with wispy, diffuse stratification, the result of slight winnowing of soupy waterlain t ill followed
by slumping, Wilsonbreen Formation, NE Spitsbergen, (d) Thin-section of rock shown in (c), showing vari
able grain-size distribution, including clay-rich wispy beds (dark) and diffuse winnowed silty beds (bottom
and top), (e) Large dropstone of pegmatite in sandy turbidites, top of the Dalradian succession at Macduff,
Banffshire, Scotland (age: Ordovician or Neoproterozoic). (f) Matrix-supported conglomerate horizons in
terpreted as subaquatic debris-tlows, interbedded with siltstone of glaciomarine origin, Whitefish Falls area,
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metres, manifested in thrusts and overturned folds and the incorporation of rafts of underly
ing sediment occasionally more than a hundred metres long. In this respect, these structures
are sim ilar to those of advancing ice on land.

8.9.2 Lithofacies in the glaciomarine environment
Lithofacies are normally described in terms of the following: diamicts, gravel, sand, mud
and combinations thereof, and their lithified equivalents. Subfacies are designated according
to whether the rock is massive, stratified, or bioturbated, or has other distinguishing features.
These lithofacies are then interpreted in the context of the whole sequence and by using other
parameters (§8.5). Massive diamict (Fig. 8.19a) can variously be interpreted as a lodgement
t ill, deformable t ill beneath ice, waterlain t ill, or a debris-flow, or as a distal glaciomarine
mud with ice-rafted debris that has been bioturbated or deposited in a quiet-water basinal setting.
Weakly to well stratified diamict (Fig. 8.19b) represents the transition to sediment increas
ingly dominated by marine processes, notably reworking by currents in which the influence
of ice-rafting becomes clearer (i.e. proximal glaciomarine). Muddy sands to sandy muds
demonstrate the transition to distal glaciomarine with ice-rafted debris becoming relatively
less important. Other facies represent the processes that rework the sediment after deposi
tion, notably mass movement (Fig. 8.19c & d), downslope channelling (Fig. 8.19e), and by
the addition of a biogenic component in the form of both macrofossils and microfossils such
as diatoms (Fig. 8 .19f).
Lithofacies have now been described from many Cenozoic and older sequences. The Ant
arctic continental shelf displays a wide range of facies, including sediments released directly
from glacier ice, which are summarized and interpreted according to the proximity of ice and
water depth in Table 8.2. Relative proportions have also been calculated from which it may
be noted that diamictite, sandstone and mudstone predominate. Sim ila r glaciomarine facies
occur elsewhere, although of course the biogenic influence varies according to age and was
negligible in the Proterozoic era.
The range of facies that accumulate on the continental slope during periods when an ice
sheet is grounded to a continental shelf edge has been investigated on the Norwegian and Barents
continental slopes using a combination of shallow coring and seismic techniques (Yoon et al.
1991). Both diamictons and mud lithofacies, containing abundant signs of downslope move
ment have been examined. These are listed in Table 8.3, together with their interpretations.

8.9.3 Glaciomarine facies associations
Facies associations are normally assemblages of various lithofacies in vertical sequences of
strata that display a common theme, e.g. glaciomarine. As such they reflect environmental
changes through time. However, it is necessary to consider how these facies change in an
areal sense, since this w ill explain the vertical associations. Thus, a typical present-day tran
sition from waterlain t ill to distal glaciomarine is best represented by a recession sequence in
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Figure 8.19 Some typical facies in the glaciomarine environment, Miocene-Pleistocene Yakataga Forma
tion, Middleton Island, Gulf of Alaska, (a) Massive diamict with striated clast, resulting from rapid deposi
tion of mud, together with ice-rafting, (b) Stratified diamict formed where some sorting by bottom currents
of material as in (a) had taken place, (c) Stratified diamict with prominent gravel lag horizon, (d) Deformed
masses of sand, the largest 0.5 m in diameter enclosed within diamict facies, resulting from dismemberment
of beds during loading, (e) Large-scale cross-bedding in a sand and gravel member at base of the Yakataga
Formation; these represent slope deposits, reworked from glacial material on the shelf, (f) Coquina bed, formed
during a phase of little sedimentation, except for the dropstones, when current winnowing was taking place.
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a vertical profile, with massive diamictons at the base passing up into mudstones with dis
persed stones.
Figure 8.20 presents an idealized example of the type of facies association that may de

Rh> :r

velop as a temperate glacier influences, and then advances across, a continental shelf, but
many other associations may arise according to the thermal and hydrological characteristics
Cor.g

of the glacier.
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Table 8.2 Facies recovered in deep drill-cores taken from the Antarctic continental shelf, and their interpre
tation (summarized from Hambrey et al. 1991).
Facies

Description

Interpretation

Massive
diamictite

Non-stratified muddy sandstone or sandy
mudstone with 1-20% clasts; occasional shells
and diatoms

Lodgement till (with preferred orientation
of clast fabric) or waterlain till (random
fabric)

Weakly
stratified
diamictite

As massive diamictite, but with wispy strati
fication; bioturbated and slumped; partly
shelly and diatomaceous

Waterlain till to proximal glaciomarine
sediment

Well
stratified
diamictite

As massive diamictite with discontinuous and
contorted stratification; occasional dropstone
structures; abundant diatoms and shells

Proximal glaciomarme/glaciolacustrine
sediment

Massive
sandstone

Non-stratified, moderately well sorted
sandstone, with minor mud and gravel
component; loaded bedding contacts

Nearshore to shoreface with minor icerafting in distal glaciomarine setting;
better sorted sands with loaded contacts
are gravity flows; associated with slumping

Weakly
stratified
sandstone

As massive sandstone, but with weak,
contorted, irregular, discontinuous, wispy,
lenticular stratification; brecciation, loaded
contacts and bioturbation

Nearshore with minor ice-rafting in distal
glaciomarine setting; better sorted sands are
gracity flows; associated with slumping

Well
stratified

As massive sandstone, but with clear often
contorted stratification

Nearshore with minor ice-rafting in distal
glaciomarine setting; some slumping

Massive
mudstone

Non-stratified, poorly sorted sandy mudstone
with dispersed gravel clasts; intraformational
brecciation and bioturbation; dispersed
shells and shell fragments

Offshore with minor ice-rafting in distal
glaciomarine setting; some slumping or
short distance debris flowage

Weakly
stratified
mudstone

As massive mudstone, but with weak, discon
tinuous, sometimes contorted stratification
defined by sandier layers; bioturbated

Offshore to deeper nearshore with minor
ice-rafting in distal glaciomarine setting;
slumping common

Well
stratified
mudstone

As massive mudstone, but with discontinuous
well defined stratification, with sandy
laminae; syn-sedimentary deformation and
minor bioturbation

Deeper nearshore with minor ice-rafting in
distal glaciomarine setting; some slumping

Diatomaceous
ooze/
diatomite

Weakly or non-stratified siliceous ooze with
>60% diatoms; minor components include
terrigenouss mud, sand and gravel

Offshore, with minor ice-rafting in distal
glaciomarine setting

Diatomaceous
mudstone

Massive mud or mudstone with >20%
diatoms and minor sand

Offshore with sedimentation predominantly
influenced by ice-rafting and underflows in
distal glaciomarine setting

Bioturbated
mudstone

As massive mudstone, but stratification
highly contorted or almost totally destroyed
by bioturbation

Offshore to deeper nearshore with minor
ice-rafting; extensively burrowed

Mudstone
breccia

Non-stratified to weakly stratified, very
poorly sorted, sandy mudstone intraforma
tional breccia with up to 70% clasts; synsedimentary deformation and minor
bioturbation

Offshore to deeper nearshore slope-deposits
with minor ice-rafted component, totally
disrupted by debris flowage

Rhythmite

Graded alternations of poorly sorted muddy
sand and sandy mud; stratification regular on
a mm-scale; dispersed dropstones

Turbidity underflows derived from sub
glacial source, with ice-rafting in a
proximal glaciomarine setting

Conglomerate

Non-stratified to weakly stratified, poorly
sorted, clast to matrix supported sandy
conglomerate; normal and reverse grading
evident; clasts up to boulder size; intraclasts
if mudstone frequently incorporated; loading
and other soft-sediment features present

Slope debris-flows derived directly from
proglacial glaciofluvial material, or from
subaqueous discharge from glacier; well
defined beds may be fluvial
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Figure 8.20 Hypothetical succession formed as a result of the advance and recession of a temperate glacier
across the continental shelf.
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Table 8.3 Facies recorded in shallow cores taken from the continental slope off northern Norway and the SW
Barents Shelf (summarized from Yoon et al. 1991).
Facies

Characteristics

Depositional process

Thick-bedded
disorganized
mud

Coarse-grained clasts dispersed in fine matrix without
internal organization; more than 1 m thick; bioturbation
minimal

Debris-flowage

Thin-bedded
disorganized
mud-clast mud

Abundant mud clasts and rock fragments randomly
scattered in mud matrix; bioturbation slight to common;
variable thickness (1-10 cm)

Vertical settling of
ice-rafted debris

Silt-clay couplet

Couplet composed of a basal slit unit and an overlying
clay unit; basal silt thinly laminated and clay unit
homogeneous; individual unit < 5 cm thick; bioturbation
restricted to upper part; facies boundaries well defined

Fine-grained turbidity
current

Indistinctly
laminated mud

Poorly sorted mud showing irregular and discontinuous
laminae a few decimetres thick; bioturbation minimal

Downslope bottom current
with high sediment
fallout rate

Layered mud

Irregular alternation of thin (a few mm) silt-rich
and silt-depleted mud layers; bioturbation slight to
common

Deep-sea contour current,
heavily laden with finesuspended sediments

Indistinctly
layered mud

Poorly sorted mud, exhibiting indistinct, discontinuous
layering and discontinuous trains of horizontally
orientated coarse grains; thickness variable; bioturbation
common; boundaries sharp or gradational

Deep-sea contour current

Biotrubated mud

Poorly sorted mud, intensley disturbed by bioturbation;
primary structure absent except for diffuse banding;
facies thickness variable boundaries poorly defined
and irregular

Hemipelagic sedimentation;
contour current

Deformed mud

Mechanically deformed mud showing shear-lineation,
crenulated laminae, wispy laminae, microfault and
sw irl structure

Slumping/sliding

Many detailed records of glaciomarine environments have been provided by the geologi
cal record. Five examples from tectonically contrasting settings are summarized below.

Continental facies at a convergent plate margin
The Miocene-Pleistocene Yakataga Formation provides exposures that are almost complete
for hundreds of metres vertically and laterally along the uplifted rim of the G ulf of Alaska.
The Middleton Island sequence provides an excellent illustration of the facies that are pre
served when extremely dynamic temperature glaciers, fed by heavy snow in mountains that
are being rapidly uplifted advance across the continental shelf, and subsequently recede rap
idly (Eyles & Lagoe 1989, 1990). Typical facies are illustrated in Figure 8.19.

Glaciomarine deltaic complex at the margin o f a subsiding rift basin
The 702m long core obtained from the drill-site C IRO S-1 in western McMurdo Sound, Ant
arctica, has provided a unique record of glaciation extending back to earliest Oligocene time
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Massive and weakly stratified
diamictite

Lodgement till; waterlain till;
proximal glaciomarine sediment

Mudstone (partly brecciated) and
sandstone with lonestones;
interbedded with diamictite

Proximal to distal glaciomarine
sediment; offshore to shoreface;
slumped in part

Massive to well stratified diamictite,
interbedded with mudstone and
sandstone containing lonestones
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Figure 8.21 Facies association from a subsiding glaciomarine deltaic complex, the CIROS-1 drill-hole,
McMurdo Sound, Antarctica. Note that the sequence comprises two distinct parts: the upper one above
about 370 m which illustrates periods of ice grounding and lodgement till deposition on the continental
shelf, and the lower part which is deeper water and mainly distal glaciomarine. A thin fluvial sequence
between is the only indication of subaerial conditions in this core (from Hambrey et al. 1992, with per
mission of Gebriide Borntraeger, Stuttgart).
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(36Ma). The dominant facies are diamictite, sandstone and mudstone with abundant flora and
fauna (Table 8.2). The facies reflect deposition from temperate glaciers as the Transantarctic
Mountains were being uplifted. An early phase of relatively deep-water glaciomarine sedi
mentation ended with emergence (at about 370mbsf), and was succeeded by a series of advances
and recessions of grounded ice across the continental shelf (Fig. 8.21) (Barrett 1989b).

Glaciomarine facies associated in a subsiding ensialic basin
Th ic k sequences of interbedded glacioterrestrial and glaciomarine sediments are characteris
tic of subsiding basins within regions of continental crust. The basins may be linear features,
bounded by faults, with connections to the open sea. Much of the North Sea Pleistocene se
quence, which reaches a maximum thickness of c. 920m, occupies a linear trough extending
north-northwest from the Dutch coast for several hundred kilometres.
The Neoproterozoic glacial era has provided several superbly exposed sequences that were
deposited in an ensialic basin, for example, the East Greenland/northeast Svalbard Basin
(Fairchild & Hambrey, in press), and the Port Askaig T illite in Scotland (Spencer 1971, 1985;
Ey le s 1988b). Glaciomarine sediments are an important component in these mixed
terrestrial-marine sequences.

Subsiding passive continental margin dominated by marine ice sheet
Five sites, drilled by Leg 119 of the Ocean D rillin g Program on a 180km long transect across
the continental shelf of Prydz Bay to the continental slope, prove an insight into the develop
ment of a continental margin under the prolonged influence (over some 40 Ma) of a major ice
sheet that flows into the sea (Barron et al. 1989, Hambrey et al. 1991). The principal facies
are listed and intepreted in Table 8.2. Seismic records, together with borehole information
indicate that there is (a) an upper, flat-lying sequence of grounded-ice and floating-ice
sediments, with periods of compaction by ice-sheet loading indicated by overconsolidated
sediments, and (b) a lower prograding sequence, mainly composed of glaciomarine sediments.

Ocean basin influenced by iceberg-rafting
Most of our knowledge concerning ice-influenced sedimentation in the deep ocean basins comes
from the Ocean D rillin g Program (ODP) and its forerunner the Deep Sea D rillin g Project
(D SD P), operated by the USA on behalf of the international scientific community. Many sites

have been drilled in the polar oceans, and a wide range of facies have been documented. The
sediments generally comprise a mixture of pelagic and terrigenous components, although the
relative proportions are extremely variable. On the one hand the bulk of the sediment may
consist of diatom ooze (in the coldest waters) or calcareous ooze (in warmer conditions), with
a small ice-rafted component that reflects the geology of the onshore glacierized terrain. On
the other hand, microfossils may form a minor component, with terrigenous mud, brought in
by bottom currents or as turbidites, being dominant. Again, larger fragments represent icerafted material. Tw o examples are given here.
In the first case, ODP Site 745 lies at the base of the southern slope of the Kerguelen Pla
teau in 4082m of water (Barron et al. 1989, Ehrmann 1991). The site today is under the
influence of Antarctic Bottom Water, derived from beneath the Antarctic ice shelves. Through-
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out the 215 m thick section, which spans the uppermost Miocene to Quaternary interval, both
terrigenous and marine components are present, principally diatom ooze, and silt and clay.
Much of the core shows a clear alternation of clayey diatom ooze and diatomaceous clay (some
times with minor silt) on a scale of decimetres to metres. Pebbles and granules are scattered
throughout, but there are few sedimentary structures. These alternations may reflect a greater
supply of terrigenous material when the ice sheet was closer to the shelf edge, that is, re
flecting cyclicity in the behaviour of the ice sheet.
ODP Site 645 lies low down on the continental slope off southern Baffin Island in a water
depth of 2020m. Here, the sea floor was penetrated by coring to a depth of 1147m and an
early Miocene to Quaternary record was recovered. The influence of ice is perceived above
753m, in late Miocene sediments, in the form of quartz grains and small pebbles (dropstones).
The predominant facies are muddy sand, sandy mud and detrital-carbonate mud (with 30-40%
carbonate). As in Antarctica, these facies form alternations on the decimetre to metre scale
(Fig . 8.22), a cyclicity supposed to represent glacial periods with heavy ice-rafting, and
interglacials without.
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Figure 8.22 Composite sketch of the
general features of a “typical” lithological cycle from ODP site 645, Baffin
Bay. These cycles are believed to rep
resent interglacial/glacial phases, the
latter being indicated by the scattered
clasts of ice-rafted material. (Note that
the use of “mud” here differs from
more normal usage.) (From Srivastava
et al. 1987, with permission of Ocean
D rilling Program, Texas.)
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8.10 Stratigraphic architecture and depositional models of glacially
influenced continental shelves
In this section, examples of continental shelf stratigraphic architecture from the Antarctic and
Arctic are given (Fig. 8.23). Several other examples from middle latitudes have also been
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published, for example, off northwest Scotland (Stoker 1990), southeast Canada (King & Fader
1987) and the Gulf of Alaska (Carlson et al. 1990).
(a) PRYDZ BAY

(b) OFF N.W . ANTARCTIC PENINSULA
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Figure 8.23 Stratigraphic architecture of polar continental shelves. Note the common occurrence of
prograding wedges (of which at least the upper parts are probably glacial), overlain by ice-dominated
flat-lying sequences (summary diagram, based on various sources, is from Hambrey et al. 1992, with
permission of Gebriider Borntraeger, Stuttgart).
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8.10.1 Antarctica
Several features distinguish the Antarctic from other continental margins:
(a) the Antarctic continental shelf has a water depth greater than other shelves, mainly because
of ice-sheet loading, with the result that bottom sediments remain unaffected by wave
action;
(b) shelf profiles indicate shallowing towards the shelf break as a result of greater glacial
erosion of inshore areas, and accretion of glacial sediment on the outer shelf, in addition
to loading;
(c) the shelf comprises a lower prograding sequence of normal compaction - overlying this
is a flat-lying sequence comprising over-compacted sediments with high seismic veloci
ties;
(d) the shelf today is relatively starved of sediment.
The Prydz Bay shelf is probably the best known high-latitude continental margin as the
architecture of the shelf has been determined from a combination of drilling and seismic sur
veys (Barron et al. 1989, Stagg 1985, Cooper et al. 1991a,b, Hambrey et al. 1991; Fig. 8.23a).
A s noted in §8.4, a transect across the shelf shows a continuous but complex prograding
sequence, covered by a flat-lying sequence. In the inner 120km of the shelf, the prograding
sequence is dominated by fluviatile-deltaic sediments of Mesozoic to early Cretaceous age
(Turner 1991). The outer 70km of the shelf is dominated by a massive diamictite apron, which
attains a thickness of at least 400m, and is interpreted as waterlain t ill deposited close to the
grounding-line as the extended ice sheet decoupled from its bed at the palaeo-shelf break.
The glacigenic part of the prograding sequence comprises discrete sedimentary packages, some
of which are truncated at the top, whereas others pass landwards into parts of the flat overly
ing sequence. The drilled part of the shelf shows two distinct glacigenic sequences: a lower
gently dipping one with strong syn-sedimentary or possibly glaciotectonic deformation at the
base, and an upper steeper prograding sequence with many signs of slumping. Some sedi
mentary packages (not drilled) show signs of large-scale continental margin collapse and slump
ing. The topmost parts of the prograding sequence are glaciotectonically deformed and
overconsolidated.
The flat-lying sequence, which overlies the prograding sequence, consists mainly of mas
sive diamictite, interpreted as largely the result of deposition from grounded ice. Some of it
is overconsolidated, indicating that it was affected by loading, probably during a succession
of ice advances. The flat-lying sequence generally thickens seawards from a few metres to
around 250 m in the outer parts of the shelf, and illustrates successive stacking of separate
units towards the shelf break. Each unit represents a distinct depositional phase. The flat-lying
sequence is thickest beneath the banks of the outer shelf, and thinnest in a major channel that
extends transversally across the shelf. Some of these separate units pass laterally seawards
into prograding packages, including the topmost one.
Seismic data from other parts of Antarctica indicate broadly sim ilar features to those in
Prydz Bay. The continental shelf of the Weddell Sea is underlain by a prograding sedimen
tary sequence, the outer part of which is inferred to be glacigenic, truncated by repeated ground
ing of the Filchner Ice Shelf (Fig. 8.23c). On top of it is a flat-lying sequence (H in z &
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Kristoffersen 1987) also of mainly glacial origin. The same holds for the Pacific margin of
the Antarctic Peninsula (barter & Barker 1989; Fig. 8.23b). In both cases the uppermost
sediments are over-compacted, and several ice-advance and recessional cycles are evident.
s mainly because

The margin of the Antarctic Peninsula differs from Prydz Bay in being significantly steeper

arrected by wave

(14° compared with 4 °), yet displays no evidence of slumping or collapse.

: greater glacial

M odel for the Cenozoic development o f the Antarctic continental shelf

>heif. in addition

Based on the stratigraphic architecture of Prydz Bay, which is probably typical of many parts
of the continental margin of Antarctica, a generalized model from the time of onset of

c. - overlying this
i

>r:smic veloci-

glacierization at sea level has been developed (Hambrey et al. 1992).
P rio r to the onset of glacierization at sea level, the Antarctic continental shelf prograded
under the in fluence of fluvial and deltaic processes (Fig. 8.24a). As the ice sheet developed,
it depressed the land isostatically, and the shelf became flooded before the ice advanced across

cal margin as the

it. The thicker ice over the inner part of the shelf may have led to a reversal of the shelf gra

i ir.c seismic sur-

dient and, as grounded ice extended to the edge of the shelf, loading increased.

1^1: Fig. 8.23a).
c r ex prograding

Oligocene time, and began to deposit waterlain t ill on the upper parts of the continental slope

If. ±e prograding

(Fig. 8.24b). As the ice flowed over its bed it deformed the underlying sediment, and depos

The grounded ice reached, and became decoupled at, the palaeoshelf break by early

;■ Cretaceous age

ited a layer of t ill. The t ill itself may have acted as a deforming and erosive medium, and

ipron. which

because of the shearing motion induced by the moving ice, some of it may have been dis

r*s::ed close to the

placed towards the grounding-line, thereby contributing to deposition on the palaeoslope. To

. . ; -sr.elf break,

this was added the material melting out of floating ice, creating a diamicton apron. Slumping

r* r^rkages, some

was common on this prograding diamict apron.

:: the flat overly-

During the long period characterized by advances to the shelf break with shelf progradation,

rvr_ences: a lower

and recessions with sediment starvation, the morphology of the shelf was modified. Erosion

ation at the
iT-r.g. Some sedi-

of the inner shelf (with its soft sediment) took place during glacial maxima, whereas t ill accreted

and slump-

lying unit, building upwards and outwards towards the shelf break. The combination of these

I ■ deformed and

processes in Prydz Bay is reflected in the tilt of the shelf from an average of about 400 m

further out as the ice advanced to the shelf break. The t ill accreted progressively as a flat-

below sea level at the shelf break to over 800m on the shelf immediately off the coast.
r > mainly of mas-

At the times of fu ll glacial conditions, the only constraint on the advance of ice was the

:;e. Some of it

shelf break. Once ice reached this lim it, the subsequent advance of grounded ice was prob

irmg a succession

ably controlled by deposition and progradation at the grounding-line. It is not thought like ly

r. j. few metres to

that ice shelves bordering the open sea were as extensive as those of today, although deposi

L:?::ng of separate

tion from floating ice is evident from the sedimentary record (Fig. 8.24c).

г а The flat-lying

During phases of ice-recession, such as the present day, most of the Antarctic continental

major channel that

shelf was influenced only by icebergs and sea ice (Fig. 8.24d). Today may be typical of other

.-:erally seawards

“interglacials” or periods of reduced ice cover during the Quaternary period. Under such con
ditions, ice floated in the form of an ice shelf over the inner continental shelves, especially

:arures to those in

where constrained within embayments such as Prydz Bay, the Ross Sea and the Weddell Sea.

: grading sedimen-

Most sediment was released at the grounding-line, where strong bottom-melting probably

> repeated ground-

occurred, as under the Amery Ice Shelf (Robin 1983). However, any sediment not released

;equence (H in z &

at the grounding-line would have been protected from melt-out by basal freeze-on, an impor-
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Figure 8.24 Model for the development
of the Antarctic continental shelf, based
on drill-hole and seismic data, as exem
plified by Prydz Bay. T h is sequence of
events may be inferred for continental
margins generally that have been under
the prolonged influence of ice (from
Hambrey et al. 1992. with permission of
Gebriider Borntraeger, Stuttgart).

tant process, known to occur under the Amery Ice Shelf (Morgan 1972, Budd et al. 1982)
and the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (Lange & MacAyeal 1986) today. Such debris thus remained
in the ice until the icebergs, which calved from the ice shelf, disintegrated, possibly hundreds
of kilometres from their source. Sedimentation on the continental shelves in such circumstances
would have been strongly, and perhaps exclusively, diatomaceous, as in many parts of Ant
arctica today.
In contrast to Pleistocene conditions, the earlier glacial record (Oligocene to Miocene and
possibly Pliocene) was characterized by warmer (probably temperate) ice sheets, and the
interglacials may have been cool-temperate with vegetation (e.g. the beech Nothofagus). Marine
sediments may even have been deposited in a seaway across the middle of the continent (Webb
et al. 1984). The preservation of interglacial muds on the shelf has not been as effective as
that of diamictite, however.
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8.10.2 Arctic
A Northern Hemisphere analogue of Prydz Bay is the southwest margin of the Barents Shelf
(Vorren et al. 1988, 1990), but its glacial record is much shorter, with regional glaciation
starting only about 0.8M a (although older glaciomarine sediments may exist). According to
Solheim & Kristoffersen (1984), the Barents Shelf was covered by ice sheets five to ten times
during Late Cenozoic time. The data come from a combination of seismic data and shallow
cores and boreholes through sea-bottom sediments. Broadly, the architecture of the shelf is
characterized by a prograding wedge partly capped by a flat-lying glacial sequence. These
sediments are underlain in the south by faulted and tilted sedimentary rocks, mainly of Mesozoic
age, while at the continental slope a wedge of supposedly Cenozoic age occurs. The shelf
area is dominated by a broad submarine valley (probably glacially over-deepened), the
Bjornoyrenna (Bear Island Trough), which attains a depth of 500m, and which drained much
of the ice that covered the Barents Shelf. At the edge of the shelf is a huge trough-mouth fan,
sim ilar in size to that in Prydz Bay and on which gravity sliding was an important process. A
seismically interpreted profile across the continental shelf and trough-mouth fan is shown in
Figure 8.23e (Vorren et al. 1990). Unit Te E was regarded as the glacigenic part of the se
quence, and the regional unconformity at its base was ascribed to glacial erosion, and con
sidered to represent the glacial/preglacial boundary. The age of this boundary was tentatively
put at 0.8M a when a change to larger ice volumes became apparent (Vorren 1990). U n it Те
comprises four major subunits showing stepwise progradation of the palaeoshelf edge.
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Progradation of the continental shelf probably took place during glacial periods when the
Barents Ice Sheet extended close to the shelf edge. Intervening interglacials were probably
characterized by sediment starvation at and beyond the shelf edge. Assuming 0.8M a is the
age of the base of U nit Te E shelf, the rate of progradation was about 30 kilometres per m il
lion years, i.e. approximately 10 times faster than in preglacial times (Vorren et al. 1990).
Sediments from a borehole through the superficial layer on the shelf comprise over
consolidated glacigenic diamicts. Other facies may be related to proximal prograding diamictapron deposits, or derivation from meltwater streams associated with ice fed from the
Scandinavian highlands to the south.

ct al. 1982)

The geometry of the outer shelf units provides few clues as to the nature of the sediments.
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However, the suggestion that ice reached the palaeoshelf break on several occasions implies
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that the slope sediments also belong to a diamict-apron complex, a view supported by the Prydz
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8.11 Preservation potential of glaciomarine sediments
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Deposition on continental shelves provides the best opportunity for glacigenic sediments to

> effective as

be preserved in the geological record. Hence, most sequences from pre-Pleistocene glacial
periods tend to be influenced, i f not dominated, by continental shelf deposits. Shelf sequences
generally show hiatuses, because of repeated advances of ice across the shelf. Erosion is most
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intense on the inner shelf where the ice is thicker and the early part of the glacial record may
have been lost. The outer shelf also loses part of its record as ice advances across it, but
considerable build-up of diamictite may occur there from grounded ice and as glaciomarine
sediment may occur there. Such areas provide a long but discontinuous record of sedimenta
tion. The most complete direct record of glaciation occurs within the prograding sequences
that underlie the outer shelf. These accumulate preferentially during periods when ice is
grounded to the continental shelf break. Interglacial periods may be represented by sediment
starvation on the palaeoshelf slope, and subject to current erosion, so that the sedimentary
record shows a bias towards glacial conditions.
The tectonic setting of many high-latitude continental shelves facilitates the preservation
of glaciomarine sediments. Many are slowly subsiding and they allow hundreds, perhaps
thousands, of metres of glacigenic sediment to accumulate, e.g. the Ross Sea, Weddell Sea
and Prydz Bay in Antarctica. A rather different picture emerges from the G ulf of Alaska.
Here, several kilometres of sediment have also accumulated, but prim arily because of the
huge supply from the rapidly uplifting mountains bordering the Gulf. Continental shelf se
quences have been thrust up to form spectacularly well exposed outcrops along the coast and
on offshore islands. In contrast to continental shelf areas, deep-ocean sediments may preserve
a continuous history of glaciation, but since such sediments lack a direct glacial component
other than ice-rafted debris, the record may be difficult to interpret. Furthermore, since oce
anic crust and associated sediments older than 200Ma have only been recorded in fragments,
most having been subducted, the longer term preservation of deep-sea glacigenic sediments
is poor.
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ablation The process of wastage of snow or ice, especially by melting.
ablation area/zone That part of the glacier surface, usually at lower elevations, over which ablation exceeds

accumulation.
abrasion The wearing down of rock surfaces by rubbing and the impact of debris-rich ice.
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accumulation area That part of the glacier surface, usually at higher elevations, on which there is net accu
mulation of snow, which subsequently turns into f ir n and then glacier ice.
Antarctic Bottom Water A cold sea-bottom current, originating beneath ice shelves in Antarctica, and flowing

northwards at depth to influence the world’s oceans,
areal scouring Large-scale erosion of bedrock in lowland areas by ice sheets.
arete (from the French) A sharp, narrow, often pinnacled ridge, formed as a result of glacial erosion from

both sides.
aufeis (from the German) River ice that forms as a result of continued discharge of water from a glacier

after the winter freeze-up has begun. It comprises continuous sheets of columnar crystals of ice.
avulsion The process of channel-switching in a braided-river system,
axial planar relationship Referring to parallelism with the axial plane of a fold structure.
basal glide Deformation of an ice crystal along discrete bands called basal planes,
basal plane The plane within the hexagonal ice crystal that is normal to the optic axis,
basal shear stre ss The force exerted by an ice mass on its bed.
basal slid in g The sliding of a glacier over bedrock, a process usually facilitated by the lubricating effect of

meltwater.
basket-of-eggs topography Extensive low-lying areas covered by small elongate h ills called d ru m lin s.
bedrock flutes Ridges, rounded in cross section, formed parallel to the direction of ice movement,
bergschrund (from the German) An irregular crevasse, usually running across an ice slope in the accumula
tion area, where active glacier ice pulls away from ice that adheres to the steep mountainside,
bergstone mud Homogeneous sandy mud containing scattered gravel, deposited mainly from suspension and

from icebergs in a glacier-influenced fjord or bay.
bergy b it A piece of floating glacier ice up to several metres across, commonly derived as a result of disin
tegration of icebergs.
boudin (from the French for sausage) A sausage-shaped block of less ductile material separated by a short
distance from its neighbours within a more ductile medium. Boudins normally form perpendicular to the
maximum compressive stress,
boulder bed A bed of glacigenic sediment in which the concentration of boulders is exceptionally high (e.g.
50 % or more).
boulder clay An English term for t ill, no longer favoured by glacial geologists.
boulder pavement A concentration of striated boulders at the top of a bed of poorly sorted sediment that
collectively have been planed off by overriding ice. Pavements are formed as a result of glacial abrasion
on previously deposited t i l l in a terrestrial environment, or by touch-down of ice on to the sea floor in a
glaciomarine setting.
braided outwash fan A fan-shaped feature comprising glaciofluvial sediment, emanating from a terrestrial
glacier.
braided stream A relatively shallow stream with many branches that commonly recombine and migrate across

a valley floor. Braided streams typically form down stream of a glacier,
breached watershed A short, glacially eroded valley, linking two major valleys across a mountain divide,
breccia Coarse, angular fragments of broken rock or ice, cemented or frozen together into a solid mass,
brown ice Brown-coloured sea ice, commonly found around Antarctica. The colour is due to finely dissemi

nated diatom fragments.
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calving The process of detachment of blocks of ice from a glacier into water.
cavetto fo rm A channel cut into steep rock faces orientated parallel to the valley sides. They are the product

of glacial abrasion and/or meltwater. Overhanging upper lips and stria tio n s are typical,
cavitation Growth and collapse of bubbles in a fluid (e.g. subglacial meltwater) in response to pressure changes.

Bubble collapse generates shock waves which result in enhanced erosion of subglacial channels,
channel bar An elongate ridge of sediment between channels in a braided-river system. It usually shows

fining of sediment in a downstream direction,
A group of crescent-shaped friction cracks on bedrock, formed by the juddering effect of
moving ice.
chute A vertical groove in solid bedrock, formed as a result of meltwater erosion at the ice/bedrock contact,
cirque (from the French) An armchair-shaped hollow with steep sides and backwall, formed as a result of
glacial erosion high on a mountainside, and often containing a rock basin with a ta rn (cf. corrie, cwm).
cirque glacier A glacier occupying a cirque.
coarse-tail grading A sedimentary bed in which the size of the largest clasts decreases upwards, while the
size of the remaining material remains constant,
col (from the French) A high-level pass formed by glacial breaching of an arete or mountain mass,
cold glacier A glacier in which the bulk of the ice is below the pressure melting point, although ice at the
surface may warm up to the melting point in summer, while ice at the bed may also be warmed as a result
of geothermal heating,
cold ice Ice that is below the pressure melting point, and therefore dry.
compressing flow The character of ice-flow where a glacier is slowing down and the ice is being compressed
and thickened in a longitudinal direction,
c o rio lis force The inertial force associated with variation in the tangential component of the velocity of a
particle. It results in an apparent deflection in the centrifugal force generated by the rotation of the Earth,
corrie (from the Gaelic coire) A British term for cirque.
cover moraine A patchy, thin layer of t ill , revealing, in part, the bedrock topography,
crag-and-tail A glacially eroded rocky h ill with a tail of t i l l formed down-glacier of it.
creep Permanent deformation of a material under the influence of stress.
crescentic fracture A crescent-shaped crack resulting from friction between debris-rich ice and bedrock; it
commonly occurs in groups aligned parallel to ice-flow direction,
crescentic gouge A crescent-shaped scallop, usually several centimetres across, formed as a result of bed
rock fracture under moving ice.
crevasse A deep V-shaped cleft formed in the upper brittle part of a glacier as a result of the fracture of ice
undergoing extension.
crevasse-filling A crevasse formed at the base of a glacier and filled with soft sediment,
crevasse traces Long veins of clear ice a few centimetres wide, formed as a result of fracture and
recrystallization of ice under tension without separation of the two walls; these structures commonly form
parallel to open crevasses and extend into them. Thicker veins of clear ice resulting from the freezing of
standing water in open crevasses are also called crevasse traces,
cumulative (also total or fin ite stra in) The total amount of strain that a material (e.g. rock, ice) has under
gone, usually in response to the prolonged application of stress,
cupola-hill An isolated h ill with no obvious source-depression, but having the general characteristics of an
assemblage of ice-thrust masses,
curved (winding) channel Sinuous channel cut into bedrock, usually by a subglacial stream under high pres
sure.
cwm The Welsh term for cirque, also sometimes used more generally outside Wales,
cyclopel A graded silt-mud couplet (laminated) formed by tidal processes operating in a glacier-influenced
chattermarks

fjo rd .
cyclopsam A graded sand-mud couplet (laminated) formed by tidal processes operating in a glacier-influ-

enced fjo rd .
debris-flow A type of gravity-flow involving the movement on inhomogeneous, unconsolidated material down

a slope as a slurry. Total disaggregation of the material takes place, but little fine material is carried away
in suspension.
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de Geer moraines A group of moraines formed subglacially, transverse to flow, beneath a glacier terminat

ing in a lake. They have the form of discrete narrow ridges, which may be well spaced,
delta-fan complex A prograding sequence of glaciomarine sediment, gravity-flow material and basal glacial
debris, formed at the grounding-line of an ice sh e lf or ice stream on the continental shelf,
delta moraine (also kame delta) A delta complex formed in an ice-frontal position, commonly below water

level, where subglacial streams enters a proglacial lake or the sea. Such features are composed of a m ix
ture of glaciofluvial and glacial debris,
diagenesis The changes that occur in a sedimentary sequence following deposition (e.g. the alteration of snow
to glacier ice or soft sediment to rock),
diamict A non-sorted terrigenous sediment containing a wide range of particle sizes. Embraces both diamictite
(lithified) and diamicton (unconsolidated),
diamict apron (cf. t ill delta) A prograding sequence comprising diamict and reworked sediments, formed
ju st seawards of the grounding-line/zone at a break in slope on the sea floor,
diffluencc The processes whereby ice in one valley overflows a col or group of cols into an adjacent valley,
dilation The reduction in volume of a material. Commonly occurs in bedrock following ice-removal, and
leads to the development of cracks,
dirt-cone A thin veneer of debris, draping a cone of ice up to several metres high, formed as a result of the
debris locally retarding ablation of the glacier surface,
d iurn a l variation Variations taking place on a day-night cycle.
dome A smooth, rounded boss of glacially abraded bedrock, commonly exceeding hundreds of metres in
diameter.
dropstone A relatively large clast that falls through the water column into soft sediment, disrupting the bed

ding or laminae. Draping of sediment over the top of the clast subsequently occurs. In a glacial context,
dropstones are released from icebergs,
d ru m lin (from the Gaelic) A streamlined hillock, commonly elongated parallel to the former ice-flow direc
tion, composed of glacial debris, and sometimes having a bedrock core; formed beneath an actively flowing
glacier.
d rum lin o id ridges (d rum linized ground moraine) Elongate, strongly linear ridges, intermediate between
d ru m lin s and fluted moraine.
englacial debris Debris dispersed throughout the interior of a glacier, derived either from the surface through

burial in the accumulation area and through falling into crevasses, or from the uplifting of basal debris
by thrusting processes.
englacial stream A meltwater stream that has penetrated below the surface of a glacier, and is making its
way towards the bed.
erratic A boulder or large block of bedrock that is being or has been transported away from its source by a
glacier.
esker (from the Gaelic) A long, commonly sinuous ridge of sand and gravel, deposited by a stream in a

subglacial tunnel.
e q u ilib riu m line/zone The line or zone on a glacier surface where a year's ablation balances a year’s accu
mulation (cf. f ir n line). It is determined at the end of the ablation season, and commonly occurs at the

boundary between superimposed ice and glacier ice.
exfoliation The process of removal of sheets of bedrock along joints parallel to the rock surface,
extending flow The character of ice-flow where a glacier is accelerating and the ice is being stretched and

thinned in a longitudinal direction.
facies (singular & plural) A sediment type characterized by an assemblage of features, including lithology,

texture, sedimentary structures, fossil content, geometry, bounding relations. Lithofacies refers to a par
ticular lithological type.
facies architecture The large-scale two- or three-dimensional geometry of facies associations, usually on a
basin-wide scale and revealed in seismic profiles,
facies association The grouping of facies into an environmentally coherent assemblage, e.g. a glaciomarine
facies association, usually applied to vertical sedimentary logs,
fa ult A displacement in a glacier formed as a result of fracture of the ice without separation of the walls. It
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is recognized by the discordance of layers in the ice on either side of the fracture. A norm al fault is a
high-angle fracture resulting from the maximum compressive stress acting vertically and the intermediate
and least-compressive stresses horizontally. A th ru st fault is a low-angle fracture in which the maximum
compressive stress acted horizontally and the least compressive stress vertically. A s t rik e - s lip fault is a
fracture showing sideways displacement where both maximum and minimum compressive stresses both
acted horizontally,
fin ite stra in (see total stra in).
f ir n (from the German) Dense, old snow in which the crystals are partly joined together, but in which the air
pockets still communicate with each other,
f ir n line The line on a glacier that separates bare ice from snow at the end of the ablation season,
fjo rd (from the Norwegian; fio rd in North America and New Zealand) A long, narrow arm of the sea, formed
as a result of erosion by a valley glacier,
floe (see mega-block),
floe (see ra ft) .
fluted moraine (flutes) Rounded, strongly linear ridges, up to a few metres in width and height, usually
formed in association with lodgement t i l l on land. Sim ila r features have been recorded in shallow
glaciomarine settings.
foliation Groups of closely spaced, often discontinuous, layers of coarse bubbly, coarse clear and fine-grained
ice, formed as a result of shear or compression at depth in a glacier,
fold Layers of ice that have been deformed into a curved form by flow at depth in a glacier. Isoclinal folds
have parallel limbs and thickened hinges. S im ila r folds have a thickened hinge and thinned limbs. P a ra l
le l folds maintain a uniform layer-thickness around the fold. Recumbent folds are those with near-horizontal axes and are commonly associated with th ru st faults.
gendarme (from the French for policeman) A pinnacle of rock on the crest of a narrow ridge, especially an
arete.
gentle h ill A mound of t i l l resting on a detached block of bedrock.
geothermal heat The heat output from the Earth’s surface. T h is affects glaciers, especially in the polar re

gions, by warming the basal zone to the pressure melting point,
gilbertian delta A delta produced by a stream with a high bedload entering a quiet water body. Such deltas

have steep slopes, and avalanching causes the delta to advance and create a single cross-bedded set of sand
and gravel.
glacial debris Material in the process of being transported by a glacier in contact with glacier ice.
glacial d rift A general term embracing all rock material deposited by glacier ice, and all deposits of pre

dominantly glacial origin deposited in the sea from icebergs, and from glacial meltwater.
glacial period/glaciation A period of time when large areas (including present temperate latitudes) were icecovered. Many glacial periods have occurred within the past few million years, and are separated by in te r
glacial periods.
glacial trough A valley or fjo rd , often characterized by steep sides and a flat bottom, with multiple basins,

resulting primarily from abrasion by strongly channelled ice.
glaciated The character of land that was once covered by glacier ice in the past (cf. glacierized).
glacier A mass of ice, irrespective of size, derived largely from snow, and continuously moving from higher

to lower ground, or spreading over the sea.
glacier ice Any ice in, or originating from, a glacier, whether on land or floating on the sea as icebergs,
glacierized The character of land currently covered by glacier ice (cf. glaciated).
glacier ka rst Debris-covered stagnant ice, sometimes found at the snout of a retreating glacier, with many

lake-bearing caverns and tunnels,
glacier sole The lower few metres of a (usually sliding) glacier which are rich in debris picked up from the

bed.
glacier table A boulder sitting on a pedestal of ice, resulting from the protective effect of the rock mass on
ablation of the ice surface during sunny weather,
glacier tongue (see ice tongue).
glacigenic sediment Sediment of glacial origin. The term is used in a broad sense to embrace sediments with

a greater or lesser component derived from glacier ice.
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glaciomarine sediment A mixture of glacigenic and marine sediment, deposited more or less contempora

neously.
glaciotectonic deformation (glaciotectonism) The process whereby subglacial and proglacial sediment and

bedrock is disrupted by ice-flow. It is usually manifested in the form of distinct topographic features in
which folds and thrusts are commonplace.
Glen’s F lo w La w The empirical relationship which describes the manner in which ice deforms in response
to an applied stress. F irst proposed by the British physicist John Glen, following experimental studies in
the early 1950s.
gravity flowage The process of transport of unconsolidated sediment down a slope, either subaerially or
subaquatically. The term embraces debris-flow and tu rb id ity currents at opposite ends of the spectrum,
groove A glacial abrasional form, with striated sides and base, orientated parallel to the ice-flow direction.
Grooves are often parabolic in cross section and up to several metres wide and deep,
grounding-line (or grounding-zone) The line or zone at which an ice mass enters the sea or a lake and be
gins to float, e.g. in the inner parts of an ice sh e lf or an ice stream,
grounding-line fan A subaquatic fan made up of material emerging from a subglacial tunnel where a glacier
terminates in the sea. Comprises a complex range of facies.
hanging glacier A glacier that spills out from a high-level cirque or clings to a steep mountainside,
hanging valley A tributary valley whose mouth ends abruptly part way up the side of a trunk valley, as a

■ :nal folds

result of the greater amount of glacial down-cutting of the latter,

~Paral-

highland ice field A near-continuous stretch of glacier ice, but with an irregular surface that m irrors the

r 'ear-hori-

underlying bedrock, and punctuated by nunataks.
h ill-h o le pa ir A combination of an ice-scooped basin and a h ill of ice-thrust, often slightly crumpled mate

s^recially an

h o rn A steep-sided, pyramid-shaped peak, formed as a result of the backward erosion of cirque glaciers on

rial of similar size, resulting from glaciotectonic processes,
three or more sides.
hummocky (ground) moraine Groups of steep-sided hillocks, comprising glacial d rift, formed by dead-
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ice.
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ice-wastage processes. Some hummocky moraines may be arranged in a crude transverse-to-valley orien
tation and may reflect thrusting processes in the glacier snout. Both terrestrial and marine types are known.
ice age A period of time when large ice sheets extend from the polar regions into temperate latitudes. The

term is sometimes used synonymously with glacial period, or embraces several such periods to define a
major phase in the Earth’s climatic history,
ice apron A steep mass of ice, commonly the source of ice avalanches, that adheres to steep rock near the
summits of high peaks.
iceberg A piece of ice of the order of tens of metres or more across that has been shed by a glacier into a
lake or the sea.
iceberg turbate Sediment disturbed and added to by icebergs grounding on a sea or lake floor,

:.r.e basins,

ice cap A dome-shaped mass of glacier ice, usually situated in a highland area, and generally defined as

covering < 50000km2.

*)-

ice c liff (ice wall) A vertical face of ice, normally formed where a glacier terminates in the sea, or is under

: from higher

cut by streams. These terms are also used more specifically for the face that forms at the seaward margin
of an ice sheet or ice cap and which rests on bedrock at or below sea level,
ice-contact delta Delta formed from a subglacial stream where a glacier terminates in a standing body of
water. The top surface is in the intertidal zone,
icefall A steep, heavily crevassed portion of a valley glacier.
ice-marginal channel A water channel formed at the margin of a (usually cold) valley glacier, inside the
lateral moraine, if present,
ice sheet A mass of ice and snow of considerable thickness and covering an area of more than 50000 km2.
ice sh e lf A large slab of ice floating on the sea, but remaining attached to and partly fed by land-based ice.
ice stream Part of an ice sheet or ice cap in which the ice flows more rapidly, and not necessarily in the
same direction as the surrounding ice. The margins are often defined by zones of strongly sheared, crevassed

s icebergs,
r aith many
. - r from the
rvxk mass on

- ~.ents with

ice.
ice stream boundary ridge A submarine ridge of bedrock or soft sediment defining the former boundary

between two ice streams as they crossed a continental shelf.
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ice tongue (or glacier tongue) An unconstrained, floating extension of an ice stream or valley glacier, pro

jecting into the sea.
inte rflo w Flow in which water entering a lake or the sea is of the same density as the main body, resulting

in ready mixing of the two.
interglacial (period) A period, similar to or warmer than that of today, during which ice has receded mainly

to the polar regions and high mountain areas,
inte rna l deformation That component of glacier flow that is the result of the deformation of glacier ice
under the influence of accumulated snow and firn , and gravity,
isotopes Varieties of elements, all with identical chemical, but not precisely equal physical, properties.
jo ku lh la u p (from the Icelandic) A sudden and often catastrophic outburst of water from a glacier, such as

when an ice-dammed lake bursts or an internal water pocket escapes.
kame (from the Gaelic) A steep-sided h ill of sand and gravel deposited by glacial streams adjacent to a gla
cier margin,
kame delta (see delta moraine).
kame field A large area covered by many discrete kames.
kame moraine An end-moraine complex that has been substantially reworked by glaciofluvial processes,
kame plateau An extensive area of ice-contact sediments formed adjacent to a glacier that has not yet been

dissected.
kame terrace A flat or gently sloping plain, deposited by a stream that flowed towards or along the margin

of a glacier, but left above the hillside when the ice retreated,
kettle (or kettle hole) A self-contained bowl-shaped depression within an area covered by glacial stream
deposits, and often containing a pond. A kettle forms as a result of the burial of a mass of glacier ice by
stream sediment and the subsequent melting of the ice.
kinematic wave The means whereby mass-balance changes are propagated down-glacier. The wave has a
constant discharge and it moves faster than the ice velocity. Kinematic waves are visible as bulges on the
ice surface; when they reach the snout, the glacier is able to advance,
knock-and-lochan topography (a Scottish term) Rough, ice-abraded, low-level landscape, comprising small
h ills of exposed bedrock, and rock basins with small lakes and bogs.
lam inite A laminated sediment.
large composite-ridge A ridge, or series of ridges, in front of a glacier and comprising large slices of up

thrust, contorted sedimentary bedrock and drift. They exceed 100m in height,
lee-side cone (see crag-and-tail).
levee A bank of sediment bordering a stream channel, constructed during a period of bankfull discharge,
line a r moraine A composite feature on a continental shelf, comprising t i l l tongue sediments overlain by

subaquatic ice-recessional features,
lithofacies (see facies).
L it t le Ice Age That period of time that led to expansion of valley and cirque glaciers worldwide, with their

maximum extents being attained in many temperate regions about AD 1700-1850 or around 1900 in Arc
tic regions.
lodgement The process whereby basal glacial debris is “plastered” on to the substrate beneath an actively
moving glacier.
loess Wind-blown sediment of silt grade, often derived as a result of winnowing of fines from glacial outwash
plains.
lonestone An isolated clast of pebble or larger size in a fine-grained matrix.
lunate fracture Moon-shaped crescentic fracture with the horns and steeper face at the down-glacier end.
mass balance (or mass budget) A year-by-year measure of the state of health of a glacier, reflecting the

balance between accumulation and ablation. A glacier with a positive mass balance in a particular year
gained more mass through accumulation than was lost through ablation; the reverse is true for negative
mass balance.
mega-block (also known as a ra ft) A large piece of glacially transported bedrock, buried in drift. Such blocks
are thin in relation to their linear dimensions, which may exceed 100m.
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m ixton(ite) a synonym for diamicton(ite), but now largely redundant.
m orainal bank A bank formed below water in front of a stable ice front in a fjo rd or lake, as a result of
lodgement, melting, dumping, push and squeeze processes,
moraine Distinct ridges or mounds of debris laid down directly by a glacier or pushed up by it. The material

is typical t ill, but fluvial, lake or marine sediments may also be involved. Longitudinal moraines include
a lateral moraine which forms along the side of a glacier; a medial moraine occurring on the surface
where two streams of ice merge; and a fluted moraine which forms a series of ridges beneath the ice,
parallel to flow. Transverse moraines include a terminal moraine which forms at the farthest lim it reached
by the ice, a recessional moraine which represents a stationary phase during otherwise general retreat,
and a set of annual moraines representing a series of minor winter re-advances during a general retreat.
A push moraine is a more complex form, developed especially in front of a cold glacier during a period
of advance.
m oulin A water-worn pothole formed where a surface meltstream exploits a weakness in the ice. Many moulins
are cylindrical, several metres across, and extend down to the glacier bed, although often in a series of
steps.
m o ulin kame A mound of debris up to several metres high that accumulated in the bottom of a m oulin.
nail-head stria tio n An asymmetrical, relatively short scratch mark, blunt at the downstream end and taper

ing towards the upstream end.
niva l flood The flood that accompanies the phase of rapid snowmelt in spring/early summer,
nunatak (from the Inuit) An island of bedrock or mountain projecting above the surface of an ice sheet or
highland ice field.
Nye channel (named after a B ritish physicist) A channel cut into bedrock by subglacial meltwater under high

pressure. Usually less than lm across; commonly deeper than they are wide.
ogives Arcuate bands or waves, with the apex pointing down-glacier, that develop in an icefall. Alternating

light and dark bands are called banded ogives or Forbes’ bands; wave ogives are a second type. Each
pair of bands or one wave and trough represents a year’s movement through the icefall.
outwash plain A flat spread of debris deposited by meltwater streams emanating from a glacier (cf. sandar).
overconsolidated A geotechnical term to indicate a more indurated sediment than would be expected from
the depth observed below the surface. Overconsolidation may be attributable to loading by an ice mass,
overflow A flow of water entering a lake or the sea, having a density less than the main body of water, and
therefore remaining at the surface as a distinct layer,
overflow channel A channel cut through a h ill or ridge by meltwater, as a result of ponding back by an ice
mass.
perm afrost Ground that remains permanently frozen. It may be hundreds of metres thick with only the top

few metres thawing out in summer,
piedmont glacier (from the French) A glacier that spreads out as a wide lobe on leaving the mountains or a

narrow trough.
pitted plain A plain of glaciofluvial sediment with many lake-filled depressions (kettles), resulting from the

melting of buried blocks of glacier ice.
plastically moulded (or p- ) fo rm s Smooth rounded forms of various types cut into bedrock by the com
bined effects of the erosive power of ice and meltwater under high pressure,
plough-m ark (a) A groove or furrow caused by the impact and movement of icebergs across the sea or lake

floor, or along a beach under the influence of tides, (b) A groove formed by a stone at the ice/bedrock
interface scoring soft sediment and pushing up a small ridge in front,
polynya An area of ocean with sea ice that remains relatively ice-free in winter, due to the upwelling to the
surface of warmer water,
portal The open archway that develops when a meltwater stream emerges at the snout of a glacier,
pressure-m elting Enhanced melting resulting from the effect of ice impinging on bedrock, or an object un
der stress impinging on ice.
pressure release The process of fracturing of bedrock that takes place as a result of the removal of stress as
an overlying body of ice melts,
pure shear (non-rotational stra in) Deformation of a substance by extension normal to an applied compressive
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stress and extension parallel to it. Th is results in no change to the strained area, nor to rotation of the
cumulative strain axes.
ra ft (see mega-block).
ra n d klu ft (from the German) The narrow gap that develops between a rock face and steep firn and ice at the

head of a glacier.
ra t-ta il A minor ridge, parallel to striations, extending down-glacier from a knob of more resistant rock,
regelation ice Ice formed from meltwater as a result of the lowering of pressure beneath a glacier,
rejuvenated (or regenerated) glacier A glacier that develops from ice-avalanche debris beneath a rock cliff,
rhy thm ite A sedimentary unit comprising a repetitive succession of sedimentary types, e.g. mud/sand, irre

spective of time and relative thickness. A varve is one specific type of rhythmite.
rib bon lake A long, narrow lake resulting from glacial erosion, and commonly containing multiple basins,
riegel (from the German) A rock barrier that extends across a glaciated valley, usually comprising harder

rock, and often having a smooth slope facing up-valley and a rough slope facing down-valley.
rin ne n (from the German) (see tunnel valley).
roche moutonnee (from French) A rocky hillock with a gently inclined, smooth slope facing up-valley re

sulting from glacial abrasion, and a steep, rough slope facing down-valley resulting from glacial pluck
ing.
rock basin A lake- or sea-filled bedrock depression carved out by a glacier.
rock flo u r Bedrock that has been pulverized at the bed of a glacier into clay- and silt-sized particles. It is
commonly carried in suspension in glacial meltwater streams, which take on a m ilky appearance as a re
sult.
rockslide An accumulation of rock debris resulting from a catastrophic rockfall. Sometimes during the fall,
debris becomes airborne and accumulates as a pulverized mass, far distant from the source,
rogen (ribbed) moraine (named after a Swedish lake) Large-scale, transversely orientated, irregular ridges
of complex origin, including thrusting,
ro thlisb erger channel (named after a Swiss glaciologist) A channel incised upwards into the base of a gla
cier by a subglacial meltstream.
sandar (plural sandur; from the Icelandic) Laterally extensive flat plains of sand and gravel with braided
streams of glacial meltwater flowing across them. They are usually not bounded by valley walls and they

commonly form in coastal areas,
sea ice Ice that forms by freezing of the sea (cf. ice sh e lf and icebergs which float on the sea),
sedimentary model A pictorial representation of the processes and sedimentary products that contribute to a

particular sedimentary environment,
sedimentary stratification The annual layering that forms from the accumulation of snow, and is preserved

in f ir n and sometimes in glacier ice.
seismic stratigraphy The application of seismic profiling techniques to the interpretation of the stratigraphy

of inaccessible (subsurface) areas, notably offshore,
serac (from the French) A tower of unstable ice that forms between crevasses, often in icefalls or other regions

of accelerated glacier flow,
The determination of the stratigraphy of sedimentary sequences by linking
unconformities of temporal significance (sequence boundaries) to sea-level changes, thereby aiding regional
correlation. A development of seismic stratigraphy, but applicable to well exposed onshore sequences,
shear (or th ru st) ridge A ridge or line of debris cropping out at the surface of a glacier, thrust up from a
subglacial position, especially near its snout,
sh e lf moraine A prominent ridge interpreted as an end-moraine complex, formed at the edge or in the mid
dle of a continental shelf,
sh e lf valley (see submarine trough).
Sichelwanne A crescent-shaped depression or scallop-like feature cut into bedrock, probably largely the result
of meltwater erosion. The axis is coincident with the ice-flow direction, and the horns of the feature point
forwards.
s i l l A submarine barrier of rock or moraine that occurs at the mouth of, or between, rock basins in a fjo rd ,
sim ple shear Deformation of a substance by displacement along discrete (often closely spaced) surfaces or
shear planes. The orientations of the principal axes of cumulative strain rotate as deformation proceeds.
sequence stra tig ra p h y
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T h is type of deformation can be demonstrated by gradually smearing out a stack of cards,
slope valleys Groups of gullies forming a dendritic pattern on the continental slope associated with subglacial

discharge at times when the ice advanced to the continental shelf edge,
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slum ping The process of downslope mass movement whereby the internal organization of the mass of debris

is not totally disaggregated. Deformation may be evident in the form of recumbent fold structures,
sm all composite-ridge Smaller scale versions ( < 100 m in height) of large composite-ridges and compris

ing mainly unconsolidated sediment thrust up into a series of ridges by a glacier,
snout The lower part of the ablation area of a valley glacier.
snow An agglomeration of precipitated ice crystals, most of which are star-shaped and delicate, forming a

low-density mass with a high air content,
snow swamp An area of saturated snow lying on glacier ice. I f movement is triggered on a slope, a slush

avalanche may develop. The snow swamp may not be visible until one steps into it.
sole (see glacier sole).
sole th ru st The lowest thrust in a deformed sedimentary sequence that defines the plane below which no

further displacements occur,
stra in The amount by which an object becomes deformed under the influence of stress,
strain-softening The effect whereby, under a constant stre ss, the strain rate increases with time,
stauchmorne (from the German) A collective term for ice-push ridges of the large and sm all composite-

c - i _.icles. It is
e-rance as a re■z.r.ng the fall,
ar ridges

ridge types,
stre ss The force applied to an object.
striae Linear, fine scratches formed by the abrasive effect of debris-rich ice sliding over bedrock. Intersect

ing sets of striae are formed as stones are rotated or if the direction of ice-flow over bedrock changes,
striated The scratched state of bedrock or stone surfaces after ice has moved over them,
subaquatic The state of being under water; in this context commonly refering to glaciolacustrine and

glaciomarine environments,
-- '-;-e of a gla-

subglacial debris Debris that has been released from ice at the base of a glacier. It usually shows signs of

rounding due to abrasion at the contact between ice and bedrock,
subglacial delta (cf. t i l l delta, diamict apron) Prograding wedge of glacial, marine and recycled debris
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subglacial gorge A steep, often vertically sided gorge cut into bedrock by a subglacial stream under high

в).

subglacial stream A stream that flows beneath a glacier, and which usually cuts into the ice above to form

formed seawards of the grounding-line of ice shelves or ice streams,
pressure.

с:or.:ribute to a

a tunnel.
sublim ation The process whereby a material (e.g. ice) passes from the solid to the vapour state directly,

r e :s preserved

without melting intervening,
superimposed drainage A drainage system unrelated to current bedrock structure, inherited from an earlier

be ^ratigraphy

phase of development on once-overlying bedrock, now removed,
superimposed ice Ice that forms as a result of the freezing of water-saturated snow. It commonly forms at
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the surface of a glacier between the eq u ilib rium line and the f ir n line, and provides additional mass to
the glacier.
supraglaciai debris Debris that is carried on the surface of a glacier. Normally this is derived from rockfalls
and it tends to be angular.
supraglaciai stream A stream that flows over the surface of a glacier. Most supraglaciai streams descend
via m o ulin s into the depths or to the base of a glacier,
surge A short-lived phase of accelerated glacier flow during which the surface becomes broken up into a
maze of crevasses. Surges are often periodic and are separated by longer periods of relative inactivity or
even stagnation.
tabular iceberg A flat-topped iceberg that has become detached from an ice shelf, ice tongue or floating
tidewater glacier.
tabular moraine Irregular morainic complexes formed in an intermediate continental shelf position,
ta rn A small lake occupying a hollow eroded out by ice or dammed by a moraine; especially common in
cirques.
temperate glacier (see warm glacier).
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therm al regime The state of a glacier as determined by its temperature distribution,
th ru st A low-angle fault, usually formed where the ice is under compression. Thrusts commonly extend from

the bed and are associated with debris and overturned folds,
th ru st ridge (see shear ridge).
tidewater glacier A glacier that terminates in the sea, usually in a bay or fjo rd ,
t i l l A mixture of mud-, sand- and gravel-sized material deposited directly from glacier ice.
t i l l delta A prograding wedge of t ill that has been transported in conveyor-belt fashion to the groundingline of an ice sh e lf or ice stream (cf. diamict apron),
t illite The lithified equivalent of t ill.
tillo id A t ill- lik e deposit, but of uncertain origin (a term rarely used today),
t i l l pellet A lump of t i l l that was frozen when incorporated into the host sediment,
t i l l plain A nearly flat or slightly rolling and gently inclined surface, underlain by a near-continuous cover

of thick t ill.
t i l l tongue An inclined wedge of t i l l and other material associated with the grounding-line of an oscillating
marine ice margin,
tongue The part of a valley glacier that extends below the f ir n line,
total stra in (see cumulative stra in ).
transfluence The large-scale breaching of a mountain range by glaciers emanating from an ice sheet, with

all cols being occupied by discharging ice.
transverse ridge (see de Geer moraines).
trim line A sharp line on a hillside marking the boundary between well vegetated terrain that has remained

ice-free for a considerable time, and poorly vegetated terrain that until relatively recently lay under gla
cier ice. In many areas the most prominent trim lines date from the L itt le Ice Age.
trough-head (or trough-end) The steep, plucked transverse rockface at the head of a glacial trough,
trough-m outh fan A large-scale prograding, arcuate fan at the mouth of a continental shelf trough. The fan

extends out from the shelf edge into the deep-ocean basin,
tunnel valley (Rinnen) A large subglacial, steep-sided channel cut into soft sediment or bedrock by meltwa

ter. The channel may have a reverse gradient in places,
tu rb id ity current A high-density, debris-laden current that flows down a slope. The resulting turbidite is a

sediment characterized by graded bedding.
unconform ity A discontinuity in the annual layering in f ir n or ice, resulting from a period when ablation

cut across successive layers,
underflow A flow of water of greater density than the lake or sea into which it flows, thereby descending a

slope as a bottom-hugging current or turbidity-flow.
valley glacier A glacier bounded by the walls of a valley, and descending from high mountains, an ice cap

on a plateau, or an ice sheet,
A braided-river system that extends across the whole width of a valley between steep-sided
mountains.
varve A sedimentary bed or lamina, or sequence of laminae, deposited in a body of still water (usually a
lake) and representing one year’s accumulation,
varvite A lithified varve.
valley tra in

warm (temperate) glacier A glacier whose temperature is at the pressure melting point throughout, ex

cept for a cold wave of limited penetration that occurs in winter,
warm ice Ice that is at the melting point regardless of pressure. The temperature may be slightly below 0°C

at the base of a glacier where the ice is under high pressure,
whaleback A smooth, scratched, glacially eroded bedrock knoll several metres high, and resembling a whale
in profile.
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Enhanced by many photographic illustrations o f excellent quality, this textbook
w ill provide students w ith a comprehensive introduction to the scientific study of
environments dominated by snow and ice.
Glacial environments are scenically and scientifically among the most exciting
on Earth, and at the same time they are among the most complex. Apart from the
processes associated directly w ith moving ice, other processes - fluvial, aeolian,
lacustrine and marine - frequently interact w ith the ice. Glacial environments
therefore exhibit a w ide variety of landforms and sediment associations. Today,
some 10 per cent of the land surface of the Earth is covered by ice, whereas in
Pleistocene tim e the figure exceeded 30 percent. In earlier geological history, the
Earth underwent glaciations o f continent-wide extent on several occasions, some
of them even more intense than those o f the Pleistocene epoch. By examining the
processes operating w ithin glacial settings, and their resulting products, Glacial
environments provides the foundation for investigation o f both the ancient and the
modern record.
Emphasizing the range o f erosional and depositional landforms, drawing on the
older geological record, according due attention to the exciting recent develop
ments in marine research, incorporating illustrations from both contemporary and
ancient environments, and covering all relevant parts o f the w orld - this attractive
book w ill find a w ide readership among students of geography, geology and envi
ronmental science.
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